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USE OF COMPUTERS IN THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS

May 20, 1969.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the State
of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. Dawson, from the Committee on Government Operations,
submitted the following

REPORT
together with

SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS
[To accompany H.R. 10791]

The Committee on Government Operations, to whom was referred
the bill (H.R. 10791) to amend the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921,
to direct the Comptroller General to establish information and data
processing systems, and for other purposes, having considered the
same, report favorab
that the bill do pass. his proposal provides:
That section 312 of the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 58), be
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(f) The Comptroller General shall-

"(1) cooperate with the Director of the Bureau of the Budget in the
development, establishment, and maintenance of a standard data processingand information system (including uniform classifications of programs,
activities, receipts, costs, and expenditures, as well as other necessary
standards) for budgetary and fiscal data for use of the Federal Government;

(2) coordinate the development, establishment, maintenance, and
operation of data processing systems necessary for the effective and efficient
fulfillment of the substantive responsibilities of the Congress. Other units of
the Congress utilizing data processing techniques to carry out the responsi-
bilities GCongress has delegated to them shall adhere to the guidelines the
Comptroller General may establish to assure optimum effectiveness and
efficiency in the overall acquisition and use of computers by the Congress;

"(3) enter into contracts with organizations or individuals, or employ i 1di-vidual experts and consultants, to assist in the development and establishment
of such systems, at rates not in excess of those prevailing at the time for com-

ity to carry out the responsibilities delegated him under this part; and
parable services in private industry, but otherwise in conformity with section
3109 of title 5 of the United States Code, and acquire data processing capac-
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Congress as to the most effective and efficient manner by which the data
processing and systems design requirements of the Congress can be fulfilled.

HEARINGS
On April 23, 1969, the committee, through its Government Activities

Subcommittee held a hearing on H.R. 404, introduced by Congress-
man Jack Brooks, and H.R. 5522, introduced by Congressman Dante
B. Fascell. Following subcommittee consideration of these proposals,
H.R. 10791 was introduced reflecting the amendments agreed upon by
the subcommittee

PURPOSE OF THE BILL
The purpose ofH.R. 10791 is to provide for the efficient and effective

utilization of modern data processing techniques to give committees
and individual Members of Congress better information for decision-

committee. Nor is the authority or jurisdiction of any of the sub-

whole, affected to any significant extent.
The bill delegates'authority to the Comptroller General of the

United States to provide for and coordinate electronic data processing

Bureau of the Budget in the development of a compatible data system
to support the budget and appropriations cycle. Under this authority,
the Comptroller General would see that the system and the data
base under development in the executive branch of the Government
have those inherent characteristics necessary to meet the needs of

authority necessary to extend these basic concepts of compatibility
to all other data processing systems to be developed in the Congress
to pocess substantive data pertinent to the legislative process.

hird, the Comptroller General is given responsibility to coordinate
the general management of computers in the legislative branch, irre-

of an optimum level of computer capability without unnecessary
duplication in computer capacity.

DISCUSSION
There is a growing needfor the use of computer techniques in the Congress
This legislation reflects the awareness and concern Members have

over the increasingly difficult information problem that confronts

to consider and decide the issues coming before the Congress.
The United States is now a nation of more than 200 million people

with increasingly complex commitments at home and throughout
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the world. As the Nation has developed, the workload of the Congresshas increased. Our first House of Representatives was composed of 65
(4) submit recommendations at such times as he deems appropriate to the

Members with an average constituency of less than 50,000 persons.In contrast, each of the present 435 Members of the House representsan average of some 450,000 constituents. Most Senators have con-stituencies mounting into the millions.

100 public and private bills, more than 25,000 individual measureswere introduced in the House of Representatives during the 2-yearspan of a recent Congress. Of these, 1,284 were enacted into law. Theirst Congress in the years from 1789 to 1791 appropriated or otherwise
expended approximately $4.269 million. For fiscal year 1968, Congressapproved expenditures of $190 billion.
The proper evaluation of the Federal budget, the consideration ofthe vast array of bills that are introduced, and, in the most funda-mental terms, the enactment of the laws necessary to the defense andwelfare of the Nation, require a broad flow of pertinent, authoritative,reliable, up-to-date information into the legislative process. Under

present methods, utilizing primarily the traditional approaches in the
acquisition and processing of data, the flow of information is fast

and unwieldly. The source of this information is entirely controlled bythe executive branch through the Bureau of the Budget. Because of
rapidly changing conditions, the information in these documents oftenbecomes outdated and unreliable soon after submission to the Congressearly each spring. Crucial elements in the budget of particular interestto committees and individual Members are often buried in a multitudeof other data and are extremely difficult. to extract on any authoritativebasis within reasonable periods of time.The support date that accompanies the actual budget figures islimited in amount, difficult to identify, almost impossible to assess,and is not conducive to any broad spectrum cf evaluation based uponthe differing criteria reflecting the varying interests of the committeesand individual Members of the Congress.In areas of substantive legislation-in carrying out "oversight" oraudit responsibilities-in the framing and evaluation of revenue bills-the squeeze for a better flow of information is equally pronounced.Throughout all aspects of the substantive legislative process, the tradi-tional methods of handling data and the means of communicating thisdata so as to provide pertinent, material, reliable, and up-to-dateinformation to support the legislative process, are fast becomingoutdated and ineffective.

of the budget, at the very least, are equal in magnitude to the prob-lems of budget preparation. In the absence of prompt and effective

Each session, literally thousands of individual
mplex problems are given active consideration bycontrast with the First Congress which enacted in its entirety some

making.
This proposal does not alter the jurisdiction or authority of any

ordinate units of either the House or the Senate, or the Congress as a

usage in the Congress Three closely related, but distinct, respon-
becoming inadquate to meet the rowing, of the Congress.Of critical importance to th to thesibilities are delegated to him: budget and ppropriation process At present Congress must rel

more precisely, this means PP mmunicating budget

First is the esponsibility to cooperate with the Director of the principally upon the budget d budget endix documents Thisdata source, or
information to the Congress, has become i easingly unresponsive

the Congress
Second, the Comptroller General is delegated the coordinating

pective of their application or use, to assure effective and efficient
ploitation of these techniques in the Congress
Under this approach, Congress can work toward the development

Congress in carrying out the legislative process Committees and in
dividual Members need better, more up-to-date information on which As the testimony on this

the use of the computer The problems inherent in leg slative

when the Bureau of the Bu get could not prepare the budget without
coal suggests, the time is already here

analysis
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action to provide the Congress with computer capacity, the problemwill not simply be the maintenance of effectiveness and efficiency in
the legislative operation, but whether Congress will be able to perform
its responsibilities in any meaningful sense.
Modern systems design and data processing techniques have broad

The state of the art in data processing and information handling has
reached the point of development that these techniques can be of
material assistance to the Congress in coping with the constantly
increasing complexity and volume of data inherent in the legislative
TOCeSS.P
The time has come to make full use of these capabilities. In many

of the departments and agencies in the executive branch, data process-
ing systems are either in use or under development at Government
expense to meet priority needs lower than those of the Congress. In
the departments and agencies of Government, there are approximately
4,300 data processing systems now in use with applications runnin
from the routine administrative tasks, such as reconciling the Feder
Government's checkbook, to control of space capsules in orbit around
the earth and the moon.
In the Defense Department, "command and control" systems are

under development at considerable expense to process data of military
significance. These systems are designed to cope with the vast flow
of data inherent in tactical and strategic planning allowing ourmilitary
leaders to make quicker and more responsive military decisions.
In business and industry, there is no large corporation in America

(and probably very few medium or even small ones) that can survive
in the competitive world of today without extensive data processing
capacity to provide information needed in making management

Much of the information requirement essential to the legislative
process could be effectively and efficiently obtained through data
processing, offering Congress a significant advantage over present

Requirements involving recurring data that can be described in
general terms in advance, such as the items in an appropriations bill
where the actual dollar amounts change but nevertheless the item
recurs under stated categories in programs year after year-data of
this type is particularly susceptible to storage, processing, and evalua-
tion through electronic data processing techniques.
Other datum, such as is found in the average reference book in a

library, that is nonrecurring in nature, that expresses judgments,
opinions, and precedents, can be made more readily available through
computerized index systems of various kinds. Although applications
of this type are not as advanced as in the case of recurring data, com-
puter retrieval systems are slowly becoming more adaptable to user
needs. With broader capability, they allow the user to select on a
more random basis the particular data he requires for some specific
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in the preparation and evaluation of the budget.! In very general
terms, this effort centers on improving the identification of the basic
"building blocks" of budget requests as they relate and can be
identified under varying formats and classifications needed for different
purposes and for various evaluation techniques. The system then
extends to structuring the capability to handle support data pertinentto the basic budget elements, the development of the data bases
within the departments and agencies to serve as a source of the data
flow for use in these systems, and, lastly, improvement of the overall
budget evaluation capability.

Inherent in these developments is the effort to ultimately attain the
capacity to make comprehensive correlations between input and out-
ut-between Federal expenditures and the nature and extent of the
enefits these expenditures produce. The ability to make broad com-

parisons of the purposes or objectives of programs and their costs
would make it possible for Congress to devise better programs to
meet the Nation's needs. In addition, it is of vital importance that
both the executive and legislative branches of the Government have
the ability to alter the budget within short periods of time without
resort to arbitrary 'across the board" cuts affecting many Federal
operations irrespective of need or priority.
Through data processing, highly selective alterations could be made

in the Budget a most overnight, reflecting changes in revenues, un-

potential use in Congress

expected changes in the Nation's economy, or for whatever reason the
President and the Congress may deem advisable. Such changes,based upon predetermined priorities, would, in the most practical
sense, give the President and the Congress more effective control
over Federal expenditures throughout the Budget process.
Through a countless variety of special applications, Federal ex-

penditures could also be more closely monitored in a manner and to
an extent hopelessly beyond present capabilities. It would be well
within computer capability, for example, to monitor contract priceoverruns and provide data on them at least as soon as they were
reflected in the obligations or expenditures of the various Federal
departments and agencies. By this means, both the executive and
legislative branches of Government would be able to anticipate prob-lems of this kind in the procurement area rather than react to them.
Decisions could be made on costly defense systems when they beganto exceed original cost estimates rather than after additional millions,or even billions, in tax funds were obligated.The work in the Bureau of the Budget can lead to an ever-increasing
capacity to evaluate and improve the budget and to make Government
more eifective, efficient, and responsive to the needs of the public.These improvements offer the opportunity to save countless billions
in public funds. Even an improvement of only a minor percentage in
the efficiency of the budget and appropriations cycle could mean
savings mounting into the billions annually.
Congress must keep pace with this work in the executive branch

and, in addition, supplement this capacity with systems geared to
make whatever additional studies, comparisons, or evaluations that
tThe testimony of the Deputy Director of the Bureau of the Budget, together with an outline of a

decisions

information handling techniques

purposeIn the area where application of data processing is most effectively

in the overall budget process, are included in the Appendix for the convenience of those desiring a moredetailed explanation of the work now under way in the Bureau of the Budget.

prelminary report submitted to the Bureau of the Budget of a consulting firm working on improvementsgive officials in the executive branch of Government the data needed
pplied, the Bureau of the Budget is developing a system that ill
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might be of unique assistance to Members and committees in making

Futhermore, the compatible computer capability that Congress
obtains through the computerization of the budget and appropriations
cycle must be extended into all other aspects of the legislative process.
Computers must be applied to the extent practical and feasible to the
work of the Legislative Reference Service and the other support units
of the Congress. The vast store of historical data housed in the Library
of Congress and particularly those areas of specific interest and
value to the Congress in the decisionmaking process-must be made
the subject of more effective retrieval.
Data processing development and use in the Congress must be coordinated
Any effort to apply data processing techniques to the legislative

branch is immediately confronted by two considerations: First, the
need for a unified and compatible approach to system development
and, second, the need to avoid any unnecessary duplications in com-
puter system capability. If systems are developed that are incompatible
with those of the Bureau of the Budget or other units in the Congress,
then the usefulness of all of the systems will be compromised. If sys-
tems are developed independently, there will be voids or duplications
which will also limit system effectiveness and waste public funds.
Yet, obviously, the Bureau of the Budget, the House and Senate, as

well as the various support units in the legislative branch, do not
operate under any single authority despite a broad commonality in
the need for information. Nor at the present time is there any one office
or official that has the responsibility to coordinate computer design

The development of a compatible system to support the legislative
branch without duplications or voids in system capacity, therefore,
requires coordination among those units having common information
needs. On closer examination, there are three levels or degrees of
coordination that must be established and maintained.
First, there is the coordination between the Congress and the execu-

tive branch. Congress must rely upon the executive for the actual
budget and budget support data. In addition, Congress would be
benefited by the use of the executive branch's budget evaluation
capability. To acquire this computer capability requires coordination
with the Bureau of the Budget and, in addition, development in the
legislative branch of a supplemental computer system that is com-
patible with that in the Bureau of the Budget. Oly by this means
can we preclude the very real possibility of the development of dupli-
cative requirements of computer capacity that are costly, delay accom
plishment, and introduce crippling confusion through overlapping and
inconsistent terms, definitions, and system standards.
The achievement of this compatibility requires that coordinative

authority be delegated to some specific office in the legislative to
interact with the executive branch. This authority would be used to
assure recognition of the needs of Congress in the development of the
basic system in the Bureau of the Budget and in the formulation of
the data that will flow through this system. It would then be possible
to develop a supplemental system in the Congress needed to evaluate

Senate and the support units in the legislative branch regarding those
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computer systems processing data pertinent to the substantive legis-lative process, or, in other words, data that is needed by Members

compatible system within the confines of the legislative branch means
that the Senate and the House and the support units of the Congressmust act in unison to develop and maintain informational systems.This requires delegation of coordinating authority to some one office
or official in the legislative branch to extend the concept of compatibil-
ity that has been established in concert with the Bureau of the BBudget
to all systems that support the legislative process in substantive terms.

There are a number of units or offices in the Congress requiring data
processing capacity which has no substantive link and is not petinent
to the legislative process. Many of the "housekeeping" functions
of the House and Senate, the internal management requirements of
various offices and units in the Congress, the external operations of
the Library of Congress activities such as these may not directlyinterface with the legislative process. Therefore, there is no affirmative
and demanding requirement of system compatibility in these areas.
However, to the extent that any unit of the legislative branch

utilizes data processing capacity for any purpose, sound, business-

the most informed decisions
and committees to reach decisions concernin
tions, legislation, and legislative oversight achieve

revenues ?

Third, a lesser degree coordinati to co the ma age-ment aspects of all com uters in the Congress beestablished.

like management requires that the acquisition and use of this capacitybe coordinated on an organizationatT basis, or, in other words, in
concert with the overall computer requirements of the Congress.Extensive investigations of this committee over many years into the
management and use of computers in the executive branch of govern-ment demonstrate that a coordinated approach to computer manage-
ment-coordinating those aspects of management which must be
coordinated on an organizationwide basis is essential to efficiencyand economy.
There is no basis for Congress being an exception to this well-

established policy. Accordingly, the office or official in the legislativebranch having coordinating authority over other aspects of computer
development should also coordinate in general terms the procurementand use of computer capacity for Congress as a whole.

d management functions for the Congress as a whole

The Comptroller General should be delegated basic responsibilities to
coordinate the various levels of computer usage in the Congress

The selection of the Comptroller General as the official to coordin-
ate computer usage in the Congress meets with no meaningful or
obvious alternatives once the various factors controlling the selection
are considered.
The data classifications and the systems standards that become a

part of the budget and appropriation system under development inthe Bureau of the Budget must extend to all systems in the Congressthat relate to the substantive legislative process. Otherwise incom-
patibility and unnecessary voids and duplications will result. Althoughthe system under development in the Bureau will process a broad
spectrum of data, in the most fundamental sense all the data in the
system will be oriented to meet the fiscal requirements of the
Government.

this data in the legislative ocess
Second, there is the nee for coordination between the House and

z
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The Comptroller General's pimary responsibilities lie in the fiscal
area. And, even were the add tional responsibilities outlined in this
bill not delegated to him, the General Accounting Office would have
to develop to a considerable extent the computer capability to analyze
budget and appropriation data to carry out the responsibilities that
are inherent in the office of Comptroller General. We cannot separate
the General Accounting Office from computer capability that must
become an inherent part of its

pe
rations Nor can we permit a costly

and unnecessary duplication this computer capability through
assignment of these coordinating and systems development: responsi-
bilities to some other unit in the Congress.
The Comptroller General, therefore, is the logical choice for delega-

tion of the responsibility to cooperate with the Bureau of the Budget
in the development of a standard fiscal system, to extend these basic
concepts of compatibility to all other data systems Congress may need
to support the substantive legislative process, and to provide that
lower level of management coordination necessary to assure efficient
and effective use of computers in the Congress.
There are other considerations supporting this selection. The Gen-

eral Accounting Office, under the Comptroller General, is constantly
delving into the operations of the executive branch of the Govern-
ment identifying problem areas and seeking to determine more effi-
cient and effective means to perform the Government's business. The
optimum exploitation of the General Accounting Office's activities
requires a broad flow of budgetary and fiscal data concerning govern-
ment operations at the very earliest point in time when such data can
be made available. The General Accounting Office, with an annual
appropriation of $60 million and more than 4,000 auditors, investi-
ators and other employees, is considered the ''watchdog"' of the
ngress. Extension of these overall coordinating responsibilities to

the Comptroller General, particularly as they relate to systems design
and development in the Bureau of the Budget, will increase the effec-
tiveness of the GAO audit staff-a matter of vital importance to
efficient and effective government.A further consideration is that day-to-day contact with all the
departments and agencies of the executive affords the General Ac-
counting Office the opportunity to verify data base. Simply because
data flows through a computer does not make the data accurate and
reliable. The General Accounting Office, on a routine basis, audits the
activities of the Federal departments and agencies. The General
Accounting Office also establishes the accounting principles that
Congress has determined executive agencies should follow in main-
taining control over appropriated funds. At such time as the executive
branch ever develops an effective computerized data base to support
the budget and appropriation cycle it will be of vital importance that
Congress verify the data obtained from the executive branch and used
in legislative deliberations. In future years, the ability to check the
reliability of such data may well become one of the most important
facets of the legislative computer operation.
The Comptroller General would consult with the committees of Congress
and the appropriate offices and officials in the legislative branch
This legislation is drawn in very general terms. Essentially, this

proposal is in the nature of a direct1ve to agents of the Congress. The
interests of third parties are not involved. Accordingly, it is appro-
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priate that the responsibilities and the authority be clearly set forth
+ as well as the overall objective However, it is also appropriate that
broad latitude be left to the Comptroller General as to how he reaches
those objectives. Only by this means can the Comptroller General
and the other offices and officials in the legislative branch developand maintain a plan of operation conducive to the highest level of
efficiency and economy.
Generally, however, the approach this committee anticipates would

be for the Comptroller General to consult with the various committees
of the House and Senate to determine their data requirements. In
turn, he would advise them of the nature and extent the data which
he believes would be of value to them can be acquired through data
processing capability.
Through consultations of this type, the Comptroller General can

determine the net requirements off the Congress and in cooperationwith the Bureau of the Budget structure to the extent that it is techni-
cally feasible to do so the computer capability to provide data comingwithin the categories the committees require.
Meanwhile, through consultations with the Legislative Reference

Service in the Library of Congress, as well as the other support units
in the legislative branch, the requirements coming within the sub-
stantive jurisdiction of other support units can be ascertained to some
reasonable degree, broad outlines as to standards and other compati-
bility criteria can be agreed upon, and various options relative to the
size and scope of computer systems to serve various functions can be
determined.

CONCLUSION
It will not be possible to develop immediately a comprehensive over-all system to meet all legislative needs. Rapid advancements in the

state of the art and continuing changes in requirements generally rule
out the "grandiose" approach to computer design in a single develop-ment cycle. However, as the computer requirements of Congress are
identified, it is essential that all options be exploited at the earliest
reasonable date that are either essential or desirable to the ultimate
development of the most useful computer capability for Congress that
the state of the art allows.
The development of these systems will be a difficult and time

consuming task, and will involve significant expenditures in public
funds. But, if these systems are properly designed and oriented effec-
tively to meet the legislative needs, for every dollar of investment in
computers and systems design, literally thousands of dollars can be

This legislation offers Congress an effective means to begin the ex-
ploitation of computer techniques so as to give individual Members and

saved

crucial decisions coming within their responsibilities. The approach is a
cautious one. This caution comes from years of investigating horror
stories of computer misapplication in the executive branch of the Gov-
ernment and kknowledge of similar instances in business and industry.The misapplication of computer techniques, the misapprehension that
the computer can replace the decisionmaker, the extension of these
techniques to applications that can best be maintained through tradi-
tional data processing procedures, the lack of effective planning, in-

mmittees better, more up-to-date information on which to make the

29-439 O-69 2
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adequate organizational coordination to assure compatibility-these
and other deficiencies in the use of computers can lead to more prob-
lems than a computer can solve.
By the nature of the authority delegated to the Comptroller General

under this proposal, this committee believes that Congress can obtain
optimum use of computers, yet avoid many of these problems. And,it is for this reason that the committee urges prompt approval of this
proposal. SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS
Subsection (f)(1) ;

The primary dele in this bill is to the Comptroller General to
cooperate with the ector of the Bureau of the Budget in the de-
velopment of a compatible data system to support the budget and
appropriation cycle. The cycle begins in the executive branch some

soon after the beginning of each annual session. The Bureau at this
time is develo a comprehensive system to make the necessary
evaluations an to otherwise support the preparation of the budget.
Long-range studies are underway aimed at constantly improving the

well as select support data in a data system operational at this time.
However, this system is inadequate compared to the need, as well as

of routine aspects of budget preparation, but to assist in determining
priorities, making input versus output comparisons relating to various
Federal programs, and, in the ultimate sense, the many evaluations
of a budgetary and economic sense that are inherent in budget
formulation.

Under this section, the Bureau would retain full responsibility for
continuing the development of this modern comprehensive system for
the preparation and evaluation of the budget. As indicated in the
testimony of the Deputy Director of the Bureau, legislation is not
necessary for continuation of this work purely within the executive
branch of the Government. At this time, this may well be true. How-
ever, this subsection deals primarily with the "'other side of the coin."
This section would authorize and direct the Comptroller General, as
the representative of the legislative branch in its entirety, to ''co-
operate" or otherwise coordinate, oversee, or monitor the systems
development work in the Bureau to assure the inclusion in this system
of those design characteristics and capability necessary to meet, or be a
suitable interface for the development of, the unique and additional
requirements Congress will have.
The data processing and information system the Comptroller Gen-

eral develops under the authority of this subsection would not dupli-
cate system capability presently being developed within the Bureau of
the Budget. The objective would be to develop a supplementary
system to serve the particular needs of the Congress, yet compatible
with the system of the Bureau so as to allow fullL interchange of data
and evaluating capabilities.
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Subsection ( S\2)
Authority extended the Comptroller General to coordinate the

development, establishment, maintenance, and operation of data sys-
tems necessary for the effective and efficient fulfillment of the sub-
stantive responsibilities of Congress does not disturb the substantive
responsibilities of the Legislative Reference Service, the Government
Printing Office, or any other units in the legislative branch, except to
the extent that these and any other support units of the Congress

. must coordinate systems development and operation under the overall
authority of the Comptroller General.
Under subsection (f)(2), the Comptroller General would see that

with the Director of the Bureau of the Budget relating to the budget
and appropriation cycle extends to data processing systems of all
units of the Congress that would contain substantive data pertinent
to the legislative process.The purpose of this coordination would be to avoid duplications,
incompatibilities, inconsistencies, and voids in systems development
and use of computers to support the legislative process. In the exercise
of this coordinating authority, the Comptroller General would
maintain a close liaison with the heads of all support units in the legis-lative branch regarding systems development plans and problems
coming within this general category. It would be expected that broad
consultations would take place concerning any criteria that the Comp-
troller General was considering, and it is expected that all officials
in the legislative branch would work in unison, without regard to the
jurisdictional limitations of their particular office, to see that the
most effective computer system could be developed for congressional
use.
The third responsibility, to provide guidelines for the efficient and

effective acquisition and use of computers in the Congress, as ex-
pressed in the second sentence of subsection (f) (2), is the most generalin scope and at the same time the most limited in nature of these
delegations of authority. The purpose of this responsibility is to
assure a modern businesslike approach to computer usage in the legis-lative branch. The Comptroller General would coordinate, through
the issuance of guidelines and other appropriate actions, those aspectsof data processin acquisition and use which must be coordinated on
an organizationa basis to achieve optimum efficiency and use of
computer techniques. Under this authority, all computers used in the
legislative branch would be subject to the GAO's general manage-
ment guidelines. But, this overall management responsibility would
not routinely extend to systems design, the selection, or the use of
any system that some other unit of Congress may require.
Under this provision, the Comptroller General would be concerned

with the issuance of the same type of general criteria and policy direc-
tives as flow from the Bureau of the Budget and the General Services
Administration under authority of Public Law 89-306. Under this
authority, it would be appropriate for the Comptroller General to

the pros and cons of lease versus purchase, the need for new capacity,
as well as such matters as the possibility of joint use or sharing of
computer capacity with other organizations in the Congress or the
executive.

as a result of his coordinationthe concept of

9 or 10 months before the budget is ultimately submitted to Congress

to datadeit relates capability
the har core

in omparison to otential d data
Computers cannot 0 be used

f
the

require, as examples, the deve opment of effective feasibility studies
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The Comptroller General would tie in congressional computer acqui-

under Public Law 89-306 to assure the best possible terms of purchase
or lease, as well as the other advantages the management system in
the executive branch may offer, and use such system to the extent he
considered it advantageous to do so.
Subsection (f)(8)
Under authority of this subsection, the Comptroller General can

employ experts and consultants to assist him in carrying out the re-
sponsibilities delegated to him under this proposal, at rates not in
excess of those prevailing at the time for comparable services in private
industry. This unique authority is extended him in recognition of the
extremely difficult and complex problems that must be resolved if
Congress is to have data processing systems of optimum capability
and the most efficient design.
Subsection (f) (4)
Incident to the operations outlined in this measure, it will be

appropriate for the Comptroller General to submit reports from time
to time outlining his plans and recommendations for the implementa-
tion of computer usage in the Congress. By this means, Congress will
be kept advised of the prospective plans for data processing and sys-
tems design under the authority of this legislation and thereby have
the opportunity to revise these plans on a comprehensive basis in
advance to the extent Congress may consider modifications necessary.

REPORTS OF AGENCIES
Reports on H.R. 404 and H.R. 5522 have been received from the

General Accounting Office, the Bureau of the Budget, and the General
Services Administration. These agency reports are set forth as follows:

CompTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES,
Washington D.C., February 20, 1969.

B-165958.
Hon. WILLIAM L. Dawson,
Chairman, Committee on Government Operations,
House of Representatives.

14, 1969, requesting our comments on H.R. 404, entitled "A bill to
amend the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921, to direct the Comptroller
General to establish information and data processing systems, and
for other purposes."
In introducing H.R. 404 on January 3, 1969, Congressman Brooks

said that in substance the provisions of the bill correspond to title IT,
entitled "Fiscal Controls" of the proposed Legislative Reorganization
Act of 1968, with two exceptions. First, rather than set forth explicit
descriptions of the data to be submitted to the Congress as provided
in that proposed reorganization bill, this had been made a matter
within the discretion of the President pro tempore of the Senate and
the Speaker of the House. Second, certain provisions are not included
which relate principally to committee procedures.
The purpose of the bill, as stated by Congressman Brooks, is to

provide for coordination with the exectuvie branch in the develop-
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ment of one basic compatible data processing and information system
to serve both the legislative and executive branches of the Govern-
ment in providing budgetary and appropriation information. The
Bureau of the Budget is in the initial stages of developing such a
system: For a part of that compatible system, the bill would have
the Comptroller General develop, establish, and maintain data
processing and information systems necessary for the effective and
efficient fulfillment of the substantive responsibilities of the Congress
as determined by the President pro tempore of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House. With reference to the other part of that system,
the bill would have the Comptroller General cooperate with the
Director of the Bureau of the Budget in the development, establish-

Congressman Brooks believes that there is a need, separate and
apart for the maintenance of an information system to support the
budgetary and appropriation cycle, for a legislative capability in ad-
vanced cost analysis techniques so that the legislative branch can
make its own cost evaluations and have the capability to analyze
those of the executive branch.
He also believes that there are other areas in which the Congress can

effectively and efficiently utilize modern information handling and
data processing techniques to provide congressional committees and
individual Members and their staffs with immediate information on the
status of legislation The system used could be extended to keep an

available, and for the storage of the entire United States Code, the
Statutes at Large, and other similar data.
We are in full agreement with the purposes of the bill. It has been

generally recognized that the Congress has a real need for data proc-
essing and information systems of its own in order to fulfill its responsi-
bilities. As we understand the provisions of H.R. 404, the data proc-
essing and information systems to be developed for the Congress would
not duplicate the system presently being developed by the Bureau of
the Budget. The objective would be to develop a supplementary system
to serve the particular needs of Congress, yet compatible with the
system being developed by the Bureau for budgetary and fiscal data.
With respect to section "'(f)(1)" of the bill, which would direct the

Comptroller General to develop, establish, and maintain data process-
ing and information systems for the Congress, we have some question
as to whether the Comptroller General should be given these responsi-
bilities. It may be that the development, establishment, and mainte-
nance of the system should be the responsibility of the Congress itself
in order that it could have complete control over the system and
thus be assured that its needs will be fully served. However, if the
Congress should decide that this task should be performed by the
Comptroller General we will, of course, make every effort to carry
out the responsibilities assigned.
It should be understoodda that the development of the systems

contemplated, whether performed by the Comptroller General or by
Congress itself, will require considerable time. The development of
the needs of Congress and its committees and the systems necessary
to serve those needs will be a difficult task. Also, it should be recog-
nized that the costs will be significant. Considerable additional funds

sition with t management system established in the executive branch

ment, and maintenance of a standard data processing and information
system for budgetary and fiscal data for use of the Federal Government.

index of the Congressional Record constantly and immediately

Dear Mr. CuarrMan: Reference is made to your letter of January

29-439 o-69--3
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over and above our present funding levels will be required if the
General Accounting Office is to do the job.
Subsection "(f)(2)" of the bill requires the Comptroller General to

cooperate with the Director of the Bureau of the Budget in the
development, establishment, and maintenance of a standard data
processing and information system including uniform classifications
of programs, activities, receipts, costs, and expenditures, as well as
other necessary standards for budgetary and fiscal data for the use of
the Federal Government. We construe section 2 to mean that the
primary responsibility under the section is with the Director of the
Budget but that the Comptroller General will cooperate with the
Director in an effort to see that the needs of the Congress are met.
With regard to subsection ''(f)(3)"' we wish to call your attention

to progress already made toward establishing the capability in the
General Accounting Office to conduct and to analyze cost effective-
ness studies. A systems analysis group was established in 1967 in our
Office of Policy and Special 8Studies with the responsibility to provide
such capability and to provide leadership and policy guidance in
developingg appropriate levels of this capability among our profes-
sional staff.
The Systems Analysis Group has performed a substantial part of

our review under title II, section 201(2), of the Economic Opportunity
Amendments of 1967 to determine the ''extent to which such programs
and activities achieve the objectives set forth in the relevant part or
title of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 authorizing such pro-

We believe the actions already taken and the experience gained in
actual studies have prepared the General Accounting Office to provide

We recommend the delet1on of subsection "(g)." We believe that
the Comptroller General should retain the discretion and the flexibility
considers necessary to carry out the duties which the legislation

As previously stated we favor the purposes of this bill and we will
make every effort to fulfill such responsibilities as Congress may give
us in this area.

Emer B. Sraarts,
Comptroller General of the United States.

OF THE PRESIDENT,
BuREAU OF THE BUDGET,

Washington, D.C, April 2, 1969.
Hon. Witiram L. Dawson,
Chairman, Commitiee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.
DearMr. CuarrmaN: This is in reply to your requests for comments

on H.R. 404 and H.R. 5522, the purpose of which is to amend the
Budget and Accounting Act, 1921, to direct the Comptroller General
to establish information and data processing systems, and for other.
purposes.
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Both bills would amend the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921, by
requiring the Comptroller General to provide the Congress with data
processing and information systems to meet the substantive responsi-bilities of the Congress. They would also require him to have available
in the General Accounting Office employees qualified to conduct and
analyze cost effectiveness studies at the request of committees of the
Congress.
To the extent that these activities involve the collection and com-

pilation of factual data, as distinguished from the performing of

being performed in the executive branch. We understand the bills
are intended to relate basically to activities of the Legislative Branch,
and that they are not intended to impose new rules or procedures uponthe executive branch. Whether the Congress needs to formalize
arrangements to provide such support and assistance is a matter for
each House to decide for itself, and one on which we do not believe it
would be appropriate for us to comment.
Section 312(f)(2) would require the Comptroller General to cooper-ate with the Director of the Bureau of the Budget in the development,

establishment, and maintenance of a standard data processing and
information system for budgetary and fiscal data for use of the Federal
Government. We have customarily received the full cooperation of the
Comptroller General in respect of our work on such matters and we
would expect such cooperation to continue without the necessity for
enactment of such a provision. Further, we have considerable doubt
as to the wisdom of a provision which might inject the Compiroller

which are still under consideration by the President, information in
the possession of the executive branch generally is available to the
Congress, or to the Comptroller General on its behalf, without the
necessity for any specific provision of the nature proposed in section
312(f)(2).If we can supply further information with respect to these measures,
please do not hesitate to call on us.

Sincerely yours, Witrrep H. Rommet,
Assistant Director for Legislative Reference.

analyses they would seem to unnecessarily duplicate work which is

« General an of the legislative branch directly into the budggrams or activities

etary processes of the executive branch Subject to the normal
qualifications regarding information in support of budget requestsderly growth of this capability

to organize the General Accounting Office in such a manner as he

places upon him

Sincerely yours,

GENERAL Services ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D.C., April 4, 1969.Hon. Witttam L. Dawson,

Chairman, Committee on Government Operations,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Cuairman: Your letter of February 11, 1969, requested

the views of the General Services Administration on H.R. 5522, 91st
Congress, a bill to amend the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921, to
direct the Comptroller General to establish information and data
processing systems, and for other purposes.
The automatic data processing and information systems to be de-

veloped and established by the Comptroller General under H.R.
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5522 would be used for the purpose of providing the Congress with
data and information necessary for the effective and efficient fulfill-
ment of its substantive responsibilities as may be determined by the
President pro tempore of the Senate and Speaker of the House. Addi-
tionally, the bill would require the Comptroller General to cooperate
with the Director of the Bureau of the Budget in the development,
establishment, and maintenance of a standard data processing and
information system for budgetary and fiscal data for use by the

GSA is responsible under section 111 of the Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act of 1949, as amended, to coordinate and
provide for the economic and efficient purchase, lease, and mainte-
nance of automatic data processing equipment (ADPE) by Federal
agencies. The General Accounting Office is a Federal agency as
defined in section 3(b) of the Property Act. We do not believe that
H.R. 5522 is intended to provide independent authority to GAO to
acquire ADPE or otherwise except GAO from the requirements of
section 111 of the act. However, the language of the bill is not clear
in this respect. For example, the language of proposed new subsection
(f)(5) of section 312 of the Budget and Accounting Act on line 23,
page 2 of the bill authorizes the Comptroller General to "acquire
data processing capacity." The apparent purpose of subsection (f) (5)
is to provide authority to the Comptroller General to contract for
assistance to develop and establish information systems rather than
to provide specific authority to acquire ADPE. For purposes of
clarafication, therefore, we recommend that a new subsection ''(h)"'
be added at the end of the proposed bill to state that:
"(h) Nothing in this section is to be construed as superseding

section 111 of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act
of 1949, 79 Stat. 1127."
If H.R. 5522 is enacted with the amendment suggested, GSA would

be pleased to make available to the GAO automatic data processing
equipment in the same manner as such equipment is now made
available to other Federal agencies.
Subject to the foregoing, GSA does not object to enactment of

H.R. 5522.
The Bureau of the Budget has advised that, from the standpoint

of the administration's program, there is no objection to the sub-
mission of this report to your committee.

Sincerely, Rosert L. Kunzie, Administrator.

CHANGES IN TEXT OF EXISTING STATUTES
In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the House

of Representatives, the text of the section of the existing Federal
statute which the bill, as reported, would amend is printed below,
with the proposed change shown by printing the new matter in italic
type and by printing in roman type those provisions in which no change
is to be made.

Section 312 of the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921
(31 U.S.C. 53)

Sec. 312. (a) The Comptroller General shall investigate, at the
seat of government or elsewhere, all matters relating to the receipt,
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disbursement, and application of public funds, and shall make to the
President when requested by him, and to Congress at the beginning
of each regular session, a report in writing of the work of the General
Accounting Office, containing recommendations concerning the
legislation he may deem necessary to facilitate the prompt and ac-
curate rendition and settlement of accounts and concerning such other
matters relating to the receipt, disbursement, and application of
public funds as he may think advisable. In such regular report, or in
special reports at any time when Congress is in session, he shall make
recommendations looking to greater economy or efficiency in public
expenditures.

(b) He shall make such investigations and reports as shall be
ordered by either House of Congress or by any committee of either
House having jurisdiction over revenue, appropristions, or expendi-
tures. The Comptroller General shall also, at the request of any such
committee, direct assistants from his office to furnish the committee
such aid and information as it may request.

(ec) The Comptroller General shall specially report to Congress every
expenditure or contract made by any department or establishment in
any year in violation of law.

(d) He shall submit to Congress reports upon the adequacy and
effectiveness of the administrative examination of accounts and claims
in the respective departments and establishments and upon the
adequacy and effectiveness of departmental inspection of the offices
and accounts of fiscal officers.

(e) He shall furnish such information relating to expenditures and
accounting to the Bureau of the Budget as it may request from time to
time.
(f) The Comptroller General shall

(1) cooperate with the Director of the Bureau of the Budget in the
development, establishment, and maintenance of a standard data
processing and information system (including uniform classifications
of programs, activities, receipts, costs, and expenditures, as well as
other necessary standards) for budgetary and fiscal data for use of
the Federal Government;

(2) coordinate the development, establishment, maintenance, and
operation of data processing systems necessary for the effective and
efficient fulfillment of the substantive responsibilities of the Congress.
Other units of the Congress utilizing data processing techniques to
carry out the responsibilities Congress has delegated to them shall
adhere to the guidelines the Comptroller General may establish to
assure optimum effectiveness and efficiency in the overall acquisition
and use of computers by the Congress;

(3) enter into contracts with organizations or individuals, or em-
ploy individual experts and consultants, to assist in the development
and establishment of such systems, at rates not in excess of those

ding at the time for comparable services in private industry,

States Code, and acquire data processing capacity to carry out the
responsibilities delegated him under this part; and

(4) submit recommendations at such times as he deems appropri-
ate to the Congress as to the most effective and efficient manner by
which the data processing and systems design requirements of the
Congress can be fulfilled.

Federal Government.

preva
but otherwise in conformity with section 3109 of title 5 of the United



SUPPLEMENTARY VIEWS OF
HON. WILLIAM S. MOORHEAD

The chairman of the Government Activities Subcommittee of the
House Committee on Government Operations, the Honorable Jack
Brooks, has wisely called for a coordinated, businesslike approach to
the introduction and use of computers in the Congress. He has further

wasteful duplication in the design of compatible data systems to serve
elements of both branches. In both of these matters I fully concur.
Coordination on Capitol Hill is not the easiest of tasks. You start

with a bicameral legislature with one House having 435 Members and
the other 100 Members, and there is no single leader of both Houses.
In addition, there are semiautonomous bodies such as the Library

of Congress, the Public Printer, the General Accounting Office, and
the Legislative Counsels of both Houses.
To bring order out of this chaos there must be a very strong co-

ordinator. H.R. 10791 assigns the duty of coordination to the GAO.
The reason I believe that H.R. 10791 is only a step in the right

direction is because I believe that the General Accounting Office,
which is the servant of Congress, cannot successfully carry out an
assignment of being the master of Congress.
The Comptroller General of the United States, Elmer B. Staats,

in testimony before our subcommittee, reflected this sentiment when
he said:

It may be that the development, establishment, and
maintenance of the system should be the responsibility of
the Congress itself in order that it could have complete
control over the system and thus be assured that its needs will
be fully served.

However advantageous at this time, assigning the responsibility
for coordinating all computer support of the Congress to the General
Accounting Office should therefore be considered a stopgap measure.

Certainly the handling of budgetary and fiscal data through the use
of automatic data processing is an absolute prerequisite as the size and
complexity of the Federal budget increases. This function for Congress
should be assigned to GAO. However, the use of computers in other
applications, such as the indexing, storing, and retrieval of topical
research information on issues under legislative consideration properly
belongs with the Legislative Reference Service of the Library of Con-
gress. Similarly, the Office of the Clerk of the House of Representatives
should continue to perform those housekeeping tasks using ADP
The effort now underway by the House Committee on House Ad-

ministration will do much to establish a plan of action for developing a
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computer support capability for the Congress. Its determination of
long-range needs, as well as immediate requirements for computer
services, will create a framework within which the GAO can chart its
course as it assumes the basic responsibility for insuring that ADP
render all possible support to the Congress in its decisionmaking role.
However, I am convinced that the Congress will ultimately conclude

that the Congress itself should be the coordinator of computer capa-
bility on Capitol Hill.H.R. 7012 which I have introduced would do this and ultimately I
think Congress must pass legislation along the lines of H.R. 7012.
To achieve strong congressional coordination, H.R. 7012 would

assist the two Houses of Congress, their officers, committees, joint
committees, Members, and supporting services in the performance of
their respective functions by making available to them automatic
data processing services.

Under this bill, coordination between the Senate and the House
will be achieved through a Joint Committee on Legislative Data
Processing made up of five representatives from each body, with
House Members appointed by the Speaker, Senators by the President
pro tempore of the Senate, with party representation as it prevails
in the respective bodies.
The Computer Center itself would be supervised by a Director

appointed by the Speaker of the House and President pro tempore of
the Senate, after consultation with the Joint Committee.
For expertise and further coordination, the Joint Committee would

rely on an independent Advisory Board made up of eight ex-officio
Members (the Director of the Center, the Librarian of Congress, the
Comptroller General, the Public Printer, the Secretary of the Senate,
the aClerk of the House, and the Legislative Counsel of both Houses of
Congress), and four data processing experts-two appointed by the
Speaker of the House and two by the President pro tem of the Senate.
The organization contemplated by H.R. 7012 is shown on the

attached chart.
Because I believe that H.R. 10791 is a step forward, I support it.

create an independent com conten manned by a highly profes-
emphasized the need for
and legislative branches

oper coordination between the executive sional staft The purpose o center, as set forth in the bill is to
Government in order to avoid costly and

Wiutiam S. Moorweap.

which fall within that aegis.

(18)
ah
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LEGISLATIVE DATA PROCESSING CENTER
FOR THE U.S. CONGRESS

JOINT COMMITTEE ON
LEGISLATIVE DATA 'PROCESSING

5 Members Appointed by Speoner of the House

5 Members Appointed by President Pro Tempore

SPEAKER OF THE
MOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE

OF THE SENATE

1

SUPPLEMENTARY VIEWS OF HON. JOHN E. MOSS
OIRESTOR With reference to the bove views expressed by my colleague the

LEGISLATIVE CATA PROCESSING Honorable William S Moorhead I subscribe entirely to both the
~ CENTER

tion which he introduced, H.R. 7012.
tent of his remarks and the intent of his purposes and the legisla

Joun E. Moss.
@ Legislative Dato Processing

. Center, Chairman

(21)ADVISORY BOARD

OTHER EX OFFO MEMBERS
Librarian of Congress:

@ Compteoiler Genero?
Poole Panter

® Secretory of the Senota
Ciech of the House of Representatives

@ Legistotiwe Counsel of the
Hause of Reprenentotives

sescornece@ Legisictive Counse! of the Senate

APPOINTIVE MEMBERS
mune @ 2 Privote Citizens Appointed by the

Speoker of the House
2 Private Citizens Appointed by the

Tempore of the Senate



APPENDIX
Statement oF Eimer B. Sraars, CompTROLLER GENERAL OF THE

UNITED STaTEs4

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I appreciate this
opportunity to appear before you to discuss H.R. 404, 91st Congress,
which would amend section 312 of the Budget and Accounting Act,
1921, 31 U.S.C. 53, by adding the following new subsections:
"(f) The Comptroller General shall-

"(1) develop, establish, and maintain data processing and
information systems necessary for the effective and efficient
fulfillment of the substantive responsibilities of the Congress as
may be determined by the President pro tempore of the Senate
and the Speaker of the House;
"(2) cooperate with the Director of the Bureau of the Budget

in the development, establishment, and maintenance of a standard
data processing and information system (including uniform
classifications of programs, activities, receipts, costs, and expendi-
tures, as well as other necessary standards) for budgetary and
fiscal data for use of the Federal Government;

(3) have available in the General Accounting Office employees
qualified to conduct and to analyze cost effectiveness studies at the
request of committees of the House or Senate;
"(4) to the extent feasible, provide committees of the House

or Senate with data and information from such systems or with
data otherwise available to the General Accounting Office;
"(5) enter into contracts with organizations or individuals or

employ individual experts and consultants in accordance with
section 3109 of title 5 of the United States Code, to assist in the
development and establishment of such systems, at rates not in
excess of those prevailing at the time for comparable services in
private industry, and acquire data processing capacity to carry
out the responsibilities delegated him under this part and to
meet any additional requirements for data processing capacity
the President protempore of the Senate or the Speaker of the
House may determine is required; and

(6) submit recommendations at such times as he deems
appropriate to the President pro tempore of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House as to the most effective and efficient manner
by which the data processing and systems design requirements of
the Congress can be fulfilled.

"(g) to assist in the performance of the duties and functions
extended the Comptroller General under this part, there is hereby
established in the General Accounting Office a Division for Budget
Information and Analysis. The Division shall be headed by a Director
who shall be appointed by the Comptroller General and shall receive

(23)
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compensation at the rate provided for GS-18 under the classified

As we understand it the purpose of the bill is to provide for coordi-
nation with the executive branch in the development of one basic
compatible data processing and information system to serve both
the legislative and executive branches of the Government in pro-
viding budgetary and appropriation information. The Bureau of the
Budget is in the initial stages of developing such a system. For a part
of that compatible system the bill would have the ComptrollerGeneral develop, establish, and maintain data processing andd infor-
mation systems necessary for the effective and efficient fulfillment of
the substantive responsibilities of the Congress as determined by the
President pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House.
With reference to the other part of that system, the bill would have
the Comptroller General cooperate with the Director of the Bureau of
the Budget in the development, establishment and maintenance of
a standard data processing and information system for budgetary
It is understood that you, Mr. Chairman, are of the view that

there is a need, separate and apart from the maintenance of an
information system to assist the Congress in its review of appropriation
requests for a legislative capability in advanced cost analysis tech-
niques so that the legislative branch can make its own cost evaluations
and have the capability to analyze those made by the executive
branch. You have also indicated possible further areas in which the
Congress could effectively utilize modern information handling and
data processing techniques. For example, the system could be used
to provide the congressional committees and individual members and
their staffs with immediate information as to the status of legislation.Jtmight also be extended to keep an index of the Congressional Record
constantly and immediately available, and for the storage of the
entire United States Code, the statutes at large and other similar data.
As you know there are several specific computer operations already

underway which could play an important part in the system to be
developed for Congress. One of these is Project LITE (Legal Informa-
tion Through Electronics). This project for computerized storage and
retrieval of legal information is operated by the Air Force Accounting
Included in the LITE data base at the present time are the published

Decisions of the Comptroller General, the United States Code, the
Armed Service Procurement Regulations, the Defense Contract Audit
Manual, unclassified Air Force Regulations and certain other items of
particular interest to the Department of Defense.
We have recently received the first computer generated key word

index to the published Decisions of the Comptroller General of the
United States from July 1, 1921, to June 30, 1967 (vols. 1 through 46).
This was a cooperative effort between the Department of Defense and
the General Accounting Office and utilized the GPO Linotron printing
rocess.P
Another system which might be utilized is the one being developed

by the Library of Congress to provide information on the status of
bills. The Library is now using an IBM 360 model 40 computer with 14
remote terminals. In addition to providing current status information,
the system provides a biweekly report containing synoptic and iden-
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tifying information on bills. [t also provides a monthly status report on200 major pieces of legislation with a bibliography on the subjectmatter of the legislation.
We are in fullI agreement with the purposes of the bill. It has been

generally recognized that the Congress has a growing need for data
processing and information systems of its own in order to fulfill its
responsibilities. As we understand the provisions of H.R. 404, the data
processing and information systems to be developed for the Congresswould not duplicate the system presently being developed by theBureau of the Budget. The objective would be to develop a supple-mentary system to serve the particular needs of Congress, yet com-
patible with the system being developed by the Bureau for budgetaryand fiscal data.
With respect to subsection "(f)(1)" of the bill, which would direct

the Comptroller General to develop, establish, and maintain data
processing and information systems for the Congress, we have some
question as to whether the Comptroller General should be given these
responsibilities. It may be that the development, establishment, andMaintenance of the system should be the responsibility of the Congressitself in order that it could have complete control over the system and
thus be assured that its needs will be fully served. However, if the
Congress should decide that this task should be performed by the
Comptroller General we will, of course, make every effort to carryout the responsibilities assigned.It should be understood that the development of the systems con-
templated, whether performed by the Comptroller General or by the
Congress itself, will require considerable time. Ascertainment of the
specific needs of Congress and its committees and the systems neces-
sary to serve those needs will be a difficult task. Also, it should be
recognized that the costs will be significant. Considerable additional
funds over and above our present funding levels will be required if
the General Accounting Office is to do the job contemplated in the bill.
Subsection '"(f}(2)" of the bill requires the Comptroller General to

cooperate with the Director of the Bureau of the Budget in the de-
velopment, establishment, and maintenance of a standard data pro-
cessing and information system including uniform classifications of
programs, activities, receipts, costs, and expenditures, as well as other
necessary standards for budgetary and fiscal data for the use of the
Federal Government. We construe this subsection to mean that the
primary responsibility under the subsection is with the Director of
the Budget but that the Comptroller General will cooperate with theDirector in an effort to see that the needs of the Congress are met.With regard to subsection "(f)(3)" we wish to call your attention
to progress already made toward establishing the capability in the
General Accounting Office to conduct and to analyze cost effectiveness
studies. A systems analysis group was established in 1967 in our Office
of Policy and Special Studies with the responsibility to provide such
capability and to provide leadership and policy guidance in developing
appropriate levels of this capability among our professional staff.The Systems Analysis Group has for example, played an important
part in our review under title II, section 201(2), of the Economic
Opportunity Amendments of 1967 to determine the ''extent to which
such programs and activities achieve the objectives set forth in the

service."civil

and fiscal data for use of the Federal Government

and Finance Center, Denver, Colo
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relevant part or title of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964.
authorizing such programs or activities." It developed last year a
comprehensive report on the need for improved policies in the dis-
counting of costs and benefits in cost-effectiveness studies and is
currently developing a report to Congress on the status and problems

We believe the actions already taken and the experience gained in
actual studies have prepared the General Accounting Office to provide
an orderly growth of this capability.
We recommend the deletion of subsection ''(g)."' We believe that the

Comptroller General should retain the discretion and the flexibility to
organize the General Accounting Office in such a manner as he con-
siders necessary to carry out the duties which the legislation places
upon him.
The General Accounting Office would not need new authority to

seek funds to carry out the purposes of this bill. Also new authority
would not be required for departments and agencies to obtain funds to
comply with direct requests made upon them for information in sup-
port of appropriations under the Budget and Accounting Act. How-
ever, there may be sizable necessary recurring requirements to furnish
information which the departments and agencies might not need for
their own use. Therefore the committee may wish to include languagein the bill which would authorize appropriations for this purpose.As previously stated we favor the purposes of this bill and we will
make every effort to fulfill such responsibilities as Congress may give
us in this area.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement and I will be glad to

discuss any of these matters in further detail or answer any questions
the subcommittee may have.

STaTEMENT OF S. Huenes, Deputy Director or
THE BuREAU OF THE Bupeer

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I appreciate this
opportunity to discuss with you H.R. 404, a bill to amend the Budget
and Accounting Act, 1921, to direct the Comptroller General to
establish information and data processing systems, and for other
purposes.
The Bureau of the Budget shares the committee's concern over the

need to make more effective use of automatic data processing and
information handling techniques to help cope with the constantly
increasing volume and complexity of information pertaining to both
the executive and legislative processes.
Certainly we agree that modern information systems and computers

play a vital role in insuring effective handling and analysis of informa-
tion, not only within the respective branches of government, but in the
continuous communication and dialog which takes place between them
at all levels. Actions which the Bureau has taken in carrying out its
responsibilities under Public Law 89-306 demonstrate our purpose to
assure that the variables of the technology will not prevent our abilityto interchange and intercommunicate data among the various levels of
the executive branch. We do not have all of the answers to this informa-
tion problem, but we have taken a number of significant steps, and are
planning to take additional steps, to deal with it. Likewise, as the
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committee knows, much progress has been achieved within individual
agencies in tailoring their information systems and their use of data
processing and information science techniques to the management and
operational characteristics of their particular programs or agencies.In this respect the Government's situation is very similar to that in
industry where much has been done by individual corporations to
their own information systems to improve responses to their markets,but progress on either a specific industry-wide basis (i.e., railroad, air
The problem is a chronic and complex one and is not susceptibleto quick solutions or panaceas. Our own assessment is that sub-

stantially upgrading of agency and Government-wide information
systems and information management practices will require several
years of intensive work by both the Bureau and the agencies. Thisestimate reflects consideration of wide divergence in agencyy needs,
goals and technological capabilities, and from the inherent difficulty of
correlating data elements and codes across agency lines for the purposeof developing standard, Government-wide systems.This does not mean that significant results have not already been
achieved or cannot continue to be achieved in the interim period, onan incremental basis: rather it means that the ultimate goal of devel-
oping fully comprehensive, integrated reliable management informa-
tion systems to support legislative and executive processes and
decisionmaking, cannot be achieved, realistically, much before the
middle 1970's. Furthermore, we feel it would be a mistake to embark
now upon any "grand design" because experience thus far clearly
points to an evolutionary learn by doing-approach as the more
prudent course of action, given the substantial complexities involved.
Accordingly, we are moving ahead concurrently on both long- and

short-range fronts. I would like to take this opportunity to briefly
identify for the subcommittee the most significant efforts already
underway and planned by the Bureau of the Budget. All of these
efforts are aimed, broadly speaking, at improving the usefulness of
Federal program and budget information, information systems and
information management concepts.
First, efforts to unify the Federal budget-Former President Johnson's

Commission on Budget Concepts placed great emphasis on the need
for unifying budgetary and fiscal information by using commonlydefined and understood concepts and terms that would replace
competing concepts and definitions that in the past have been con-
fusing both to the public and the Congress. As you know, that reportwas published in October 1967. The Bureau immediately undertook
to implement 10 of its key recommendations, including a unified
budget statement presentation to the Congress, bringing the form
of the budget closer to serving also as a broad financial plan, makinga loan and expenditure distinction, and others.
Other recommendations, such as the reporting of budget expendi-tures and receipts on an accrual basis instead of a cash basis, are

more difficult and change cannot be effected immediately. Never-
theless, President Nixon has given personal impetus to concerted
action now being taken by the Bureau and agencies to move forward
on the remaining recommendations. The work of both the Congressand the executive branch will be greatly facilitated by the adoption

in the Planning Programing and Budgeting System (PPBS)

transportation, etc.) interindustry basis has been limited
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of budget concepts in which all the different major purposes of the
budget come into focus in a comprehensive, unified framework.

Second, efforts to improve the usefulness of Federal budgetary informa-
tion.-For some time the Bureau has been concerned about the
growing size and complexity of the task of examining and evaluating
both agency budgets and the Federal budget as a whole and the need
for more comprehensive and detailed information for these purposes.
In a survey completed last year, we identified some 122 different clas-
sification schemes used in the formulation and execution of the Federal
budget. These schemes vary from presentational and explanatory
purposes to resource allocation and decisionmaking purposes. Au-
thority for their use stems directly, in many cases, from specific
legislation such as the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, the
Government Corporation Control Act of 1945, and the Budget and
Accounting Procedures Act of 1950. In other cases they stem from
more recent endeavors such as recommendations made by the Budget
While all of these categories of information serve a useful purpose,

one result of their separate development has been unnecessary over-
lap and duplication. Certainly some overlap and redundancy is both
inevitable and even desirable, since not all classifications can or
should be constructed on a mutually exclusive basis. But substantial
room for streamlining and simplification is apparent.
Beyond the problem of multiple classifications, the tabulation of

the detailed data needed to prepare the 200-odd summary and special
tables that go into the budget and its related documents has been
primarily a manual job over the years. As the Federal Government
and therefore the Federal budget has become larger and more com-
plex, the Bureau has begun to develop an integrated, computeriaed
budget preparation system. When completed, this system will allow
us to quickly revise and up date our initial agency budget figures
that flow into the Bureau between September and December (during
the period of budget preparation). Progress last year enabled us to
generate directly from the computer over 40 tables in the printed
budget documents and to "automatically" reconcile actual year data
reported by agencies to the Treasury with corresponding data re-
ported to the Bureau in budget submissions through use of automa-
tion techniques. We plan to make further substantial improvements
and refinements in computer support to the budget preparation
process as further experience is gained.
We are also exploring the development of a year-round "rolling

budget" system to support Bureau decisionmaking needs. This system
would combine: (1) Recording congressional action on appropriation
bills for the President's budget year request under consideration by the
Congress; (2) apportionment control on spending for the current year
and comparison of actual with planned financial performance; (3)
planning for the upcoming budget year, beginning with the agency
and crosscutting program reviews we hold in the spring; and finally
(4) providing for checking the consistency of budget authority, receipts
and outlays between successive budgets.

Third, efforts to imprave the meaningfulness and consistency of Federal
program information to support the budget process-The Budget Con-
cepts Commission recognized a crucial prerequisite to the continued
evolution of program budgeting when it recommended that-
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"Flowing from the definition of a budget as a basic part of a com-
prehensive financial plan, the budget should include all programs of
the Federal Government and its agencies."
When the Bureau examines agency budgets on a Government-wide

basis in order to recommend a balanced overall Federal program to
the President, it must conduct certain of its reviews horizontally,
across agency lines in order to evaluate the relative effectiveness of
similar programs with similar objectives; in "vertical," functional
terms to assess the relative efficiency and effectiveness of individual
agency programs one to another; and in broad dollar terms to make
the necessary fiscal and financing decisions. Since the basic information
building block for review and decisionmaking may be different in each
of these three areas, decisions made in the context of one type of
review may be difficult to translate into those of another.
Our major longer range effort to deal with this problem is a study

we initiated last September, using an outside management consultant
firm to help us identify ways to strengthen the planning, programing
and budgeting processes in the Bureau and in the executive branch as
a whole. The key objectives of this study are: (1) to identify ways of
more effectively integrating established appropriation budgeting pro-
cess with budgeting and analytical processes based on other systems;
(2) to recommend an integrated classification scheme; and (3) to
conceptualize an underlying information system that would be flexible
enough and comprehensive enough to support such an improved
integrated process. We view this study as amajor step in the evolution
of program budgeting. The study is now at the three quarter mark of
its first phase. Specific recommendations are being reviewed by the
Bureau, départments, and major independent agencies.
In addition to the longer range consultant study, however, we are

pursuing a number of shorter range efforts, some of which are already
operational:

(1) Issuance in March 1969 of the latest updated "Catalog of Fed-
eral Domestic Assistance" pursuant to BOB Circular A-89. This

ance programs, specifies major eligibiliy requirements, tells catalog
users and potential beneficiaries of Federal aid where to apply, and lists
printed materials available. The catalog contains information on 581
domestic assistance programs administered by 47 departments and
agencies. It superseded the "Catalog of Federal Assistance Programs,"
dated June 1, 1967, published by the Office of Economic Opportunity,
and similar documents of a more limited scope previously published by
various executive departments and agencies. We are currently explor-
ing the feasibility of automating some of this data to make it more
readily accessible and to facilitate substantive analysis for the purpose
of producing special-purpose catalogs such as a compilation of Fed-
er programs that may assist minority entrepreneurs.

(2) Issuance in January 1969 of two related publications 'Fed-
eral Outlays in States" and "Federal Outlays in Cities' pursuant
to BOB 6Circular A-89. These complementary documents provide
Federal outlay data for more than 980 programs, activity or appro-

25,000 or more. The purpose of this report is to provide a guide to the

Concepts Commission

catalog explains the

by cou
d appropriation for

tates broke out and for cities with population of
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neral nature and order of magnitude of the Federal impact on the
and U.S. territories as well as 700 of the Nation's largestcities. Substantial effort is being devoted to improving the accuracyand reliability of the basic source data reported by agencies. The

information is on a computer and is processea by the so-called Federal
information exchange system which is operated by the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity pursuant to title VI of the Economic OpportunityAct of 1964. This legislation authorizes the Director of OEO to collect,
analyze, correlate, and distribute information concerning Federal
social and economic programs.
Fourth, efforts to improve the coordination and management of executive

branch information systems and establishment of an intergovernmental
information interchange. We have recently taken a number of im-
portant steps in this area:

(1) Issuance in September 1968 of BOB Circular A-90, ''Coopera-
ting With State and Local Governments To Coordinate and Improve
Information Systems." This circular furnishes guidance to Federal
agencies for cooperating with and assisting State and local governments
in the coordinated development and operation of information systems.A major thrust of the circular is to establish an orderly mechanism for
the consideration by Federal agencies of requests for financial assist-
ance to State and local governments to develop and operate informa-
tion systems.

(2) Undertaking a comprehensive inventory of executive branch
information systems to service users at all governmental levels. The
Bureau views the undertaking of an inventory of executive branch
information systems as an essential prerequisite to the creation of a
Federal information systems exchange program, and it views the
latter as a logical building block leading to the eventual establishment
of an intergovernmental information systems clearinghouse. Such a
clearinghouse was recommended in the report by the intergovernmen-tal task force on information systems in April 1968.

(3) Development of additional Bureau of the Budget guidance
aimed squarely at the problem of improving the coordination and
management of executive branch information management practices.While the precise form of this guidance has not yet been determined,
we anticipate issuance sometime this summer.
We are, of course, coordinating our efforts in this area closely with

the newly established Office of Intergovernmental Relations in the
Vice President's Office.

Improvement in the use of computers and automated techniques in the
development and maintenance of data processing and information sys-

computer produced commercially was acquired by the Bureau of the
Census in 1951 to assist in processing census returns. Since then, the
inventory of computers used by Federal agencies has grown to about
4,300. Extensive use of computer-based systems will be found, for
example, in such programs as military logistics, tax administration,
satellite tracking, scientific and. engineering laboratories, social se-
curity, and veterans' benefits administration, military base operations,air traffic control, and Federal supply activities.

The accumulation of data processing experience, coupled with
advancements in computer technology and new information system
concepts, provide a continuous spur to improve these computer appli-
cations and extend the use of computers to other areas. Increasingly,
computer systems are becoming interrelated, in the sense that data is
exchanged from one to another in machine-processable form, with
substantial savings in time and cost. To facilitate such interchange,
considerable effort is being devoted by the Federal Government to
establishing standards to eliminate the incompatibilities among data
and computers which at the present time are severely handicapping
the efficient exchange of data among systems.
However, computer systems are only as good as the data fed into

them. This means, of course, that we can neither produce from the
computer information that didn't get introduced into the computer
in the first place; nor except information of a different character or
quality than the basic source data. These considerations are the ones
that have led us to emphasize the improvement of management
information.

Undergirding the efforts to improve the effectiveness of our com-
puter systems are a number of other Government-wide ADP manage-
ment programs devoted to achieving greater economies in the manage-
ment procurement, utilization, and redistribution of computers. These
programs have been undertaken pursuant to Public LLaw 89-306,
sponsored by the chairman.
The common goal of all of these efforts is, we believe, consistent

with the objectives of H.R. 404. Moreover, we believe the organization,
methodological, and technological experiences we are gaining in all of
these efforts is essential to the ultimate development of truly modern
and effective agency and Government-wide information systems which
will, be believe, meet many of the objectives and needs of the Con-
gress as well as the executive branch.
In summary, the Bureau of the Budget favors the objectives of

H.R. 404 and will assist the Congress in any way possible in the
development of information systems necessary to support its legis-
lative functions. We believe we are making significant Ppprogress in
tasks fundamental to these objectives and do not believe that specific
legislation is necessary to continue or even accelerate this progress.If specific legislation of the type contemplated fy H.R. 404 is deemed
desirable, however, we will be pleased to work with the committee
and its staff on such legislation.
In this statement J have outlined the activity underway within the

Bureau so that the committee may be aware not only of what we are
doing, but also of the fact that to a considerable extent the informa-
tion developed within the executive branch to conduct its executive
functions should to the maximum degree possible serve the needs of
both the President and the Congress. With this recognition and with
careful systems design we may preclude the very real possibility of the
development of noncoordinated or duplicative requirements which
are costly, delay accomplishment, and introduce crippling confusion
through overlapping and inconsistent terms, definitions, and system
methodologies.
In closing, let me assure you, Mr. Chairman, that we are keenly

aware of the need to improve the accuracy, reliability, and timeliness
of both budget and program information for Federal decisionmaking.

tates

tems. From the time computers first came upon the scene, the Federal
Government has ageressively sought ways in hich this new tech
nology could be used to improve governmental operations. The first
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decisionmaking responsibilities and functions.

STRENGTHENING PLANNING, PROGRAMING, AND BUDGETING IN THE
Bureau or THE Bupeet, a Stupy BRIEFING

(A synopsis of the McKinsey & Co., study effort)
To better fulfill its role as a principal staff arm of the President, and

to set the tone for analytic and information support to decisionmaking

the development of improved management too
budgeting, program budgeting and, most recently, program p anning.

y, these new tools have supplemented, but have not re-
place one another. Thus, while individually needed for effective
decisionmaking, together they have produced a complex, cumbersome,

decisionmaking in the Federal Government, is aimed largely at welding
existing tools into a more responsive, effectively functioning whole.
The purpose of this meeting is to present the results-of our work to

date, covering in turn:
1. The background and status of the study.
2. Our frame of reference.
3. Study recommendations.
4. Implication of those recommendations for the road ahead.

STUDY BACKGROUND AND STATUS

BOB conceived of this study in two broad phases-concept develop-
ment and system design covering in total a 20-month period. We are
now at the 75-percent mark of the first phase. To date, we have-

(1) conducted several hundred factfinding and followup inter-
views;

(2) performed in depth analyses and preliminary tests of our
concepts in nine selected bureaus; and

(3) submitted two major progress reports:
(a) In December, outlining high-leverage improvement

opportunities and, in light of these, future study direction
which was generally endorsed.

(6) In February, blocking out the basic approach we
recommend to solving the problems identified.

At the present time, we are-
(1) reviewing our recommendations within BOB and among

the agencies;
(2) resolving key issues raised by these reviews; and
(3) developing plans for the upcoming design phase, including

a rough cut estimate of its timing and costs.
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STUDY FRAME OF REFERENCETherefore, . the system concepts, desi criteria and implementation
continue to take into careful

In undertaking this study, we all recognized that-

needs and increasingly limited resources; and
(2) our recommendations would only be a start down a long,

tough road.
To keep this study on target, dealing as it does with an impressive

array of problems and issues, we have consistently moved towards
two basic goals:

(1) Improve the quality of BOB support to the total Presi-
dential decisionmaking process.

(2) Produce workable results, not only in theory but, more
importantly, in practice.

plans we are develo
account the needs

and
the in furtherance of its substantive

(1) we would be -ppling with hard problems of long standing
but problems whic must be met in light of mounting national

throughout the Federal Government, BOB over the ears has fostered

Supporting BOB's role
It goes without saying that the total Presidential decisionmaking

process is immensely important and incredibly complex, and that
BOB is only one element in this process.
However, BOB is a very significant element, for it-

(1) assists in estimating available resources (beyond study
scope)pe) ;

(2) provides analytic support to establishing goals, setting
priorities, and resolving major policy issues;

(3) helps guide agency program planning and development;
(4) is the central staff for balancing agency plans and programs

within Presidential priorities and economic constraints;
(5) examines agency programs both individually and across

agency lines to spot program gaps and redundancies; and
(6) monitors program funding and execution, adjusting pro-

grams and funding where necessary.
In this study our focus has been on these key BOB functions in the

total decisionmaking process, and our purpose has been to develop

have restricted our work to BOB and the several agencies.

and weakly integrated process
This study, which is another step in the evolution toward improved

pproach for performing these functions more effectively
In time this proach must be fit" with the other elements in

the process (theWhite and Congress) To date, however, we

Producing practical results
In formulating our recommendations, we have aimed at following

(1) Build on sound prior developments, avoiding still another

(2) Root recommendations in the real world. For example, our
proposed approach to resolving the "crosswalk" problem is to
return to the touchstone of the individual operating program
responsibly managed by a single agency.

(3) Avoid doctrinaire answers. Thus, we have retreated for
now from a Government-wide program structure or a frontal
assault on the appropriation structure.

(4) Recognize there are a few general answers, but mainly
specific remedies; thus, our approach to levying information
requirements is a case-by-case one.

five basic guidelines :

new system
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(5) While recognizing that presidential decisionmaking cannot
and never shouldd be routine, develop an approach that will
adequately orchestrate the many process steps, the different
analytic cuts, the many management disciplines, and the several
parties at interest.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MEETING BOB DECISIONMAKING NEEDS

Our goal in this study has been to assist BOB in performing more
effectively its principal functions-listed above-as a key staff arm
of the President. To perform these functions well in the demandi

_ and complex Federal environment, we believe BOB must build a
process that-

(1) is capable of guiding program planning and budgeting
through a series of successive approximations-from the earliest
issue analysis to the final expenditure;

(2) maintains a cross-agency, goal-oriented view of the total

duplication;
(3) views the total program and budget in several frames of

reference-each responsive to the legitimate needs of the many
parties at interest;

(4) can move readily among these different frames of reference,and always back 'o the individual agenc operating program;
@) has quickly available the relevant data for decisionmaking;

(6) is practical to operate and maintain.
To meet these needs, we have targeted on six major opportunities

for improving BoB's ability to play its role effectively.
(1) Although the overall process contains all the essential

steps, more substance can be given to some key steps and the
whole process better integrated;

(2) BoB's ability to aggregate and analyze the total programand budget across agency lines can be strengthened;
(3) Major structural gaps, overlaps, and confusion, which

exists because the varied-but valid bases for review are not
meshed, should be cleared up;

(4) A program for obtaining essential information should be
undertaken;

(5) BoB should build the
apability

to manipulate available
data efficiently and quickly;

(6) The whole system, once pulled together, can be simplified.In the following sections, we briefly discuss each improvement
opportunity.
Strengthening and linking individual steps
The basic mechanism for planning, programing, budgeting, and

execution exists today.
(1) Priorities are set.
(2) Major issues are identified, analyzed, and finally resolved.
(3) The budget begins to take shape in the spring.

(5) Funds are appropriated and apportioned, and programs are
monitored.
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Notwithstanding, key early steps lack the real substance needed to
formulate goals and begin to shape the total program.

(1) There are too many issues, often of marginal interest,
typically poorly analyzed, and often submitted too late to be of
practical value.

(2) The key spring preview step (a) lacks solid input, beyond
late and inadequate issue analysis (e.g., agency plans), (6) does
not systematically take a cross-agency view of the program, and
(c) produces on y spotty programmatic guidance to set up
subsequent budget formulation.

Furthermore, the individual steps lack the integration and follow-
through needed to carry initial planning through succeeding steps.

(1) The issue process is not disciplined to insure that (a) timely,
high-quality results are obtained; and (5) continuing relevance
of individual issues is maintained.

(2) The capability is limited to carry forward major decisions
in cross-agency terms from spring preview to Director's review,
and beyond.

(3) There is only a limited capability to keep the program and
budget updated as decisions are made, legislation is enacted,
changes occur, and programs are executed.

To meet these needs, we have proposed a significant strengthening
of key early process steps.

(1) The issue process should be made more relevant to Presi-
dential decisionmaking needs by: (a) building the Director more
intimately into the issue identification process to insure all key

agencies more closely to agree on analytic approaches, required
results, and practical timetables; and (c) starting the process
sooner, targeting it on spring preview.

program decision point (a) to the extent possible, get resolution of
major policy issues; (6) review present and proposed programs
across agency lines; and (c) produce better programmatic guidance.

To better link together the whole process, we recommend that

(1) install an issue-tracking system to ensure not only that
analyses are performed in time but also that the issues are up-
dated as external conditions change;

(2) use spring preview to make the transition from planning to
guidance for budget formulation, setting the stage for Director's
review; and

(3) support the entire process with a "rolling" information
system capturing decisions and changes as they are made, and
reflecting program execution as it proceeds.

Positioning the total program
At each step of the process, BOB requires a cross agency, goal-

oriented overview of the total program and budget to aid the Director
and his top staff in

(1) formulating feasible goals and reasonable priorities at early

(2) developing long-run policies aimed at reshaping the pro-
gram over time;

goals and priorities and (6) pinpoint program gaps andential
gram and budget in order to help define and apply presi

issues-but only key issues are captured; (5) working with theand

(2) Spring preview should be upgraded into a more substantive

BOB

an

planning stages;
(4) Programs are reviewed and a budget is produced
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_ (8) pinpointing options for redirecting outlays and authorityin line with Presidential desires, both for budget formulation and
subsequent reexaminations; and

(4) to highlight program gaps'and duplication throughout.To get this analytic overview of the whole, BOB requires
(1) the ability to aggregate individual programs in functional

and other goal-oriented ways;
@) Information on program status, constraints, and outyeartrends;
(3) visibility into the-performance of the individual operating

programs that comprise the functional and other aggregates;

(4) adequate analytic support.

1) Onl part of the budget is now presented in aggregate
terms, an analysis is incomplete;

(2) The ability to aggregate program data is severely restricted;

To build this capability, we have recommended that-
(1) BOB start viewing the budget in functional aggregates,

recognizing this structure will evolve with use;
(2) BOB's staff analytic capability be aimed toward providing

more complete support;
(3) Information sources (e.g., PFP) be restructured to collect

more useful data on financial status, statutory status, and selec-
tive outyear trends; and
_ (4) Build the information processing capability-as informa-
tion becomes available-to aggregate the budget in other waysthat will aid in applying Presidential priorities and constraints.

The use of a functional structure in BOB is-widely misinterpreted.
(1) Some view it as another structure to be imposed on

agencies which it is not;
(2) But others view it as backing away from a governmentwide

program structure that should be imposed on the agencies; we
do in fact recommend against this move for the foreseeable
uture.

Meeting multiple review requirements
The existing inability to move smoothly among the varied, but

valid, views of the budget has produced an intolerable situation.
(1) Gaps, overlaps, and confusion permeate attempts to relate

these structures (e.g., PPB, appropriation functional).
(2) Not only is it costly in terms of waste motion but this

confusion, also, erodes the ability of individual examiners to
focus on the quality of individual programs, and of the Director
to obtain meaningful egate data.

The missing link that these structures is the individual
agency operating program.

(1) Operating (or "entity") programs are the real world of
the Federal budget-the only things that actually consume re-
sources, produce results, and embody work activities under
responsible agency management control.
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(2) Trying to solve the "crosswalk" problem without starting
from this touchstone is to move from structure to structure
without ever passing through the real world.

This concept is not foreign to BOB or agency operations today; our
examination of nine agencies shows that-

(1) examiners in fact target on operating programs, largely
informally, in seven of the nine agencies; and
(2)most agency information systems start at the program

level.
Although the operating program is a natural starting point for

building aggregations, the fact is that neither agency PPB nor appro-

(1) Only one agency defined more than half of its entity pro-

(2) Only five defined more than half of its programs in their

We recommend BOB undertake a positive program to bring order
to this situation.

(1) Identify the entity programs.

(3) Take the lead in simplifying needlesslyacomplex funding

(4) Base its own information system on these building blocks.
Reconciling these structural problems is not an insurmountable

(1) is straightforward, based on the real world of operating

(2) is not costly in terms of the benefits to be reaped, we esti-
mate a BOB investment of 84 man-months to cover the entire
Government; and

(3) offers a balanced, fact-founded approach to Congress for
modifying appropriation structures.

priation structures embody these programs explicitlyand

BOB'sAlthough progress toward developing this capability is made, grams in its PPB structure
pacity for hieving this overview is

appropriation structures

(3) Program data is partlBy.
mitment projections on g

with need (e.g.,phase com
entirely (2) Embed them in agency PPB structures

arrangements.

task; mmended approach

programs ;

Closing the information gap
There is a generally recognized need for better information at BOB,

especially on program outputs and benefits, recipient characteristics,
and even some work activity measures.

BOB adopts-is the task of many years. Thus, what is needed now is a
reasonable structure for identifying data needs and for meeting them

But the job of closing this gap a job independent of any system

at minimum cost.
We believe that our recommendations provide this framework;

(1) pin down specific needs for specific programs avoiding

(2) apply uniform requirements to satisfy BOB aggregates;

within it, BOB can

the pitfall of a general call for data;

and
(3) apply sensible cost-value judgments to individual data

requirements.
Building an information processing capability
As BOB acquires the data and information building blocks it needs,

an internal information processing capability, probably computer-
based, must be built.

ager
relates
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At this stage of the study, we have outlined the concept of a system
aimed at-

(2) aggregating program data for the Director and his staff; and
(3) cutting the clerical load, especially during budget prep-

aration.
We see this capability being built from sound work started last

(1) Refining last year's system.
(2) Building a To appropriation file this year.
(3) Designing the ba ance of the system as experience is gained.

Simplifying the present system
Over time, system has been grafted to system to produce excessive

complexity.In addition to buttressing the basic decision process and information
system, our recommendations aim at simplifying them. For example:

(1) Substantial simplification will be attained by clearing up the

(2) The A-11 and 68-9 procedures will be consolidated.
(3) The PFP will be simplified and restructured to provide less,

but more useful data.
(4) The number of issue analyses will be reduced to cover only

key issues.
(5) Some special analysis submissions will be dropped.
(6) Computer support will be provided to free up BOB personnel

from clerical duties.

THE ROAD AHEAD

We recognize that the recommended approach is not a quick answer
to the long accumulation of problems. It will require a long-term,
sustained executive commitment to-

(1) discipline process, particularly in its early pacesetting

(2) evolve new analytic dimensions (e.g., functional analyses) ;
(3) take the lead in defining entity programs and modifyingPPB and appropriation structures;
(4) define and satisfy information requirements; and
(5) marshal the resources required to carry out the program.To make this commitment move ahead along the path we have

proposed, based on comments we have received, these questions must
still be answered:

(1) Is the process really responsive to BOB's role in support of
Presidential decisionmaking particularly in the earlier '"pace-
setting" steps?

(2) Can BOB move readily from functional analyses to agency
guidance, given the existing time Tessures

(3) Can spring preview be iently disciplined to produce
the necessary decisions and guidance?

(4) Will entity programs constitute just another structure and
require another crosswalk?

(5) Can the entity program concept be implemented at a
reasonable cost?
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(6) Can information requirements be met at a reasonable cost?

(3) preparing our first phase final report.

(1) maintaining "rolling3? files: In the next weeks, we will focus on

(2) blocking out the plan for the second phase effort; and
(1) developing responses to these questions

Oyear by the MIS staff

crosswaIk' problem

steps;

9
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EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT USE OF COMPUTERS
IN CONGRESS

WEDNESDAY, APRIT, 23, 1969

Hovst or REPRESENTATIVES,
GovERNMENT Activities SUBCOMMITTER

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room
2247, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Jack B. Brooks presiding.Present: Representatives Brooks, Moorhead, Hicks, Reid, and
Buchanan.
Also present: Ernest C. Baynard, staff administrator; C. Don

Stephens, research analyst; Irma Reel, clerk; Lynne Higginbotham,
clerk; Druenette Fleischmann, clerk; William Copenhaver, minority
Mr. Brooxs. Gentlemen, the Government Activities Subcom-

mittee having been duly organized under the rules of the House of
Representatives, and a quorum being present for the purpose of taking
testimony and receiving evidence, the meeting is hereby called to

The time has come to use advanced electronic data processing
techniques in the legislative processes of the Congress. The state
of the art in data processing and information handling has reached
the point of development that these techniques can be of material
assistance to Congress in coping with constantly increasing complexity
and volume of data inherent in the legislative process.Based upon sound experience in business, industry, and Govern-
ment, a significant increase in operational efficiency can be expected
through the efficient and effective use of electronic data processing
techniques. It is clearly evident that application of these techniques
to the budget and appropriation process as well as other aspects of
our legislative responsibility can mean billions in savings annually
to the taxpayers. Use of computers in Congress will bring increased
efficiency and effectiveness to all operations and give the American
people better service and more responsive government.
Optimum exploitation of computer techniques in the Congress willnot be an easy task. It will be time consuming and will involve a

far outweigh the cost of such a system; and, in a more fundamental
sense, we have no choice but to apply these techniques to the legisla-
the people.
The legislation we consider today, H.R. 404 and H.R. 5522, pro-

staff; and James Lanigan, majority counsel

order.

considerable _tlay of However, the potential savings

tive process if the Congress is to continue to fulfil its obligation to

vides for a coordinated businesslike approach to the introduction

(The bil HR.404 follows:)
and use of com ters in the Congress

(1)
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9isr CONGRESS H. R. 404 1 of the Congress as may be determined by the Presidentisr SEssion

pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House;

"(2) cooperate with the Director of the Burean of

UN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 4 the Budget in the development, establishment, and

'JANUARY 3, 1969 maintenance of a standard data processing and informa
Mr. Brooxs introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-

a grams, activities, receipts, costs, and, expenditures, as

8 well as other necessary standards) for budgetary and

A BILL 9 fiscal data for use of the Federal Government ;

To amend the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921, to direct 10 "(3) have available in the General Accounting

24 in private industry, and acquire data processing capacity

mittee on Government Operations 6 tion system (including uniform classifications of pro-

the Comptroller General to establish information and 'data- 11 Office employecs qualified to conduct and to analyze
processing systems, and for other purposes.

cost effectiveness studies at the. request of committees of1

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa- 13 the House or Senate;
14 "(4) to the extent feasible, provide committees of

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

the House or Senate with data and information from
3 That section 312 of the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921

15

16 such systems or with data otherwise available to the Gen-
4 (31 U.S.C. 53), is amended by at the end thereof1 1

5 the following new subsections : 7 eral Accountin Office:
6 "(f) The Comptroller General shall- 18 (5) enter into contracts with organizatious 0
q "(1) develop, establish, and maintain data process- €19 individuals, or employ individual experts and consult-

ants in accordance with section 3109 of title 5 of theing and information systems necessary for the effective 08

21 United States Code, to assist in the development and
d efficient fulfillment of the substantive responsibilities9

I
establishment of such systems, at rates not in excess

23 of those prevailing at the time for comparable services

to carry out the responsibilities delegated him under this25



part and to meet any additional requirements for data

processing capacity the President pro tempore of the

Senate or the Speaker of the House may determine

is required ; and

"(6) submit recommendations at such times as he

deems appropriate to the President pro tempore of the

Senate and the Speaker of the House as to the most

effective and efficient manner by which the data process-

ing and systems design requirements of the Congress can

be fulfilled.

"(g) To assist in the performance of the duties and func-

12 tions extended the Comptroller General under this part,

13 there. is hereby established in the General Accounting Office

a Division for Budget Information and Analysis. The Di-
15 vision shall be headed by a Director who shall be appointed

16 by the Comptroller General and shall receive compensation

17 at the rate provided for GS-18 under the classified civil
18 service,

54

Mr. Brooxs. There are at least two basic levels of coordination

Bureau of the Budget is undertaking to computerize the budget and

must, however, have those factors that will allow for the production
of the data Congress needs relating to the Federal budget.
This legislation does not affect the traditional relationship between

the executive and legislative branches of Government. Really, what
we seek is proper coordination between them to avoid costly and waste-
ful duplication in systems design and possible compromise in system
capability which would arise through the development of incompatible
data systems in the two branches of Government. Where there is a

common need for data, we must coordinate systems development.
Otherwise, incompatibility will plague us and compromise all we do.

The matter of executive privilege would remain as it is today. We

which we must consider First and foremost is the overriding needs
that thef the Congress to in the systems design efforts

1

ppropriation cycle This basic system, the development of which
will remain the pmmary esponsibility of the executive branch,

4

6

q

8
are simply improving the system for the handling of data.
Furthermore, it is our intention that should conflicts arise between

the Comptroller General and the Director of the Bureau of the

Budget, these conflicts would be resolved through the legislative
process. By this means we avoid injecting the Comptroller General,
an officer of the legislative branch of Government, into the budgetary
responsibilities of the executive, which is represented primarily by

'There is a second level requiring coordination of data processing
within the Congress, and that is between the Senate and the House.

two Houses of Congress as these needs may be determined by the

Speaker of the House and the President pro tempore of the Senate.
Under this approach, the Comptroller General would determine the

net requirements of the Congress. He would then structure the data

systems needed to meet these needs. Under this authority, he could
call upon other offices in the legislative branch to provide certain com-

puter services or to assist in maintaining computer systems In opera-
tion. For example, the Legislative Reference Service in the Library
of Congress would have major responsibilities in support of a unified

system to maintain the status of legislation.
Under this new legislation the traditional jurisdictions of congres-

sional committees remain undisrupted. The Comptroller General
would deal directly with committees and, to the extent feasible, as

he does now, meet the individual committee requirements. Routine
administrative review of the Comptroller General's operations would
be at the discretion of the Speaker of the House and the President

pro tempore of the Senate. And, in regard to most aspects of this

authority, it would be assumed that the oversight jurisdiction would

Ru es Committee.
We have with us toda Honorable Elmer B. Staats, Comptroller

9

10

the Bureau of the Budget at that level

o theUnder this legislation, the Comptroller General would this

pose. He would have the responsibility for meeting the needs

be ven to the House Committee on Administration and the Senate

General of the United d the Honorable Phillip S
Hugnesthebetter known as Sam here, Deputy Director of the Bureau o

Budget.
28-870-89--2
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tinguished and capable Member from Florida who over a period ofmany years has served on the Government Operations Committee.
Congressman Fascell is a leading exponent of broader usage of

computers in Congress and in the Federal Government as a whole.
Congressman Fascell, if you would like to, we would be honored tohear from you, sir.

STATEMENT OF HON. DANTE B. FASCELL, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Mr. Fasceuu. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the com-mittee.1 have a prepared statement which 1 would submit for therecord.
Mr.Brooxs. Without objection.
(The statement referred to follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT oF Hon. Dante B. FascEut, A REPRESENTATIVE INCoNGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

and provide more responsive service to customers.The Federal Government, the world's largest user of computers, now has morethan 4,000 computer systems, and these systems are making it possible for thevarious departments and agencies to manage their operations more effectively andto be more responsive to the public.Yet, it isa paradox that, the legislative branch of the Government, which froma decisionmaking standpoint probably has the most complex and difficult roleof any of the branches of Government, has not kept up with these advancements.Only in recent months has the House of Representatives applied computertechniques to such mundane operations as payroll and inventory. No facet ofour legislative responsibilities is supported by an adequate flow of accurate, up-to-date information such as can be obtained through application of these
techniques.The design of efficient computer systems is a costly and time-consumingprocess. Exploitation of these techniques by the Congress will take many years.We cannot afford to delay any longer in establishing an efficient managementsystem to allow for the fullest application of computers to assist us in meetingthe growing responsibilities we have to the American people.T recommend H.R. 5522 for your consideration. It is a cautious approach inthat it does not interfere in any way with the traditional jurisdiction of congres-sional committees or significantly alter the functions of congressional supportorganizations such as the General Accounting Office and Legislative Reference

and effective job done.
Mr. Chairman, this bill can save the taxpayers countless billions of dollars inthe years to come through providing the Congress of the United States with more.accurate information upon which we make our decisions. I urge that you approvethis legislation and recommend its passage to the full committee, the House of

Representatives, and to the Congress as a whole.
Mr Fascuxt. I would like to make some brief remarks. I thank youfor this opportunity to appear and I commend you and the members

of this committee for your long and continuing interest to modernize
the operation of the Congress.It is a paradox that we do not now have the most modern techniquesand equipment available to us to do a most difficult complex and time-
consuming job.

7

It is very easy to make a decision if you can ever get the facts, and
marshalling the facts is a most difficult problem. The legislative
branch in making policy decisions needs all of the surrounding facts,
administrative implementing, and operating. Therefore, it is incon-
ceivable to me that anybody could seriously object to making avail-
able to the Congress all of the modern techniques available with
computers and automatic data processing.I remember your interest, Mr. Chairman, in automatic data pro-
cessing, and its uses in Government, and how important it was for us
to take the steps necessary to establish guidelines for use and acquisi-
tion. I see that same kind of problem arising with respect to the uses in

the Congress and its committees, particularly the Appropriations
Committees.
We find ourselves today in the Congress in the same condition as

one who uses a quill pen to write all of our reports and to record all of
the actions we take in the Congress compared with someone who has
available to him a 1,200-line-a-minute printer. I just cannot see why
we in Congress insist on shackling ourselves and continue to make

Therefore, I strongly support this legislation. I commend the
chairman of this committee, the Bureau of the Budget, and the General
Accounting Office for their efforts on this bill. I support coordination
of acquisition and use being in the General Accounting Office. It
seems to me that they are better equipped to work out compatible
and integrated systems between the legislative and executive branches.
The quicker the better, Mr. Chairman. I would hope that this bill

will be approved promptly, and we can start putting this system into
effect immediately.That is all ]I have to say, Mr. Chairman, except once again to sa,
that I commend you and the committee because I think this bill is
a vital step for the effectiveness and the efficiency of the Congress in
this day and age.
Mr. Brooxs. Thank you, Mr. Fascell.
Mr. MooruweaD. I am just sorry that all of the Members of Con-

gress could not hear that eloquent statement of the gentleman from
Fiorida.
Mr. Fascenn. Thank you, now that you suggest it I will run right

down to the House floor and make it again.
Mr. Brooks. We just happen to have a copy here.
Now we will hear from the Honorable Elmer B. Staats, the Comp-

troller General of the United States.
Following a great and distinguished career in the executive branch

in which he served as Deputy Director of the Bureau of the Budget,
through several administrations, he brings to the Office of the Comp-
troller a broad knowledge of all facets of Government operations. We
are fortunate to have a man of your capabilities, General, in this
crucial spot in the Government.
Before beginning, you may want to introduce those of your staff

that are accompanying you.

We look forward to hearing from these witnesses First, however Iwould like to introduce the Honorable Dante B. a very dis

the Congress and Iho that the first thing we would do would be to
establish an integrate ystem between the Bureau of the Budget and

Mr. CHAIRMAN The time has come to use computers in the Congress Americanbusiness and industry have more than 50,000 computer systems and are using
complex job more difficult

computers ever-increasing numbers to increase the efficiency of operations

in the Comptroller General and the accompanying responsibility to get an efficient
Service of the Library of Congress The bill provides the coordinating authority
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STATEMENT OF HON. ELMER B. STAATS, COMPTROLLER GENERAL
OF THE UNITED STATES; ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT F. KELLER,
GENERAL COUNSEL; AND EDWARD J. MAHONEY, ASSOCIATE
DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF POLICY AND SPECIAL STUDIFS
Mr. Sraats. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Yes, indeed,I would like to introduce Mr. Robert Keller, to my right, General

Counsel of GAO, and well known to the Congress and to this com-
mittee.
On

may
left is Mr. Ed Mahoney. He is Associate Director of our

Office of Policy and Special Studies, our principal officer concerned
with computer application, and our chief adviser on all work in the
computer ADP area.

r. Chairman, I have a statement in which for sake of completenessI have included the wording of the bill, which I will not read, but with
your permission I will start on page 3 of this statement which com-
ments on the substance of the proposed legislation.As we understand it, the purpose of the bill is to provide for co-
ordination with the executive branch in the development of one basic

budgetary and appropriation information. The Bureau of the Budgetis in the initial stages of developing such a system.For a part of that compatible system the bill would have the
Comptrol er General develop, establish, and maintain data rocessingand information systems necessary for the effective and eff1cient ful-
fillment of the substantive responsibilities of the Congress as deter-
mined by the President pro tempore of the Senate and the Speakerof the House. With reference to the other part of that system, the billwould have the Comptroller General cooperate with the Director
of the Bureau of the Budget in the development, establishment, andmaintenance of a standard data processing and information systemfor budgetary and fiscal data for use of the Federal Government.It is understood that you, Mr. Chairman, are of the view that
there is a need, separate and apart from the maintenance of an

tion requests, for a legislative capability in advanced cost ana ysis
techniques so that the legislative branch can make its own cost
evaluations and have the capability to analyze those made by the
executive branch.
You have also indicated possible further areas in which the Congresscould effectively utilize modern information handling and data

processing techniques. For example, the system could be used to
provide the congressional committees and individual members and
their staffs with immediate information as to the status of legislation.

might also be extended to keep an index of the CongressionalRecord constantly and immediately available, and for the storage of
the entire United States Code, the Statutes at Large, and other

As you know, there are several specific computer operations already
underway which could play an important part in the system to be
developed for Congress. One of these is Project LITE (Legal Informa-
tion Through Electronics). This project for computerized storage and
retrieval of legal information is operated by the Air Force Accounting

Y

and Finance Center, Denver, Colo. Included in the LITE data base
at the present time are the published Decisions of the Comptroller
Genera , the United States Code, the Armed Services Procurement
Regulations, the Defense Contract Audit Manual, unclassified Air
Force Regulations, and certain other items of particular interest to
the Department of Defense.
We have recently received the first computer generated key word

index to the published Decisions of the Comptroller General of the
United States from July 1, 1921, to June 30, 1967 (vols. 1 through 46).
This was a cooperative effort between the Department of Defense
and the General Accounting Office and utilized the GAO Linotron

by the Library of Congress to provide information on the status of
bills. The Library is now using an IBM 360 model 40 computer with
14 remote terminals. In addition to providing current status informa-
tion, the system provides a biweekly report containing synoptic and
identifying information on bills. It also providesa monthly status

generally recognized that the Congress has a growing need for data
processing and information systems of its own in order to fulfill its

As we understand the provisions of H.R. 404, the data processing
and information systems to be developed for the Congress would not

serve the particular needs of Congress, yet compatible with the system

Comptroller General to develop, establish, and maintain data process-
ign and information systems for the Congress, we have some question
as to whether the Comptroller General should be given these respon-
sibilities. It may be that the development, establishment, and
maintenance of the system should be the responsibility of the Congress
itself in order that it could have complete control over the system and
thus be assured that its needs will be fully served. However, if the
Congress should decide that this task should be performed by the
Comptroller General we will, of course, make every effort to carry out
the responsibilities assigned.It should be understood that the development of the systems con-
templated, whether performed by the Comptroller General or by the
Congress itself, will require considerable time. Ascertainment of the
specific needs of Congress and its committees and the systems neces-

levels will be required if the General Accounting Office is to do the

Subsection (f)(2) of the bill requires the Comptroller General to
cooperate with the Director of the Bureau of the Budget in the
development, establishment, and maintenance of a standard data
processing and information system including uniform classifications
of programs, activities, receipts, costs, and expenditures, as well as

printing process
Another system which might be utilized is the one being developed

executiveand
data processin d information system to serve both the matter of thepieces

of legislation
anches

su
of the Government in providing We full agreement with the purposes of the bill It has beenject

200
major egislation

Tesponsibilities

duplicate the system present y being developed b the
Budget The objective would be to develop a supplementary system to

the

being developed by the Bureau for budget
1 f)(1) of the bary

and Sscal data
which would direct the

information system to assist the Congress in its of appro ria-

and above our present funding
needs wil be significant

similar data. jol ated in the bill
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other necessary standards for budgetary and fiscal data for the use of
the Federal Government. We construe this subsection to mean that
the primary responsibility under the subsection is with the Director
of the Budget, but that the Comptroller General will cooperate with
the Director in an effort to see that the needs of the Congress are met.
With regard to subsection (f)(3), we wish to call your attention to

progress already made toward establishing the capability in the
General Accounting Office to conduct and to analyze cost effectiveness
studies. A systems analysis group was established in 1967 in our maintaining such an inventory, I think you see n very
Office of Policy and Special Studies with the responsibility to provide the spectacular growth which has taken place here in the
such capability and to provide leadership and policy guidance in

developing
appropriate levels of this capability among our professional

staff.
The Systems Analysis Group has for example, played an important

part in our review under title I, section 201(2), of the Economic
Opportunity Amendments of 1967 to determine the "extent to which
such programs and activities achieve the objectives set forth in the
relevant part or title of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964
authorizing such programs or activities." It developed last year a I am sure that Mr.
comprehensive report on the need for improved policies in the dis-
counting of costs and benefits in cost-effectiveness studies and is
currently developing a report to Congress on the status and problems
in the Planning Programing and Budget System (PPBS). We believe
the actions already taken and the experience gained in actual studies
have the General Accounting Office to provide an orderly
growth of this capability.
We recommend the deletion of subsection (g). We believe that the

Comptroller General should retain the discretion and the flexibility
to organize the General Accounting Office in such a manner as he
considers necessary to carry out the duties which the legislation
places upon him. The Genera1 Accounting Office would not need new ssible
authority to seek funds to carry out the purposes of this bill. Also
new authority would not be required for departments and agencies
to obtain funds to comply with direct requests made upon them for
information in support of appropriations under the Budget and
Accounting Act. That is already provided for, Mr. Chairman, in the
Budget and Accounting Act. However, there may be sizable necessary
recurring requirements to furnish information which the departments
and agencies might not need for their own use. That is separate and
apart from the appropriations request. Therefore, the committee may

priations for this purpose.
As previously stated, we favor the purposes of this bill and we will role O

make every effort to fulfill such responsibilities as Congress may give GAO?
us in this area.

discuss any of these matters in further detail or answer any questions
the subcommittee may have. I would simply like to state what you
stated at the outset, that the concept of a system which is designed to
be compatible with other information needs of the Government, so as
to serve the needs of Congress, and which would not duplicate those
already in being or in process of being established, is a highly desirable
objective. It is our understanding that it is this approach which you
are seeking, and we commend you for your interest in it.

il
Mr. Brooks. General, I thank you very much for an excellent

statement, and I have a couple of questions that you might elaborate
on for us, if you would.
What is your general estimate of the future of data processing in

Government?
Mr. Staats. Mr. Chairman, this is a difficult question to answer.

If you look at the inventory of the acquisition and development of
ADP in the Government since the Bureau of the Budget first started

Going back to 1960, when the total ADP cost to the Government was
less than $500 million, to a projected 1969 cost of nearly 2 billion il-
lustrates one dimension of the growth of computers in the Federal
Government. We have now something over 4,000 computers in use. I
believe this will go up another 400 or 500 in 1970. This figure, by the
way, excludes those computers which are utilized solely in connection
with the weapons systems, but it does include all computers which the
Government is financing 100 percent.

this is primarily BOB's responsibility, but I think it does give you some
indication as to the growth of the use of computers in the Federal
Government as a whole.
Now, @ computer serves, of course, only a part of the Govern-

ment's interest in improving its capability, both to acquire information
and to analyze information. The acquisition portion of it is somewhat
easier to grasp than the analytical part because it is in the analytical
part that you have so much disagreement as to need for information,
how this information can best be obtained, the qualifications with
respect to the use for different purposes, and, in effect, the costs and
the benefits of obtaining information. In many cases it is not always

to anticipate far enough in advance a need to be sure that you
got the data in your system to make all of the analyses that

you need. But, as you suggested at the outset, even though there are
these problems, every large organization in both Government and
in private industry is finding it necessary to use the computer both
for data collection and data analysis.
I think I should say here that I believe some of the State govern-

ments are ahead of the Federal Government in terms of utilizing this
technique for legislative purposes.
Pennsylvania, for example, has a well advanced system that is

wish to include language in the bill which would authorize appro being used in its legislative process.
Mr. Brooxs. Again, in a more specific sense, how do you view the

i the computer in audit operations such as you conduct in the

Mr. Sraats. As you know, Mr. Chairman, the GAO has three
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement and I will be glad to broad interests in computers. One is for internal management of the

GAO itself. We have not had an integrated management information
system in the GAO, but our work has become more complicated and
we are having more and more assignments, and we are trying to
improve the scheduling of our work to meet deadlines. Jn order to

improve our capability we have undertaken a program to provide
GAO internally with computer capabilities, not only for our ordinary
business operations, payroll, and all of this, but to give us better
information as to the capability of our people to undertake audit

aphic form
overnment.

ave
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assignments, and to assist us in scheduling our work. As you know,we hhave a large number of field offices, and frequently we haveto interrupt our scheduling to meet the priority needs of, say, & com-mittee of the Congress. We feel, from the standpoint of more effectiveinternal operation, that the computer can be a highly useful instrument.The second interest we have is to assist us in our audit work itself.We have now developed ways in which we believe we can use a com-
puter. We have already made arrangements to establish terminals in
the GAO, and we have arrangements where we can utilize terminals
of the defense agencies out in the field to speed up the computationsand calculations which are required, thus saving enormous amounts of
time.
We are also interested in the computer from the standpoint of data

retrieval, data that is already on the computer. We are experimentingwith two or three different approaches. One that has been used to the
greatest extent in our office is called the Auditape which has been
developed by Haskins & Sells for their own purposes, and which theyare now making available to the Government and other concerns at a
very nominal cost.
But, there are other means as well, such as one by a firm in NewYork which has developed a different approach and we are experi-

menting with that. But, the point is we feel that computers can giveus a much greater capability to retrieve data that is already recorded.And the reason that Haskins & Sells, for example, went to this ap-
proach was a very simple one. They found that the traditional records
they had to use were all disappearing, their information was on the
computer, so that this was a matter of necessity.Mr. Brooxs. It was disappearing?Mr. Sraats. In the terms of a formal piece of paper like this. Not
disappearing in the sense that it didn't exist, but you could no longer
go and pull it out of a file, because it was on a tape.We have a third interest, of course, and a broader interest, which is
how the Government itself utilizes the computer in its operations.That is the question of lease versus purchase; the question of whether or
not there is adequate planning for the design of the system; the
question of how the equipment is maintained, and whether it is main-
tained more economically in-house or by contract. These are all ques-tions of concern because of the fact that we do have this very largeinvestment in computers and we are interested in the economy and
effectiveness and of that equipment.Mr. Brooks. You Tec this subcommittee has long maintained an
interest in this area.
Mr. Sraats. Yes, indeed; I do not need to educate you on this

subject.
Mr. Brooks. Contractor-held equipment still fascinates me. Have

the conglomerates got into the contract-held computer equipment?That ought to be the day.Mr. Staats. Well, I did not mean to extend this answer too long,
The financial management systems of the Government are being

placed more and more on computers as an integral part of management
information systems, and without the kind of design which the Budget
Bureau, for example, is attempting, it would not be possible to accom-
plish the objective which H.R. 404 seeks. There has to be a close
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relationship between the management information systems, including
the budgeting system and the accounting systems which are designed
by the agency under our principles and standards, and which normally
have to be approved as a statutory duty of the GAO. So, we have this

Mr. Brooxs. General, what are the ongoing programs at GAO at
this time to exploit ADP in carrying out the responsibilities Congress
has delegated to you; that is, other than the Auditape activities which

said. I think I have answered this in part in my previous response, but
let me ask Mr. Mahoney if he would care to elaborate on that
Mr. Manoney. Well, Mr. Chairman, I believe the Comptroller

General's statement adequately covered the basic programs that we
have underway. There are a few things, perhaps, that 1 could
add. As you know, over the years we have provided analyses and
reports to the Congress through what we call our green cover reports.
These reports get at the heart of how the computer is being used, the
applications being developed, and these reports are intended to cover
the trend of development, and so forth. think that these reports
have proven to be quite useful to the Congress over the years. We
still carry out many reviews along that particular line, and further

We have a great many plans for using the computer in a more
sophisticated environment as the Government agencies convert more
and more to the realtime environment. As many of you know, this is
the way the big logistic systems are going, using realtime and having
many terminals and all sorts of data being inputted from various
points, with computers and communications so closely interwoven it
is not necessary to be right next to the computer any more to perform
auditing operations. So, we have some plans to do auditing in what
we would consider to be a realtime environment which we plan to

Mr. Staats. Could I just add one point.
Mr. Brooxs. Yes, General.
Mr. Staats. We feel that it is important to all of our professional

staff to have a working familiarity with how the computer works,
what it can do, and what it cannot do. It is becoming more and more
one of the tools of the trade, you might say, like the typewriter or
any other device, and it is important that any person on our staff
have at least some familiarity with it. That does not mean necessarily
that everyone of them has to be a leading expert in the country in

Mr. Brooks. Do you find also, General, that most of the better
accounting schools and business-trained young men and women have
had some computer experience, some course work and experience,
and

Mr. Brooxs. And have used it, actually, in their courses and their

Mr. Staats. That is correct.

interest as well

you are exploring
Mr Staats Let me ask Mr Mahoney to supplement what I have

reports will be forthcoming

implement in the future

individuals who will be ex erts in the use of computers
computers but we do want to have in our building number of

Mr. Chairman, but we do have all three of these interests Mr. Staats. We find it more and more
*

study?
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Mr. Brooxs. Which means the auditor of tomorrow is computertrained and utilizes it as a tool?
Mr. Staats. We have, as I say, a goal that every individual in our

professional staff will have some training. If he has had this training
before he comes with us, then obviously we do not have to do as much
as if he did not have that, but we have something around 60 percent--
Mr. Brooxs. Exposure?
Mr. Sraats. About 60 percent of our professional staff have had

some training.
Mr. Brooks. In the Marine Corps, as of last year, maybe a year, a

full year ago, they had given some, maybe just a little, exposure to
every general officer in the U.S. Marine Corps. The Commandant,
Mr. Chapman, felt that they had to have some understanding of what
its capabilities were, and I believe he told me that every general officer
in the Marine Corps last year had had something like a 2- or 3-week
course on computer use and potential. That was so that they would
understand it and would realize that it was fundamental and essential,
not only to the normal operations of the Government, but to the de-
velopment of a good fighting system and maintenance of it.

it
provides

to them, but also as a symbol of their interest to their
subordinate officers.
Mr. Brooxs. Some of these generals are not going to be computer

experts; they concede that. General Walt, he is not just a computer
man, but he is a good general, and he will be tolerant of those people
who are, and understand them better if he has that kind of exposure.
Mr. Staats. We have arranged to have eventually all of our top

people have at least a short course in computer and computer appli-
cations. I took it myself.
Mr. Brooxs. Turning to the purpose of this legislation, do you be-

lieve that Congress will benefit by this approach?
Mr. Staats. Well, I think there has been a great deal of testimony

already presented on this point. There is no question about it, that
the normal needs of the Congressmen and the committees have
grown. This, at least, is my observation. I have not been a Member of
Congress or have not served directly as a member of the staff of a
committee, but judging from all of the testimony that I have seen
from members of committees, and of staff, and judging from the
numbers of requests that come to our office and to the Legislative
Reference Service, I think it can be said without much fear of contra-
diction that this normal requirement is fantastic, not only to meet the
needs of the committee, but also the constituency which the members
have to serve. This constituency, as you well know, is growing. I
believe it is about 500,000 population on an average now for each
Member of Congress, which contrasts, by the way, with the British
Member of Parliament, who has less than 55,000, an order of about
10 tol.
So, this in itself has generated need for information which somehow

has to be provided, and if Congress cannot provide it out of its own
staff resources, then it ends up in some other part of the Government
for a reply.
Mr. Brooxs. General, I would say that your awareness of this is

reflected by your background. The GAO developed the 1958 to 1965
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ADP reports that were a significant contribution to this Nation and
to this committee. They certainly were a big help.
Now, do you see a need, then, for coordination with the Bureau of

the Budget in the design of a capable system to support the budget
and appropriation cycle as provided in this legislation?
Mr. Staats. I think the Budget Bureau can respond in a more

definitive way to this. We are quite interested in the system which
they are working on. At the time it was inaugurated, the Bureau.
invited a number of us from the GAO to participate in a briefing.
We had conversations with them recently, and I believe it is their
intent that we have further discussions as the work progresses. I
think it is quite obvious, and I think this is basic to the whole Budget
and Accounting Act, that the executive branch be the primary source
of the data for support of the appropriation requests, support of
authorization requests, and in supplying information that the Con-
gress needs in its oversight responsibilities.
So, again, the concept which we both have is to build on the data.

management capabilities of the executive branch to supply the needs.
of Congress. Thus, it is important that coordination take place at an.

early enough point to avoid developing an incompatible system, or
invest in unnecessary equipment which could otherwise have been
avoided if we had started our planning early enough. I believe your
idea is a good one.
I would like to emphasize, though, something here, and that is that

the concept of supplying this information is in some ways not as radical
as some people might assume that it is in that we already have capa-
bility in many of the agencies. Not only am I thinking here about the
Bureau of the Budget system, I am thinking about the capabilities of
the Department of Defense, the Legislative Reference Service, the
Science Information Exchange, which is a highly computerized opera-
tion, and the Commerce Department clearinghouse. All of these would
be related, as I understand it, under the concept of this bill.
Mr. Brooks. General, thank you very much. I think that ade

quately handles that question.
Do you see any difficulty in cooperating in the design of such a

system?
Mr. Staats. Well, I do not believe we are far enough along in our

discussion to be completely definitive about it. JI see no problem at all
in willingness to cooperate on either side. I think I understand the
problems of the Budget Bureau pretty well, and I believe they under-
stand the role and the problems that we would face in this undertaking.
There would obviously have to be some adjustments. I do not be-

lieve the problem would be so much of cooperation as it might be one
of what kind of information of an appropriation request nature could be
supplied under the ground rules of the executive branch in terms of
forward budgetary requirements and appropriations requests.
Secondly, there may be problems of finding the necessary funding if

additional requirements are indicated which the agency fee s that they
could not justify on the basis of their own internal requirements. Then
quite conceivably there would be questions of who is going to pay for
it, this sort of thing. But, I do not see any problem of cooperating in
the development of the system that the Bureau of the Budget is in
the process of attempting to bring to fruition in so far as any indicated
responsibility that we would have.

Mr. Staats. 1 think this is very important, only for the value
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Mr. Brooxs. You understand, General, of course, that as Repre-sentatives of Congress we are vitally concerned with all of the infor-mation we can get, feeling that the Government is based on ademocratic evaluation of facts as they are presented to the Congress,and we are going to want to get them all. We are just basically en-couraged about your feeling that there would be no problem incooperation between the Bureau of the Budget and the GAO. CertainlyTam sure that the Executive would be pleased to have as much infor-mation as is available turned over to the House Appropriations
committee that would have a pertinent request, o1 to individualMembers, as 1t 1s developed.

Mr. Sraats. Well, it is obvious that the effort to supply a manage-ment information system presents problems. We have been almost2 years in the process of trying (o develop the one that I mentioned,for our own internal requirements, and all for good and understandablereasons I suppose that if there is a common fault in developingmanagement information systems, it is that the organizationtry to go too far too fast without adequate assessment of the needs inrelationship to the cost. This is the kind of precaution that practicallyexpert in the field will give you.had in our office yesterday one of the top experts from a manage-ment consulting organization. I thought he put it pretty well whenhe said, "Do not expect to go too far too fast, but at the same timeyou cannot afford not to start." What he was really suggesting tous is that we define our needs as they become a specific need, and aswe can justify the expenditure of the effort, but also have a continuingplan and a process by which to assess those needs so that we do notdelay employing our plan when that need becomes clear. I thought itwas really quite a good statement.
Mr. Brooxs. Maybe more simply stated, do not buy the kid anautomobile when he cannot yet ride his tricycle. I think you havegot to learn those things.Mr. Staats. You have to learn to crawl before you can walk, andwalk before you can run.
Mr. Hicxs. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Brooks. Mr. Hicks.
Mr. Hicks. Mr. Chairman, for one of the lesser troop here that doesnot understand the technicalities, could we just have two or threesimple illustrations of what this might do to help? I hear all of thesegeneral words, that it is going to be excellent and greatly helpful, butjust a couple of real simple concrete illustrations would be of help tome. Would there be less testimony that we would be listening to oncethis thing got into effect, or what?Mr. Brooks. I think we would have better questions.Mr. Hicks. It would be helpful if I could understand it, it wouldbe from this end, anyway.Mr. Brooks. Essentially what we hope is that the GAO would beable, in response to a congressional committee or individual, to pro-vide a realistic, workable readout on what is being done in any onearea within the Government activities-any area that you wereinterested in, whether it be education or housing. This readout would

give figures that reflect the actual costs, say from a program budget-ing standpoint. These figures would give you an opportunity, and
give me an opportunity, to know how much money they are spendingon roads, secondary and primary, whether we are doing anything fordisturbed children, whether we are doing anything for old people, orwhat the extent of our efforts ure in the various categories. Now, this
gives you an opportunit to know what is being done and base a
judgment on what should be done.

Mr. Hicks. Like the statement made » moment ago that now we
go to some other department of the Government to try to find outthis sort of thing and under this system you are talking about you
would go to the system, whatever that 3s, to find it out, instead of
going to this specific agency or department? Now you are asking yourquestions to some other department?Mr. Brooks. That is right. The basic system would be betweenthe agencies and the Bureau of the Budget and you would draw fromthat. This is an ultimate operation, they are not going to get this
done for a couple of years, and they are going to have a lot of fightingevery inch of the way. Sometimes Government agencies do not want
anybody to know what they are doing. They want it as involved and
as complicated as they can make it, or so it seems. The object in many
agencies is to keep Congressmen and the world from knowing justwhat they do, how they spend their appropriations, and what their
results, basic results, are, other than keeping them all on the payroll.Mr. Hicxs. Didn't you just a minute ago say that there were not
going to be any problems, and that they wanted Congress to know all
of these things?Mr. Brooxs. No, my confidence is that they will do this sooner or
later, or you cannot run the Government. You have got to come to it.Mr. Hicks. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr Brooxs. They are going to come kicking and screaming, some

of them.
Mr. Sraats. I think if I could just supplement that a little bit,Mr. Chairman, and maybe I could make some of my statements abit more concrete. I know that Mr. Hughes can elaborate on this

more than I can. For example, more crosscutting information is needed
on programs which are being administered by more than one agencywhere we have either similar or very closely related programs with
similar objectives which are carried on in maybe half a dozen indi-vidual agencies. We have not been able up to now to supply currentlya detailed estimate of what is involved in terms of prior expenditures,or what is in the current budget year with respect to that kind ofinformation.
Mr. Hicxs. Or even what the program is, according to CongressmanRoth, I understand.
Mr. Sraats. We hope that more of this kind of information could

be made available to the committees of Congress considering budget
requests for one individual agency, to know really what the total is.The budget can provide us with some detail on this now, but it can-
not go beyond what is called an activity breakdown in the budget.The hope has been to define this system in such a way that you could
get a quick readout on what the total costs and what the total obliga-tions are with respect to some common activities. This is just one
illustration.

Committee and the Senate Appropriations Committee and any other

Would you assess the technical problems in GAO inthis legislation? Do you see any difficult problems?

will

every
We
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Mr. Hicks. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. Brooxs. Fine. You agree then that despite the difficulties and

the problems of implementing, that the effort of bringing computers
to congressional use would fully justify that effort in expenditure?
Mr. Sraats. I think you stated it quite well, Mr. Chairman, a

while ago when you indicated that our role in this would be, as I
understand it, to try to bring together what would be the capabilities
as against the need. We would not determine that need. I do not think
this is your intent. I think this would have to be a determination of
the committees of the Congress or whatever arrangement the Congress
might establish for this purpose. The bill contemplates that this would
be done through our working with each committee to try to assess their
interests and their needs and our own part would be to try to say how
this could be done and what it would cost. I think you get down
again to the question of how do you ascertain these needs, how far
do you go, how fast can you go, and at what price. I think this is
what it comes down to.
Mr. Brooxs. And you would talk with the committees and see

what their needs were, try to evaluate them and see what kind of
flow could be developed that would meet those needs.
Mr. Staats. I think that states it very well.
Mr. Brooxs. General, I have just a couple of more questions. Once

the computer requirements of the Congress are established in general,
what do you consider to be the systems design problems?
Mr. Staats. I would like to turn to my expert here on that. I am

not trying to avoid it, but I think he can really answer the question
quite well.

Mr. Manoney. Well, I think, Mr. Chairman, this is one of the most
difficult problems which one confronts, whether in Government or
industry, whether in State government or Federal-the actual design
to fit the need. NNow, we have many kinds of computer systems. We
have computer systems where you can browse and you can do informa-
tion retrieval-type things, and we have batch-type systems for proces-
sing masses of data where you do not need every second or two to have
impact or direct interface with the system. So, in thinking about this I
had the feeling, that first of all we would have to develop a conceptual
framework to see basically how we would go about solving these parti-
cular problems, and then based on the objectives that the committees
of the Congress establish, we could look at these objectives in relation
to applying the various system design techniques.
Now, there are many ways to do this. You can use advanced model-

ing techniques, and simulation techniques. There is a necessity to
perform these operations to assist in the actual design of the system.
Then once the basic information as to system design requirements is
established, testing can be accomplished without really performing
actual programing operations until system design concepts are firmly
established. Once we get past that kind of a milestone, then we can
move right into the question of tradeoffs, the question of costs versus
benefits. What the benefits would be to the Congress, what timesaving
features would be involved, and so on. This basically, I think, is the
approach that would have to be taken, regardless of who attempted
to do this particular job.
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Mr. Brooxs. General, to what extent do you believe this system
could be supported operationally by legislative employees other than
those in the GAO, that is, some of our people here?
Mr. Staats. Well, I think that certainly the Legislative Reference

Service plays a part in this. This is well known, and my impression
is that they have made very commendable progress in providing
information on the status of bills. The staff in the Legislative Ref-
ference Service obviously would be one resource that would be in-
volved. And there might be as well, I think, the staff of the com-
mittees that would be concerned with the assessment of the need for
information. Now, this seems to me to be a very natural starting
point as far as any role that we would have under this legislation.
Mr. Brooxs. Now, General. what about building up a large com-

puter complex on the Hill? Do you envision such a possibility?
Mr. Staats. I would not. I would not foresee this, myself, as a

real need, if we understand the objectives. I think the point that I
made earlier, which I would reiterate, would be that we ought to
develop and build on the capabilities we already have anywhere in
the Government so that it is a matter, as you say, of making that
system compatible either by modification or by running additional
analyses to supply these needs.
Mr. Brooks. And you recommend, General, that we delete sub-

section (f)(3) relating to the availability of employees qualified to
conduct cost-effective studies. What are your present thoughts on
this? As I understood it, you did not think it was required.
Mr. Staats. Well, no, not particularly with respect to that pro-

vision on cost-effectiveness studies. This provision, I think, is identical

carry on this activity. Any expression of interest, either in this form
or otherwise, to the extent that it indicates an interest of Congress
in our doing work in this field, is obviously of interest to us.
Just to take an illustration, last year the Senate Labor and Welfare

Committee expressed an interest in our doing more cost-effectiveness-
type reviews in manpower training. We feel this is an area in which
we can be very helpful. We want to build our capability in this area,
generally, and we will do so, irrespective of whether this provision is
enacted. We have adequate legislative authority to do this at the
present time. I think it certainly would not create any problems for
us if the Congress
Mr. Brooxs. General, I think that is excellent. I am glad we put

the section in, just to get that kind of a delineation and your keen
awareness that the authority you now have requires you to exercise
this capability and have computers throughout the GAO, and that it
is not going to be a five-man job or a 10-man job, but you are hoping, as
I understand it, that all of your people will be able to utilize this kind
of equipment and cooperate in its implementation and expansion.
That is a good deal.
Now, you also suggest subsection (g), establishing a new division to

carry out these functions, be deleted. This, I assume, is on the same
basis that you are trying to use all of your people in this capability
and upgrade them all?

:

or very similar to the one that was in the Legislative Reorganization
Act of last year. We do not technically need that provision of it to
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Mr. Sraats. That is right. It is for the very reason you just indi-cated. We feel that we ought to have the maximum flexibility on how
we would organize and carry out the responsibilities, not only in this,
but in other areas as well.
Mr. Brooks. Do you have a question?Mr. Moorneap. General, when did the GAO first acquire com-

puter hardware? When did you first get into the computer business?
Mr. Sraats. Well, we would have to differentiate here. We do not

at this time have any computers directly. We are considering this just
currently, as a matter of fact. We have leased the terminals which I
mentioned to you a while ago and have two different arrangements on
that, and we have made the arrangements for the terminal use for
these people. But, this has to be distinguished from the interest of the
GAO and how computers are used in Government as a whole.
Mr. Moorugap. Oh, I realize that.
Mr. Staats. This goes back a long ways, at least to 1960.
Mr. Manonsy. If I could just supplement a little bit on this, Mr.

Moorhead, this is going back really to the early 1950's. The General
Accounting Office had some major, fairly routine type operations that
we wanted to convert to computer type operations. We also thought it
best to divest ourselves of some ofa those operations by helping the
agencies to design systems and to acquire the capability of placing those
types of operations in the agencies. So we have actually over the years
been involved in computer system design and implementing these
systems and training programers and all these sorts of things, but we
never had actually acquired specific hardware for our own use. We
have always used other people's hardware throughout.Mr. Moornxap. I want to encourage you to get your own hardware.I believe very strongly that the Congress, and the GAO, should have
computer capability under its direct control, rather than to be borrow-
ing.
Mr. Staats. We are finding it very difficult to rely on other agencies.

We are finding our people having to work Saturday nights and Sunday
mornings to do this. Also, we are going to be using the computer more
and more and, therefore, we think that the investment is necessary.
Our problem is not whether we should acquire it, but what particular
type of equipment.
Mr. Moorueap. I think it is terrible that the Congress votes money

for these agencies to have computers, and then the Congress itself,
and its agent, the GAO, has to go hat-in-hand to borrow a little bit
of time on Saturday night to answer our questions. This is terrible,
Three years ago I tried to find out what computer capabilities we had
on Capitol Hill, and they consisted of one computer in the Library of
Congress which handled the payroll of the employees of the Library of
Congress, and that was all.
I think the chairman has done a magnificent job of arousing not

only the support of Congress, but of the people in giving us a computer
capability, without which we cannot discharge our constitutional
functions in this modern day. Fortunately, I think we have finally
managed to stir up a little bit of interest in the Congress, and I think
we should continue to do this.
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As you no doubt are aware, General, the Secretary of the Senate
now has a computer to help the Senators with their constituent
work, which is an important function of the Members of Congress
on either side of the Capitol, and I think he should be encouraged to
carry on with it, and I assume, from your testimony, you would agree
with that.
Mr. Staats. Oh, yes.
Mr. Moorugap. And the Clerk of the House is now doing some of

the housekeeping chores of the House of Representatives on a com-
puter, and he has been conducting a demonstration of legislative re-
trieval work. I think he should be encouraged to go on with this. The
Democratic caucus adopted a resolution encouraging the House
Administration Committee to look into this matter, and I think this
action should be encouraged. The House Administration Committee
has been having hearings about computer capability for the House of
Representatives.
Also, the Appropriations Committee staff is looking into computer

capabilities for the Congress. I believe all of these activities should be

been computerizing the legislative process.
Mr. Sraats. I referred to that.
Mr. Mooruxap. Yes. It is embarrassing to me to think that

about 10 States are ahead of the Congress of the United States in
computer services. The Joint Committee on Reorganization, on which
our chairman served, recommended computer utilization by the Con-
gress, and I think this should also be encouraged.
I do not know if you know it, but the Banking and Currency

Committee is putting the legislative calendar on computers, through
a terminal tied into the Library of Congress' computer and I think this
is a good thing. The Legislative Reference Service, as you have stated,
is working on computer assistance to the Congress. I think there
should be an information retrieval system in the Library of Congress.
We should have that there. That is the greatest store of information in
the world, and it is so large that it is almost useless because you cannot
retrieve the information quickly.
I would suspect the the Government Printing Office would be in-

terested in this field because I think a lot of the work that they print
can be kept more effectively and more efficiently on computer printout
rather than the old style printing of calendars, and now the General
Accounting Office is expressing its interest in assisting the Congress,
particularly with the budget. [ certainly support the theory off this
legislation which would be for the General Accounting Office to be
able to retrieve budgetary information quickly and effectively for the
Congress.

So, I think we are moving ahead very well, though unfortunately
in a somewhat, scattered arrangement. 1 think, if I had my preference,
I would say that GAO should be part of this operation which should,
in my judgment, be coordinated by a special joint committee of the
Congress, rather than have the GAO do the coordinating for us. But,
the important thing is that the Congress have computer capability.

General, I believe you can answer my question yes or no. I was very
much interested in your testimony about your systems analysis

encouraged I know they sent some staff members up to m State of
Pennsylvania to look into the way the Pennsylvania Legislature has

Their work comes first and our work necessarily has to come second
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capability now, and your cost effectiveness studies. Will you not need
to have computer capability to do that work as effectively as you
would like to?
Mr. Sraars. Yes. In our study of the OEO programs we had to go

outside and purchase time to make analyses in connection with that
study. Yes; I think the answer is clearly that we are going to need
more and more computer capability as we do more and more work in
the cost effectiveness area. It is just inevitable that that will be the
case.
Mr. Moorueap. General, you have done the cost effectiveness on

programs like the Economic Opportunity Act. Do you have the
capability to do a cost effectiveness study on the military, on one of
our weapons systems; for instance, this system versus that system,
or can you check upon the cost effectiveness done by the Department
of Defense?
Mr. Staats. I think it is primarily the latter, Congressman Moor-

head. We feel that we do have the capability to analyze cost effective
studies made of weapons systems by the Department of Defense or
similar systems by any other agency, whether it be FAA or any
other agency.
Mr. Moorweap. You mentioned defense systems
Mr. Staats. We do not think it is necessary that we do this ab

initio in the sense of redoing all of the work that has been done, but
we must have sufficient familiarity with the techniques and with the
pitfalls involved in making such studies so as to raise the proper
questions and make the kLnd of analyses we think would be most
useful for the committees of the Congress, as they act on authoriza-
tions and appropriations.
Mr. Moorueap. Well, J think this is extremely important today,

and particularly following the retirement of Robert McNamara of the
Defense Department. One can come up to the Congress and say,
''We have analyzed this weapons system and its cost effectiveness,
and it is the best way of doing the job," and we have no way of really
checking this out. But you will now be developing a system that,
should the Congress ask, not if you do it ab initio, but if the House
Government Operations Committee should ask you to do a cost-
effectiveness study of the anti-ballistic-missile system you could check
it, check the computations or the study of the Defense Department?
Mr. Staats. Within the limits of the capabilities of our staff, and

here I think the limit is not our interest or our charter, but rather
the capability of the individuals involved, and we are making a heavy
investment in training for our people, for this very purpose. There
will always have to be the question as to the extent of our capability,
but I would have no reservations with respect to the interest or
responsibility to the extent, as you indicate, that the Congress

ses interest in our doing so.

Namara's computer says that a manned bomber is no longer effective,
and Secretary Laird seems to say it is, and we are in the dark. We
need somebody with the capability to be responsive to questions of
Congress and say "In our opinion the question and the judgment
factor is this" or is that, and I think we should encourage the General
Accounting Office to increase its systems analysis computer capability.
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Mr. Brooks. I think they will, but, of course, to be realistic, it is
going to take them several years to get the design worked out, to get
the needs identified, to design a system that would meet the needs
and then implement the system. It is a longtime project and the thrust.
of it is a good ways off. We have just got to start now. We are behind
and it will be some years before theyy get it done. Furthermore, the
basic systems will always need updating and improving as ADP
capability increases and we learn better methods of systems design.
I am just trying to encourage them to try and get it done esterday
when I know very well you will not have it done for a goo while.
Mr. Moorweap. General, you asked for authorization for appro-

priations in this bill on page 8 of your testimony. Do you have a figure
in mind?

appropriations requests by the agencies, they do not need it for that
either.
What we are referring to here was the possibility that there would

be data needed from the executive branch agencies, by the Congress
which would not relate specifically to an appropriation request and,
therefore, the question would be as to the legality of funding for that
function. We suggested there should be included in the bill the usual
language to authorize appropriations for that purpose.
Mr. MoorHEAaD. On page 4 of your testimony you mentioned

the storage of the entire United States Code on computers. Are you
aware that the statutes of the 50 States have been placed on com-
puters by an outfit called the Aspen Corp.? I just mention this to
you because you might want to call on this existing capability, rather
than having to do all the extra work.
Mr. Sraats. That would be very important in connection with

this.
Mr, Kexuer. I knew that they were working on it, but I was not

Mr. Moorueapv. They have completed it.
Mr. Keuuer. Perhaps we could buy their tapes and put them into

a system for Congress. I do not know.
Mr. Moorea. I do not know how you could relate to it, but you

would not have to do the manual work of putting them all on tape
originally.
Mr. Brooks. Mr. Reid.
Mr. Rezrp. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
General Staats, it is very nice to have you here this morning, and

I appreciate very much the thoughtful and precise character of your
testimony. I have just a few questions.

of information that you would seek to retrieve in the first instance
you are concerned with existing programs and the coordination of
facts relative thereto.
A second area, it seems to me, is whether we can get current and

up-to-date information to see whether certain assumptions are being
borne out. This would be items such as: Is the budget proceeding the
way it was designed to? Have the economic indicators that have been
put into the budgetary process proved to be correct? Would that be

Mr. Sraats. No. I wil make this point ver clear; we do not need
an authorization for the GAO, and for supplying of information to

ware that they had completed t

First, T would assume that in the design of the systems or the kinds

xpre:Mr . Moorneap. Well, the Congress gets puzzled when Mr. Mc-
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an initial area where you think you could provide some guidance?
Mr. Sraats. I would prefer to have Mr. Hughes answer that ques-

tion because this relates to the design of the system which they are now
working on.
Mr. Ret. Well, I assume you can design most any system today,

but I was asking you from your concept how you visualize that. In
other words, what we do not know over here at the Congress a great,
great deal of the time is whether the assumptions are being borne out
on any number of programs with current experience. By the time we
get the data it is frequently relatively late; or, putting it another way,
Mr. Sraats. There has been a good deal of discussion and there was

last year in connection with the Legislative Reorganization Act about
current updating of estimates on receipts and expenditures so that the
Congress would have this information prior to the time it acts on a
particular appropriation bill, rather than having this come up at a later
point in time. The action of Congress might have been different if they
had had this information in advance.
I would say, from my standpoint, that the objective is clearly to do

what you are talking about. The only reservation I was making was
the feasibility of doing this, on how current a basis, and that is reallythe-
Mr. Rep. I assume when you are talking about these several

committees, that is something that you would have to study, but I
think it would be welcomed both in the executive and in the Congress
to get information as currently as possible.

T have before me here a letter to Chairman Dawson, from a Mr.
Wilfred H. Rommel, Assistant Director for Legislative Reference,
the Bureau of the Budget. He states in here that section 312(f}(2)
of the instant bill would require the Comptroller General to cooperate
with the Director of the Bureau of the Budget in the development,

Federal Government. We have customarily received the full coopera-
tion of the Comptroller General in respect of our work on such matters
and we would expect such cooperation to continue without the neces-
sity for enactment of such a provision.

Now, I wonder whether you would care to comment on that?
Mr. Staats. Well, I think we would have to certainly confirm that

the relationship we have had has been excellent, and the cooperation
has been very good. I think the issue is more one of an expression by
the Congress itself of the importance of this.
Mr. Rem. Another question he raises:
We understand the bills are intended to relate basically to activities of the

legislative branch, and that they are not intended to impose new rules or pro-
cedures upon the executive branch.

T would question that a bit because I think the executive does not
always provide information in a timely fashion to the Congress, and
certainly the currency of the information, if not the substance, can
be improved.
Mr. Brooks. Pardon me, would the gentleman yield?
Mr. Rem. Yes.
Mr. Brooxs. We are going to include in the record in consideration

of the testimony of Mr. Hughes, their efforts to do just what you are
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talking about. They have the McKinsey report and we have the
synopsis of thet, and it is an effort by the best people they could get,
in their judgment, to try to make such a report readily available both
to the executive, and optimistically, I say, to the Congress.
Mr. Rew. To put it another way, I think one of the roles of the

Comptroller General, that he could play that would be particularly
helpful is to help start to develop for the Congress better research of
the quality that is germane to agreed purposes so that we are not
only current, but more accurately informed as to what is happening
in any particular area.
This obviously would include some concept of evaluation. I have

noted recently that in a number of programs it is very difficult to
find out just what the performance has been, and I would hope that
some systems analysis could help without your necessarily having to
get into judgmental factors, whether Program ABC is going good or
bad, although that might be a proper request of the Congress.
Mr. Staats. That is the reason I answered Congressman Moorhead

the way I did. To put it this way, if the question is whether a pro-
eram that is before a committee of the Congress for authorization
has really proven to be a good program or one approach is better
than another, I believe that our proper role is to come into that at the
request of the committee or the request of the Congress as a whole.
Otherwise, we would be injecting ourselves into a stream or a process
of authorization in a way which might or might not be of imterest

Mr. Rep. Well, I think we totally agree on that, but it is a question
of areas where the specifics are relatively clear, or where it 1s new,
where the parameters are agreed to, so that we can get the timely
information to check for a legitimate legislative purpose, or improve
on it, or find out we need more or less funding, as the case might be.
But I think that basically what happens on the Hill is that the Execu-
tive comes up with information in support of a particular program, and
sometimes it is not disinterested in its presentation, and when it comes
to statistical information of one kind or another it is hard for the
Congress to make a judgment. Certainly it is hard fiscally, without
more current information, but I think anything that would speed up
the process and identify the kind of facts that could be made available,

So, I certainly welcome your interest and support in this general
area, and I think that you can develop some system that will be of
great benefit both to the executive and to the legislative, and it would

Mr. Sraats. Well, we certainly welcome the interest of the members
of all of the committees of the Congress in this area, because it is clearly
an objective that we have, and I hope we can move in this area and
that we will realize it. We will not be producing 100 percent in the
first week, of course.

Let me precede my question with a statement of appreciation to
you, Mr. Chairman, for introducing this legislation. As one of the
many sponsors of the Legislative Reorganization Act which has some
related provisions in title I, I am glad you proceeded in this needed

you cannot correct things as promptly as you would like

to the Congress. *

establishment, and maintenance of a standard data processing and
Nd theinformation system for budgetary and fiscal data for use

d properly so, would be extrem ly helpful

serve a clear national purpose

Mr. Brooks. Mr. Buchanan?
.Mr. BucHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman

area.
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General Staats, on page 6 of your statement, you raised a question as
to whether or not the Comptroller General should be given the
responsibility to develop, establish, and maintain data processinginformation systems for the Congress.You have mentioned the work and responsibility of the LegislativeReference Service in this area. Would you recommend some amend-
ment to point up the responsibility of the LRS to provide for the
intermingling of these two systems, particularly in areas outside of the
fiscal area, which are clearly your problems?Mr. Staats. What I was really trying to emphasize and underscore
here is perhaps the difference between our ascertaining the need and
the interest of the committees of Congress as against determiningthose needs.

Now, this is more than a semantics point as far as we are concerned.I think the chairman has pretty well stated, and satisfactorily from
my point of view, the concept here; namely, that our role would be
"broker role" in the sense of trying to meet the capability with needs,and so my reservation goes more to the question of how far would
the Congress look to us to supply this kind of information on demand,because it just does not lend itself to that. We also do not feel as a
part of the Legislative Branch that we ought to be telling the com-
mittees what information they ought to have to perform their legis-lative functions.

So, this is what I think states my position on that.
Mr. Bucuanan. Now, let me ask you the policy of the GAO in

supplying information to individual members, your present policy?Mr. Staats. Yes. Our present policy is to supply that information
to the extent of our capability to do so, and we respond to inquiries,
Particularly those that relate to problems in a congressionalfrom either party, without regard to the individual's party affiliation.
We serve both parties of the Congress, and we do not provide any

priority to one individual as against another. If an individual's requestInvolves a major undertaking on our part we have usually been able
to get the appropriate committee to formulate a request, in cooperationwith us, so as to reflect the interest of a committee as a whole, ratherthan say one or two members. But on a matter which might relate to
your congressional district, but which did not relate specifically to
matters before a committee as a whole, we would make every effort to
respond to it.
Now, there are times when we have to beg off as to timing because

we may have our staff all tied up on other priority work. But generallywe have been able to accommodate these requests. But we are not
Mr. Bucwanan. Well, Mr. Chairman, you had mentioned our

obtaining information, but the resolution itself puts it in terms of
committee, whereas the Legislative Reorganization Act does speci-
fically mention individual members, and I was interested both in what
you had in mind and also your appraisal of what this might mean if
this function were to include some such services directed to individual
members.
Mr. Brooxs. Now, as a general rule, when the GAO makes a

report to a committee on a given matter, that committee, all of thatcommittee staff, has it available, and they generally would make the
same information available to a direct inquiry. It is available to any
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Member of Congress, Republican, Democratic, old, or new. GAO is a
source of information and they are perfectly willing, within the limits
of their capability, to extend that same service to everybody, but youcannot design a system that would meet the individual requirementsof each Member of the Congress at this point.Later it can be adapted, where they can extract most of the infor-
mation that you might want, but it would have to be based, I think,
primarily on a committee breakdown of the areas of concern, whetherit is housing, or banking, as examples. The individual Member would
probably be able to get it without any problem. In many instances
they could run it off and give you the same sheet they run off for the
committee.
Mr. Bucuanan. Would this then be within your capability and

not impose an undue burden on the GAO?
Mr. Staats. As we indicated in our statement, we would have tohave more staff than we now have in this area, and we do not assumethat it could be done without some additional staff on our part.Mr. Bucuanan. Thank you.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Brooxs. Thank you very much.
General, we are grateful for your interest and your contributions,and your awareness of the necessity for this type of information for

the Congress, and the need for this step forward for our Government.

Our next witness is the Honorable Phillip S. (Sam) Hughes, DeputyDirector of the Bureau of the and he is one of the truly
outstanding eareer officials in the Government. He has exten-
sive knowledge and in the complex areas of budget and
finance legislation, an other vital fields important to the efficient
and effective operation of the Federal Government.
Before you give us your statement, Mr. Hughes, would you be sokind as to introduce those of your staff that have accompanied youhere this morning?

and Hd bringing down your able counsel Bob KellerWe ap reciate your
the capabilities of this Government

who has worked long and diligently in improving

STATEMENT OF HON. PHILLIP S. HUGHES, DEPUTY DIRECTOR,
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET; ACCOMPANIED BYWALTER W. HAASE,
DIRECTOR, MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS STAFF; AND
JOSEPH F. CUNNINGHAM, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, GENERAL GOV-
ERNMENT MANAGEMENT DIVISION

looking for more business
Mr. Huaeues. I surely will, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for thekind introduction.
On my right is Joe Cunningham, known to you, and I believe to

the committee. He is Deputy Director of our General Government
Management Division, and the man in the Bureau of the Budget
primarily concerned with the management of computers and auto-

ment Information Systems effort, a systems expert on how you put
together, not just the equipment, but the manually processed data

+

matic data
On left Mr equipment

Walter Haase, who is in charge of our Manage-
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and the whole complex arrangement to be made and is in the processof being made, both for preparation of the budget and to evolvetoward a Government-wide management information system.Mr. Brooks. Delighted to have both of you here.Mr. Hueues. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee.I appreciate this opportunity to discuss with you H.R. 404, a bill toamend the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921, to direct the Comp-troller General to establish information and data processing systems,and for other purposes.The Bureau of the Budget shares the committee's concern overthe need to make more effective use of automatic data processing andinformation handling techniques to help cope with the constantlyincreasing volume and complexity of information pertaining to boththe executive and legislative processes.
Certainly we agree that modern information systems and computersplay a vital role in insuring effective handling and analysis of informa-

tion, not only within the respective branches of Government, but inthe continuous communication and dialog which takes place betweenthem at all levels. Actions which the Bureau has taken in carrying outits responsibilities under Public Law 89-306 demonstrate our purposeto assure that the variables of the technology will not prevent our
ability to interchange and intercommunicate data among the variouslevels of the executive branch. We do not have all of the answers tothis information poblem, but we have taken a number of significantsteps, and are p anning to take additional steps, to deal with it.
Likewise, as the committee knows, much progress has been achievedwithin individual agencies in tailoring their information systems andtheir use of data processing and information science techniques tothe management and operational characteristics of their particularprograms or agencies. In this respect the Government's situation is
very similar to that in industry where much has been done by individ-ual corporations to their own information systems to improve responsesto their markets, but progress on either a specific industry-widebasis (i.e., railroad, air transportation, etc.) or interindustry basishas been limited.
The problem is a chronic and complex one and is not susceptible to

quick solutions or panaceas, in our judgment. Our own assessment isthat substantially upgrading of agency and Government-wide infor-mation systems and information management practices will requireseveral years of intensive work by both the Bureau and the agencies.This estimate reflects consideration of wide divergence in agencyneeds, goals, and technological capabilities, and from the inherent
difficulty of correlating data elements and codes across agency linesfor the purpose of developing standard, Government-wide systems.This does not mean that significant results have not already beenachieved or cannot continue to be achieved in the interim period, onan incremental basis; rather it means that the ultimate goal of
developing fully comprehensive, integrated reliable managementinformation systems to support legislative and executive processes anddecisionmaking cannot be achieved, realistically, much before themiddle 1970's. Furthermore, we feel it would be a mistake to embarknow upon any "grand design" because experience thus far clearlypoints to an evolutionary-learn-by-doing-approach as the more
prudent course of action, given the substantial complexities involved.
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Accordingly, we are moving ahead concurrently on both long- and
short-range fronts. I would like to take this opportunity to brieflyidentify for subcommittee the most significant efforts already under-
way and planned by the Bureau of the Budget. All of these efforts
are aimed, broadly speaking, at improving the usefulness of Federal
program and budget information, information systems, and informa-

First, efforts to unify the Federal budget. Former President
Johnson's Commission on Budget Concepts placed great emphasis on
the need for unifying budgetary and fiscal information by using com-
monly defined and understood concepts and terms that would replace
competing concepts and definitions that in the past have been con-
fusing both to the public and the Congress. As you know, that reportwas published in October 1967. The Bureau immediately undertook to
implement 10 of its key recommendations, including a unified budgetstatement presentation to the Congress, bringing the form of the
budget closer to serving also as a broad financial plan, making a loan

Other recommendations, such as the reporting of budget expendi-tures and receipts on an accrual basis instead of a cash basis. are more
difficult and change cannot be effected immediately. Nevertheless,President Nixon has given personal impetus to concerted action now
being taken by the Bureau and agencies to move forward on the re-
maining recommendations. The work of both the Congress and the
executive branch will be greatly facilitated by the adoption of budget
concepts in which all the different major purposes of the budget come

Mr. Brooxs. Mr. Hughes, that may be one of the areas in which
President Nixon and I agree, and maybe one of the few, but I am
delighted to see that he has encouraged you to continue on this par-ticular effort, because it is a major breakthrough for the Government,whatever party is in power. He, as President, has much to gain by it.
Mr. Hucuss. He has indeed, Mr. Chairman, and I am sure that

is the basis for his particular interest.
Second, efforts to improve the usefulness of Federal budgetaryinformation. For some time the Bureau has been concerned about

the growing size and complexity of the task of examining and evalu-

for more comprehensive and detailed information for these pur-
poses. In a survey completed last year, we identified some 22 different
classification schemes used in the formulation and execution of the
Federal budget. These schemes vary from presentational and explana-
tory purposes to resource allocation and decisionmaking purposes.
Authority for their use stems directly, in many cases, from specific
legislation such as the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, the Govern-
ment Corporation Control Act of 1945, and the Budget and Account-
ing Procedures Act of 1950. In other cases they stem from more recent
endeavors such as recommendations made by the Budget Concepts
While all of these categories of information serve a useful purpose,one result of their separate development has been unnecessary over-

lap and duplication. Certainly some overlap and redundancy is both
inevitable and even desirable, since not all classifications can or
should be constructed on a mutually exclusive basis. But substantial
room for streamlining and simplification is apparent.

tion management concepts.

and expenditure distinction, and others

into focus in a comprehensive, unified framework

ating both agency budgets and the Federal budget as a whole and the
need

Commission.
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Beyond the problem ofmultiple classifications, the tabulation of thedetailed data needed to prepare the 200-odd summary and specialtables that go into the budget and its related documents has been

primarily a manual job over the years. As the Federal Governmentand therefore the Federal budget has become larger and more com-
plex, the Bureau has begun to develop an integrated, computerizedbudget preparation system. When completed, this system will allowus to quickly revise and update our initial agency budget figures thatflow into the Bureau between September and December during the
period of budget preparation. Progress last year enabled us to generatedirectly from the computer over 40 tables in the printed budget docu-ments and to automatically reconcile actual year data reported byagencies to the Treasury with corresponding data reported to theBureau in budget submissions through use of automation techniques.We plan to make further substantial improvements and refinementsin computer support to the budget preparation process as further
experience is gained.We also are exploring the development of a year-round ''ollingbudget" system to support Bureau decisionmaking needs. This gets,I think, to Mr. Reid's inquiry.This system would combine: (1) Recording congressional action on
appropriation bills for the President's budget year request underconsideration by the Congress; (2) apportionment control on spendinfor the current year and comparison of actual with planned financia
performance; (3) planning for the upcoming budget year, beginningwith the agency and crosscutting program reviews we hold in the
spring; and finally (4) providing for checking the consistency of
budget authority, receipts, and outlays between successive budgets.Third, efforts to improve the meaningfulness and consistency ofFederal program information to support the budget process. The
Budget Concepts Commission recognized a crucial prerequisite to thecontinued evolution of program budgeting when it recommended that:
Flowing from the definition of a budget as a basic part of a comprehensivefinancial plan, the budget should include all programs of the Federal Governmentand its agencies.
When the Bureau examines agency budgets on a Government-widebasis in order to recommend a balanced overall Federal program to the

President, it must conduct certain of its reviews horizontally, across
agency lines in order to evaluate the relative effectiveness of similar
programs with similar objectives; in vertical functional terms toassess the relative efficiency and effectiveness of individual agencyprograms one to another; and in broad dollar terms finally to make

building block for review and decisionmaking may be different ineach of these three areas, decisions made in the context of one typeof review may be difficult to translate into those of another.Our major longer range effort to deal with this problem is a studywe initiated last September, using an outside management consultantfirm to help us identify ways to strengthen the planning, programing,and budgeting processes in the Bureau and in the executive branch asa whole. The key objectives of this study are: (1) to identify ways of
more effectively integrating established appropriation budgeting proc-esses with budgeting and analytical processes based on other systems;
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(2) to recommend an integrated classification scheme-which, inci-
dentally, is fundamental to the whole effort, and (3) to conceptualizean underlying information system that would be flexible enough and
comprehensive enough to support such an improved integrated process.We view this study as a major step in the evolution of program
budgeting. The study is now at the three-quarter mark of its first
phase. Specific recommendations are being reviewed by the Bureau,
departments, and major independent agencies.In addition to the longer range consultant study, however, we are
pursuing a number of shorter range efforts, some of which are already
operational:
Issuance, in March 1969, of the latest updated Catalog of FederalDomestic Assistance pursuant to BOB Circular A-89. This catalog

explains the nature and purposes of Federal domestic assistance
programs, specifies major eligibility requirements, tells catalog users
and potential beneficiaries of Federal aid where to apply, and lists
printed materials available. The catalog contains information on 581
domestic assistance programs administered by 47 departments and
agencies.It superseded the Catalog of Federal Assistance Programs, dated
June 1, 1967, published by the Office of Economic Opportunity and
similar documents of a more limited scope previously published byvarious executive departments and agencies.We are currently exploring the feasibility of automating some of
this data to make it more readily accessible and to facilitate substan-
tive analysis for the purpose of producing special-purpose catalogssuch as a compilation of Federal programs that may assist minority
entrepreneurs.
Issuance in January 1969 of two related publications-'Federal

Outlays in States" and "Federal Outlays in Cities"-pursuant to
BOB Circular A-89. These complementary documents provide Federal
outlay data for more than 980 programs, activity or appropriation

. items summarized by agency, program and appropriation for States
broken out by counties and for cities with a population of 25,000 or
more.
The purpose of this report is to provide a guide to the generalnature and order of magnitude of the Federal impact on the States

and U.S. territories as well as 700 of the Nation's largest cities.Substantial effort is being devoted to improving the accuracy and
reliability of the basic source data reported by agencies.

Federal information exchange system which is operated by the Office
of Economic Opportunity pursuant to title VI of the Economic Op-
portunity Act of 1964.
This legislation authorizes the Director of OEO to collect, analyze,

correlate, and distribute information concerning Federal social and
economic programs.
Fourth, efforts to improve the coordination and management of

executive branch information systems and establishment of an inter-
governmental information interchange. We have recently taken a
number of- important steps in this area:
Issuance in September 1968 of BOB Circular A-90, "Cooperating-with State and local governments to coordinate and improve informa-

tion systems."

Theinformation is on a computer and is processed b the so-called
+ the necessary fiscal and financing decisions Since the basic information
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This circular furnishes guidance to Federal agencies for cooperating
with and assisting State and local governments in the coordinated
development and operation of information systems.
A major thrust of the circular is to establish an orderly mechanism

for the consideration by Federal agencies of requests for financial
assistance to State and local governments to develop and operate
information systems.

Undertaking a comprehensive inventory of executive branch in-
formation systems to service users at all governmental levels.
The Bureau views the undertaking of an inventory of executive

branch information systems as an essential prerequisite to the creation
of a Federal information systems exchange program, and it views the
latter as a logical building block leading to the eventual establishment
of an intergovernmental information systems clearinghouse. Such
a clearinghouse was recommended in the report by the Intergovern-
mental Task Force on Information Systems in April 1968.

Development of additional Bureau of the Budget guidance aimed
squarely at the problem of improving the coordination and manage-
ment of executive branch information managment practices.
While the precise form of this guidance has not yet been determined,

we anticipate issuance sometime this summer.
We are, of course, coordinating our efforts in this area closely with

the newly established Office of Intergovernmental Relations in the
Vice President's Office.

Improvement in the use of computers and automated techniques
in the development and maintenance of data processing and infor-
mation systems.
From the time computers first came upon the scene, the Federal

Government has aggressively sought ways in which this new technol-
ogy could be used to improve governmental operations.
The first computer produced commercially was acquired by the

Bureau of the Census in 1951 to assist in processing census returns.
Since then, the inventory of computers used by Federal agencies

has grown to about 4,300. Extensive use of computer-based systems
will be found, for example, in such programs as military logistics,
tax administration, satellite tracking, scientific and engineering
laboratories, social security, and veterans' benefits administration,
military base operations, air traffic control, and Federal supply
activities.
The accumulation of data processing experience, coupled with ad-

vancements in computer technology and new information system
concepts, provide a continuous spur to improve these computer appli-
cations and extend the use of computers to other areas. Increasingly,
computer systems are becoming interrelated, in the sense that data 1s

exchanged from one to another in machine-processable form, with
substantial savings in time and cost. To facilitate such interchange,
considerable effort is being devoted by the Federal Government to

establishing standards to eliminate the incompatibilities among data
and computers which at the present time are severely handicapping
the efficient exchange of data among systems.
However, computer systems are only as good as the data fed into

them. This means, of course, that we can neither produce from the

computer information that didn't get introduced into the computer
in the first place; nor expect information of a different character or
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quality than the basic source data. These considerations are the ones
that have led us to emphasize the improvement of management
information.
Undergirding the efforts to improve the effectiveness of our com-

puter systems are a number of other Government-wide ADP man-
agement programs devoted to achieving greater economies in the
management, procurement, utilization and redistribution of computers.
These programs have been undertaken pursuant to Public Law 89-306,
sponsored by the chairman of this subcommittee.
The common goal of all of these efforts is, we believe, consistent

with the objectives of H.R. 404. Moreover, we believe the organiza-
tion, methodological, and technological experiences we are gaining
in all of these efforts is essential to the ultimate development of truly
modern and effective agency and Government-wide information sys-
tems which will, we believe, meet many of the objectives and needs
of the Congress as well as the executive branch.
In summary, the Bureau of the Budget favors the objectives of

H.R. 404 and will assist the Congress in any way possible in the
development of information systems necessary to support its legis-
lative functions. We believe we are making significant progress in
tasks fundamental to these objectives and do not believe that specific
legislation is necessary to continue or even accelerate this progress.
If specific legislation of the type contemplated by H.R. 404 is deemed
desirable, however, we will be pleased to work with the committee
and its staff on such legislation.
Mr. Brooxs. Pardon me at this point. You mean for your own

purpose you do not think there is any additional legislation necessary?
Mr. Hueues. That is correct, sir.
Mr. Brooks. Right.
Mr. Huauess. In this statement I have outlined the activity under-

way within the Bureau so that the committee may be aware not only
of what we are doing, but also of the fact that to a considerable extent
the information developed within the executive branch to conduct
its executive functions should to the maximum degree possible serve
the needs of both the President and the Congress.
With this recognition and with careful systems design we may

preclude the very real possibility of the development of noncoordi-
nated or duplicate requirements which are costly, delay accomplish-
ment, and introduce crippling confusion through overlapping and
inconsistent terms, definitions, and system methodologies.
In closing, let me assure you, Mr. Chairman, that we are keenly

aware of the need to improve the accuracy, reliability, and timeliness
of both budget and program information for Federal decisionmaking.
Therefore, the system concepts, design criteria, and implementation
plans we are developing are and will continue to take into careful
account the needs of the Congress in furtherance of its substantive
decisionmaking responsibilities and functions.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and we would be pleased to attempt to

respond to questions that you and your committee may have.
Mr. Brooxs. Mr. Hughes, I think that was an excellent disserta-

tion on the problem. You presented it realistically and forthrightly.
It was very helpful. And, I would say that in your statement you
eliminate or preclude, rather, the very real possibility of the develop-
ment of noncoordinated or duplicated requirements. This is one of
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the basic reasons that I introduced this legislation. so that the design
can be worked out in coordination with your own efforts in the Bureau
so that Congress can avail itself of that input.
Mr. Hugues. Well, we certainly appreciate that, Mr. Chairman,

and recognize that that was your objective, expressed in both the
bill and the accompanying legislative statement.
Mr. Brooxs. And you understand, of course, that my original to

thrust some years ago was to get the Bureau of the Budget to do
what you are doing now, and I am quite pleased with the effort that
you all are making, you have gotten away from the pencil and the
old adding machine a little bit, but it was quite an effort to do it,
was it not, Sam?
Mr. Hucues. Indeed it was, Mr. Chairman, and I think that is

a point worth giving some emphasis. We are all creatures of habit,
even us in the Bureau of the Budget, and you in the Congress
Mr. Brooks. Especially.
Mr. Hucues. And partly what we are undergoing here, all of us,

even us in the Bureau of the Budget, is a process of education in new
techniques and in their utilization, not just in budget preparation,
but in the management of the Government, and it is difficult.
As I believe Mr. Staats mentioned, it is difficult for you and it is

difficult for us to get used to seeing reports in a different form or not
seeing them. They now come out in a form which at least is not
before your very eyes preservable. It may come out on a screen or
something of that sort, and these problems are mental problems that
all of us will need to struggle with as we proceed with this effort,
which is an educational effort perhaps, as much as it is a technical
effort.
Mr. Brooks. I agree, and would you send a copy of this statement

to my old and distinquished adversary down there, Mr. Gordon
Osborne?
Mr. Hueuss. I certainly will.
Mr. Brooxs. I think he would appreciate it. A friend of mine

I was visiting with at the NATO conference said he had no enemies,
only adversaries. privates are not going to be able to rate too well
Mr. Hughes, it would seem that the Bureau of the Budget is now Mr. Hucues He certainly does, Chairman. He is aware of the

fully dedicated to the concept of exploiting data processing techniques
to the utmost in this important maintenance of the budget and ap-
propriations cycle. How would you assess information requirements
of the Bureau of the Budget in the next decade and can they be
efficiently and effectively met by the proper use of data processing
techniques? Mr. Brooks. And I hope that his effort to cut the Public Works
Mr. Hucues. Well, I think that I can answer that question with

several fairly specific examples.
Mr. Brooxs. We have a few questions that I want to get clarified,

and I hope if you will, Mr. Hughes, that we can conclude that right
now, and not come back after lunch, if that is all right with you, and
the members will bear with me.
Mr. Hucuess. If that was a suggestion that I should be as brief as you need. This is going to save billions of dollars if you all can get

possible in my responses, I will try hard.
Well, with respect to your question, Mr. Chairman, the time is

already here when we could not have handled the budget without the
computer. This last year you may have read in the newspapers about
the great surtax hassle. In our terms it was reflected in the fact that
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we came down to the wire, and I mean down to the wire, with three
different budgets depending on how the President or the President-
elect jointly decided they were going to handle this matter. We could
not have done it had we not had the computer capability that Joe
and Wally have developed for the Bureau.
So, that time is here. In terms of the future, Mr. Moorhead has

impressed on me fairly recently the need give as much emphasis
as possible to the analysis of the Defense and weapons
system, and those analyses likewise require equipment and the detailed
look that you can only take through the mechanized approaches.
Mr. Brooks. How do you assess the present capabilities within

the Bureau?
Mr. Hueues. I think, in brief, Mr. Chairman, they are limited

but growing, and we are doing our best in our appropriations request
for fiscal year 1970 to have them grow still further. We have more
than a start. We are going through the contract effort which I
mentioned. Mr. Haase has a staff which is significant, by our terms,
working on the systemization of not just the budget preparation
process, but the whole accumulation of management information.
This effort started within the last 3 or 4 years, and Mr. Haase has been
with us about a year. It is a massive effort, as you appreciate very
well, and we have proceeded, not as far as we would like, but I believe
we are getting stimulation from a lot of sources.

President Johnson, you know as well as I, was not a patient man
when it came to meeting his information requirements, and he gave
us a good shot in the arm on this.
Mr. Brooxs. You are stating that kindly, I remember. I have

worked with a lot of Bureau of the Budget Directors, as you know, and
I used to meet them when they were sworn in and tell them that I
wanted them to get with it, with that bill, and get with it in the
Bureau, and I have just visited just casually with your new boss.
I hope that he has taken this to heart and is fully cognizant, and

that he is prepared to work on this report which you have made.
I think it is important that the general in charge understand, or those

effort, the various efforts that the Bureau is making and has had
occasion to review very carefully the McKinsey contract work. Also,
he has a substantial background in a very large bank which was a
heavy user of computer equipment for a variety of purposes, including
management purposes.

projects will not deter him from going ahead and asking for all of the
money that is required for Mr. Haase and Mr. Cunningham and for
you to implement the progress you all are making and need to be
making in the Bureau. I think it would be foolish economy to be
reluctant to request and to approve in the Bureau of the Budget
for your own purposes all of the money and all of the personnel that

it set up, and the longer we delay the more the cost is going to be.
Mr. Huaues. That is correct, and we share your view.
Mr. Brooks. Now, as I understand it, you are working on a hard

core system that will provide a continuously updated version of what
the budget is. Is that correct?
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Mr. Huaues. That is correct, and I tried to describe this "rolling
budget"? process in my prepared statement. Again, it is not an easy
thing to do because of the range of the input and the range of the
users. At some point in this system definition process, as we relate to
the Congress, we will come up against the question of who should
get what information, but I
Mr. Brooxs. Well, that is a problem between the executive and

legislative. We cannot resolve that here. I want to encourage Elmer
to get it out of you.
Mr. Hugues. Fair enough. I do not see that problem as any more

acute with the system probably than without it. It is here all the
time, and we live with it, and are able to work one way or another to
deal with it.
Mr. Brooxs. What is the relation of the McKinsey recommenda-

tion to the development of this basic system? And we will include
this 16-page synopsis that you furnished us in the record.

(See app. A, p. 45.)
Mr. Huaues. Perhaps we rest pretty largely on that synopsis as

reflecting the nature of the effort, Mr. Chairman. The one thing that
I would like to emphasize is the very difficult nature, but the funda-
mental importance of the concept on the one hand, and the system
for classification of information on the other. When we are trying to
deal on a Government-wide basis, this is a very difficult problem.
Mr. Brooxs. Terminology is your problem?
Mr. Hucues. Terminology, and communications is the problem we

are struggling with. Mr. Hicks mentioned the Catalog of Federal
Assistance Programs and Congressman Roth's criticism of it. I think
the fundamental question there is how the Federal Government should
be divided up into program categories, and "boxes" for various funda-
mental purposes. We need to work with Mr. Staats, the agencies, and
I am sure directly with the Congress from time to time on that
problem.
Mr. Brooxs. In your testimony you mentioned several additional

projects. Would either you or your staff wish to elaborate on any of
these projects as they affect the basic availability of budget data?
Mr. Hucues. I do not think we need to elaborate, Mr. Chairman.

We could furnish some material for the record with respect to the
general question which Mr. Reid raised of availability of data to the
Congress. I think some of the problem here, not all of it, but at least
some of it, rests in the fact that data is frequently not available
anywhere or sometimes it is not available in time to be really helpful.
One of the objectives of the management information system, whether
looked at from the executive branch or the congressional standpoint,
must be to speed up the flow of information, and in one way or another
make significant information available earlier.
Mr. Brooxs. Would you review for us the time phasing that you

contemplate in the development of these various systems?
And as an example, when will Congress have available through the

Bureau of the Budget up-to-date information as to budget changes?

b
Mr. Hucues. Well, forecasting in this area we have found hazardous,
ut
Mr. Brooks. To say the least.
Mr. Hucues (continuing). But we regard the effort we are engaged

in as a long-range effort. To some extent the results appear without

ov

anybody actually realizing it. I cite again our struggle with the budget
last fall! It probably buys me no credit, but we just could not have met
the budget schedule had it not been for advances we had made, so
some of the results are flowing out now.
The catalog of Government programs, whether it meets all of the

requirements of the Congress and the executive branch or not, repre-
sents a gain over the situation a year or two ago.
The data on the geographic distribution of Federal expenditures,

again, needs significant improvement, and we are working on it all of
the time. But that is a product really of detailed budget analysis,
statistical techniques and information handling processes, which could
not be made available were it not for the machinery that we have.
As far as looking forward to the rolling budget and a kind of a con-

tinuing capability to plug into the system and find out where we stand,
I think that is off 2, 3, or 4 years. The timing is dependent upon on how
detailed a system we try to establish, what sort of a cost cut is built
into it, and how much luck we have in wrestling with problems that we
do not fully understand.
The fundamental problem, sgain, here is this classification problem,

very difficult.
Mr. Brooxs. Will this data be on a program budgeting basis?
Mr. Huauss. It will, Mr. Chairman. We are, I think, devoted, I

think that is the right word, and we are convinced that program bud-
geting is the fundamental system. However, we will need to maintain
some of the crosscutting types of information that have been available
on the more traditional appropriation budgeting basis.
Mr. Brooxs. You will still have the classification problem within

program budgeting?
Mr. Hucuss. That is right. Part of the classification problem

results from the need for various types of crosscutting classifications.

lems, you have a vo ume of data to manipulate vastly greater than if
we can reduce the number of cross-tabulations.
Mr. Brooks. If this is so, will the funds allocated to the various

programs be broken down under any further subcategories such as the
traditional appropriation classifications as reflected in our survey hear-
ings last year?
Mr. Hueues. Yes; traditional appropriation cuts certainly will be

provided, Mr. Chairman, and I see no way, even at the present time,
of fulfilling all individuals' needs with only one fundamental clab

cation system. We are just going to have to structure our system so
that we can put this data together in different kinds of program pack-
ages, depending on the need. The specific cuts of information to be
included in the system are still under consideration.
Mr. Brooxs. Would you describe the progress the Bureau is making

in developing an effective data base in the various departments
agencies in our Government?
For example, how many departments furnish you budget informa-

tion in computerized form?
Mr. Hucues. The answer to that question is relatively simple,

Mr. Chairman, and somewhat disappointing.
Mr. Brooks. I will bet.

You can see if you divide the Government into 500 programs and
need 500 crosscuttin slices in order to meet these other kinds of prob-

and
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Mr. Hueuus. It is none, basically. We have more capability of
receiving this kind of information at the present time, but the agencies
by and large do not have the capability of gving us data in that form.
(Mr. Hughes subsequently supplied the ollowing for the record:)
Bureau of the Budget Circular No. A-11, comprising the instructions for

preparation of the annual budget, provides, in section 11.1: "* * * agencieshaving computer capability are encouraged to provide certain budget data in
the form of input to the Bureau's computer operation. Bureau of the Budgetstaff should be consulted concerning the detail of the Bureau's requirements."
Mr. Hueues. So that 1 will not be misunderstood, we could in some

circumstances, and I believe have from time to time in the past,received pieces of information from the agencies in punchcard form
or in tape form, but for the most part what they have to do is, in a
sense, some of our work. They are simply doing the punching, the key
punching of the data that we would otherwise be doing, and that isnot-that is not the desirable way to do the business. The data oughtto come out of their machine and into ours in some fashion.
Mr. Brooks. Now, this is going to be one of the problems, Mr.

Hughes. In the Bureau of the Budget you have the authority to reason
with the agencies. You know, just before you cut this out of their
budget, eliminate this or that item, you just tell them, "This is very
touchy now, you know, and we have a little trouble getting all of these
things done."
You know how to reason with them, you have been down there

long enough, and they have got to be aware of the urgency of preparing
Mr. Hueues. You are correct, Mr. Chairman. There is a funda-

mental need to get this data converted to a form where it can be
transmitted and translated without human hands, so to speak, or
without the use of a pencil or from within an agency and from one need
to another.
Mr. Brooxs. Now, your present capability, as well as that antici-

pated, is based upon an obligation rather than a cash basis. Is that
correct?
Mr. Hucuzs. We have got to keep track of both obligations and

cash. Particularly, as long as we are under congressional 'expenditure
limitations, so that we have got to work both sides of that street.
Mr. Brooks. Of course, if you had real computer capability it

would not be necessary for either Congress or the executive to put
arbitrary limitations on the budget as a whole. That, I think, is a
hatchet approach to running the Government-the executive, or the
Congress putting a percentage decrease on everything. That is not
responsive to the needs of the public.It is dangerous, actually, from the standpoint of efficient operationin Government, and I am thinking if you can get this capability at the
Bureau of the Budget it will give the executive an opportunity to
make whatever adjustments in the budget that are required byincome or by other changing circumstances within the economy.Mr. Huacuss. Well, certainly one of the big and sensitive concerns
for us in the executive, and I am sure for the Congress as well, is to
develop better information handling capabilities that should enable
us to do better budgeting and better program management, and that
is built in or is common to all of the agencies, the Bureau, and the
Congress.
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Mr. Brooks. That is right. Now, what is the Bureau doing, Mr.
Hughes, to inject the necessary computer discipline in the development
of compatible standardized accounting systems for the Government

Mr. Huaues. Well, I think Mr. Cunningham might wish to talk
to that. We have initiated a number of efforts within the executive
branch to standardize the languages used in computers and to enable
one agency and one machine thereby to talk and to communicate
with another machine. This is part of the problem, of course, of our
receiving budget data in machine processable form.
Joe, would you like to comment?
Mr. Cunnineuam. Yes. There are other aspects of the problem of

integrating data that have been pursued, aspects that the committee
and the staff are aware of, under Public Law 89-306. For example,

These and other standards will be used in the modification and de-
velopment of all kinds of systems throughout the Government. There
are standards, for example, in a register now published by the Bureau
of Standards which standardize certain nomenclature so that specific

Mr. Brooks. The same terminology problem as in classification
Mr. Cunnineuam. Yes, the manual is now being published but it is

a continuing program and will go on indefinitely.
Mr. Brooks. Have you had Mr. Haase operating in that same area

of trying to set up standard accounting systems in the systems design?
Mr. Huguss. Mr. Haase and others, both in and out of the Bureau,

Mr. Chairman, as far as the accounting side of the problem is con-

Following the work of the first Hoover Commission ? the Congress
enacted the Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950, which
replaced the old concept of a uniform accounting system for the diverse
agencies of the Government with the concept of separate accounting
systems designed to meet the specific needs of each agency, but in
conformance with "principles, standards, and related requirements
prescribed by the Comptroller General of the United States. The
agency accounting systems must also, under the law, provide financial
information required by the Bureau of the Budget. The Bureau's
contribution to standardized accounting therefore is not in the pre-
scription of a single, rigid system for all agencies, but in the deter-
mination of the uniform types of data needed from all agencies to

Of course, it is a fundamental requirement of management infor
mation that it be standardized in the sense that it is manipulatable
and understood to a wide range of users. Now, through our manage-
ment information system effort and through our participation in the
financial management program with Treasury and GAO, we are
struggling with the accounting problem which is a basic part of the
whole management information problem.
Mr. Brooks. Yes, and do you anticipate any problem, or any

unusual difficulty with the Comptroller General in your efforts along
this line?

as a whole?
*

the President pproved the doption of standards for recording data
last year that wi l facilitate the interchange of data among computer
installations

data that is used is identified uniformly in all data systems

that information for you

cerned.

cary out the Bureau's functions
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Mr. Huaues. If we cannot get along with Mr. Staats, Mr. Brooks,we are in real trouble. If anybody ought to understand our problem,he should, out of his experience in the executive branch, and I cer-
tainly have not experienced any difficulty thus far, and do not expect
any.
Mr. Brooks. I think one of our problems is he is a little too sym-

pathetic to yours.Mr. Hueuss. I will withdraw that comment.
Mr. Brooks. You fully understand, then, that the full responsi-

bility for design of the information system remains with the Bureau
of the Budget?
Mr. Hucues. You are speaking of a system that would be estab-

lished under the terms of the bill?
Mr. Brooxs. That is right.Mr. Hueuss. I think basically that is right. I think the ComptrollerGeneral used the term "primary responsibility," and I would feel a

little more comfortable with that, because we do have cooperative
relationships with him.
Mr. Brooks. I understand, but really the buck is going to stopwith the Bureau of the Budget because the GAO does not have the

clout to encourage the agency sufficiently, and you do. You know,
you can tell them, this is the way we are going to do it, and they can
complain, but who do they complain to? The President? And then he
asks Mr. Mayo, ''Well, did you tell them that?"
And he says, "Yes, this is in accordance with your requirements
Mr. Hueuss. Certainly, Mr. Chairman, I can accept full responsibil-

ity. I simply refer to the fact that we have got to work with the
Comptroller General and with the Congress on that design, and
regardless of our persuasive capacity we do not always find the agencies
persuaded as soon as we wish they were.
Mr. Brooxs. Some of them have a tendency to forget after their

budget is approved. You ought to keep a list of those, because theyalso always come back next year. They are the kind that you reallywant to take care of next time around, and I will be delighted to help.It appeals to me, you know.
Do you believe that there would be any significant compromises of a

technical sense that will have to be made in the Bureau's system in
order to provide the capabilities that the Congress will require?Mr. Hueuss. I am not a technician in this business, but from the
education that I have had, Mr. Chairman, I do not really see any
problem of that sort. I think the problems are of a policy nature, and
not a technical nature. Would you agree with that, Joe?Mr. Cunnincuam. I think so. The technical problems, as I men-
tioned a few minutes ago, we and the Comptroller General are
well aware of and we are trying to solve these technical problems.We do not find complete cooperation from all interested parties in
solving them. It is a slow process, but we are getting there. I do not
see that there are any unsurmountable technical problems.Mr. Brooks. Do you foresee any problems arising out of the conceptof the Executive privilege?
Mr. Huaues. Well, I think that the shortest and the simplest way

to answer that, Mr. Chairman, is to say no new problems there. We
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are now, one way or the other, working with the Congress on providing
information,
Mr. Brooxs. We have only a couple of more questions. What cost

estimates are presently available and what cost projection can you
make on any reliable basis for the work that is being done on these

Mr. Hucues. Well, I think any cost estimate really is speculation
at this point. Mr. Haase, Joe and I and others have talked about this,
and we have a figure that scares us a little bit. They tell me something
like $4 to $6 million development cost is in the ball park here.
Mr. Brooks. What is the total budget figure this year, $200

billion?
Mr. Hueues. In round numbers, that will do it.
Mr. Brooxs. Of that magnitude. That is one of those words.

Mr. Hucues. It is not a big number, Mr. Chairman and I do not
think it is big enough, frankly. If we had to gather all of the pieces
that will have to go into this thing, by the time we are through, it
will take substantial funds, I mean, in the millions or tens of millions,

Mr. Brooxs. And it has a potential savings of billions?
Mr. Huoues. Yes, certainly the expenditures not only are worth

Mr. Brooks. You cannot even make it, can you, without it?
Mr. Hueues. I do not believe we can over the long run, Mr.

Chairman.
Mr. Brooks. It must have been interesting, Mr. Hughes, that you

all played a surtax both ways, and it must have been a real test of
computer capability, ]I mean just in that instance, and also the people.
Mr. Hucues. I am glad you included the people.
Mr. Brooks. Now, I want to say one thing further. I hope that

when we get the record back that if there is any additional factual
information that you could add to any of these answers, Mr. Hughes,
that you would add that to your answers so that we can fit them in
and it will give us the best response we could get to the questions
that we proposed.

Mr. Brooks. Mr. Moorhead, do you have any questions, sir?
Mr. Moorueap. Just two, Mr. Chairman.
First, Mr. Hughes, I am pleased that you remembered that I was

interested in your giving a hard look at the military budget in this
connection. You said that there were 4300 computers in Government.
How many of those are in the Department of Defense, in the military?
Mr. Cunninauam. About 60 percent.
Mr. Moorueap. Sixty percent? Now, looking way down the road,

do you envisage a system where the agencies would put their informa-
tion into their machines which would translate to your computers,
and then up here on the Hill there would be also machines that could
tap into your machine, or into the agency, or both?
Mr. Hugues. Conceivably both, Mr. Moorhead. This is one of the

problems, you know, and this is part of a conceptualized system that
we have. I am not clear on how this should go. Part of the problem
here, of course, is what information should flow to the Congress, and
there has been a good deal of talk about that.

various systems 9

$4 to $6 million.

to do this job.

it, they are essential

and desires and they are blocked one, two, three just like that.

Mr. Hueuzs will certainly be glad to do that, Mr. Chairman
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J think it is worth saying that the problem arises here when we
move from fact to information to speculation, judgments or work
papers of some sort with respect to the factual data. It may be that
it will only happen kicking and screaming as the chairman suggested,
but it seems to me basically that information, historical data, facts
with respect to programs and program accomplishments insofar as
we can measure that data, should flow to the Congress.
They need it to do their work. The difficulty starts to arise, I think,

when you are talking about forecasts on such things as what will be
the program level next year in a given area, what is the expected
workload, how many beneficiaries are going to be benefited, and those
are only some of the simple items.
But, they begin to pose policy questions, because a forecast is in a

sense a policy statement and it starts to raise all kinds of questions.
They raise policy questions and political questions, in the best sense
of that term, as to what an administration intends to do. It is in that
area where we start to get into difficulty.
But, to answer your question, I think that rather than a single

kind of monolithic system, we have been thinking of individual agency
systems so designedd that they can be integrated, and that they are
compatible, one with another. Some data can flow from the individual
systems to one point, perhaps, for Presidential or Executive Office
use, and then from that point to the Congress. In some areas, infor-
mation could flow directly from the agencies to the Congress.
Computers are fast, but whether you want all data to come up

through the system and back to the Congress, I do not know. I doubt
it offhand. If we can solve the problem of what data should flow ade-

compatible on both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue.
Mr. Hucues. That is correct. And it gets again to this tough

classification question, making sure that you know what we are talking
about in a given program, and vice versa, what we are talking about
and right now the world is not nearly that simple. We are not used to
dealing in such clearly designed and precise terms.
Mr. Moorneap. We have serious subdivisions of the Congress

working independently of each other, and maybe we cannot even
communicate up here.
Mr. Hucuss. I pass.
Mr. Moorueap. That is my statement, it was not intended as a

Mr. Bucuanan. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I certainly appreciate both your work and your performance here

today, and I am particularly interested in your statement on page 13.
"However, computer systems are only as good as the data fed into
them." and I might paraphrase and say, decisions of Congress are
only as good as the information upon which they are based, and for
this reason, of course, I think this information is very much in order.
Mr. Hueues. I think that is a very important point, Mr. Buchanan,

inadequacy of data, and I include data in the budget in that area.
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We have not had the manpower, let alone the time to do the cross-
referencing necessary in a budget document to make sure that every-
thing adds up. The computer has enabled us to apply new techniqueswhich have assured a better, a more refined, more accurate final
product.
The same thing is true in the geographic distribution business.

That data first time around was not all that it ought to have been.
I am understating the case somewhat.
Mr. Bucuanan. What is your personnel complement in the Office

of Management in BOB, and how many would be involved in the
development of the computer capability?Mr. Hueues. Mr. Haase, our management information systems
man, has a total of eight that are loud and clear in this business, and
we are detailing three others at the present time, and borrowing some
additional part-time help.
We are, also, using some of our persuasive ability to get computer

time and computer expertise from other agencies as well, and ob-
viously in this area, as in many others, we are drawing in the budget
analysts representing particular program areas where their expertise is
important.
But, I would say, 11 is a pretty good approximation of the present

manpower on this business within the Bureau.
Mr. Bucuanan. I see. Well, in connection with your statement on

the four million scaring you a little, I hope it will not scare you too
much, because it is conceivable that hundreds of millions of dollars or
billions even could be saved through the implementation or continued
implementation of this.
Mr. Huaues. We agree, and we are seeking more of the same kind

Mr. Bucuanan. That would be very much in order.
Mr. Brooxs. Thank you very much, Mr. Buchanan. I have just

one further question of you, would your General Counsel give us a reply
or a judgment, rather, on whether it is necessary to authorize expendi-
tures in departments and agencies to comply with data requests by
the GAO?
Mr. Hveuss. I will.
Mr. Brooxs. My recommendation, my feeling is, of course, that it

is an ordinary requirement of the departments and agencies, and they
do not need any special request, they just need the money to do it,
and need to get with it as with any other request from GAO, but I
would like to have the counsel for the Bureau of the Budget give us
such a statement.
Mr. Huauzs. Would you object if we worked with the GAO on

this and talked with them about their needs as they see it?
The reason I asked the questionMr. Brooks. Find out. They had some question about it but they

are supercautious, as you know.
Mr. Hucuss. We are a little bit that way, too.Mr. Brooks. You are not as cautious as they are, I know that.
Mr. Hucass. One of the points that we had in mind with respect

to the bill was the possibility of some indication of the sort that
Elmer, Mr. Staats, ta ked about.

quately
fromMr. MooruEap The important thing J think is that we must be
wouldlike Subcommittee, if any of you gentlemen

a word, be

questionThank you, Mr. Chairman
Mr. Brooxs Mr. Buchanan ahd

d one of the things contesters are doing is making us aware of the
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Mr. Brooxs. Of course, my feeling is the agencies are not going to
be doing their jobs unless they have that capability, period. I would
appreciate that.

(Subsequently, Mr. Hughes submitted the following information:)
The General Accounting Office, in the audit and settlement of accounts, makes

the ultimate decision as to the purposes for which appropriations are available.
Consequently, the Bureau of the Budget would defer to the Comptroller General
as to whether agencies could use their appropriations to pay the cost of supplying
information which the Comptroller General might request to enable him to carry
out his duties under section 312 of the Budget and Accounting Act, as that section
would be amended by H.R. 404.
However, the General Counsel of the Bureau of the Budget observes that

section 313 of the Budget and Accounting Act already contains a requirement that
agencies "'shall furnish to the Comptroller General such information regarding the
powers, duties, activities, organization, financial transactions, and methods of
business of their respective offices as he may from time to time require of them''.
He believes that section 313 contains ample authority for using any appropriations
which may be available generally for an agency's necessary expenses to pay the
cost of furnishing information which the Comptroller General might request
under the provisions of the pending bill.
In any event, the Bureau of the Budget would recommend that any provision

dealing with this matter be in the form of an amendment to section 313, rather than
in the form of a general authorization for appropriations to all agencies for carrying
out the purposes of the bill; the latter approach might have the unfortunate effect
of requiring specific amendments to the appropriation language for each agency of
the Government.
Mr. Brooks. Are there any other questions?
(No response.)
Mr. Brooxs. Well, gentlemen, I thank you very much, and I

appreciate your coming down, Mr. Hughes.
Mr. Hueues. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Brooks. It is always a pleasure to do business with you.
The committee is adjourned, subject to the call of the Chair.
(Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.)

APPENDIX A.-_STRENGTHENING PLANNING, ProgRAMING, AND
ING IN THE Bureau or THE Srupy Brierine

(A Synopsis of the McKinsey & Co. Study Effort)
To better fulfill its role as a principal staff arm of the President, and to set

the tone for analytic and information support to decisionmaking throughout the
Federal Government, BOB, over the years, has fostered the development of im-
proved management tools-appropriation budgeting, program budgeting, and,
most recently, program planning.
Typically, these new tools have supplemented, but have not replaced one an-

other. Thus, while individually needed for effective decisionmaking, together
they have produced a complex, cumbersome, and weakly integrated process,
This study, which is another step in the evolution toward improved decision-

making in the Federal Government, is aimed largely at welding existing tools
into a more responsive, effectively functioning whole.
The purpose of this meeting is to present the results of our work to date,

covering in turn:
1. The background and status of the study ;
2. Our frame of reference ;
3. Study recommendations;
4, Implication of those recommendations for the road ahead.

Srupy Backcrounp anp Stratus
BOB conceived of this study in two broad phases-concept development and

system design-covering in total a 20-month period. We are now at the 75-percent
mark of the first phase. To date, we have-

1. Conducted several hundred factfinding and followup interviews;
2. Performed indepth analyses and preliminary tests of our concepts in

nine selected bureaus;
8. Submitted two major progress reports:

(a) In December, outlining high-leverage improvement opportunities
and, in light of these, future study direction-which was generally
endorsed ;
(b) In February, blocking out the basic approach we recommend to

solving the problems identified.At the present time, we are-
1. Reviewing our recommendations within BOB and among the agencies;
2. Resolving key issues raised by these reviews :
8. Developing plans for the upcoming design phase, including a rough cut

estimate of its timing and costs.

Srupy Frame OF REFERENCE
In undertaking this study, we all recognized that-

1. We would be grappling with hard problems of long standing, but prob-
lems which must be met in light of mounting national needs and increasingly
limited resources;

2. Our recommendations would only be a start down a long, tough road.
To keep this study on target, dealing as it does with an impressive array of

problems and issues, we have consistently moved toward two basic goals:
1. Improve the quality of BOB support to the total Presidential decision-

making process;
2. Produce workable results, not only in theory but, more importantly, in

practice.
(45)
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SUPPORTING BOB'S ROLE 8. Major structural gaps, overlaps, and confusion, which exists becausethe varied-but valid-bases for review are not meshed, should be cleared up;It goes without saying that the total Presidential decisionmaking process is 4. A program for obtaining essential information should be undertaken ;immensely important and incredibly complex, and that BOB is only one element 5. BOB should build the capability to manipulate available data efficientlyin this process, and quickly ; and
6. The wholesystem, once pulled together, can be simplified.However, BOB isa very significant element, for it

1. Assists in estimating available resources (beyond study scope) ; In the following sections, we briefly discuss each improvement opportunity.2. Provides analytic support to establishing goals, setting priorities, and
resolving major policy issues ; STRENGTHENING AND LINKING INDIVIDUAL STEPS

8. Helps guide agency program planning and development ;
4, Is the central staff for balancing agency plans and programs within The basic mechanism for planning, programming, budgeting, and execution

Presidential priorities and economic constraints ;
exists today.

1. Priorities are set;5. Examines agency programs both individually and across agency lines
2. Major issues are identified,, analyzed, and finally resolved ;to spot program gaps and redundancies;

6. Monitors program funding and execution, adjusting programs, and 3. The budget begins to take shape in the spring;
funding where necessary. 4, Programs are reviewed and a budget is produced; and

In this study our focus has been on these key BOB functions in the total de- 5. Funds are appropriated and apportioned, and programs are monitored,
eisionmaking process, and our. purpose has been to develop an approach for Notwithstanding key early steps lack the real substance needed to formulategoals and begin to shape the total program.performing these functions more effectively.
In time this approach must be "fit" with the other elements in the process (the 1. There are too many issues, often of marginal interest, typically poorlyWhite House and Congress). To date, however, we have restricted our work to analyzed, and often submitted too late to be of practical value.

BOB and the several agencies. 2. The key spring preview step-
(@) Lacks solid input, beyond late and inadequate issue analysis (for

PRODUCING PRACTICAL RESULTS example, agency plans) ;
(0) Does not systematically take a cross agency view of the program:In formulating our recommendations, we have aimed at following five basic and

guidelines: (c) Produces only spotty programmatic guidance to set up subsequent1. Build on sound prior developments, avoiding still another "new" system ; budget formulation.
2. Root recommendations in the real world. For example, our proposed Furthermore, the individual steps lack the integration and followthroughapproach to resolving the "crosswalk" problem is to return to the touchstone needed to carry initial planning through succeeding steps.of the individual operating program responsibly managed by a single agency ; 1, The issue process is not disciplined to insure that-
3. Avoid doctrinaire answers. Thus, we have retreated for now from a (a) Timely, high quality results are obtained; andGovernment-wide program structure or a frontal assault on the appropria- (6) Continuing relevance of individual issues is maintained.tion structure ; 2. The capability is limited to carry forward major decisions in cross-
4. Recognize there are a few general answers, but mainly specific remedies; agency terms from spring preview to Director's review, and beyond.

thus, our approach to levying information requirements is a case-by-case one. 3. There is only a limited capability to keep the program and budget up-5. While recognizing that Presidential decisionmaking cannot and never dated as decisions are made, legislation is enacted, changes occur, and pro-should be routine, develop an approach that will adequately orchestrate the grams are executed.
many process steps, the different analytic cuts, the many management disci- To meet these needs, we have proposed a significant strengthening of key earlyplines, and the several parties at interest. process steps,

1. The issue process should be made more relevant to Presidential decision-RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MEETING BOB DEcISIONMAKING NEEDS making needs by-
Our goal in this study has been to assist BOB in performing more effectively

(a) Building the Director more intimately into the issue identification
its principal functions listed above asa key staff arm of the President. To per-

process to insure all key issues-but only key issucs are captured;(b) Working with the agencies more closely to agree on analytic ap-form these functions well in the demanding and complex Federal environment, proaches, required results, and practical timetables ;we believe BOB must build a process that: (c) Starting the process sooner, targeting it on spring preview.1. Is capable of guiding program planning and budgeting through a series 2. Spring preview should be upgraded into a more substantive programof successive approximations-from the earliest issue analysis to the final decision point-
expenditure ;

2. Maintains a cross-agency, goal-oriented view of the total program and (a) To the extent possible, get resolution of major policy issues;
budget in order to: (b) Review present and proposed programs across agency lines;(c) Produce better programmatic guidance.(a) Help define and apply Presidential goals and priorities ; To better link together the whole process, we recomend thatBOB-

(bd) Pinpoint program gaps and duplication; 1. Install an issue-tracking system to insure not only that analyses are per-3. Views the total program and budget in several frames of reference- formed in time but also that the issues are updated as external conditionseach responsive to the legitimate needs of the many parties at interest: change;
4. Can move readily among these different frames of reference, and always

back to the individual agency operating program ;
2. Use spring preview to make the transition from planning to guidancefor budget formulation, setting the stage for Director's review ;5. Has quickly available the relevant data for decisionmaking ; 3. Support the entire process with a "rolling" information system captur-6. Is practical to operate andmaintain. ing decisions and changes as they are made, and reflecting program executionTo meet these needs, we have targeted on six major opportunities for im- as it proceeds.proving BOB's ability to play its role effectively.

1. Although the overall process contains all the essential steps, more
POSITIONING THE TOTAL PROGRAM

substance can be given to some key steps and the whole process better At each step of the process, BOB requires a cross-agency, goal-oriented over-integrated : toview of the total program and budget aid the Director and his top staff in-2. BOB's ability to aggregate and analyze the total program and budget 1. Formulating feasible goals and reasonable priorities at early planningacross agency lines can be strengthened ; stages;
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2. Developing longrun policies aimed at reshaping the program over time;
3. Pinpointing options for redirecting outlays and authority in line with

Presidential desires, both for budget formulation and subsequent reexamina-
tions;

4. To highlight program gaps and duplication throughout.
To get this analytic overview of the whole, BOB requircs -

1. The ability to aggregate individual programs in functional and other
goal-oriented ways;

2. Information on program status, constraints, and out-year trends:
8. Visibility into the performance of the individual operating programs that

comprise the functional and other aggregates ;
4, Adequate analytic support.

Although progress toward developing this capability is being made, BOB's
present capacity for achieving this overview is limited :

1. Only part of the budget is now presented in aggregate terms, and
analysis is incomplete ;

2, The ability to aggregate program data is severely restricted ;
3. Program data is partly out of phase with need (e.g., commitment pro-

jections on PFP) > or missing entirely.
To build this capability, we have recommended that-

1. BOB start viewing the budget in functional aggregates, recognizing
this structure will evolve with use;

2. BOB's staff analytic capability be aimed toward providing more com-
plete support;

8. Information sources (e.g., PFP) be restructured to collect more useful
data on financial status, statutory status, and selective outyear trends;
4. Build the information processing capability-as information becomes

available-to aggregate the budget in other ways that will aid in applying
Presidential priorities and constraints.

The use of a functional structure in BOB is widely misinterpreted :
1. Some view it as another structure to be imposed on agencics which it

is not;
2. But others view it as backing away from a Government-wide program

structure that should be imposed on the agencies; we do in fact recommend
against thismove for the foreseeable future.

MEETING MULTIPLE REVIEW REQUIREMENTS
The existing inability to move smoothly among the varied-but valid views of

the budget has produced an intolerable situation :
1. Gaps, overlaps, and confusion permeate attempts to relate these struc-

tures (e.g., PPB, appropriation, functional) ;
2. Not only is it costly in terms of waste motion, but this confusion also

erodes the ability of individual examiners to focus on the quality of individual
programs, and of the Director to obtain meaningful aggregate data.

The missing link that relates these structures is the individual agency op-
erating program:

1. Operating (or "entity") programs are the real world of the Federal
budget the only things that actually consume resources, produce results,
and embody work activities under responsible agency management control:

2. Trying to solve the "crosswalk" problem without starting from this
touchstone is to move from structure to structure without ever passing
through the rea! world.

This concept is not foreign to BOB or agency operations today; our examina-
tion of nine agencies shows that-

1, Examiners in fact target on operating programs, largely informally, in
seven of the nine agencies ;

2. Most agency information systems start at the program level.
Although the operating program is a natural starting point for building ag-

gregations, the fact is that neither agency PPB nor appropriation structures em-
body these programs explicitly.

1. Only one agency defined more than half of its entity programs in itsPPB structure;
2. Only five defined more than half of its programs in their appropriationstructures.
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We recommend BOB undertake a positive program to bring order to this
situation:

1. Identify the entity programs;
2. Imbed them in agency PPB structures ;
3. Take the lead in simplifying needlessly complex funding arrangements;
4. Base its own information system on these building blocks.

Reconciling these structural problems is not an insurmountable task; our
recommended approach-

1, Is straightforward, based on the real world of operating programs ;
2. Is not costly in terms of the benefits to be reaped; we estimate a BOB

investment of 84man-months to cover the entire Government ;
8. Offers a balanced, fact-founded approach to Congress for modifying

appropriation structures.

CLOSING THE INFORMATION GAP

There is a generally recognized need for better information at BOB, especially
on program outputs and benefits, recipient characteristics, and even some work
activity measures.
But the job of closing this gap-a job independent of any system BOB adopts-

is the task of many years. Thus, what is needed now is a reasonable structure
for identifying data needs and for meeting them at minimum cost.
We believe that our recommendations provide this framework; within it,

BOB can:
1. Pin down specific needs for specific programs-avoiding the pitfal of a

general call for data ;
2. Apply uniform requirements to satisfy BOB aggregates;
3. Apply sensible cost-value judgments to individual data requirements.

BUILDING AN INFORMATION PROCESSING CAPABILITY
As BOB acquires the data and information building blocks it needs, an internal

information processing capability-probably computer based-must be built.
At this stage of the study, we have outlined the concept of a system aimed at-

1. Maintaining "rolling" files ;
2. Aggregating program data for the Director and his staff;
3. Cutting the clerical load, especially during budget preparation.

We sce this capability being built from sound work started last year by the
MIS staff.

1. Refining last year's system ;
2. Building a rolling appropriation file this year ;
3. Designing the balance of the system as experience is gained.

SIMPLIFYING THE PRESENT SYSTEM

Overtime, system has been grafted to system to produce excessive complexity.
In addition to buttressing the basic decision process and information system,

our recommendations aim at simplifying them. For example:
1. Substantial simplification will be attained by clearing up the "cross-

walk" problem;
2. The A-11 and 68-9 procedureswill be consolidated ;
3. The PFP will be simplified and restructured to provide less, but more

useful data;
4, The number of issue analyses will be reduced to cover only key issues;
5. Some special analysis submissions will be dropped;
6. Computer support will be provided to free up BOB personnel from

clerical duties.

Tue Roap AHEAD

We recognize that the recommended approach is not a quick answer to the
long accumulation of problems. It will require a long term, sustained executive
commitment to-

1. Discipline process, particularly in its early pace-setting steps;
2. Evolve new analytic dimensions (for example, functional analyses) ;
8. Take the lead in defining entity programs and modifying PPB and

appropriation structures ;
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4 Define and satisfy information requirements +

To make this commitment move ahead along the path we have proposed, based'on comments we have received, these questions must still be answered :1. Is the process really responsive to BOB's role in support of Presidentialdecisionmaking particularly in the earlier "pace-setting" steps?2. Can BOB move readily from functional analyses to agency guidance,.
3. Can Spring Preview be sufficiently disciplined to produce the necessarydecisions and guidance?
4, Will entity programs constitute just another structure and require an-other crosswalk?
5. Can the entity program concept be implemented at a reasonable cost?6. Can information requirements be met at a reasonable cost?In the next weeks, we will focus on-
1, Developing responses to these questions ;2. Blocking out the plan for the second phase effort ;3. Preparing our first phase final report.
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APPENDIX B. Agency Rerorrs on H.R. 404: Genera, ACCOUNTING
OF THE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION.

5. Marshall the resources required to carry out the program

GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES,
Washington, D.C., February 20, 1969.Hon, L, Dawson,

Chairman, Committee on Government Operations,House of Representatives.

given the existing time pressures? +

DEAR Mz. CHAIRMAN: Reference is made to your letter of January 14, 1969, re-questing our comments on H.R. 404, entitled "a bill to amend the Budget and.
Accounting Act, 1921, to direct the Comptroller General to establish informatiorand data processing systems and for other purposes."In introducing H.R. 404 on January 38, 1969, Congressman Brooks said that insubstance the provisions of the bill correspond to title II, entitled "Fiscal controls"of the proposed Legislative Reorganization Act of 1968, with two exceptions. First,rather than set forth explicit descriptions of the data to be submitted to the Con-gress as provided in that proposed reorganization bill, this had been made a mat-ter within the discretion of the President pro tempore of the Senate and theSpeaker of the House. Second, certain provisions are not included which relateprincipally to committee procedures.The purpose of the bill, as stated by Congressman Brooks, is to provide forcoordination with the executive branch in the development of one basic com-patible data processing and information system to serve both the legislative andexecutive branches of the Government in providing budgetary and appropriationinformation. The Bureau of the Budget is in the initial stages of developing sucha system. For a part of that compatible system the bill would have the Comp-troller General develop, establish, and maintain data processing and informationsystems necessary for the effective and efficient fulfillment of the substantive re-sponsibilities of the Congress as determined by the President pro tempore of theSenate and the Speaker of the House. With reference to the other part of thatsystem the bill would have the Comptroller General cooperate with the Directorof the Bureau of the Budget in the development, establishment, and maintenanceof a standard data processing and information system for budgetary and fiscaldata for use of the Federal Government.
Congressman Brooks believes that there is a need, separate and apart for themaintenance of an information system to support the budgetary and appropria-tion cycle, for a legislative capability in advanced cost analysis techniques so thatthe legislative branch can make its own cost evaluations and have the capabilityto analyze those of the executive branch.
He also believes that there are other areas in which the Congress can effectivelyand efficiently utilize modern information handling and data processing tech-niques to provide congressional committees and individual members and their:staffs with immediate information on the status of legislation. The system usedcould be extended to keep an index of the Congressional Record constantly andimmediately available, and for the storage of the entire United States Code, theStatutes at Large and other similar data.
We are in full agreement with the purposes of the bill. It has been generallyrecognized that the Congress has a real need for data processing and informationsystems of its own in order to fulfill its responsibilities. As we understand theprovisions of H.R. 404 the data processing and information systems to be devel-oped for the Congress would not duplicate the system presently being developedby the Bureau of the Budget. The objective would be to develop a supplementarysystem to serve the particular needs of Congress, yet compatible with the systembeing developed by the Bureau for budgetary and fiscal data.With respect to section (f) (1) of the bill, which would direct the ComptrollerGeneral to develop, establish, and maintain data processing and information.systems for the Congress, we have some question as to whether the ComptrollerGeneral should be given these responsibilities. It may be that the development,.establishment, and maintenance of the system should be the responsibility of theCongress itself in order that it could have complete control over the system andthus be assured that its needs will be fully served. However, if the Congress.should decide that this task should be performed by the Comptroller General wewill, of course, make every effort to carry Out the responsibilities assigned.

(51)
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It should be understood that the development of the systems contemplated,
whether performed by the Comptroller General or by Congress itself, will require
considerable time. The development of the needs of Congress and its committees
and the systems necessary to serve those needs will be a difficult task. Also, it
should be recognized that the costs will be significant. Considerable additional
funds over and above our present funding levels will be required if the General
Accounting Office is to do the job.

Subsection (f)(2) of the bill requires the Comptroller General to cooperate
with the Director of the Bureau of the Budget in the development, establishment,
and maintenance of a standard data processing and information system including
uniform classifications of programs, activities, receipts, costs, and expenditures,
as well as other necessary standards for budgetary and fiscal data for the use
of the Federal Government. We construe section 2 to mean that the primary
responsibility under the section is with the Director of the Budget but that the
Comptroller General will cooperate with the Director in an effort to see that the
needs of the Congress are met.
With regard to subsection (f)(3) we wish to call your attention to progress

already made toward establishing the capability in the General Accounting
Office to conduct and to analyze cost effectiveness studies. A Systems Analysis
Group was established in 1967 in our Office of Policy and Special Studies with
the responsibility to provide such capability and to provide leadership and policy
guidance in developing appropriate levels of this capability among our profes-

The Systems Analysis Group has performed a substantial part of our review
under title II, section 201(2), of the Economic Opportunity Amendments of 1967
to determine the "extent to which such programs and activities achieve the ob-
jectives set forth in the relevant part or title of the Economic Opportunity Act of

We believe the actions already taken and the experience gained in actual
studies have prepared the General Accounting Office to provide an orderly growth

We recommend the deletion of subsection (g). We believe that the Comp-
troller General should retain the discretion and the flexibility to organize the
General Accounting Office in such a manner as he considers necessary to carry

As previously stated we favor the purposes of this bill and we will make every
effort to fulfill such responsibilities as Congress may give us in this area.

Sincerely yours, ELMER B. Sraats,
Comptroller General of the United States.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET,

Washington, D.C., April 2, 1969.
Hon. L. Dawson,
Chairman, Committee on Government Operations,
Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Mr. CHAIRMAN: This is in reply to your requests for comments on H.R.

404 and H.R. 5522, the purpose of which is "to amend the Budget and Accounting
Act, 1921, to direct the Comptroller General to establish information and data
processing systems, and for other purposes."
Both bills would amend the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921, by requiring the

Comptroller General to provide the Congress with data processing and informa-
tion systems to meet the substantive responsibilities of the Congress. They would
also require him to have available in the General Accounting Office employees
qualified to conduct and analyze cost effectiveness studies at the request of com-
mittees of the Congress.
To the extent that these activities involve the collection and compilation of

factual data, as distinguished from the performing of analyses they would seem
to unnecessarily duplicate work which is being performed in the executive branch.
We understand the bills are intended to relate basically to activities of the legis-
lative branch, and that they are not intended to impose new rules or procedures
upon the executive branch. Whether the Congress needs to formalize arrange-
ments to provide such support and assistance is a matter for each House to decide
for itself, and one on which we do not believe it would be appropriate for us to
comment.
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Section 312(f) (2) would require the Comptroller General to cooperate with
the Director of the Bureau of the Budget in the development, establishment, and
maintenance of a standard data processing and information system for budgetaryand fiscal data for use of the Federal Government. We have customarily received
the full cooperation of the Comptroller General in respect of our work on such
matters and we would expect such cooperation to continue without the necessityfor enactment of such a provision. Further, we have considerable doubt as to the
wisdom of a provision which might inject the Comptroller General-an official
of the legislative branch-directly into the budgetary processes of the executive
branch. Subject to the normal qualifications regarding information in support of
budget requests which are still under consideration by the President, information
in the possession of the executive branch generally is available to the Congress,or to the Comptroller General on its behalf, without the necessity for any specific
provision of the nature proposed in section 312(f) (2).If we can supply further information with respect to these measures, please
do not hesitate to call on us.

Sincerely yours,
'WILFRED H. RoMMEL,

Assistant Director for Legislative Reference.

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D.C., April 4, 1969.Hon. L. Dawson,

Chairman, Committee on Government Operations,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
Drar Mr. CHarRMAN. Your letter of February 11, 1969, requested the views

of the General Services Administration on H.R. 5522, 91st Congress, a bill "To
amend the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921, to direct the Comptroller General to
establish information and data processing systems, and for other purposes."The automatic data processing and information systems to be developed and
established by the Comptroller General under H.R. 5522 would be used for the

out the duties which the legislation places upon him. purpose of providing the Congress with data and information necessary for the
effective and efficient fulfillment of its substantive responsibilities as may be
determined by the President pro tempore of the Senate and Speaker of the House.
Additionally, the bill would require the Comptroller General to cooperate with the
Director of the Bureau of the Budget in the development, establishment, and
maintenance of a standard data processing and information system for budgetary
and fiscal data for use by the Federal Government.
GSA is responsible under section 111 of the Federal Property and Administra-

tive Services Act of 1949, as amended, to coordinate and provide for the economic
and efficient purchase, lease, and maintenance of automatic data processing equip-
ment (ADPE) by Federal agencies. The General Accounting Office is a Federal
agency as defined in section 3(b) of the Property Act. We do not believe that H.R.
5522 is intended to provide independent authority to GAO to acquire ADPE or
otherwise except GAO from the requirements of section 111 of the Act. However,
the language of the bill is not clear in this respect. For example, the language
of proposed new subsection (f) (5) of section 312 of the Budget and AccountingAct on line 23, page 2 of the bill authorizes the Comptroller General to "acquire
data processing capacity." The apparent purpose of subsection (f) (5) is to pro-
vide authority to the Comptroller General to contract for assistance to develop
and establish information systems rather than to provide specific authority to
acquire ADPH. For purposes of clarification, therefore, we recommend that a new
subsection "(h)" be added at the end of the proposed bill to state that:
"(h) Nothing in this section is to be construed as superseding section 111 of

the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, 79 Stat. 1127."
If H.R. 5522 is enacted with the amendment suggested, GSA would be pleased

to make available to the GAO automatic data processing equipment in the same
manner as such equipment is now made available to other Federal agencies.
Subject to the foregoing, GSA does not object to enactment of H.R. 5522.
The Bureau of the Budget has advised that, from the standpoint of the ad-

ministration's program, there is no objection to the submission of this report to
your committee.

Sincerely, Rosert L. Kunzic, Administrator.

sional staff.

1964 authorizing such programs or activities

of this capability.
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PREFACE
An American's right to be left alone--his right to privacy-mustbe given paramount consideration in the development and use of com-

puterized data systems which contain personal information on in-
dividually identifiable citizens.
The committee recognizes that computers are indispensable to mod-

ern society. They extend man's intellectual] capability and will con-
tinue to occupy a key role in our struggle against poverty, ignorance,and disease. An essential element in computer application is the
processing and evaluation of statistical information, for a flow of
reliable and accurate data must be available to those who try to under-
stand our increasingly complex society. The need for insuring this
salutary flow has motivated the executive branch of the Federal Gov-
ernment to consider pooling records now scattered among separate
agencies,
While this report focuses primarily on the suggestions advanced

from the Bureau of the Budget to establish a National Data Bank, theviews and recommendations are applicable more generally to the struc-
ture of any data system which allows unified or central retrieval of
diverse information in a form that could relate such data to individ-
uals. The creation of dossiers by means of such systems poses a gravethreat to the constitutionally guaranteed rights of each American to
express himself and his ideas freely.A suffocating sense of surveillance, represented by instantaneously
retrievable, derogatory or noncontextualt data, is not an atmospherein which freedom can long survive. Liberty under law is our founda-
tion as a stable Nation, and it is the conviction of the committee that
any private or governmental action which would restrict the exercise
of liberty would compromise respect for law.At the same time, we must recognize the value and legitimacy of
properly safeguarded mputerized data systems containing limited
personal information for limited and specific aims, such as those used
separately and noninterchangeably for medical records, social secu-
rity records,military records, and for law enforcement purposes.The committee believes that a forceful assertion of privacy, in-
dividuality, and dignity need not be contradictory to the fullest ex-
ploitation of electronic data processing within rigidly defined spheres.The computer is as vital to efficient and economical government as
civil liberties are to the citizen's confidence in democratic government.This report, therefore, charges the Federal Government as well as
the computer community with a dual responsibility. While they have
the opportunity to create meaningful programs and to measure their
effectiveness by the use of electronic data processing, they must also
guarantee Americans that the tonic of high speed information han-
dling does not contain a toxic which will kill privacy.
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Mr. Dawson, from the Committee on Government Operations,
submitted the following

THIRTY-FIFTH REPORT
BASED ON A STUDY BY THE SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE

ON INVASION OF PRIVACY

On July 31, 1968, the Committee on Government Operations ap-
proved and adopted a report entitled "Privacy and the National Data
Bank Concept." The chairman was directed to transmit a copy to the
Speaker of the House.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid expansion of our Nation's population, its vastly more
complicated laws, and the increasing reliance upon statistics to create
and evaluate social action programs, have developed an understand-
able desire to take advantage of advances in computer technology to
make Government recordkeeping and analysis more efficient and
economical.
By 1961, this desire led the Bureau of the Budget to commission a

feasibility study for the centralization and computerization of the
many personal records now residing in individual agencies of the Fed-
eral Government. It was performed by the Committee on the Pres-
ervation and Use of Economic Data of the Social Science Research
Council, with Richard Ruggles, professor of economics at Yale Uni-
versity, as chairman. In 1965, that committee issued the so-called
Ruggles report, which recommended "that the Bureau of the Budget... immediately take steps to establish a Federal Data Center." Two
subsequent reports were developed upon request by the Bureau of the
Budget: the Dunn report, by Edgar S. Dunn, Jr., of Resources for
the Future, Inc., and the Kaysen report, by Dr. Carl Kaysen, chair-
man of the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton University.

(1)
HH, Rept. 1842. 40-2 2
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Both endorsed and expanded the Ruggles report findings that such a
data center would be technically feasible and would make the Federal
statistical system more comprehensive and relevant.
The Special Subcommittee on Invasion of Privacy undertook a

study into the potential erosion of the citizen's right to privacy that
might be the ultimate result of the proposed National Data Bank. The

in existence, inside and outside the Government, caused the subcom-
mittee to seek the benefit of the views and experience of many indi-
viduals, Government agencies, and private institutions.
On July 26, 27, and 28, 1966, the subcommittee held public hearings

on the proposed data bank. Testimony was presented by: Paul Baran,
computer expert with the Rand Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.; RaymondT. Bowman, Assistant Director for Statistical Standards, Bureau of
the Budget (accompanied by Paul Krueger, Assistant Chief, Office ofStatistical Standards, BOB); Edgar S. Dunn, Jr., research analyst,
Resources for the Future, Inc.; Robert R. J. Gallati, director, NewYork State Identification and Intelligence System (accompanied byEliot H. Lumbard, special assistant counsel for law enforcement to
Governor Rockefeller, and Edward DeFranco, executive assistant to
the director) ; Vance Packard, sociologist, author, and lecturer; Prof.
Charles A. Reich, Yale Law School; Richard Department of
Economics, Yale University; and Burton E. Jr., visiting
assistant professor of computer science, University of Illinois,
Urbana, IIL.
Material was submitted for the record by: Mr. Gallati; the Honor-

able Frank Horton, a Representative in Congress from the State of
New York; Dr. Donald N. Michael, professor of psychology and pro-
gram director in the Center for Research on the Utilization of Scien-
tific Knowledge, University of Michigan; and John deJ. Pem-
berton, Jr., executive director, American Civil Liberties Union, New
York, N.Y.

to the printed hearings are the Ruggles report, the Dunn report, "TheNew Computerized Age" (from Saturday Review, July 23, 1966), and
aspeech by Vice Admiral H. G. Rickover, U.S. Navy, entitled
"Liberty, Science, and Law."
Appendix J to this report contains an excerpt from "Privacy and

Freedom" (Atheneum, 1967, New York) by Professor Alan F. Westin
of Columbia University. The committee acknowledges the contribu-
tion of ProfessorWestin and the Association of the Bar of the City of
New York in this significant summation of the problems created bythe National Data Bank concept and the dangers inherent in the grow-
ing use of computerized data systems.
Appendix IT to this report contains excerpts from a report to the

Congress by the Comptroller General of the United States entitled
"Review of Reliability of the Air Force Personnel Data System"
(B-164471, July 25, 1968).
The Special Subcommittee on Invasion of Privacy would like to ex-

press its appreciation to Mr. Steven J. Eagle who was assigned from
Chairman Gallagher's staff to assist in the preparation of this report.
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(Norse.-In this report and in literature in the field generally, the
proposed centralized computer system is being referred to as the Na-
tional Data Bank, the National Data Center, the Federal Statistical
Data Center, and the Federal Statistical Service Center. Other similar
designations are used. As of this date the Bureau of the Budget has
not selected a formal name for the system and all of the names cited
above continue to be used. Hence, it should be understood that in its
report, this committee uses the terms interchangeably unless a distinc-
tion ismade in a particular context.)

far-reac
other data anks on a lesser scale which are contemplated or already

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

1. RUGGLES AND DUNN REPORTS RECOMMEND DATA CENTER

Prior to the hearings, surveys commissioned by the Bureau of the
Budget reported that the National Data Center is feasible and should
be instituted promptly.

2, SUBCOMMITTEE NOTES POSSIBLE THREAT TO INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM
POSED BY THE NATIONAL DATA BANK CONCEPT

The creation of such systems might well make the individual citizen
apprehensive about exercising his rights to express controversial views
and behave spontaneously, lest. he run afoul of what he might con-
ceive of as a "big brother" system. The hearings developed the neces-
sity for due consideration being given to privacy from the very start
of any projected data system which can retrieve information on spe-
cific individuals.

3. TESTIMONY INDICATED THAT DATA CENTER INFORMATION MIGHT BE
MISUSED

Specific units of data might be used to violate the privacy of specific
individuals, or cause particular individuals to be unjustly deprived
of privileges as American citizens. Malfunction or misuse could occur
anywhere in the long process from gathering to utilizing computerized
information.

The heari gs have been printed under the title "The Computer andInvasion of Privacy, referred to herein as cchearings Appendixes

4. NEED FOR LIMITATIONS ON TYPES ON DATA STORED DEMONSTRATED

From testimony presented at the hearings, it is clear that there
should be definite limitation on the types of data contained in the
National Data Center. There is a natural tendency for more and more
data to be requested ; and, if uncontrolled, this process would infringe
on individual freedom. Well defined restraint is necessary on anyone
who evolves or operates data systems containing personal information.

5. KAYSEN REPORT RECOMMENDS STATUTORY PROVISIONS AS SUFFICIENT
TO PROTECT PRIVACY

In his report to the Bureau of the Budget after the hearings, Dr.
Kaysen stated that statutory protection of privacy has worked well
in the Census Bureau. Dr. Kaysen maintained that such protection,
together with an anticipated lack of individual dossiers in the Na-
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tional Data Center, would be sufficient to safeguard personal privacy.
The Kaysen report, however, represented an insufficient examination
of all the problems and potentialities that would arise from the estab-
lishment of a National Data Center and should not be considered an
acceptable basis for undertaking actual construction of such a center.

6. DATA CENTER SECURITY WOULD BE MORE DIFFICULT THAN PRIVACY
PROTECTION IN PRESENT AGENCY SYSTEMS

Although statutory provisions are generally effective within the
Census Bureau, that agency is not faced with the multitude of prob-
lems which would have to be solved before security could be guaran-
teed for confidential information within the National Data Center.

7. INDIVIDUAL DOSSIERS APPEAR INEVITABLE

Testimony and studies suggest that individual dossiers (i.e., ways
of storing all information on an individual in one place or of com-
piling it quickly) cannot be avoided under the envisioned National
Data Bank.

8. THE CITIZEN MUST HAVE ACCESS TO HIS OWN RECORDS

The best and most reliable way to assure that erroneous or non-
contextual information is not stored in a National Data Center or any
data system would be to allow each individual access to information
concerning him.
Even with restrictions on the type of material that can go into a

data system and provisions for guaranteeing that only proper re-
trievals can be made, procedures should be established to allow an
American the right to determine the nature of information that could
harm hin. Electronic data processing need not, and must not, subvert
the constitutional and legal safeguards Americans have the right to
expect and demand.

9. THE DANGER OF UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS TO INFORMATION IS GREAT

The problem of totally unauthorized use of the national data bank
or of similar systems containing personal information demands sober
analysis. Access could be gained either by an outsider intercepting
data transmissions or using keys and procedures to which he has no
right, or by an employee of the Center, altering, taking, or giving
out data without authorization. These i steps could be taken
inadvertently, under compulsion, or with malice.

10. BUREAU OF THE BUDGET STATES NATIONAL DATA CENTER WOULD BE
FOR STATISTICAL PURPOSES ONLY AND SUPPORTS ADVISORY COMMISSION

Charles J. Zwick, Director of the Bureau of the Budget, stated in
1967, when he was an Assistant Director, that the National Data Cen-
ter would not store investigative information but would be used onlyfor statistical aggregate purposes.

11. BUREAU OF BUDGET NOW CONSIDERING SPECIFIC PROPOSALS TO SUBMIT
TO CONGRESS

In a letter datedMarch 21, 1968,Mr. Zwick stated :

In our study of the data center idea, we are proceeding
along the lines we discussed when Director Schultze and I
met with you over a year ago; that is, we will prepare a
specific, concrete plan which could be exposed to the critical
review of a group representing the broad variety of interests
in the matter. Only after that would we consider that we have
a proposal for appropriate consideration by the Congress.In view of the priorities which we must give within the total
program of the Bureau, it is doubtful if we will reach this
latter stage in time to make a formal presentation to this
Congress.

12. STUDIES BY PROFESSIONAL GROUP SUGGEST IMPROVED FEDERAL STATIS-
TICAL SYSTEM MAY RENDER NATIONAL DATA CENTER CONCEPT IR-
RELEVANT AND UNNECESSARY

The Federal Statistics Users' Conference has suggested that im-
provements in the present Federal statistical system might make it
totally adequate and that the National Data Center might not be
necessary.A comprehensive sudy of the National Data Bank proposal is cur-
rently being undertaken by the conference. This group is composedof over 160 member corporations, unions, and universities that are
major users of available federally compiled data.
According to the executive director of the conference, Mr. John

Aiken, this independent group decided to do a study of the Kaysen
report, and is devoting a large part of its investigation to the privacy
implications of the data bank proposal.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I
As it has been clearly demonstrated that a grave threat to the

constitutional guarantees exists in the National Data Bank concept,the committee strongly recommends that in the design and implemen-
tation of such systems the priority of privacy be asserted. While com-
puterized data bases hold great promise, they must contain proce-dures which can assure the continuation of freedom of thought and
action that is such a vital part of the American tradition. The collec-
tion and processing of statistical data should not and need not be
gained by sacrificing the guiding principles of our democracy.

ga

It
The Bureau of the Budget is to be commended for reflecting these

concerns by its decision to prepare legislative proposals with greatcare. Its pledge to emphasize individual privacy in a National Data
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Center and its willingness to obtain opinions from a broad spectrum
of interested parties are also highly commendable. The Bureau of
the Budget is to be further commended for avoiding commitments
to establish the National Data Center without following the tradi-
tional congressional process of authorization and appropriation.
However, studies by and testimony presented to the special Sub-

committee on Invasion of Privacy indicate that the reports commis-
sioned by the Bureau of the Budget do not contain well thought-out
theoretical or practical procedures necessary to assure privacy. Al-
though the Bureau of the Budget has acknowledged that privacy is
a consideration, it has not come to understand fully the importance
of privacy in the National Data Center system. Nor has it commenced
the difficult task of devising the complicated technical facilities which
would be needed to assure protection of confidentiality even in the
most elementary data system.
The committee, therefore, recommends that no work be done to estab-

lish the national data bank until privacy protection is explored fully
and guaranteed to the greatest extent possible to the citizens whose
personal records would form its information base.

III
It is recommended that the Bureau of the Budget, in formulating

specific proposals for a national data bank, be informed that it is the
sense of the committee that the following procedures, safeguards, and
alternatives be considered:
A. The Bureau of the Budget should include within its presentation

to the preliminary panel at the executive branch level as well as to
the Congress in its enabling legislation, a detailed treatment of the
following questions:

1. How would individual and business economic data be uniformly

2. Assuming that a data center received a request for a certain
combination of economic aggregates, should it request each agency
to provide its subaggregate according to a uniform classification
system so that the center itself would only total and transmit the

3. Should a s1milar classification system in social and personal areas
allow each agency of Government to process its files on its own com-
puter and thus restrict all transfers to the central data bank to ag-
gregates without identifying individuals?

agency contributing the most sensitive data for processing? Fur
thermore, would it be possible in some of the cases for each agency
giving its nona data to another agency to employ a one-
time-only identi in conjunction with outgoing data?

5. Could the cases where it is necessary that several agencies analyze
variables about the same person be held to a strictly defined mini-
mum? (ie., where interagency exchanges on specific Individuals are
needed for analysis, could these exchanges be confined to small samples
of the population in question?) If so, what procedure would be nec-
essary to determine and enforce the size and type of sample limits?
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6. How might an objective standard on confidentiality of personal
information be established? Who would judge what information from
one agency could be mixed with information from another agency, and
how would that judgment be made?
7. What precedures will be established to insure the existence and

use of objective standards to prevent contextual] errors? (1.e., trans-
mission off facts innocuous in one context but detrimental in another?)

8. What would be the cost in time, efficiency and money in imple-
menting special hardware and software that would provide an ac-
ceptable level of privacy protection from physical access by unauthor-

unauthorized programing to provide easy access to information?
What procedures will be instituted to guarantee that safeguards ade-
quate to meet current levels of threats will be improved sufficiently
to counter the increased sophistication of future devices to "crack"
the data bank? How would these additional requirements and costs,
both present and anticipated, affect the total program?

9. How can individuals be protected from the creation and distribu-
tion of derogatory data caused by clerical errors or machine malfunc-
tion? Would a system of vertification be instituted to protect against
machine malfunction? In what way could a check against
error be instituted'? What quality controls will be devised to translate
privacy theory into Data Center practice?

10. What system of checks and counterchecks would be necessary
to prevent a janitorial, clerical, technical, administrative or execu-
tive employee of the data bank to insert, modify, delete, or take in-
formation from the Data Center in an unauthorized manner or for
an unauthorized purpose?

11. What procedure should be instituted to assure that information
in the National Data Center will be accessible to the individual?
The manner in which the person in question would apply for and ob-
tain the information should be discussed in detail. If some or all of
the information in the Center is to be restricted and kept unavailable
from the person who is the subject. of the information, the reasons
why this information would be withheld, the special procedures used
to verify any information that the subject could not challenge for
accuracy, and the degree to which this information would be utilized
by any Government agency without the individual or his counsel hav-
ing access should be explained in detail. This question is most im-
portant and a comprehensive answer is necessary.B. The Bureau of the Budget should accept statements from inter-
ested parties other than its appointed. panel before making its recom-
mendations to Congress.
C. The Bureau of the Budget should supply the Congress with

transcripts of the statements made to it concerning its preliminarydraft and the report of its panel of experts.

ized persons, tapping of transmission lines, obtaining of physical ac
cess kevs or identifying access codes by unauthorized Persons and

clerical

classified in the agency system ?

necessary aggregate desired

4. In those cases where variables from more than a
ata to thebe correlated should other agencies involved

of the
D Specia

of the Federal Statistics Users' Conference as soon as that report is
issued. Further, the Bureau of the Budget should be prepared to dis-
cuss any disparities between its recommendations and those of the
conference and justify its own position.

dy the National Data Center proposal
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E. The Bureau of the Budget should report the nature of improve-
ments that might be made in the present system of gathering, storing,
and utilizing Federal statistics as they relate to identifiable citizens
without establishing a national data bank system. This report should be
made to the Committee on Government Operations within 6 months of
the issuance of this report. IV
The Bureau of the Budget should include within its proposals to

the Congress a detailed plan for the establishment and operation of an
independent supervisory commission. This commission would regulate
the extent and operations of the National Data Center and would
insure objective review of the data center's operations and its use
by agencies of the executive branch.A. Such a supervisory commission should be appointed from non-
governmental as well as governmental experts in the fields of data
gathering, storage and usage, statistics, law, the social sciences, andcivil liberties.
B. The commission should report to the Congress on a regular basis.Its reports should include financial, administrative, and systems sum-

maries. They should also include detailed information on the types
and sources of information stored in the system and on the agencies
with access to the data. They should list the types of information
available to each agency, the purposes for which each type might be
used, as well as the justification for and description of each printout
from the national data bank.
C. The supervisory commission would be independent of any exist-

ing agency or bureau and would be responsible solely for the opera-tion of the national data bank. Various suggestions have previously
been advanced to locate the national data bank in, for example, theGeneral Accounting Office, the Library of Congress, the Bureau of
the Budget or the Bureau of the Census. It is the feeling of the com-
mittee, however, that the creation of a separate and distinct super-visory commission would most adequately resolve the manifold prob-
lems contained in the national data bank concept.

V
The committee recommends that the Bureau of the Budget include

procedures to permit access to the national data bank by standingcommittees of the Congress. The committee recommends this broad-
ened access for three basic reasons:

1, The Congress encompasses a broad spectrum of public philosophywithin both political parties, Congressional committees or members
of committees already have the power to call for information, relevantto their jurisdiction, from the executive branch. However, affirma-
tively asserting this procedure for al1 standing committees of Con-
gress will assure the American people that the immense storehouse of
knowledge contained in a national data bank would not be misusedfor the partisan benefit of the political party which controls the execu-
tive branch.

2. Congressional access to the national data bank would give the
public some assurance that the system does not contain dossiers of
potentially harmful data on individual citizens. While executive
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branch proponents of the national data bank have pledged that dos-
siers could not be its product, knowledge of congressional access would
help dispel public fears of creating an intelligence system within the
national data bank.

3. The national data bank would give the executive branch an
allegedly powerful statistical aid in the creation of legislative pro-
posals. In order to evaluate fairly the legislation suggested by the
executive branch, the Congress must have the advantage of access to
such a system. The viability of congressional alternatives to executive
branch programs would be greatly enhanced and the growth of execu-
tive power would be accompanied by a counterbalancing growth in
congressional capability.

Discussion
RUGGLES AND DUNN REPORTS RECOMMEND DATA CENTER

There is no question that the total number of bits of personal infor-
mation on individuals in the United States is rising at a rapid rate.
Since 1950 our population has increased from 150 million to over 200
million. Consumer credit has expanded so rapidly that over 100 mil-
lion Americans now have charge accounts. Over 67 million individual
tax returns are filed with the Internal Revenue Service each year.There are over 22 million veterans' dossiers on file in the Department
of Defense and the Veterans' Administration, and over 7.5 million
individual résumés on file at the U.S. Civil Service Commission.
The plight of many in the Nation's urban areas has caused the

passage of much Federal legislation such as the Public Works and
Economic Development Act, the Economic Opportunity Act, and the
Urban Mass Transportation Act. The aggregate of Federal grants-in-
aid to States and municipalities has increased from $4 billion in 1957
to $8 billion in 1962, to $11 billion in 1965. and is now several billions
of dollars above that figure. Albert Mindhn, Chief Statistician of the
District of Columbia government, has noted that "the information
about the conimunity that government needs in order to research, plan,
administer, and evaluate these vast new programs has escalated in
parallel with the new activities themselves."
It is within this context of rapidlyy expanding needs in the data-

gathering and analyzing field that the Bureau of the Budget com-
missioned the Ruggles report in 1961. The area of chief interest to
the Ruggles committee was that of "development and preservation of
data for use in economic research." Its central recommendations were:

9

First, * * * that the Bureau of the Budget, in view of its
responsibility for the Federal statistical program, immedi-
ately take steps to establish a Federal Data Center. Second,* * * that the Office of Statistical Standards of the Bureau
of the Budget place increased emphasis on the systematic
preservation in usable form of important data prepared by
those agencies engaging in statistical programs, Third, * * *
that at an early date the Social Science Research Council
convene representatives from research institutions and uni-
versities in order to develop an organization which can pro-
vide a clearinghouse and coordination of requests for data
made by individual scholars from Federal agencies.
H. Rept. 1842, 90-28
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The Ruggles report was primarily devoted to technical problems,
such as the type of automatic data processing (ADP) systems that
would be needed, and their indexing systems. Very important was its
recognition that in order to be compatible in input, storage and re-
trieval, bits of data from all agencies would have to be standardized
and mutually supportable. After its study of machine-readable sta-
tistical information in over 20 Government agencies, the Ruggles com-
mittee concluded that there would be some important problems in
making information compatible. Among them, it noted inconsistent
policies in maintaining past records (length of time before destruc-
tion, etc.), time gaps in certain files, collection, coding and tabulation
rocedures that are different in various agencies and which would
ave to be re-done, different conceptions of statistics within the agen-

cies (ie., ranging from recognition of statistical data as necessary
to decisionmaking, to the mere storage of data as they are developed
in the course of the agencies' operations.)
The important problem of the different standards by which agencies

give their information to outside groups was also mentioned, but
received no detailed treatment.
The Dunn report was commissioned in early 1965 to evaluate the

points in the Ruggles report noted above. It concentrated on trying

hensive coverage of the material available in its area of competence"
(i.e., to provide a wide range of service based upon computer tech-
nology in a way similar to that provided by the Library of Congress
with books.) The Dunn report also analyzed "the relationships be-
tween the collecting and compiling processes on one hand, and the
preservation and accessibility for further use on the other." It stressed
the importance of classifying data so that variables would be singled

The Dunn report made two recommendations for possible immedi-

and treatment within the agencies to make their data compatible, and
the establishment of a 9,000 reel core for the projected data bank to
be composed of existing tapes from the Internal Revenue Service, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bureau of Old Age and Survivors' Insur-

its technical feasibility confirmed, and the beginnings of the system
actually planned, the Bureau of the Budget made a tentative decision
to commence work. Since it already had jurisdiction over the inter-
agency statistical field, and since initial expenditures would be modest,
the Bureau of the Budget did not feel that specific authorization of the
project by the Congress was necessary.

SUBCOMMITTEE NOTES POSSIBLE THREAT TO INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM POSED
BY DATA BANE

Due consideration should be given to individual privacy from the
very start of any projected data bank system. Special Subcommittee
Chairman Gallagher noted that the subcommittee sought to "create
a climate of eoncern" and develop "guidelines" to protect privacy, and

in the social sciences.

Il
Two main threats to individual freedom were developed at the sub-

committee hearings. The first was stated in the testimony of Vance
Packard as growing mistrust of Government: "People are becoming
wary of what they tell their Government as they discover that in-
formation they are confiding for one purpose may be used to affect
their life in some entirely different connection." More generally, this
point was asserted by Mr. Gallagher in a recent speech in which he
declared that a data bank might result in "the eventuality that the
social outlook of a given individual will and must be altered to meet
the possibility that everything he does is recorded and remembered,
without, necessarily, an understanding of the contextual or historical
evolution of the action or event."
Implicit in all such criticism is a deep fear, which has been ex-

pressed by Dr. Norman A. Hilmar of the U.S. Public Health Service,
in the February 1968 issue of American Journal of Public Health.
He declared that "Many of the pressures generated by the need for
information may well incline us toward viewing individual persons
not really as persons at all, but simply as objects." He quoted Abraham
Heschel: "Just as death is a liquidation of human beings, dehumaniza-
tion is a liquidation of being human." Discussing the data center, Dr.
Hilmar added "A Federal data bank is obviously possible in a tech-
nologically advanced nation, but this may well demand our bolstering
the individual's privacy and prerogatives, even, in some cases, at some
painful loss in the efficiency of research or even the effectiveness of
Government operations."
The major argument against a full-scale data bank is that it would

tend to make each American fearful and constantly on guard lest a
spontaneous statement or act ruin his record forevermore. This fear
rests upon an abstraction, but it might be noted that privacy is not
tangible and was defined by Supreme Court Justice Louis D, Brandeis
as "the most comprehensive of the rights of man and the right most
valued by civilized men." It must be recognized that an apprehensive
public might Jose the freedom of thought, action, and creative risk
taking that has been the cornerstone of our national power and
prosperity.

to learn what was, in fact, necessary for "a systematic and compre

out and their correlation, if any, noted.
ate action thedevelopment of uniform standards of data-gathering

TESTIMONY INDICATES THAT DATA CENTER INFORMATION MIGHT BE
MISUSED

ance Social Securit data
With the need better information usage system established,

Americans could be deprived of constitutional rights by errors in
gathering information at the investigative level, at the clerical level
within any agency, and at the input level at the data bank. Certainly
errors are much less likely with ADP techniques than they are at
present.
There probably would be fewer errors in a quantitative sense. Quali-

tatively, however, an error would be many times more destructive to an
individual. Since all requests for information would go into the cen-
tral data system, all agencies would receive the erroneous information
instead of the error being confined to the agency in which it was made.
The error would be more detrimental for another and more subtle

reason. A computer printout is accorded a very high status, for it
comes from a machine which is impartial (if not programed other-
wise) and which very rarelymakes amistake itself.not to hinder efficient operation of Government or statistical analysis

: ::
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The irrefutability of the scientific method and the mystique of the
computer would tend to superimpose the status of validity on what in
other contexts would be highly suspicious data.
Some critics have stated that a much more widespread problem

than malfunction might be misuse both in terms of the nature of the
information stored and in violations of privacy when confidential in-
formation is given to agencies that have, or should have, no legitimate
access.

NEED FOR LIMITATIONS ON TYPES OF DATA STORED DEMONSTRATED

The basic structure of any proposed data bank demands that per-
sonal information on indiviauals must be a part of the system. In the
future we might expect the types of information considered important
for collection to he in areas now considered too personal or simply

Prof. Alan Westin of the Co umbia University Department of
Public Law and Government declared: "When machines can store so
much data, and so many questions that we once thought beyond our
capacities to receive can be answered factually and logically, our
society comes to expect that decisions of business, government, and
science ought to be based on analysis of all data. Anyone who advo-
cated withholdingg the necessary data from the information systems in
the name of fragile values such as privacy or liberty may be seen as

human affairs" (Playboy, May 1968).In view of the expected constant pressure for more intimate infor-
mation to be collected and centrally stored, it would appear that limits
on the compilation and storage of such information must be set by a
Congress to whom human values are more important than statistics.
Otherwise, they may never be set at all. Many would agree with the
observation of Yale Law Prof. CharlesA.Reich:
"I would like, in the first place, a law that would prohibit Govern-

ment agencies from asking some kinds of questions at all," including,
he added, questions that are "either so personal it is nobody's business
or so close to the constitutional] area of religion and free speech that it
is nobody's business in a constitutional sense" (hearings, p. 31). There
are, however, many divergent views as to what kind of questions are
"so personal."

KAYSEN REPORT RECOMMENDS STATUTORY PROVISIONS AS SUFFICIENT TO
PROTECT PRIVACY

Neither the Ruggles report nor the Dunn report discussed the threat
to privacy contained in their recommended centralization of the Fed-
eral statistical system. This oversight was partially rectified by the
Kaysen report which was issued shortly after the subcommittee

The "Report of the Task Force on the Storage of and Access to Gov-
ernment Statistics" was compiled under the direction of Dr. Carl
Kaysen of the Institute for Advanced Studies at Princeton University.The main body of the report gives recommendations concerning the
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organization and structure of the data center within the Executive
Office of the President. It included flow charts for possible interagenc
cooperation and more efficient planning in individual agencies throug
the use of information pooled via the data bank. Appropriation re-
quests totaling $10 million (exclusive of buildings and computers) were
suggested, as was the obtaining of high-grade positions for much of the
staff. Privacy is not treated in the report proper. There is an "annex"
to the report, however, which notes that the subcommittee "has raised
questions about the possible threats to privacy and freedom that a
national data center might present. These are serious questions," it
continues, "that deserve to be met squarely."
"In general, our committee believes," Kaysen states, "that the prob-

lem of the threat to privacy can be met best by congressional action,
which defines a general statutory standard governing the disclosure of
information that is collected on individuals either as a byproduct of
administrative, regulatory, and taxing processes, or through census or
sampling procedures. The Director of the Federal Statistical System

system."
The Kaysen report commends the record of the Bureau of the Cen-

sus in protecting confidential information. It further notes that other
agencies, by their nature,might have to use information supplied by an
individual against him. Its example was the Internal Revenue Service
in the case of tax fraud. Adding that "it is a real question whether tax
returns or social security records should be turned over to other groups
who may wish to use them for other purposes if the persons or firms
to whom the records refer may individually be affected thereby. The
question of the proper or improper use of information by different
agencies is indeed a ticklish one, and procedures should be developed
by both the executive branch and the legislative branch which will pro-
tect. confidentiality and insure the privacy of the individual.
"The enforcement of a statutory obligation as the primary method

of dealing with the problems of safeguarding privacy can work excel-
lently, as the experience of the Census Bureau shows. Indeed, the pres-
ent situation, in which there exist a variety of different disclosure
standards, some statutory and some executive, is much less conducive
to protection of individual's privacy than would be in a situation in
which, as our report suggests, the director and the data center would
have the obligation of enforcing a uniform standard over the whole
svstem. 39
Finally, the Kaysen report dismisses the possibility of individual

"dossiers" existing within the data bank. "It is not the purpose of the
proposed center at all, and it is clearly within the power of Congress
to distinguish between the collection and organization of general eco-
nomic, social and demographic information of the sort that Federal

ple basis-to which our proposed national data center is directed, and
assembly of the sort of personal history information on named indi-
viduals that is contained in a personnel file or police file." (Note. The
Ruggles, Dunn, and Kaysen reports may be obtained from the Bureau
of the Budget.)

irrelevant to the decisionmakin In a recent magazine article,

should then be given the responsibility for monitoring compliance with
th sstandard, not only by the data center, but by all the parts of the

blockin
self an

most promising opportunity in history-to know him
to make more rational more predictable decisions about

statistical agencies have traditionally collected much of it on a sam-
hearings.
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It should be noted, however, that the Kaysen report did not contra-
dict Dr. Bowman's testimony that it would be impossible to delete the
names of all individuals from information concerning their activities.
In response to a question by Chairman Gallagher, the widely re-

spected computer/communications expert, Paul Baran, contended "In
specific answer to your question, you can extract intelligence informa-
tion from a statistical system and get statistics from an intelligence
system" (hearings, p. 128).
The Kaysen report recognized the importance of "uniform disclo-

sure standards so that the legal requirement of confidentiality can be
met with no unnecessary sacrifice of analytically useful information."
It also declared that "Federal agencies or other users should not be
able to draw on data which is available within the Federal statistical
system in any way that would violate the right of the individual to
privacy." However, it made no recommendations as to the specific laws
or regulations that would reduce these ideal goals to practical realities.
Chairman Gallagher, noting the lack of specific recommendations

it represented an insufficient examination of all the problems and Ttpo
-

tentialities that would arise from the establishment of a national data
center and that it should not be considered an acceptable basis for the
beginning of a national data center. Rep. Jackson E. Betts of Ohio
noted on the floor of the House that: "Legal safeguards would not, in
the final analysis, prevent an overzealous bureaucrat or autocratic gov-
ernment from using a national data center to persecute or prosecute
its detractors" (August 25, 1967).

DATA CENTER SECURITY WOULD BE MORE DIFFICULT THAN PRIVACY
PROTECTION IN PRESENT AGENCY SYSTEMS

As the Kaysen report noted, the Bureau of the Census is highly
respected for keeping its data confidential. It does this, however, by
strict adherence to its policy of releasing information in aggregate
form. Not only does it not release information on individual] people
or firms, but it will not release information on a class if there is a
reasonable possibility that an informed reader might be able to glean
information on a member of the class (that is, the dominant company
in a small industry). Thus, the Bureau of the Census is not faced with
the difficulty of making fine discriminations among its data on individ-
uals as to which information should be released and which should not.
Another point lessens the validity of using the Bureau of the Census

and its record for protecting privacy and confidentiality as an argu-
ment for the future success of proposed safeguards in a national
data bank. While it must be conceded that Census questions in recent
years have become more personal in nature, yet it must clearly be
recognized that the data stored in a national data bank will be
orders of magnitude more sensitive than those now at the Bureau of
the Census. While many observers are totally justified in praising the
Bureau of the Census for the responsible manner in which it has

In practice, at least 30 to 40 Federal agencies could be expected
to participate in a data center. Each would have numerous bureaus
and other subdivisions. For each of these hundreds of bureaus there
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would have to be developed a complicated set of standards whereby
every type of report would have to be evaluated. It would be possible,
of course, to establish a single rating on a "confidentiality scale" for
each report. However, the sensitivity of a given cocument 1s not
intrinsic, but varies with the relationship between the agency gather-
ing the data and the agency receiving it. (E.g., a person giving his

if this income figure were to be given to the Internal Revenue Service,
but not if it were given to the Bureau of the Census for aggregate
purposes. )
Therefore, each of the hundreds of bureaus would have to rate every

type of information it possesses separately for all other bureaus that
might request the information.
With the problem of transferral of information now defined as that

of taking information gathered from any group of agencies and trans-
mitting this information to any combination of agencies, the number
of mathematical possibilities for transfer paths becomes huge.
In any case, it would be very difficult to categorize data and data re-

quests properly in the first instance, as has been noted by both Ruggles
and Dunn.
The Ruggles report indicates that :

income for HUD housing survey would have his confidence violated

concerning protection of privacy within the Kaysen report declared

Few outsiders can know enough about the data, their nature
and characteristics to make sensible requests, or to have a real-
istic appreciation of the analytic limitations which the data
impose * * *

The Dunn report added :

The structural problems of concern to today's policymakers
and the effort to bypass problems of record incompatibility
force the utilization of data at levels of disaggregation that
place severe strains upon regulations restricting the disclosure
of information about individual respondents.

INDIVIDUAL DOSSIERS APPEAR INEVITABLE

The annex to the Kaysen report stated that the Data Center would
not intend to collect dossiers. However, this reassurance must be con-
sidered in the light of the evident usefulness in maintaining the con-
nection with each bit of information the name (or identifier) of the
person associated with that information. It is probably true that a
data bank would initially collect the social, economic, and demographic
information that is "traditional," but, as the Dunn report stressed,
it is the relationship between variables that researchers are most in-
terested in. In order to determine the correlation between various bits
of social, economic, and demographic data, it is necessary, for example,
that changes in the economic status of an individual be compared with
changes in the social pattern of the same individual, not with those
of a neighbor. Social scientists recognize that the problems of the

be accomplished through study of the combined forces-economic,

dividual. Since a majority of these records exist in separate agencies

disadvantaged urban dweller are very much interconnected. It is felt
that the solution to the interrelated problems of modern life can onlyprotected its information, it is a dangerous illusion to allow this reliable

record to justify a national data bank
political, social, educational, medical, legal, ete which affect the in-
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and, it must be noted in any projected future for a Data Center, inseparate jurisdictions, it appears that information must be consoli-dated before it can be usefully analyzed. The identifiers or namesattached to files in scattered places are neither absolutely compatiblenor totally reliable, so the process of compilation will require greateffort. Thus, a file on each person in the Data Center, which correlatesthe various interrelated forces would appear to be inevitable and ex-
ceedingly expensive.In considering the manner in which information should be fed intothe computer, the confrontation between an unrestricted recordingsystem and the right to privacy is direct. At the hearing, Dr. RaymondT. Bowman, Director-then Assistant Director-of Statistical Stand-ards at the Bureau of the Budget, noted that the data center wouldnot attempt to compile large files on individuals, but that names wouldremain linked to stored information:

Dr. Bowman. I would not want to say that within the DataCenter * * * there would be no identification of informationwith an individual, just as the Census Bureau can now iden-tify information about a particular business firm and about a
particular individual. You would not be able to use this in-formation meaningfully unless this kind of identificationwere maintained, particularlry by the agency which collectsthe information or the agency which wants to assemble it foranalytical purposes, *
I would emphasize * * * there is no intention to organizethe data in the center with regard to individuals; that datain different files, data on different tapes, might certainly iden-tify individuals enough so that this information can be asso-ciated together for statistical purposes, but there would be nointention and no need for the data center to organize specificrecords about specific firms or specific individuals so you ac-cumulated a lot of information about individuals, * * *

[Italic supplied.]
Mr. GALLAGHER. You have narrowed it down somewhatfrom Mr. Dunn's report, and you are zeroing in on the statis-tical data center aspect of this.Mr. Bowman. The Dunn report and the Ruggles report,while they are not as specific as ]I now am, were addressed tothe same idea. They were just not careful enough in their

wording. What they were thinking about and at least what wewere interested in, in reviewing their proposals, was not adata center for all purposes, but a Federal Statistical DataCenter. We recognize that there are needs for other kinds ofdata centers for other kinds of purposes, but so far as the datacenter I am talking about and so far as the data center that
the Bureau of the Budget has been interested in, in connectionwith my work, it has been a Federal Statistical Data Center,not a center for other purposes.Mr. Gatiacuer. Are you sufficiently confident to say cate-
gorically that this will never be used for any other purposewhen you have the capacity of a computer to do all sorts of
things in this day and age?
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Mr. Bowman. We have the ca
things right now in the Census

acity to do all these sorts of
reau. We can do 75 or 60

Mr. GALLAGHER Let's not talk about the Census Bureau
Let's talk about the IRS. Do you think the same pattern o

confidentiality exists there?

is governed by law. These laws can be changed. I would con
ceive of the Federal Data Center as having information

vom

IRS. The data center would not itself release that informa
tion, nor would it associate that information with anything
else and release it in associated form. The kind of data center

the identity of the individual or the indiv1dual corporation
will be eliminated before those statistics will be put into the

Dr. Bowman Mr. Chairman, for this reason: Suppose we
have certain information in the data that are in the Center
from the Census Bureau about individual persons. Suppose
we have certain information in the Interna] Revenue returns.
We do not want to ask the business firms to give us informa
tion they have already given us, but we must be able to take
the information that we have given to us which are not on
the Internal Revenue returns and put it together with the
information that is on the individual returns and save them
the job of giving us additional information, and making sta

they know it is adequately protected and not going to be ex-
changed with other information, the American business com-
munity has been very willing to give you information on a
voluntary basis. Will not this well of voluntary flow now dr:
up if they know you are going to put it in a central data ban.
where the IRS and Census keys might get mixed up some
afternoon ?

percent of it

ix this data
Mr. Bowman. No, but letme--
Mr. GALLAGHER. You are oingto
Mr. Bowman

from
the IRS files in it, but the data center would not release

xinformation about individuals If it were released at all it
would be released under the conditions that now prevail with

d only with respect to its data and byregard to the TRS

that I am talking about is a Federal Statistical Data Center
which would doa great deal to relieve American business of
du licate reporting, would not reveal information about any
in ividua or any individual business,but would make it pos
sible to bring this information together for statistical pur-
poses when released in statistical form. The identity of the
individual would not be disclosed
Mr. Then why can you not give us assurance

data center ?

the economic scene. *
tistical analyses which will indicate various characteristics of

We have an excellent relation with the business com
munity. and we want to protect that
Mr. GALLAGHER. Where it a voluntary basis and where
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Dr. Bowman. Mr. Chairman, all I can say is that we have
to assure them in the same way we have in thepast (hearings,
pp. 52, 53, 54, and 55).

Another explanation for the necessity of linking all data within the

recently offered the subcommittee stffé by Mr. Herbert Schwartz
(May 22, 1968). Mr. Schwartz is former vice president of the First
National City Bank of New York for computer systems, and former
chairman of the Committee to Study the National Data Center Pro-
posal of the Federal Statistics Users' Conference. Mr. Schwartz said:

In order to correlate the relevance of various statistics to
various kinds of urban problems for example, the relation-

computer be able to link all of the relevant variables about
each individual within a particular study. Thus, within the
machine it has to be possible to identify the variable as be-
longing to a particular individual.

He added that if a knowledgeable person "were to stop the machine
and know the program, he would be able to figure out Just where the
bits of information on a particular person might be."

INDIVIDUALS MUST HAVE ACCESS TO THEIR OWN RECORDS

Even in theory it would be very difficult to establish rigid regula-tions as to what contexts would be needed in what cases and when they
would be needed. Low level clerical employees of the agencies yieldinginformation to the Data Center might well be the people to make these
sensitive and crucial decisions.
The most effective way to call the attention of the Center to con-

textual and also to clerical, machine, and investigatory errors would
be to give an individual access to material in his own file. This pro-
cedure would have the disadvantage of being costly and also of inject-
ing the possibility of the subject learning of confidential informa-
tion against him. In borderline cases, legal adjudication might be

Aside from its allowing the subject to call attention to errors in his
file, the need for accessibility of his file by an individual was called
for at the hearings formore fundamental reasons.
Professor Reich testified :

I think this is a denial of the constitutional right to con-
front, the constitutional right to face those who make state-
ments about yyou, to question them, and to rebut, to an-
swer. * * * The truth, as lawyers know, is brought out in
an atmosphere of adversary proceedings, of cross-examina-
tion, of being able to answer, to rebut. * * * Here are peoplewho are not even charged with crime, and yet who may be
punished far more severely than the ordinary criminal. Here
are people whose opportunity to have jobs, to earn money,whose reputations and everything else are about to be dam-

about a person in secret in that way (hearings, p. 28).
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THE DANGER OF UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS TO INFORMATION IS GREAT

Writing in the magazine of the System Development Corporation,computer expert Charles Fanwick noted that all conventional com-
puter hardware and software are designed as straightforwardly as
possible-simple retrieval, which if fast and inexpensive, is the rule."A hardware system with a greater degree of maintenance of privacywould have additional hardware complexities. Its design and con-struction costs would be greater and its selling price higher.""Even then",Mr. Fanwick continued, "the system cannot be perfect.The philosophy of cryptography must be adopted. No cryptographic

period for the information to become valueless to the interceptor"(SDC magazine, July-August 1967).The second way that an authorized person could misuse informationcontained in the bank would be for him to obtain an access key. Mr.Fanwick noted that physical keys can be lost or stolen, and that iden-
tity codes can be broken or inadvertently given away or discovered.
Indeed, his conclusion is that the only way to achieve real privacy isto develop a two-key principle similar to that used in the American
operate access codes, he also recommends separation of data so that un-authorized entry into one file would not mean that all or most of theinformation on an individual would be learned.It has been said that the present system of information storage inmanila folders protects privacy less than a computer system would.Any investigator who can locate a currently existing folder can easilyread what is in it without a computer, access key, and technican. Not
only would it be harder to obtain information from the computerizedsystem but, as the Dunn report indicated, it would be more expensive.The Dunn report concluded that the additional expense would deter
snooping, but several experts in the computer field have indicatedthat this is doubtful. Their consensus was that since all material aboutan individual would be stored in one place, the reward for each act of
snooping would be much greater than at present. Also, there wouldbe more material1 in the data center file than in all current dispersedrecords, because the efficiencies of computer techniques would allowmore information to be gathered and stored cheaply. It is probablethat advances in electronic surveillance will continue to outpace ad-vances in protective devices, in addition.
Finally, it was noted that many sophisticated organizations thatwould desire unauthorized information, including branches of thisor of a foreign government, would be in possession of an almost un-limited amount of funds and would not be deterred by cost if the mis-sion were important.

based information systems, similar to the proposed data center, whichcontain data vital to national security, Rand Corp. computer expertPaul Baran put these concerns into real and disturbing terms:

Center to the name or identifier of the erson the data concerns was

de is ever considered foolproof, but rather is desi ed only to delayrathe unauthorized use of the encoded information long enoughship between education and income it is necessary that the

ballistic missile system. Even with the need for two men to separately

necessary

Based on 'his own personal experience in dealing with computer

A multiplicity of large, remote-access computer systems,if interconnected, can pose the danger of loss of the individ-
ual's right to privacy-as we know it today.

ged forever, and they have no trial, no lawyer, no opportu
ity to find out anything It seems to me without question a

denial of due process of law to send forth bad information
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The composite information data base may be so large and
so easily accessible that it would permit unscrupulous indi-
viduals to use this information for unlawful means.
Modern organized crime should be expected to have the

financial resources and access to the skills necessary to ac-
quire and misuse the information in some of the systems now
being considered.
We are concerned not only with the creation of simple"automated blackmail machines" using this information, butwith the added implication of new powerful "inferentialrelational retrieval" techniques now being developed. Such

techniques, when fully refined, could determine relationshipsof any person, > organization, event, et cetera, to any other per-
Human beings, by their day-to-day need to make decisions

using totally inadequate evidence, are prone to jump to con-clusions when presented with very thin chains of inferred
relationships. For example, merely plastering a man's name
on billboards will markedly change the outcome of an elec-
tion, if the other candidate's name is not equally displayed.The use of private detectives to unearth defaming informa-tion on political candidates and their associates has becomean increasingly prevalent feature of elections and is expectedto increase in the future.
The cost per unit of dirt mined by unautomated human

they obtain access to a set of wide-access information systemsnow being developed. It is the sophisticated form of chain-relation blackmail that may be of the most social concern.The development of geographically widespread access sys-tems uses communications lines to connect the users into the
this committee-that somehow the communications networused will possess a God-given privacy, but "it ain't neces-sarilyso * * * " (hearing, p. 125).

ZWICK STATES CENTER WOULD BE FOR STATISTICAL PURPOSES ONLYAND SUPPORTS ADVISORY COMMISSION
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organizations of the Federal Government. Second, the Data
Center would not have data on all individuals and firms.
Third, the Center would not have investigatory jfile infor-
mation. For example, the files of the Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation, the Internal Revenue Service investigatory files,
individual personnel records and medical records would not
be available to the Center. Finally, the Center would not dis-
close information about individuals or individual firms.
[Italic Mr. Zwick's.]As currently envisioned, a National Data Center would
maintain a current inventory of data collected by Govern-
ment agencies * * * contain information on a sample of in-
dividuals and firms, a key feature of a Data Center from the
point of view of the privacy issue. Perform statistical
analyses, including analyses requiring data on individuals
and individual firms. Supply users both in and ont of Gov-
ernment with summary information and the results of

In short, the purpose of the Data Center is to provide sta-
tistical information. Our work to date gives us confidence
that this can be done without disclosing individual records
and therefore the Center can perform valuable functions and
still maintain the confidentiality of individual respondents.

son, organization, or event.

statistical analyses.

Mr. Zwick then noted that the Bureau of the Budget was working
on draft legislation and related materia1. Among the questions it was
studying were:

garbage collectors can be cut by orders of magnitude once

what * * * data files * * * would be included and excluded
from the Center? What operating procedures would the Cen-
ter be required to follow, and how are these operating proce-
dures related to the Center's ability to assure confidentiality ?
What review processes should be required so that the public
has adequate guarantees that the intent of any legislation is,
in fact, carried out in actual practice? And, of course, over-
laying all this, are there adequate confidentiality safeguards
built into the system ?
It is the clear intent of the administration to submit a more

detailed prospectus of a Data Center to public review and
comment before it submits legislation to Congress. This re-

computer There is a widespread belief but perhaps not b

On August 8, 1967, Mr. Zwick, then Assistant Director of the Bu-reau of the Budget, addressed the annual meeting of the AmericanBar Association on the concept of the National Data Center. Thespeech surveyed the Ruggles, Dunn, and Kaysen reports, the SpecialSubcommittee on Invasion of Privacy hearings and other critical as-sessments of the proposed bank. He declared:

view would include computer scientists, suppliers of informa-
tion from the business community, and representatives of
potential user groups. Assuming a detailed prospectus 1s
evolved and has general support, the administration would
be in a position to submit legislation to Congress.

There does not exist today-at least to my knowledge-afully develo ed plan for a National Data Center. And with-out a carefu ly developed plan, the administration has no in-tention of creating a Data Center. Furthermore, the admin-istration is committed to obtaining congressional approvalbefore it would proceed to activate a National Data Center.
_ First, the Center would not be a collection agency-ratherit would have access to data collected by existing statistical

A number of "approaches to insuring confidentiality within a Na-
tional Data Center" were also discussed in the speech. They were: (1)
Legislative, the act creating the Center would state that "statistical
information about. various groups of individuals and firms" but not
"information about individuals" would be disclosed, certain agency
records would be specifically excluded, and that "operating proce-
dures and penalties for violation" would be specified (2) files can
be managedi Nn such way as to make it prohibitive expensive to ob-
tain information about individuals by 'invading 3ata and
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draw up legislation and submit it to the Congress for
approval and authorization.I would not, at this time, state definitively that either I orMr. Schultze would or could agree in entirety to the final

roposal to create a National Data Center, but this is the
of proposal that is being studied.

My own personal feeling is that we not only have come a
long way in a short period of time, but whatever the findingsof this panel will be, we will have gone a long way toward
securing for every American the right to his own personal
privacy.If we reread the hearings of my subcommittee held in
July 1966, and if we reread the Kaysen committee report,we can justly say that my meeting with Mr. Schultze has

the proposal for the establishment of a National Data
in a more reasonable perspective. We are no longer

talking about "running starts" and "beginnings," but now we
are talking about reevaluation and rethinking. The immedi-
ate purpose of my hearings was not to condemn the National
Data Center, though in the end this might result, but it wasto halt any action which would bring us closer to a "policestate" by enacting something into law with implications not
fully known to us, and to create a climate of concern within
the Government. This, I believe, has been accomplished.In addition, and perhaps of equal importance, we have, by
placing representatives of the Congress on this panel, re-
asserted a bbalance into the decisionmaking processes of our
Government. Specifically, when and if the proposal has been
accepted by the Congress, it is understanding that all
and an annual or semiannual review of its functioning will
be in order to insure the American people against any and all
possible transgressions against their right to privacy.
Perhaps it is inevitable that we should move toward a re-

duction of the right of privacy for the individual, but if theNational Data Center was or is one step in this direction, thenI can unequivocally state that it will not come into existence
without our total awareness of its potentialities and without
amaximum number of safeguards for the individual.

STUDY BY PROFESSIONAL GROUP SUGGESTS IMPROVED FEDERAL STATISTICAL
SYSTEM MAY RENDER NATIONAL DATA CENTER CONCEPT IRRELEVANT AND
UNNECESSARY

The Conference's study is now in its second year, but ExecutiveDirector Aiken indicated that no interim report would be issued be-
cause of the necessity to reach balanced conclusions which fully reflect
the immense complexities of the Center. He added that there are manyfacets of the bank's potential that " we do not understand" and that his
group has found that proper regulations to protect against: misuse
of the system to invade privacy would be "very complicated."
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(3) "* * * set up a public advisory committee to a Data Center and
to have public disclosure of what bodies of data are in the Center, who
is using this data and for what purposes. Independent public review
is still one of ourmost effective safeguards."

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET NOW CONSIDERING SPECIFIC PROPOSALS TO SUBMIT
TO CONGRESS

At the date of the preparation of this report, the Bureau of the
Budget has not scheduled meetings with interested groups to discuss
specific proposals. Its staff is drafting legislation which would have to
be submitted to the Director, and possibly to other Government agen-
cies before submission to interested groups. The Bureau has indicated
that the proposalsmight not be made public, nor interested individuals
given a chance to comment on them, other than a panel of 10 to 15
outside experts representing a broad range of interests. This panel
would write its report on the merit and validity of the proposals for
the benefit of the Director in drafting final legislation to be sub-
mitted to the Congress.
These plans and statements substantially confirm the following

projections and opinions reported by Chairman Gallagher in a publicstatement on February 27, 1967, after his meeting with the then Di-
rector of the Bureau of the Budget, Charles Schultze earlier that
month:

It is my understanding from the Bureau of the Budget thatthere has been no decision taken on the establishment of or
proposal of a National Data Center. Moreover, when and if
the decision is made to go ahead with the establishment of a
National Data Center, these are the steps and conditions
which will have to be taken:

(1) No computerization of the universe of data will be
included on the tapes of the Center, but only summarytabulations will be stored therein:
the name and address of the individual sampled, and the
dispersion of this informationwill be strictly limited.If these two conditions are accepted by those who proposethe Center, the following procedural steps will be taken:
all the problems and potent1alities inherent in the estab-
lishment of a National Data Center. This panel will be
composed of constitutional lawyers, computer experts,business suppliers of information, users of statistical
information, and, after my own request, appointed repre-sentatives of the President of the Senate and the Speakerof the House;
(2) When the panel has thoroughly investigated all

aspects of the problem of the computer and the invasion
of privacy, and if it reports favorably, or favoring some
slight or significant modifications, on this proposal, itwill then go back to the Executive with its findings. If,after that, it is still considered desirable to establish some
form of a National Data Center, the Executive would

enter

appropriations for the Center made by the Congress

(2) Sampling information only will be identifiable by

(1) A panel will be set up to evaluate and investigate
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Mr. Aiken also noted that the Conference members have been able
to use the present Federal statistical system effectively, and that one
major proposed solution that the Conference committee was contem-
plating was a comprehensive evaluation and "improvement" of current
procedures instead of a radical alteration to a centralized data center
system. APPENDIXES

APPENDIX I. Tue Compurer anp Privacy
(From "Privacy and Freedom," by Alan F. Westin, pp. 321-826)
By the late 1960's large-scale data collection and processing of in-

formation about individuals and groups had been added to the Ameri-
can public's list of serious problems involving technology and privacy.For some, like the conservative editors of U.S. News & World Report,
the computer promised to adyance such unhappy developments as
economic regulation, welfare activity, and Government civil rights
enforcement by making them more efficient and thus even more dis-
tasteful. For others, such as liberals who do not ordinarily shudder at
large-scale Government activity in these areas, fears were raised by
the prospects of Government loyalty-security and law-enforcement
activity. Reaching to each other from opposite ends of the American
political spectrum, conservatives and liberals united in alarmed reac-
tion at "computerized Big Brother."
Yet the fundamental thinking necessary to come to grips with the

problems of the computer and privacy had not yet reached the public
arenas as of 1967. Let me try to illustrate this point by describing first
the larger setting of data processing in American society, then exam-
ining the possibilities of achieving control over information systems
to protect privacy from unreasonable invasions.
One of the basic philospohical and practical assumptions of a society

is its theory about social decisionmaking, which can be called its in-
formation theory. The classic 18th- and 19th-century information
theory was of rational invididual action based on personal interest,for which a relatively limited pool of facts was required to run the
business, social, and political systems.
Beginning in the early 20th century, we have moved steadily toward

a more behaviorial-predictive theory of information, which assumes
the need for much psychological and organizational data in order to
make the decisions of social science, business, and government. The
more computers offer opportunities to stimulate behavior, forecast
trends, and predict outcomes, the more pressure is generated for per-
sonal and organizational information to be collected and processed.In a way we sometimes only dimly grasp, this is one of the great
changes inmodern society.At the same time, and partly generated by this change itself, there
has been a distinct rise in public fear of depersonalization and manip-
ulation through collection and processing of information. Big govern-
ment, big private employers, even big social science have replaced the
softening, face-to-face aspects of social control of earlier times. In
this setting, the private personality is the last defense of individuality,

(25)
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the ultimate shield of personal autonomy. To the extent that this pub-lic fear clashes with the new information theory adopted by the deci-
sionmaking elites of the society, this produces a sharp conflict which

The first way we can try to come to grips with this problem is to
develop a new way of classifying information, to identify what is
private and "noncirculating"; what is confidential, with limited cir-
culation; and what is public or freely circulating. This can also be seenas a distinction between the facts about ourselves that are intimate,those that are part of our life transactions (education, employment,family, etc.), and those that are formal public records. Such a clas-sification system actually approximates the theory used by some hold-
ers of mixed information files today, such as the system used by law-enforcement agencies which divides files into those of public record,case files, and "raw investigative" files.
Any attempt of this kind to develop a new information theory musttake several factors into account. The "facts" about individuals putinto new information systems always involve evaluation, by the veryselection of what to record, the language terms in which it is for-

mulated, with what other facts it is associated or classified, etc. As our
society relies more and more on central files, what is in these becomes
the most significant "facts" about an individual in his relations with
maicty. This has great effect on decisionmakers as well. The decision-
maker comes to regard making judgments on such recorded facts as
the most rational and fair way to make decisions, and will be threat-
ened in his own role within the bureaucracy if he bypasses the record
and relies on personal hunch factors.
In addition, what information about an individual is put in his

files becomes part of his estimate of himself; it is how the wise and
the powerful forces in his life see him. It takes a very strong person-ality, especially among children being recorded in the new informa-
tion-worshipping society, to reject or fight the recorded judgmentof who he or she "is", (Part of the value of privacy in the past wasthat it limited the circulation of recorded judgments about individ-
uals, leaving them free to seek self-realization in an open environment.)In addition, the new information systems are probably going tocreate new institutions. While we worry now about investigations bycredit agencies, it is likely that the decentralized credit-giving systemof retail operations is going to vanish, to be replaced by the centralfinancial utility discussed earlier, in which each person will have a
single account that handles all his financial transactions of everykind. If this occurs, these new financial utilities will have in theirinformation systems a total picture of every transaction of each
depositor What legal and ethical controls will we have ready for suchbodies?As for government, the likelihood is that our Federal system will
become less of a Federal-State-local system of competing and some-times cooperating layers and will develop into functional "subject-area control systems." All the government agencies concerned with a
problem, such as health, employment, education, etc., whatever theirlevel of government, will be part of an integrated information system
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and will coordinate their information to make decisions. These clus-
ters will also be linked closely to private decisionmakers, such as
employers, educational institutions, insurers, and hospitals. What con-
trols over information collection and circulation will we have ready
If these judgments are valid, then we are now in a last-minute posi-tion to plan for the transition from one type of information theoryof society to another. We must analyze the kinds of information our

private and public agencies now collect, recognizing that increased
possibilities of collation and circulation raise the danger potential ofinformation our society was used to acquiring under the old informa-
tion system.This analysis would then take us to the lanning and developmentof the new information system. The basic fact to be seen is that, even
though machines in a carefully designed system can be made to do
a great deal to protect privacy, man can defeat the most carefully
designed system. This means that law and ethical restraints must be
the final safeguards in the new information system. With this ap-
preciation, we can discuss the machine possibilities and the legal-ethical possibilities for control.
System design aspects can be divided into three stages: input, stor-

age, and output. The input stage can be set up to limit those who are
allowed to put information in (excluding certain types of informant) ;to have the machine reject tainted information (such as wiretap in-
formation, grand jury minutes, etc.) ; to reject information classified
as too sensitive for this particular system (personality-test results,sexual records, etc.) ; and to classify all information as it comes in
according to a sensitivity code from public-record to top-sensitive.
Encrypting can be used to protect the input process from third-party

n the second phase, storage, protections would include physical
safeguards against outsiders tapping in or tampering with stored
data; background investigations and normal security controls over
computer personnel; storing all data in a minimum scrambled form to
prevent simple printing out (or "dumping") operations by system
employees; creation of random audit operations to check on the fune-
tioning of the password-security codes for users; and creation of a
program in the computer to reject attempts to convert statistical in-
formation into intelligence information (as by setting a minimum

preventing the obtaining of any information without an appropriate
password for the type or class of information sought, and specialtwo- and three-person password-combination requirements for special-ly sensitive material. Information can be coupled so that the computerwill printout only in combinations that insure protection of the in-
dividual's rights; for example, in law-enforcement intelligence sys-
tems, arrest records could be obtained only along with notations as
to dismissals and convictions, and in Government security files, allega-tions of disloyal conduct could be obtained only with the employee's
replies. A major safeguard would be to record automatically all in-
quiries for information, verify immediately that they come from the

liberty
puts special stress on a society that wants to support both science and for these new public agencies

SOG

tapping or attempts to distort information during input

mber of persons who must be in each category before the comuter
will give out data, to prevent ceone person statistical inquiriesIn the third phase output, machine controls would include ocks
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proper source, and then compile a roster of inquiries for periodic re-
view by outside review authorities (such as congressional committees
or a general protective agency) as well as by the information-system
management.
Despite all these possible system safeguards, the system could still be

corrupted from within or penetrated from outside by concerted effort.
Thus the other half of the privacy front rests on new legal and ethical
policies. Since some of the specific things law might. do with the com-
puter svstems we have today are sketched out in chapter 14, it is the
broader principles for the future that I am concerned with here.
First, personal information, thought of as the right of decision over

ones private perzonality, should be defined as a property right, with
all the restraints on intereference by public and private authorities
and due-process guarantees that our law of property has been so
skillful in devismg. Along with this concept should go the idea that
eirculation of persona] information by someone other than the owner
or his trusted agent is handling a dangerous commodity in interstate
commerce, and creates special duties and liabilities on the informa-
tion utility or government system handling it.
With personal information so defined, a citizen would be entitled

to have due process of law before his property could be taken and
misused by Government or by agencies exercising such enormous pub-
lie power that they would be held to the same rules as Government.
Allowing for certain exceptions (national security, for example, or
when information was separated completely from identity for statis-
tical use), an individual would have to be notified when information
was put into key central files. He would be able, if he desired, to ex-
amine the information that had been put into his file, to challenge its
accuracy In some kind of administrative proceeding (with court re-
view), and to submit a reply or explanation that would be coupled
permanently to the information. In some instances, he should have a
right to challenge the very opening of a file on him in certain deroga-
tory-information systems.
Such a system of information review by the individual, somewhat

like the rights Government employees now have to see and contest
their efficiency rating or of military personnel to rectify their mili-
tary records, would have the most profound effect on the information
system itself. When the information keeper knows that the individualwill be notified, can see, and can challenge the information, all therestraints of visibility of action will be on the keeper. His loss of
anonymity will be the best guarantee of fairness and care in the in-
formation-keeping procedure.As suggested before, review of these information systems should be
set up in an independent regulatory agency with an ombudsman-typecharacter: a watchdog agency. Legislative review would also be
needed.
Remedies for improper conduct in collecting, storing, or circulating

personal information could include the usual criminal penalties, dam-
age actions, and injunctions, though therewould be difficult problems towork out here. What should not be overlooked is that the strongestsanction of all would be to exclude any person or agency from the in-
formation system itself, on a partial, short-term, or permanent basis.
This, like exclusion from use in court of evidence obtained illegally,
may be the most powerful weapon of all against misconduct.
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Ethical developments in the future would range from educating a
socially conscious, professional group of informationkeepers to official
licensing with high qualifications, as well as the development of a code
of ethics for the computer profession. One of the most interesting and
important problems is: what will happen to those watchdogs of ethical
performance in our society, the press and mass media, in the future
information system? Can they continue to play their traditional role
when access to information will be increasingly difficult for them, as
outsiders? Or will the organs of criticism get their own computers and
try to monitor selectively the operations of the big public and private
systems?All of these descriptions and suggestions may seem like fantasy to the
reader of the 1960's. Yet few persons knowledgeable in the computer
field would think that we are more than a decade away from the con-
ditions for which such planning is needed. The most precious resource
we have as a free society now is the leadtime to become aware and to
prepare ourselves.
In conclusion, two points might be noted as the "message" of this

discussion :
1. The strict records surveillance that was for centuries the con-

scious trademark of European authoritarian systems, and which the
young American Republic deliberately rejected out of libertarian prin-
ciples, is now being installed in the United States, not through a delib-
erate turn toward dictatorial policies, but as an accidental byproduct
ends.

2. There is no way to stop computerization. As Prof. Robert M.
Fano of MIT has remarked, "You can never stop these things. It islike trying to prevent a river from flowing to the sea. What you have
to do is to build dams, to build waterworks, to control the flow."

of electronic data processing for social-welfare and public-service



APPENDIX GENERAL's Report To THE CoNGRESS-
Review or RELiaBILITy or THE AIR Force PERSONNEL Data System,
B-164471, Juxy 25, 1968

DIGEST
Why the review wasmade
The General Accounting Office has examined into the reliability of

the U.S. Air Force's multimillion-dollar personnel data system. TheAir Force, by combining the latest computer applications with the
services of 17,600 personnel specialists, designed the system to furnish
timely and accurate management data on its 135,500 officers and
758,600 enlisted men.
Data contained in the system influence decisions on assignments,

promotions, school selections, separations, retirements, et cetera.
Because the effectiveness of any automated system generally is lim-

ited by the quality of information which it provides management, theGeneral Accounting Office (GAO) using random statistical sam-
pling techniques tested the reliability of data entered and beingretained in the system.
Findings and conclusions
During the review of the operation of the Air Force personnel data

system for the period April through October 1967, GAO found that
the system was not furnishing the Air Force with data of the reli-
ability desired. Base-level records were inaccurate and certain typesof source documents were missing. (See p. 7).The reasons contributing to the inaccuracies wereLack of adequate review procedures to insure the accuracy of

personnel information ;

F
Absence of standards for evaluating the reliability of systemata
Ineffective guidance and instruction by higher levels of com-

mand; and
Inadequate staffing and training of personnel.

Recommendations or suggestions
GAO suggested that the Air Force consider taking various actions

Standardizing the review procedures of personnel assistance
teams;
Requesting the audit services of the Air Force Auditor Generalfor an assessment of the validity of system data;
Establishing appropriate standards for validating system data;
Improving stafiing and training of supervisory and operatingpersonnel.

Agency actions
_
Air Force officials agreed with our finding and suggestions. Exten-Sive measures have been taken under a personnel data improvement

(30)
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program to increase the reliability of information in the personnel
data system. (See pp. 43 to 46.)
Legislative proposals
None.

s s s * * *

FINDING

Need for improving reliability of information in the personnel data
system

During our review, we found that the data provided by the per-
sonnel data system was not of sufficient reliability to the various levels
of command for use in the management of personnel resources. In this
connection, we found that base-level records were inaccurate and that
some source documents were missing. We believe that the inaccuracies
in the personnel data were primarily due to the following manage-

1. Lack of adequate review procedures to insure the accuracy

2. Absence of standards for evaluating the reliability of the

3. Ineffective guidance and instruction by higher levels of com-

level.
The system was designed to provide personnel managers with

timely and accurate information for the efficient and effective manage-
ment of Air Force military personnel. The effectiveness of this multi-
million-dollar system as a management tool depends on the accuracy
of the data entered and retained in it, since the data provide the bases
upon which management decisions are made. Therefore, the reporting
of inaccurate personnel data, such as we found during our review,
could result in inappropriate management decisions. These decisions
could have an effect on both the Air Force and the individual service
member because the system provides data which influence decisions
on such matters as assignments, promotions, school selections, separa-

During our review, we met with representatives of the Air Force
to apprise them of our observations and to discuss possible solutions
to the problems found and corrective actions needed to improve the
reliability of the data within the system. At the completion of our
review, Air Force officials informed us of actions which either had
been taken or were planned to correct the matters brought to their
attention. They apprised us that review procedures had been stand-
ardized and that personnel data system reliability standards had been
established for the evaluation of the data maintained in the system.In addition, we were advised that clarifying instructions had been
issued to personnel at the base level regarding the proper coding of
personnel data and that actions had been taken to improve the train-
ing of personnel specialists. Included on pages 48 through 46 of this
report is a list of actions included in the personnel data improvement
program which the Air Force has initiated.

ment weaknesses :

of personnel information

data in the system.

4, Inadequate staffing and training of personnel at the base

tions, and retirements,

(see pp.11 to 16), such as
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A detailed discussion of our finding follows:
Inaccurate personnel data
Our review of the accuracy of data in the uniform officer records

and uniform airman records at the base level showed that these
records contained erroneous data. We measured the results of our re-
view e the system reliability standards established by the Air
Force p. 18) and found that the data in the system were not of
the reliability required by the Air Force. In addition, we found that 5
percent of the officer data and 2 percent of the airman data were not
susceptible to audit due to the absence of source documentation in the
individuals' personnel folders. Presented below are the results of our
review of the accuracy of UOR andUAR data.

Uniform officer records
Our examination of 378 UOR's involving 32,337 applicable blocks

of information showed that these records contained a total of 1,725
errors, or an error rate of 5 percent. Our analysis of the records
showed that 366 of the 378 UOR's contained one or more errors. The
number of errors on the UOR's examined averaged five for each
record. More significantly, however, we found that the error rates for
52 percent of the critical data items and 28 percent of the noncritical
data items did not meet the Air Force's reliability standards, In-
cluded as appendix IV is a schedule of UOR data items that, did not
meet the Air Force's reliability standards.
The following case illustrates our finding:
The UOR contains five information blocks which should identify,

by use of coded data, the five most recent technical or flying training
courses that officers have completed. These information blocks are
used to identify those officers who have completed the specialized
training that is a prerequisite for their selection for assignment to
particular Air Force positions.
The Air Force reliability standards for these mformation blocks

provides for a minimum accuracy rate of 90 percent. We found, how-
ever, that accuracy rates for these information blocks ranged from 51
to 77 percent. This high frequency of error could adversely affect the
assignment of officers.

Uniform airman records
Our examination of 480 UAR's involving 25,180 applicable blocks

of information showed that these records contained a total of 1,461
errors, or an error rate of 6 percent. Our analysis of the records showed
that 457 of the 480 TTAR's contained one or more errors. The number
of errors on the UAR's examined averaged three for each record. More
significantly, however, we found that the error rates for 47 percent
of the critical data items and 89 percent of the noncritical data items
did not meet the Air Force's reliability standards. Included as appen-dix V is a schedule of UAR data items which did not meet the Air
Force's reliability standards.
The following case illustrates our finding:

is date of rank (permanent grade). This date establishes the seniority
of an individual compared with that of others in the same grade. The
principal use of this item is to identify airmen who are eligible to be
considered for promotion.
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The Air Force reliability standard for this information block pro-
vides for a minimum accuracy rate of 99 percent. We found, however,
that the accuracy rate for this information block was 98 percent. Be-
cause of this frequency of error, eligible airmen may not have been
considered for promotion.

* * * * * * *

Conclusion and agency actionsainst
The personnel data system was designed to retain and provide to

Air Force management officials information that they need to manage
the service's personnel resources. Using the Air Force's reliability
standards, we found that the information being retained in the sys-
tem was not sufficiently reliable to effectively serve this purpose. Also
we identified what we believed to be the basic management weaknesses

On February 27, 1968, we brought our findings to the attention of
the Secretary of Defense. The Assistant Secretar of the Air Force
(Manpower and Reserve Affairs), by letter dated April 26, 1968, com-
mented on our findings on behalf of the Department of Defense. (See
app. VI)
The Assistant Secretary informed us that the Air Force generally

agreed with our findings and proposals and had taken action to cor-
rect the management weaknesses revealed by our review. (See pp. 34
to 40.)
The Assistant Secretary advised us that, although the Air Force

generally agreed with our findings and proposals, it questioned the
implication that the system was not providing personnel data of suffi-
cient reliability to the various levels of command for use in the man-
agement of personnel resources. In this connection we were advised
that the Air Force was able to use the data in the system to manage
its personnel resources, particularly its Southeast Asia operations.
We based our opinion that the personnel data system was not pro-

viding personnel data of sufficient reliability to the various levels of
command for use in the management of personnel resources on the

1. Fifty-two percent of the UOR critical data items and 47
percent of the UAR critical data items did not meet the Air

2. The Department had designed the system to provide per-
sonnel managers with timely and accurate information for the
efficient and effective management of Air Force personnel. There-
fore, to the extent that erroneous data were being retained, we
believed that the system was not meeting the objective for which
it was designed.

The Assistant Secretary also pointed out that there were many
checks and balances in the Air Force's overall1 management of its per-
sonnel that were designed to detect and correct decisions which may
have been based on erroneous UOR and UAR data in its personnel
data system. For example, the Assistant Secretary said that the
assignment system had been designed to permit a reclama-an action in
contest of a decision by a panel, committee, or the like to restore what
has been taken away-when a review of manual records indicated
that an individual was not qualified or was ineligible for reassignment.

that contributed to this condition. «

following factors :

Force's reliability standards

One of the UAR data items classified as criticalas by the Air Force
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We recognize that there are manual checks and balances in the Air
Force's overall personnel management system that are designed to
correct initial management decisions, such as reassignment of per-
sonnel, which are proved to be in error because of incorrect, personnel
data in the system. However, to the extent that additional manage-
ment. actions are required to correct errors caused by inaccurate data
in the system, we believe that these actions are both time consumin
and costly. Furthermore, it should be noted that, although manua
checks may correct initial management decisions such as those relating

curate personnel data in the system precluded them from being con-
sidered eligible for reassignment.
The Assistant Secretary stated that the accuracy of the data within

the Air Force's personnel system was paramount in the management
and operation of the system and that the irreducible minimum or a
100-percent data accuracy rate was a major management objective of
the Air Force personnel program. Moreover, the Assistant Secretary
informed us that the Air Force had taken actions to increase data
accuracy in the personnel data system and that these actions had re-
sulted in a far-reaching data improvement program.
In view of the actions taken by the Air Force, we are making no

the data in the system.

als who have not been considered for reassignment because the inac-
to the reassignment of personne , there may be other qualified individ

recommendations at this time since these actions if
men ted and monitored, should result in improving t

operl imple-
relia ility of

* * * * * *

O





NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
Computer Science and
Engineering Board March 3, 1972

Mr. Kenneth Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

At the request of Anthony G. Oettinger,
I am enclosing legislation introduced by
Congressman Jack Brooks on February 17, 1972.

Sinckrely,

Karen M. Pastor

KMP/S

Enclosure:
As stated above.

Executive Support Staff, Room 840, Joseph Henry Building, Washington, D. C.
Phone (202) 961-1834
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Ch. 16 GENERAL SERVICES 40 § 759

Notes of Decisions
1, Employment of personnel
Government ageney was vested with ter into independent contractor Telation-authority to secure temporary or inter- ship with attorney as distinguished fromwittent services of attorney by contract cinployment status. Boyle y. U. S., 1962,ot appointment and authorized it to en- 309 399, 159 Ct.Cl. 220,

:

§ 759. Procurement, maintenance, operat:on and utilization
of automatic data processing cquipment-Author-
ity of Administrator to coordinate and provide for
purchase, Icase and maintenance of equipment by
Federal agencies

(a) The Administrator is authorized and directed to coordinate
and provide for the economic and efficient purchase, lease, and main-
tenance of automatic data processing equipment by Federal agencies.

:
Procurement, maintenance and repair of equipment; transfer between agen-cies; joint utilization; establishment and operntion of equipment poolsand data processing eenters; delegation of Administrator's nuthority
(b) (1) Automatic data processing equipment suitable for effi-

cient and effective use by Federal agencies shall be provided by the
Administrator through purchase, lease, transfer of equipment from
other Federal agencies, or otherwise, and the Administrator is
authorized and directed to provide by contract or otherwise for the
maintenance and repair of such equipment. In carrying out his re-
sponsibilities under this section the Administrator is authorized to
transfer automatic data processing equipment between Federal agen-
cies, to provide for joint utilization of such equipment by two or
more Federal agencies, and to establish and operate equipment poolsand data processing centers for the use of two or more such agencies
when necessary for its most efficient and effective utilization.

:

:

(2) The Administrator may delegate to one or more Federal agen-cies authority to operate automatic data processing equipment poolsand automatic data processing centers, and to lease, purchase, or
maintain individual automatic data processing systems or specific
units of equipment, including such equipment used in automatic data
Processing pools and automatic data processing centers, when such
action is determined by the Administrator to be necessary for the
economy and efficiency of operations, or when such action is essen-

delegate to one or more Federal agencies authority to lease, pur-
chase, or maintain automatic data processing equipment to the extent
to which he determines such action to be necessary and desirable
to allow for the orderly implementation of a program for the utiliza-

:

tial to national defense or national security. The Administrator may

:

:

lion of such equipment.
255
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Automatic data processing fund;
Hurenu of Budiset and Congress(c) There is hereby authorized to be established on the books ofthe Treasury an

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, ETC,

establishment;

Ch. 16
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Provided, That
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Federal 'agencies:
utilization,
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a report of equipment inventory,
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the budget
and to the
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rendered them, at rates determined by the Administrator to approxi-mate the costs thereof met by the fund (including depreciation ofequipment, provision for accrued leave, and forstallation costs, but exclu ding, in the determination of rates prior tothe fiscal year 1967, such direct operating expenses as may be directlyappropriated for, which expenses nnay be charged to the fund andcovered by advances or
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United States as miscellaneous receipts,
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damage to property: Prov ided further, That. following the close ofeach fiscal year any net income, after making provisions for prioryear losses, if any, shall be transferred to the Treasury of the

and services

(e) The proviso following paragraph (4) in section 481(a) of thistitle and the provisions of section 474 of this title shall have no
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Ch. 16 GENERAL SERVICES 40 § 759
provisions of this section shall be applicable in the administration :

of this section.

Selentifie and technological advisory services by Secretary of Commerce;recommendations to President; research
(f) The Secretary of Commerce is authorized (1) to provide agen-

cies, and the Administrator of General Services in the exercise of
the authority delegated in this section, with scientific and techno-
logical advisory services relating to automatie data processing and
related systems, and (2) to make appropriate recommendations to
the President relating to the establishment of uniform Fedcral auto-
matic data processing standards. The Secretary of Commerce js
authorized to undertake the necessary research in the sciences and
technologies of automatic data processing computer and related sys-

Limitations on Authority of 4Administrator and Sceretary of Commerce;
motice and review of Adintinistrator's determinations

(g) The authority conferred upon the Administrator and the Sec-
retary of Commerce by this section shall be exercised subject to direc-
tion by the President and to fiscal and policy contro] exercised by
the Bureau of the Budget. Authority so conferred upon the Admin-
istrator shall not be so construed es to impair or interfere with the
determination by agencies of their individual automatic data process-
ing equipment requirements, including the development of specifica-
tions for and the selection of the types and configurations of equip-
ment needed. The Administrator shall not interfere with, or attempt
to control in any way, the use nade of automatic data processing
equipmeni or components thereof by any agency. The Administrator
shall provide adequate notice to all agencics and other users con-
cerned with respect to each proposed determination specifically af-
Secling them or the automatic data processing equipment or com-

the Administrator and the agency or user concerned, such proposed
determinations shall be subject to review and decision by the Bureau
of the Budget unless the President otherwise directs.

306, 79 Stat. 1127.

Historical Note
References in Text. This Act, referred

to in text, is Act June 30, 1019, c, 258, 63
Stat. 378. Titles I-IV and VI-VIIE there-
of are classified to this chapter and
chapter 10 of this title, and chapter 4 of
Title 41, Public Contracts. Title V there-
of was classified to former chapter 11 of
Title 44, Public Printing and Documents,
but was repealed by Pub.L. 90-620, § 3,

Oct. 22, 1968, 82 Stat. 1309. The subject
matter of such former Title V is now
covered by chapters 21, 25, 27, 29, and 31
of Title 44.

Legislative Mistory. For Iegislative
history and purpose of Pub.L. $0306, sce
1963 U.S.Code Cong. and Adm.News, Dp.

3859,

Library References
United States C260.

T. 40 U.5.C.A. §5 301-End-17
C.J.S. United States § &3.
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ponents used by them. In the absence of mutual agreement between

111,une 30, 1949, 288, Title I, § as Oct.30,1965 Pub.L. &9
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ameng the Federal Property and Administrative Services
of LONG to improve the quality of information available
to Feéer2) policymaking officials in matters involving
data processing technolory, and for other purnoses.

Aet

4Be ene : : ww :

the United States of America in Consress assembled, Tha

(a) séctich 111(d) of the Federal Property and Administrat

Services Act of 19h9 (40 U.S.C. 759(d))- is amended by inse

ing. (1)" after "Cay", and ty adding at the end thereof t): e

for:lowing, new pargsraph: .

To ACT Board of the National Academy of Sciences from the fund,

yea

in an amount not to exceed $3,500,000 during any fiscal

Yr, for costs incurred by the Computer Poard (other than

t
ive
rte

"(2) The A@ministrator 7 1 : n ia the Computer



2

any compensation paid to panel members) in conducting

studies or evaluations, and in performing other services,

which the Computer Board may undgertake from time to time

at the request or on behalf of a Federal agency, and which,

in the judsment of the Computer Board, require the Board's

unigue capabilities and qualificaations and could not be

"performed in an equally satisfactory manner by a Federal
4

agency or an educational institution, or under Government

Federal officials in such manner and form as to optimize

their informational value but shall not be binding upon, or

limit the responsibility or the authority of, any Federal

official. With regard to studies, evaluations, and other

services subject to reimbursement under this paragraph, it

Bard and on the Board's panels on the basis of recognized

capability and expertise in the relevant areas, with proper

provision made for the reesonable development of conflicting

contract. The recommendations and conclusions of the Com-

puter Board shall be developed ana submitted to appropriate

is the sense of the Congress that the National .Academy of
+

Sciences should select members to serve on the Computer

philosophies, opinions, or points of view."



(») Section 111(d)(1) of such Act (as redesignated by

subsection (a) of this section) is amended by striking out

"(1) advances" and inserting in lieu thereof "CA) advances"

ind by striking out "(2)" and inserting in lieu thereof

HoT

WCB)",
Sec. 2. Section 111(f) of such Act (40 U.S.C. 759(f))

4s amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

:

(I )T°
sentence: "There is authorized to be appropriated
for the fiscal year ending June "30, 1973, and for each

fiscal year thereafter, the sum of $100,000,000 to be

expended under the guidance and direction of 4the Director

of the National Bureau of Standards to sipport basic

research in data processing technology.
Sec 3, Section 11 of such Act is amended by adding,

at the . end thereof the, following new
new

subsection:

-"(h) The hdministrator is authorized to enter into
T0 ACT

contracts for periods not exceeding five years for the
4

rental of computers, computer components, and related ser-

vices which he is authorized to. acquire for use of the

Government under provissons of this section.
s
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House of Representatives JOINT COMMITTEE ON
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CHAIRMAN

Thursday, February 17, 1972

BROOKS INTRODUCES LEGISLATION TO IMPROVE FEDERAL POLICYMAKING REGARDING COMPUTERS

WASHINGTON, D.C.--"The United States must maintain wottd leadership in com-

puter technology," Congressman Jack Brooks (D-Texas) declared today upon introduction
of legislation aimed at improving Federal policymaking regarding computers and to

expand basic research in computer technology.

"If the United States loses its leadership in computer technology -- if we

become a second-rate computer power -- we will become at the same time a second-

rate nation, both economically and militarily," Brooks declared.

"Broad segments of our economy and most of the nation's defense systems

rely upon computers, and they offer vast potential in the solution of many of the

extremely difficult social problems confronting the nation," the Congressman con-

tinued.

"The legislation I introduced today would provide limited funding to the

Computer Board of the National Academy of Sciences to provide the highest level of

expertise from the nation's computer community to fill the informational needs of

government policymakers. In addition, the bill authorizes Federal expenditures of

$100 million annually for basic research in computer technology to be administered

by the Director of the National Bureau of Standards," Brooks explained.

"The bill also would amend Public Law 89-306 to allow the Administrator of

General Services to enter into contracts for periods of up to five years in the

leasing of computers and related services needed by the Federal Government. This

authority, which has been recommended by the Comptroller General and the Adminis-

trator of General Services, can save the government millions of dollars annually.

In a statement on the Floor of the House, Brooks asserted, "To maintain our
leadership in the field of computer technology, Federal policymaking officials must
have available to them the most sophisticated and the highest quality information
regarding computer technology that the American computer community can provide. We

cannot endanger the nation's economic and military leadership by faulty computer
policies.

"In such areas as East-West trade in computers, the patenting of computer
software and matters involving individual privacy and security of information and
in countless other areas in which the Government has a specific responsibility,
the officials formulating the policies and making the decision need the best
"information they can get,"' the Congressman concluded.

SUBCOMMITTE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Washington, B.C. 20515



LEGISLATIVE JUSTORY

Salmon River, would adversely affect fish runs on thPrincipal spawning area of Columbia River 5Proposed Iligh
which would af
ready impaired.

at stream which is a
almon, as contrasted to theMountain Sheep development on the upper Snake River,fect only the fish runs on the Snake River which are al-

AS a reste of Commissionof the three f "; ladders
the Columbia Nive

action, changes have been made in twoat the Rock Island Dam site (project No. 913) onrin Washington, to avoid the adverse effects on fishTins that would otherwise result from the construction downstreain of theWanapun Dam (project No. 2114). The Commission also directed the li-censees of both Projects, in cooperation with representatives of the Depart-ment of Interior and the Washington State Department of Fisheries andGame, to develop a Program for the study and evaluation of the further ef-ivets on fish Passaye at Rock Island Dam that may result from raising the

SIS2.C00, for : es of the extent and character of the fish and wildliferesources of the project area and to devise means and measures for miti-

State of Californi. Department of Fish and Game, in order to compensatefor Spawning are. rendered irecessible by construction of the dam.D. In a reeen: decision involving the Turlock and Modesto IrrigationDistricts,

requiring the 'ance of water releases necessary to sustain a specifiedmMinimom run of «: non in the Tuolumne River. In addition, the Commis-Sion reauired the to cooperate in the submission of plans for un-dertaking Continu.:,: studies of the fish problern,

and preserve the run; of fish. Since some of the facilitics are experimental,evaluation studies have also been provided to determine if the facilitiesare giving the protecion for which they were designed,The cooperative study on the Susquehanna River to determine the

of the several bills appear to be compatible with those of the

uid yin
n atlcnsitt

Tn samonry,

ills.

4A
For tert of Aet sce p, 1133

802

Aug.

Oct..22, 1965 [To accompany WLR.

Cong. Record Vol. 111 (1965)

DATES CONSIDERATION AND
Jfouse Sept. 2, 1965

Senate Oct. 22, .1965

The Senate Report is set out.

SENATE REPORT NO. 938

gating losses to

bill (ILR

reports favora the

bill do pass.

J. PURPOSES OF TIVE BILL

The findings on the impact of ADP
of the Fed-

now outworn
usefulness. 1959 Bureau of the Budget Auto

Processing Responsibilitics
the Burcau of the Budget (BOB)

id provide the operational machinery necded for the effective andar

Dat

3859



by central co:

costs to the

4

N
oe

the years following issuance of the BOs 1959 ADL study, the

Dana

eritieal of Government ADP management,
ordination in ADP management. Federal ADP expenditures now exceed
$3 bilicn annually and the Comptroller General conservatively estimates
with to the equipment coming within this management program
that appoximately $200 million a year can he saved through the use oflong, rec. ,;nized and accepted management techniques provided in this legis-This c. nmittee recommended similar legislation to the House on June

Il. SUMMARY
The, Government is the Jargest user of ADP in the world with

annual ex iditures exceeding $3 billion or approximately 3 percent of the
Federal There are now an estimated 2,000 computer systems in
use in the Government.
What is
Automatic data processing (ADP) is the concept whereby a machine

or comput.r can accept information or "input data," proccss the data ac-cording to a predetermined "program," and provide the results in a usablefourm.
Data pru sing computers are cither analog, which measure "how much,"

or digital, .." ich caleulate numbers orcompare nonnumerical data encoded
in digital 7... Most ADP in use is digital in design, and it is this type
of equipms that is the principal concern of the legislation.The heart an ADP system is the processor or "main frame" whichecontains the complex electronic cirenits which accept and process data.
The proces-. in conjunction with input, output, and storage components
such as ats: unit, a card punch, a memory component, a printer, and soforth, make a computer system. The system is "designed" or "con-figured" by mbining various of these mass produced components, thecombination pending on the particular needs of the user. Most com-ponents are purpose in design and the system can be programed toperform functions. About 90 percent of the computers in Govern-ment are gene: al purpose. In addition to the "hardware," the user must
also obtain instructions and procedures needed to operate the system.the cost of an ADP system.The techn sical evolution of ADP has entered the third generation.
The first ge: equipment contained electronic vacuum tubes whilethe second gi: ration equipment introduced solid state transistors. -Thethird generat! . will integrate ADP with communications systems where-vers of high capacity will supply the needs of many users.costs will be substantially higher but unit preeessingvidual user will be markedly reduced. As third gencra-3860

General has issued approximately 100 andit reports severclyOver the years, he has con-
tinuans'y emphasized and demonstrated the need for Government-wide co-

AUTOMATIC
of

important
and the costs of any deficiencies in Gover

management will reach staggering proportions.

cable to calculators,

however,

lation.

19, 1963
(ILR. 51715, was approved July 18, 1963.

was

subsequent ROT
in 1965 recognized many of these same de

cept of ADT

agencies by BOB.

and sharing programs.

iment. Most of«

The need for Government-wide coordination in ADP manage!

as subniitted
€

din
specific findings of

of Government

that savings of between $100 million and $200 million annized-without compromise in user agency selection or use of equi
ill be reat

and often constitute a substantial portion of

Effective Government-wide management of ADP by H.R. 4845
4845 delineates the responsibilitics of BOB, GSA,

Lover
would be subject to cither approval or Tevicw by BOB.

Overall equi;

SSO



WESTORY
GSA, In Tine with ts traditional anthority, is delegated, operational re-sponsibilities for coordinating Government ADP under ILR. 4845. GSA.would administer an ADP "revolving; fund" which should provide (1)more adequate management information, (2) optimum utilization, and (3)economic acquisiien of Government ADP.The National of Standards would offer technical support to the'management prov

thority in this would supplement the Government research ef-fort in coordination with other Federal agencies.
ELR. 4845 would p-ovide a continuous flow of recurring data needed foreffective and management
Presently ROB sues only an annual inventory report wholly inadequatefor ADP manageny nt purposes. Inventory and fiscal information is need-ed to maintain and budgetary control, increase utilization, and pro-vide more econer.al acquisition of equipment. Under this iegislation,

coupled with the fical information flowing from the operations of the"revolving fund" would afford all levels of Government with more ade-quate information 1. cessary for effective and efficient management. Theavailability of info sation on prospective Government requirements shouldalso provide for fairer competition among all ADP manufacturers.
Optimum ntilization of Government ADPThere is widesp)d waste in available but unused Government ADPequipment time. GO: Tune 16, 1964, BOB set up an ADP sharing programuncer GSA. This cislation would, however, substantially improve, theeffectiveness and c ficiency of GSA's interagency coordinating efforts,GSA would also be uthorized to establish multiagency service centers tofurnish ADP capaciy to several users.
More economic acqni tion of ADP
This legislation would strength the Government's bargaining positionir: acquiring ADP. She Government now obtains no special advantagesas a volume purcl. ur. Under the GSA supply schedules, price deter-minations and procu: ment are divorced. To obtain volume discounts, theGovernment must have volume procurement rather than a piecemeal agen-cy-by-agency procurcnent.
The traditionally «-cepted solution to this type of problem has been the"single purchaser" cuncept. The Government would be in a stronger bar-gnining position were all its ADP purchase and lease money in "one pock-et.' Whenever feasi! ic, general purpose components, including those usedin specially designed systems, would be acquired under a volume pro-.curement program. Government software acquisition could also be sub-jected to more orderly procurement procedures.The revolving would be used to consolidate volume acquisitions.GS.\ would acquire

agencies and, in ef{c*, the agencies would then lease equipment from theGSA revoiving func ;-Imbursing the fund periodically at rates reflectingthe use valuc.of the :nipment. GSA could obtain direct appropriationscovering ove"icad «.; ses incident to operating the revolving fund.
3862

mand will work toward ADP compatibility. The au- -

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

would

versus

than the

that officials cognizant of Government inventories and needs

in it. And, assuming that some further utilization did net develop, the
Government could get the benefit of some return on iuvestment throuph
the sale of the equipment as surplus property.

GSA would estat This inventory
Loo

The revolving fund would have other advantages. Asan example, those
oversment as 2 whole could he purchased while systems offering less purchase

. advantage could be leased. There may not always be sufficient capital
ctary considerations and funding problems in the agencies should not }terfere with the purchase ona priority basis of that equipment having the
greatest purchase advantage.
Exemptions for national security and defense
IL.R. 4845 is aimed at general purpose commercially available ADP sys-tems and components. Specially designed components forming a part oftactical weapons or space systems which have no general purpose applica-bility are not involved in this program. However, general purposecial y available ADP components used in conjunction with specially design-ed components and as parts of systems with unique scientific, cryptologic,or military applications would come within provisions of this legislationfor acquisition, inventory control, and potential secondary usage althoughsuch components or systems might not be available for sharing.The Administrator of GSA is authorized to excmpt individual systemsfrom provisions of this program to avoid compromise of our national sc-curity or defense and to assure economy and efficiency. As this entire

the express direction of the President, it is not necessary or advisable toauthorize discretionary authority in agency heads to exempt equipmentfrom the program. The Administrator is further authorized to delegateauthority extended him under this legis! ation to the extent he considersnecessary an

and

d desirable for the orderly implementation of the program.
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exceedingly complex.

Crament fs. "ling about every 3 years and is expected to increase in-
Cefinitely,

SYSTEM
6

The firs t

to aritl

number

increase]
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ANALOG COMPUTERSAnalog comm
puter and itsMeasure "how much."'mes with mechanical] computers use electric

"on, C

Current Coupled ; -

factors of some ..
fectively measur. .

Problem or math,
lationship betwee:
much) of wh

NENTSADP SYSTEM MADE UP OF COMPO}s to simulate the variableor phenomenon which cannot be ef-4, or the factors of Some hypotheticg]The analog computer corre1

evaluated direct}"eal equation,
factors and furnishes a

ts make up an ADP sy
of the digit: The processor

ates heatey ital

the fle



The processor or m "plugged" together) by combining the ma Pit from punched carc
at predetermined loc.

frame accepts "input" information usually fed intomagnetic tape components. On the punched cards

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

contact can be made,

scribed above,
» and, therefore, the open or closed circuit de-

The processing unit ving reeeived the information, processes the in-

*

computer.system's memory component. In theMost popular type of

in the binary numbers system.

or first Ietters, words, and thereafter long progressions of in-formaion.

signed and mantt-
anne

System synibols, "0"
cation.

GENERAL PURPOSE COMPONENTS

woa var

ised. These are for the

the other components «

of
+

channels are sufi,
cular narrow func-

Simi-

to some control mechani.
Certain digital compu . components are also used in conjunction withspecial scientific eleme:,

SOFTWARE

* unique design for scientific studies and in-
"Ss, Gr Components thereof, may be coupled withy or intelligence work,

vestigations, Also, com clude software. The
tryptologic devices in secu:

MASS > ODUCED COMPONENTSADP manufacturers n. Produce the various components that makeup @ coliputer system. A,

ine toOnce a user has acquired an ADP system,

application which often require only

its use. ADP systems require complex
puter can be a part of a.

set up or pro-

nents of the
system.

"ystems are "configured" 4 (attached by cables DOMINATION OF ADP INDUSTRY BY IBM
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LUGISLATIVE HISTORY
great that full vt -tion of one systern's maximum capability is sufficientto fit the needs of ores of potential users And, the use of the maximumpotentinl of a th gtenerition system under condit.ons of optimum ef-ficiency cin res? 11 phenomenal reduction in ADP costs to individualusers This gr potential aid lower cost cannot be ignored by eitherbus.ness or Gover t
As th rd gener

agency struc*ure
tirie-sharing increases, the traditional agency by-Goxernment in terms of ADP management, willbecome Iess app. f and less important Systems design will dependmore upon the fr ral requitericnts of the users than ther identity orjurisd cton Tle ' for Government wide evalt ations as to acquisitionand utu sion or meat wii become so pronounced as to make nir-rover wpprowh p tive) The \ aste inherent in unused potenti anderrors in appl catk equipme it sciection wall be staggering

B CURRENT G) ERNMENT ADP MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUESAt this tie, As cd applcations in the Federal Govern-ment As cliss 11 Bureau of the Budget,! present applicrtians fallinto the folowing co naterial, facilities, finanual, person-scl, tad antur dors cs1iwagerient, operations, operations control ardSipport, screritrtic re Tor the most part, the GovernmentADP heted .1 the

moany fess
htt? G

chiical citegories 19 used to perform cumbersome,s'sinvoly ng large volumes of dita Without con-
pve citons in derense ind sccurity azencies, com-ADP is of advanced manigement sys-teams directly invol, tbe proccssDuring the 1950 « sting mainigerient poheies appheable to calculators,panened card, and - office equ pment weie extended to ADP BOBec cern o er ADP genent + ustally lamited to the annual agency-wile wdget revicy SSCs

TOD ponev res, hty for depart nent and agency mangement fallswidun two d stinct xin closely rclatcd areas) Yurst, under the Budgetaru \ccovntn Act 21, as amended,}? and the Budget and Acco intingPicccuures Act of as omendel,}3 the BOB 1s authorized to "* * *assemb'e, correinte se, reduce, or mcrease the requests for appropriatons of tne sever irtinents or establishments" In other worus, thePureay of the Buds ,itains the power of the "purse strings," and, col-Teteraly, has respe vues to rivestigite, coordinite, and improve themamigeme it of the ats departments and agencies
ADP M\ GEMENT STUDY BY BOB IN 1958

In 1938, ROB toc' e of the many specific problems inherent in ADPmanagement In Si, vcr of that vear in "ADP Responsibilities Study"was begun, to be cor ed in June ike following year The findings andrecommenditions 5 1959 BOB ADP study, portions of which arequcted throughout t eport,!# co istituted a evaluation of whit
cf A 'a Prorcs.tng (ADP) Equipment tn the Federal Gov-c" > Jay 190d

rs

wis wrong with Government ADP management at that time and what ha

ADP, for Government wide coordination, and the fundamentu smportance

keaderslup"" in Government ADP management was found to be a
necessity And, as long ago as 1959, this BOB study concluded thit pis-
sive, partial or informal types of Icadership have had their place but have

Unfortunately, the concept of "dynamic leadersiup" envisaged in this

tions this 1959 study were to be repeated in a subsequent study BOB un-
deitooh almost 6 ycus Inter The princ pil reason why the management

to be done.

Ds

now outworn their usefulness " 15

early report never about To

June 199 (condu ted under tac direction of the Burcau of the Budget) sce hearings on

36

3

lt, f rthe f

the tha ofchite } prop tims
»rograrrof th Coxctrry it

tlon indtr

th
AD tot ent

th raf tle
(8) Brevi uy vbalap da a do effort. to the ris of {ne

conunu Go of the Incra cncy Con mittee on ADP anid a suringMeee yer teton
Q7) 1 td procrees of ADP in sclected aseneles and for

monto cone esCo) Usi x ex tirg Information so reea and additional summary {n-form tien as may Le cesential to the eff ctl « perform nee of the responsrbillt eg uss Knedho 1905 BOB study contiined he fcllowri, rccormmendations relative to the BOB

A

cori it lity
etnies whch willl do te riinimizing the sulner: ofADI cyt pm nt tosd tre e oom tt

(13)

1
In the deve'opment and anniiention of pol cies nes and eriteria the Rureau of

computer The p ternofea ten @ by the analysis made diteing this stuuy will seive as the basis for devel op ng this systcin
mang

CIAPTIN 2
The Bureau of the Budect will develop 1

a recurritg source of information for the d vel or revision of policies andNnes 'Ibo res onsibility for conductin, and preparing apyroprinte reportswit rest with the agency beads in nee with their normal management responsii} tice
2 The Bureau of the Budert will devcion eriteria to assist In evaluating both systemsdesign and various aspects of system performance

ation of computer systeme to provide an se

CiHAITFr 3
"1 The Bureau of the Budget will establish an Interacency group to study and devcost principles to he applied uniformly by a,cucics in establishing prices for shared computer time services
2 Tre Burer of the Budaet will continue its evaluation of the service center conceptto determine prover course of ictlon t» bet onThe Burciu of the Bidget wil wth the assistance of the major agenciesferred + studv of the prod ema acsochited with the uso of contractor orgini-zations for provid og services relited .o data processing activities with a view

3871
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AUTOMATIC PROCESSING

concepts in the 1959 LOD study were not fully implemented was the need
for legislation. The sudy recognized, but did not emphasize, the possibilitythat legisiation might 2c necessary. Those making the study were perhaps
unrealistically optimsic in believing that a program of the magnitude they

could be brought ab: without statutory definition of the "clear delineation
of responsibilities a +. [the] organization plan" they considered essential.
The 1959 BOB Al': study was strong and clear as to what had to be

i done, but relatively we sand ineffective as to how to do it.

BCt, MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

CILAPTER 4

will provide for the publication of eriterla, euldelincs, or'tion of electronic data processing equipment. It will do thisexpanding upon current issuunces, covering the following

The Burean of the systems specifications.
regulations covering the
Chrourh new issuancessubjects:

e. Distinetions to by between additions, replacements, and modifications when

Crravren 7
The Rureaw of the

Program for the st: ndart
In the ful€ dine

will assume overall leadership of an executive branchantomatic data processing equipment and techniques for

e "bo Insure that the us

sition of Automatic Data Processing Equipment."17 These guidelines gen-
t crally conformed to the contents of a letter the Comptroller General had

addressed to the various executive departments and agencies in September
1957, This information concerning the need for and the nature of ADP

agencies of Government and billions in tax funds feasibility studics was undoubtedly of value to the various agencies. But,
Bulletin 60-6 made it clear that the guidelines were advisory and that
there was no requirement that agencies contemplating the acquisition of
ADP follow this recommended evaluation procedure.

Some 18 months later, in October 1961, the BOB issued Circular A-5+
outlining "Policies on Selection and Acquisition of Automatic Data Process-
ing (ADP) Equipment." 18 The principal factors discussed in this circular

1960, BOB 1. The desirability of selecting on the basis of exact system speci-
fications.

2. That equal opportunity and appropriate consideration should be
afforded all manufacturers who offer cquipment capable of mecting

3. That two primary factors should be considered in the
of equipment: (a) its capability to fulfill system specifications, and
(b) its overall costs.
4, The need for effective lease versus purchase evaluations.

On March 14, 1962, the BOB dirceted agencies to furnish annual reports
eapcriences In the selection and performance of equipment." on their ADP inventorics as well as limited information as to ADP utiliza-

tion. In August 1963, BOB published Circular A-61, essentially a more
comprehensive statement of the Bureau's ADP management guidelines and
consisting substantially of the earlier guidelines referred to above.!®

inere aalequate
"eo Proxies for appre +

wtby the Federal Governinent.
use of American ADP standards approved byWhen it is in the best Interests of the Government

3 Ite Barean ftstir zat: a ef datato re ont those ts cam ton in the Covernnint and the codes used

Codes tho
provisiaa f +

V. Prov and innt mertiton of sta d rd dattwo ormoare

Subsequently, BOB has issued other circulars relating to ADP concerning
matters other than management policy--the establishment of an experi-
mental sharing exchange and computer service center (Bulletin 64-9, Jan. 2,

and the Nation te tahe tl 1964),2° and an ADP sharing program (Circular A-27, June 15, 1964) under
the responsibility of the Administrator of General Services 24

revision of s dita elements and codes when clrcum-

Also, in February 1965, the BOB submitted a "Report to the President
on the Management of Automatic Data Processing in the Federal Govern-

A Tasaer cpere ment," 2? surveying some of the more serious ADP management problems
and containing a serics of recommendations to dcal with them. On March

bo Assign ore ner fie the stud os neces iry 6, 1965, BOB issued Circular A-71 implementing these recommendations
and delineating the responsibilitics for ADP management as between the
BOB, the GSA, and the National Bureau of Standards.?3

CHAPTER 9 INEFFECTIVENESS OF GUIDELINES

. in cooperation with the Department of Defense, National

Since 1958, up to the time of the hearings on H.R. 4845, the GAO had
sharing Arronsements, issued approximately 10 audit reports to agencies, congressional

tees, and to Congress revealing serious shortcomings in the manner in

chap er 10." ADP management information system recommended in

:10

equloment and services BOD circulars, bulletins, and other dircetives relating to ADP are set forth in
app. B of the hearings on HIt, 4815, p. 270.
*Ibid., p. 26,
MYbid., pr. 292,
lbid., Rp. ear

p. 350."Tar Bureau of the PF to the President on the Management of Automatic Data Processing fn the
rrepired by ths of the Budget ("arch 1%5): this reportand aree of these has been printed 1» S Doc 15 99th Cong, 'st sess., subscqueat page references In thisFenort vill be to the Senite document,IER 4515 p 353

U.S Cong. & Admin.News '65-243 BR72
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envisaged invo ving

BOB has isstcd management "guidelines." In March
were:

guldelines, or actlons that the study may indicate aro

"d Canside and surplus equipment.
ero applied,



HISLORY
concepts in the 19° OB study were not fully implemented was the necdfor legisintion The + ly recognized, Sut did not emphasize, the possibilitythat legislation mig. necesstry 'Those making the study were perhapsunrealistically opt n in believing that a program of the magnitude theyenvisiged nvolvinr agencies of Government and billions im tax fundscould be brought al sthout statc tory definition of the "clear delineation

The 1959 BOB Al 'udy was strong and clear as to what had to be
done, but rclitis ely land ineffective as to how to do it

Dt IAINAGIZNII4NF GUIDEIJINES
BOP has issucd * ? miingem -t "guidelines" In March 1960, BOBiss ied Bulletin 60-6 tled 'Guidchnes for Studies To Precede the Acqui-

toward dsccping poli ruldelines or actions that the study may indicate arenee! d
CJI UTUI 4

The Burean cf t tw fl provide fur the publication of criteria guldelincs orUS CONE Ing the yoof elect o ic dita processing equiprent It wil! do thistar mh ors frou ces ex anding yon current issuances covering the followingSul geuts

bo Fvalutenet u 1 r
e € np t bity log
d Cans t rat onof +

mey sta rcuces In the sclectlon and performance of equipment

7

1 tilhihst tr ath t the no ata dard+ As ciiton progrim for the development ofvoun ify Aro vost for attom t+ dia proces ing equipment ind techniquesre pre oka t 8 Ivt 1 1 Cos rr oentfray. C xvernm ntous of Americin ADP standirds approved by
Lrve fort im dm nt tion of P deral ADP standirds in those

sarc d thor atd ti feversb A ips rer ct "rm the stud s necessary to estattish the feasibility ofMone prs: aft 2 vabana t pl mentition of standird dita cleme its andenfes the use iwaecrmer 3 s
vin op of s in vrd dita clements and codes when circum-efanees Justify this acti

Crrarrrn §
Tho Purean cf tt twill revice fle current nalleles to provide that fay estabDs berterfa with rosy the pir} of auton tic dita processing equip

imi ry eharing arr rt7
C In Coop ton with the Depirtment of Defense National

ect ment sara 1
1 reotr ursement type contracts This Informatian Le imeo porat Pe ADP 1 uw ipement informition system recommended incL rn

1 10
The Bureau of the wHl urder le the velopment of 2 broadly based ADPmont infernia fan patt r of ht h priority and will seek the idvice

Se vile Conti sien
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erally conformed to the contents of a letter the Comptroller General had
addressed to the various exect tive departments and agencies in September
1957 This information concerning the need for and the nature of ADP
feasibility studies was undoubtedly of valuc to the various agencies But,
Bulletin 60-6 made it clear tht the guidelines were vdvisory and that
there wes no requirement that igencies contempliting the requisition of
ADP follow this recommended ation procedure

Some 18 months liter, in October 1961, the BOB issued Circular A-54
outhming on Selection and Acquisition of Automatic Data Process-
mg (ADP) Equipment " 28 'The principal factors discussed in this circular
were

1 The desirability of selecting on the basis of cxrct system spcci-
fictions

2 That equal opportunity and appropriite consideration should be
afforded all minufacturers who offer equipment capable of mecting
systems specificrtions

3 That two primary factors should be considered in the selection
of equipment (a) its caprbility to fulfill system specrfications, and
(8) its overall costs
4 The need for effective lease versus purchise evaluations

sition of Automrtic Dita Processing Equipment " 2? These gtdelines gen-

of responsibilitics > tthe] organization plan" they considered essential

1

3

4

% yoo presiration « m specificat ons including benchmark problems, to be fur- :poh deity rene 7 mots fom pre PO us 4

On March 14, 1962, the BOB dirceted agencics to furnish annual reports
on thar ADP inventories as well as information as to ADP utiliza-
tion In August 1963, BOB published A-61, essentially a more
comprehensive statement of the Bureau's ADP management guidelines and
consisting substantially of the earher guidelines referred to above 19

1 pluse Pp itl ens tot twoon ud tions replacements and modifications wheaselctia 1 et t

ret wel as ume oscrill Jeidership of an executive branchThs Beran
Progkrim for thes nia

Subsequently, BOB has issued other circulars rel iting to ADP concerning
matters other than management policy--the establishment of an experi-
mental sharing exchange and comy uter service center (Bulletin 64-9, Jan 2,
1961),2° ana an ADP sharing progran (Circular A-27, June 15, 196+) under
the responsibility of the Administrator of General Services #4

ref dati processing equipment and techniques for 4

1

suse Inthe falfttra the Bure we willx

b 4
t

won t is in the best interests of the Governinentard Nit atot tl 1

Also, in Deoruiry 1965, the LOB submitted a "Report to the Pressdent
on the Manigement of Automatic Data Processing in the Pederal Govern-
ment," 22 surveying some of the more serious ADP management problems
and contaming a serres of recon mendations to deal with them On March
6, 1965, BOB issued Circular A-7) implementing these recommendations
and delineating the responsibilities for ADP manigement as between the
BOB, the GSA, and the National Bureau of Standards 23

irs room whoa the ett over it would not be servcd by ad ption of voluntiry Aner « sel ty the Amor: on Standards Assoc? or intcrumnsing rls r finof on standirdne 1

3 it Dir ware' t Ta uae cver HW Te ide rship of a program for the74 ts m the Covernment and the codes used
n vf ditty» or nt lose cle

a Tvt anen
mothe fulf Tboaent of this respons hillty the Bureau will

ments nco sent tl
t i f rma ari r ommentitions concerning dita ele-Ito cen Toadf ret ndiroization

1

INEFFECTIVCNESS OF GUIDELINES
Since 1958, up to the time of the hearings on IIR 4845, the GAO had

issucd approximately 10 audit reports to agencies, congressional commnt-
tees, and to Congress revealing serious shortcomings in the manner in

er re tweit) te anphiel in tin eest tol under cost reimbursement type 1s and (bh) gn Pare dec} jtient cperated by their cost re mbursement

1s ard Sve "i tratfon At nie Jr egy Commission Ceneral Services
37 Al) BOB circulars bilictine and other directives relating to ADP are set forth inapp Rof the lc uingson IW 4515 p 270*IbdMID! p 2.

p U7

Ful ril Governrient prepired by the Bureau of the Buuset (March 1965) this report
report. ill be to the Senate docutientAi qinps on dil. 4815 p ws

ada Ttior ariothrto in es rate the development of report ng prowcdures"vy thre. 1 dita costs of automatic dity processingOry
ou

ase

30Cit a Ibid
2 Reno to the President on the Manarement of Automat'c Data Processing in the

Qs ne of *% ha- been printed Ag 15 Cong ist scss., subsequent page references in this+ n vital ecne re Inc ding ng with Covern=rerty ca pest Tite 13 the Gur rau Services Administrition and the Civil
USCoig9 & Aimin News 65-243 3873



which specific aj... cies acquired and/or utilized ADP equipment24 The
major deficiencic: «Hed in these reports have been:

(a) te feasibility studies,
(b) Uneec sical and ineffective equipment utilization. not restrict ourselves to Defense -encies alone Whenever
(c) Overp rents resulting from inadequate management practices.

most of the defic ies outlined in this series of reports constituted viola- General purpose common item" throughout the Fede t al Gove
tions of BOB gin. nes, or otherwise demonstrated the need for a more
effective : system vased upon a broader Government-wide co- provided in HLR. 4845 may not >rovide the same deeree of con ralized

These rm, "rts, aimed specifically at the independent
ual user ai,-neies, have demonstrated that guidelines
>and without provisions for effective review or "feed- t there Government should not obtain the

a is no legitimate reason why the
to agencies' compliance or the need for policy

the Government's ADP management needs,

ca AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

ordinated anpros
operations of in' Vor tl n,
of an advisory nu
back" of inform.
changes do not

C. THENED. OR GOVERNMENT-WIDE COORDINATION IN
ADP LIANAGEMENT

COO- NATION FUNDAMENTAL TO GOOD
MANAGEMENT

There are cou
and Government. 1

has achieved sigt .: t

tax funds by co:
defense support ?

House Subcomn:
said: t

One of the
of centralize
aud related s. s to Il th omilit:ary departmentsAfter aro
eame to the « sion

3 examples of the bencfits of coordination in business
recent years, for cxample, the Scerctary of Defense
ant improvenients in operations and large savings n .

ating the management of defense logistics and other
ons. On January 29, 1962, in hearings before the
on Defense Appropriations, Secretary McNamara

st productive fields for the economic application
nagement is in the provision of common supplies'

* comprehensive study of this entire problem, we
that considcrable economy and efficiency

Therefore, in our own efforts to obtain greater efficiency through
the consolidation of common logistics support activities, we $1'ou d

find that it is more economical to use the capabilities or

management of ADP as the Scerctary has applied in the various defense

support arcas referred to above, the same principles apply. "s reas

benefits inherent in a Government-wide coordinated approach to ADP man-

agement.

we

(d) Uneec sical procurement 6f equipment, of other Government agencies, with no loss in military cffectis
Excluding the reports dealing with inefficiencies in the manner in ness, and at the same or less cost, we should not and have not

which ADP equi: : as been acquired by certain Government contractors, hesitated to do so.*
ADP is

ernment. While the coordinated Government-wide management ystem

a

+

GOVERNMENT-WIDE COORDINATION RECOMMENDED
BY GAO IN 1958

w

Concern over our present disjointed agency-by-agency approach to ADP
management is no recent development. On June 27, 1958, the
General issued the first of four comprehensive Government wide ADI
management reports.27 Vhis early report outhned the tremendous potential
"of ADP but stressed concern over certain trends in ADD acquisition and
use which he believed would inevitably lead to costly inefficiencies,
cern was expressed over the practice of substituting ADL for Tess sophis-
ticated equipment rather than integrating ADU inte ageney procedures cued

functions on a systematic basis. But, most important, this report pointed
out that there was no single agency of the Government responsible for d

recting and coordinating continuing developments in this field. According-
ly, the report stressed as a principal recommendation the need to establish
an effective coordinated ADP program of joint effort by the various user
agencies in Government.

t

could be gain all common supply management activities were
consolidated : e agency.23

Department, inclu... intelligence, communications , and' under the Defense

Dillion of industri y c production equipment which the Government owns
and furnishes contractors for use in Government work.

COMPTROLLER GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS IN
This philosophy : » been applied toa number of functions in the Defense 1960 AND 1963

The basie cype that there should be a single agency to
procure an dand : ame

On December 30, 1960, the GAO issued a second Government-wide audit
D>Agency of $3the services approximately report. Aside from urging greater ADP utilization in certain defense

functions readily adaptable to ADP, this report again emphasized the need
for Government-wide coordination in ADP management. The report

March 28 n before the Joint Economic Committee endorsed the 1959 BOB ADP study but again called attention to the lack
the Seerctary po: i out that the concept of consolidated management of positive central planning of a Jong-range nature within the executive
need not be 1 mute the Defense Department: branch to promote the maximum degree of efficiency, economy, and

effectiveness in ADP use.

>
Supply

Common items of supply or services for all
users is, as t] munittee has repeatedly pointed out, as valid for
the Governn 5 a whole as it is for the Department of Defense. Committee, M 25 1 083, IL 20; repented in Por nes on H p.205.

On March 6, 1963, a third Government-wide audit report was issucd.*?

In app. B of the! ..1gs on H.R 4515 ig a summary of the most significant of these 1 B-115049
Teatiinony of Sec- of Defenso House Subcommittce on Defense APpro= the :encral of the Unite : ates (December 1%0) GAO fil No B 11o309

3874

Statement of Serretary of Defense McNamara, hearips before the Joint Economic

ing in Business and Management Control Systems of the Federal Government S of De-
ecember 1957," Comptroller General of the United States (June 1958). GAO file No.

>*"Roview of Automatic Data Processing Developments In the Federal Government, y

Procesing? Equipment no the Federal Government," by the Cotmptroller General of the
United States (March 1003), GAO file No.

o Progre7 of Development nd Use of Automatic Data Process-

reports.

priations, Jan : 9, 16 :on IR, 4u5, P or ng2 Study t r n Advantone Durehising ver of E eetronic Data
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of Strid rds m the Department of Commerce
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TIR 4845 1s ar ied nny at futtig three v tel management needs rt
ths time These (1) mor adcq inte mange nent 1 yvornetion, (2)

perry optimum utiliz tion throt ga sharing vid nu't ple ure, and (3) econo ne ac
of econo cil ADP acquisition program, 11 tur,

involves three pal fictors
(a) Improving tre Governtient s barga position through volurie

acquisitio is,
(b) Bas ng lease versus parchase evaluations, whenever possible,

on the long term value of the equipment to the Government as a who e,
and
(c) Selecting that equipment for purchise which, on a Government-

wide bisis, offers the largest purchase advantage.

equp

Il Rept 456 Ssth Cong, Ist sess. (1003)
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The technical aspec: -
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EGISLATIVE HISTORY
ILR. 4845, "fiscal and Policy" control over ADP
policymaking and fiseal control functions of this

Any action of any agency, under authoritybe subject cither to approval or review at BOB.
delegated any operational responsibilities of theram, As time passes, countless important Govern-'ps riust be dealt with at the BOB level. 'The as-

responsibilities incident to the solution of theseability to fulfill its primary mission as a staff
aling with policy and fiscal matters.

RESPONSIBILITY IN GSA

for coordinating Governnient ADP managementnd flseal control. This delegation, as in the case
the traditional delegation of authority to GSA.
to the basic statute which created this Govern-"astion, This deleration would augment specific

cons, such as ADP procurement, presently within
tbuities.
ion, GSA is authorized and dirceted to coordinate
to administer an ADP "revolving fund." Thiswith the coordinating authority, would afford
providing the Government with more adequate

J-ttion of Government ADP equipment.
tevolving fund, GSA would acquire by lease orito fulfill requirements of the agencies. Agen-

appropriations from Congress necessary to reim-
Although the Comptroller General normally does
funds, he specifically endorses the use of such

a this instance,

Agencies would maintain their present independ-of ADP requirements. Agencies would be free
oa GSA as to the manner in which ADP equip-advised of all significant decisions affectingwould have the right to appeal to BOB. The bill
"operate" ADP (other than its own in-house

sagement program to. those instances where mul-
aupment is 'nvo yed.

"PORT OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU
OF STANDARDS -

€ this coordinated management program remain

ordance with the traditional responsibilitiesof Standards has done considerable ADP re-
Taide many contributions to the "state of the

i

pace

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

{fe tecl i St tart. a n
nd VOU d also act 1nan ad capaci y

ing simila efforts under ay various uscr genc

1. Aside from these

this equipment was

over the

«

from
fow-how to

there he a

r

Ito the work

E. WOW THE AUTHORITY DELEGATED IN H.R. 4845 WOULD
BE USED TO IMPROVE GOVERNMENT ADP MANAGEMENT

at
this time. These are (1) more adequate management information,

(a) Improving the Government's bargaining position through volume

(b) Basing lease versus purchase evaluations, whenever

(c) Selecting that equipment for purchase on a Government
wide basis, offers the largest purchase advantage.

turn
involves three principal factors:

and

Rept. 456, 88th Cong., Ist sess, (1963).
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AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
CONTINUOUS "LOW OF RECURRING DATA PROVIDEDBY ILR. 4815

Timely, pertinent.
ment concept. In : hol}
tion of data needed : predict imponderables as possible so as to ironic ADP with

curate information is indispensable to the manage-
management cosists of the collection and assimila-

or circumstance per. : Sound decisionmaking is synonymous with goodmanagement and is * separable from the quality of the information onwhich the decisions . Lased. Information thus minimizes the guesswork
ficicnt management This information is needed for a number of purposes
A. basic problem s overnment ADP management up to this time has 6

been the lack of C te management information, BOB, the exccutive
agency having over management policy responsibilities for ADP, has

curring basis.

The responsit: + for leadership, coordination, or review ofADP utilization : the agency level, or.on a Government-wide

mation is contin: y available.3
F lowing this fing » the 1959 report recommended that provisions be

Unfortunately, this mmendation \was never fully implemented. OnMarch 14, 1962, BOi. -scted agencies to furnish annual ADP inventory

Whatever ROB has done or has been able to do has been woefully inade-
quate compared to the need. Annual printed inventorics containing meager
information, months out of date, unaccompanied by any comprehensive,
accurate fiscal data as to investment, expenditures, or costs, are

many inadequate for ADP management purposes. It is that
afford the : nany options or alternatives as particular problem such potential for data control has not beenused extensively in Amanager DP mane

agement. Certainly a basic requirement for any effective Government
ADP management program is the constant availability of comprehensiy ,

accurate, up-to-date inventorics and fiscal information as to Government

dent and the Congress require overall inventory and fiscal data to main-
tain policy and budgetary control over ADP expenditures. Furthermore,
those Federal officials with policymaking, fiscal, or operational responsi-

not had the inform: : needed to properly overseecoordinate and the
bilities for ADP require this information to do their jobs. As the 1959 DOB

Government's ADP irs In the 1959 ADP study, BOB study suggested:
recognized the need adequiate management information The Teport

* * * if there is to be objective leadership and coordination of
contained a { :ne a :q the ADP program of the Government, the leaders and coordinators

factual data on : > utilization in the executive branch on a re-
As discussed above, BOB has in the past relicd upon policy guidclines

which have been permissive and subject to agency avoidance without notice
Reeent studies ADP utilization or certain of its aspects, hkave

or explanation. Tven if lack of compliance with existing policy is wholly
highlighted the r nuous need for selected current factual data :

: justifiable in isolated-instances, these with policy enforcement responsi-
on a Governmern! 1 basis in the ADP bilities must be kept informed. They must have some form of informa-

tional "feedback" to keep them advised of what is going on. Otherwise,
their policymaking activity has little impact. Officials with coordinating

n decisionmaking creates the opportunity for more and ef- equipment as well as prospective requirements
First the Presi-

management

No provision : " been made to assemble Government-wide
must be informed.38

program.

basis, can be disc d adequately only if certain essential infor- authority also require all the reliable, pertinent, up-to-date information they
can get to take advantage of the options or alternatives this information re-
veals to them to increase the utilization or provide for the more economical
acquisition of equipment.for the suJ I 1 i needed for ADP management.formation

reports which also cr. ined limited information on ADP utilization andwhether the equipmist vas leased or purchased. Additional information

Some of the particularly those that require new and

directed by the I : ident, and therefore will not necessarily be
continued in future vears.37

Reporting on an : : : 1 basis was continued, which means that the
Government has neve: tad up-to-date inventory information. Nor hasther: been any system consolidation of fiscal data. Most Government-

TI.R. 4845 would provide the means by which readily available, recurring
data essential to cifective management could be collected and made avail-
able to those officials in the Government requiring it, Under this legisla-
tion, GSA would establish a comprehensive inventory to maintain carc-

was requested as of N 1963, but this was for use in the preparation
fully selected data needed for Government ADP management. Use of
ADP would make it possible for such information to be available on a
continuing basis. Collateral to the inventory would be the information

additional inform: : have been instituted to provide information stemming from the operations of the revolving fund which would afford
for use in a spce policies and practices recentlyof ADP the necessary flow of up-to-date, accurate, detailed information on invest-

ment, disbursements, and costs.

equate

: :never
OL the 1965 BOB AD' stud As Circular A-55 pointed out:

* 1959 Bureau of the Bud, § study, p. 12; bearings on H.R. 4845, p. 582. 2

;

It is contemplated that this information, particularly as it relates to
Prospective agency ADP requirements, would be made generally avail-
able to ADP manufacturers upon request. Extending to all manufacturers

t the most advanced information available on prospective Government ADP
wide fiseal data isin t orm of estimates , some of which are highly specu-

requirements would permit more extended periods of time in which the
lative. ADP : : Ss are scattered throughout the Federal budget. :

manufacturers could evaluate Government specifications and refine the
proposals they submit. General availability of information on prospective
Government requirements should provide for fairer competition among all* Bureau of the Dudgct "ar No, A-S3, revised, Nov. 15, 1963; hearings on HI.R. 4345, the various ADP manufacturers, some of whom at this time it is suspected
do not "get the word" on some Government procurements until it is tco

appro;

P.316.
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AJSIAVHVE IIISTORT
Under this procedn:y. price determination and procurement are divorced.The various manufzct: rers have no guarantee that the Government willlease or purchase an varticular volume of their equipment. As a result,some manufacturers' - oresentatives characterize the GSA price scheduleas simply a "huntin:. eense, Agreement to a schedule of prices withGSA permits them mbark upon the more formidable task of huntingfor agencies in the vernment desirous of leasing or purchasing theirequipment, Under th: circumstances, it is somewhat understandable why

GSA, with no alte:. course of action, has been forced to extend pricenegotiations in many ': stances well beyond the beginning of the fiscalyear to which the sles apply in an effort to obtain better terms andconcitions. These dv. s in themselves have causcd administrative prob-

VOLUME DIS: UNTS FROM VOLUME PROCUREMENT
To obtain volume c

ment. The "open en :

rangement for ADP ;
+

contract procedure : +

Tesponaing to the vol. -

cunts, the Government must have volume procure-
: ply contract simply is not the most suitable ar-
: : rement. The basic problem is that this form of
not afford the Government any advantage cor-

- of equipment leased or purchased. A specializedapproach to Governin ADP procurement is needed. -As the 1959 BOB
study suggests:

specific equinmen Tlowever, as the General Accounting Office
has already recoy: .) cd, the use of ADP equipment has now demon-
Strated that its : : : : is such as to warrant specialized attention.'?Tie 1965 BOL stus recognizes this problem but offers an inadequatesomtion, Under the ° approach, negotiation deadlines would be estab-

Government procuren..: > activities, Although the 1965 BOB study offers

On both sides, : : .neuverability is curtailed if an impasse [in

bilty that the co:: . ctor may remove rented equipment from the
Premises if a cont : Lis not excented by July 1 (although realisti-

rented equipment : Fuly 1 (although realistically it. could not do

to another manuf + rer's equipment). Consequently, both parties

arbitrarily be deprived the equipment of a particular manufacturer even

3 BOB ADE, study, p. .

+ arings on ILM. 4815, p. 591.
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though it may be needed in critical Government programs. But, funda
mentally, the problem is that the dcacline approach applies with equa orce
to both the Government and the manufacturers. The Government's rela-
tive position is not improved by the application of a deadline to negotia-
tions. There must be a relative improvement in the Government's position
as contrasted to that of the manufacturer, And, to demand voLume dis-
counts, the Government must in fact procure ADP in volume rather than
on a piecemeal agency-by-agency basis.

SINGLE PURCHASER CONCEPT
The traditionally accepted solution to this type of problem has heen the

"single purchaser" concept. Were all ADP purchase and lease money in
"one pocket," the Government would be in a stronger bargaining position
in dealing with manufacturers. Lhe purchase or lease of equipment and
the price to be paid would be part of the same negotiation, Whenever fcasi-
ble, the Government could "raise the stakes" by coordinating the acdu iSi-
tion of as much equipment of one particular manufacturer at one time as
possible. Furthermore, whenever alternative systems of different manu-
facture would be equally acecptable in satisfying agency requirements,
teams of Government negotiators, made up of GSA officials and procure-
ment specialists from the agencies involved, could pit one manufacturer
against another until competitive prices were obtained.

ACQUISITION OF GENERAL PURPOSE COMPONENTS OF
UNIQUE SYSTEMS UNDER A VOLUME

PROCUREMENT PROGRAM
The mass-produced, commercially available, general purpose components

of "unique," "tailor made," "specially designed," ADP systems can be ef-
fectively acquired under a volume procurement program. Arguments against
sole source procurement and the possibility of the Government's obtaining
Price concessions incident to volume acquisitions center upon the proposi-
tion that each ADP system is unique, "tailor made," and designed fur one
particular application. As the 1965 LOB study discussed the matter:

When the possibility of discounts has been discussed, manufac-
turers have indicated that discounts from list prices cannot be
made solely on.the basis of the number of units sold.
The reason is that the price covers more than just the equipment
itself; it includes the provision of all supporting services, such as
computer programs, compilers, special-purpose routines, and spe-
cialized training and systems aids-all of which vary and tend to
be custom-tailored for cach installation. Because of these vari-
ances, the costs incurred by the manufacturer to support cach in-
stallation are substantially the same and are not reduced by virtue
of many installations.*#

These "custom-tailored" items referred to by BOB relate to "software"
and not the mass-produced, general purpose "hardware" components mak-
ing up these specially designed ADP systems. As pointed out earlier in
.this report, these mass-produced components can be arranged in varying
combinations to mect the particular application of the user. Inherently, all
""Tbid., p. 44

d

1f

manufacturers have « : responice with remarkable degree of dis-interest in nice : GSA contract price schedule negotiations

lems.

:

It is most unu promulgate Government-wide policies on:

:

shed and manufactur. ; failing to agree to terms would be precluded from

this deadline concept
limitations. Asan exc; the reportitis stated:

principal solution, the study also recognizes its

negotiations] is rec. ocd. The Government is faced with the possi- :

he ould pre not 5 to such drastic action in view ofcall resort
The manufacturer, on the other hand, isthe financial im I :

faced with the px tity that the Government may release the
:

this in view of u : stensive work and cost involved in changing
must proceed tow... a final agreement, despite the length of time
Involved.43

This "deadline" ap: unrealistically assumes that the agencies can:
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interest in P price cut: :a GSA contr: ac price schedule ne otiat:ons,GSA, with no alte: of action, has been forced to extend price 4

VOLUME DIS UNTS FROM VOLUME PROCUREMENT
To obtain volume

ment. The "open er."
rangement for ADP -

contract procedure
responding to the va or equipment leased or purchase A specialized

though it may be needed in critical Government programs. But, funda-
mentally, the problem is that the deadline approach applies with equal force
to both the Government and the manufacturers. The Government's rela

as simply a a : : t : : " Agreement to schedule of prices with
tive position is not improved by the application of a deadline to negotia-

GSA permits them : : te the more formidable task of huntine
tions. There must be a relative improvement in the Government's position

for agencies in the rn: ient desirous of leasine or purchasing their 4
as contrasted to that of the manufacturer, And, to demand volume dis-

equipment, Under counts, the Government must in fact procure ADP in volume rather than
mantfacturers save responced with remarkable deerce of dis-

on a piecemeal agency-by-agency basis.
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some mant resentatives characterize the GSA price schedule
facturers
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4 SINGLE PURCHASER CONCEPT
course

cunts, the Government must have volume procure-
supply contract simply is not the most suitable ar-
-arement, The basic problem ig that this form of
not afford the Government any advantage cor-

approach to Govern: y ADP procurement is needed. As the 1959 BOBstudy suggests:

specific equipme: lfowever, as the General Accounting Office

soluion. Under the : approach, negotiation deadlines would be estab-

On both sides, seuverability is curtailed if an impasse {in
negotiations] is cd. The Government is faced with the possi-

Premises if a coz.. : t : s mot exeented by July 1 (although realisti-

the financial imp h The manufacturer, on the other hand, is
faced with the y :Mlity that the Government may release the
rented equipment. July 1 (although realistically it could not do :

nerotiat ions in mar tanees the beginnine of Iae fiscal
The traditionally accepted solution to this type of problem has been the

year to which the se res apply nan effort to obtain better terms an "single purchaser" concept. Were all ADP purchase and lease money. inconitions. These « : n : hay cause administratiy prob :
"one pocket," the Government would he in a stronger bargaining position

iems, in dealing with manufacturers. 'The purchase or lease of equipment and
the price to be paid would be part of the same negotiation, Whenever feasi-
ble, the Government could "raise the stakes" by coordinating the
tion of as much equipment of one particular manufacturer at one time as
possible. Turthermore, whenever alternative systems of different manu
facture would be equally acceptable in satisfying agency requirciments,
teams of Government negotiators, made up of GSA officials and procure-
ment specialists from the agencies involved, could pit one manufacturer
against another until competitive prices were obtained.

D>

this in view ef t: extensive worl and cost involved in changing
nust proceed tows: a final agreement, despite the length of time

This "deadline" ap... ach unrealistically assumes that, the agencies can.

t ACQUISITION OF GENERAL PURPOSE COMPONENTS OF

PROCUREMENT PROGRAM
q The mass-produced, commercially available, gencral purpose components

of "unique," "tailor made," "specially designed," ADP systems can be f-
an inadequate fectively acquired under a volume procurement program. Arguments against

sole source procurement and the possibility of the Government's obtaining12 to 1 : ee to turms would be precluded irom price concessions incident to volume acquisitions center upon the proposi-the 1965 BOB study offers tion that cach ADP system is unique, "tailor made," and designed for oneconcep: . cipal soluti107) the study also recognizes its particular application. As the 1965 LOD study discussed the matter:
: When the possibility of discounts has been discussed, manufac-

turers have indicated that discounts from list prices cannot be
made solely on .the basis of the mumber of units sold.

may remove rented equipment from the The reason is that the price covers more than just the equipment
itself; it includes the provision of all supporting services, such as

of computer programs, compilers, special-purpose routines, and spe-
cialized training and systems aids all of which vary and tend to
be custom-tailored for cach installation. Because of these vari-
ances, the costs incurred by the manufacturer to support cach in-
stallation are substantially the same and are not reduced by virtueto another manu : irer's equipment). Consequently, both parties of many installations.4!

These "custom-tailored" items referred to by DOB relate to "software"
and not the mass-produced, general purpose "hardware" components mak-
ing up these specially designed ADP systems. As pointed out earlier in

Tt is most unt: : to promulgate Government-wide policies on UNIQUE SYSTEMS A VOLUME
has already rece ne use of ADP equipment has now demon 4

Strated that its : 1s such as t specialized 4

Tee 1965 NCD sin this problem but offers

lishe 1 and manufacts:
Government procure: ictivities,
this deadline 1

Imitations. Asanex report itis stated

bilhty that the ctor
f

he would pr. "ly not resort to such drastic action in view

nvolved,43

arbitrarily be deprived « the equipment of a particular manufacturer even .this report, these mass-producod components can be arranged in varying
combinations to meet the particular application of the user, Inherently, all1949 ROB AND?4 study hearings on H.R. 4815, p. 591.

"Ibid, p. 44
BOB ADP study,
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"ne routinely available. Collateral to the establish-OSA would seek appropriations from Congress to

fund and work out with representatives of the

nanegenrent would by

fund.

Government's requirements, Essentially, GSA,ith adequate n, could place Government sharing under positive

After the inventory and the revolving fund have both been sct
the program have been implemented, GSA would
Government acquisitions to achieve a larger vol-

or combinations thereof The savings in-
uf program do not require compromise in the

equipment Tf an agency has an unexpected

«to achieve greater volume acquisitions. Iow-
'em of lonz-ranye planning and forecasting this
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ection or the use oa,
j for ADP orifa. . ney deadline must be met, these delivery require-ments must not be ig:

ever, if agencies keep "SA's inventory system fully apprised of future
requirements through ..

* Program, an initial step would be to establish a

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
cq

caso ab c uw ch $e d leas cs.

H. CONCLUSION
This legislation is essential to effective

and the De-

was of sufficient bill

President. rerate

tion.
Numerous ADP management p

+

sary and desirable

and resolved and the Government's use of ADP» made morestep-by-step basis so

this time, most Government ADP applications fall within the t

data processing capabilities of this equipment. The

and more in the decisionmaking process and the Government ADP equip-

over the past 3 years, numercus agencies have been skeptica ° yan
eee

Office audit reports, and 3 years of active investigation by this comunit-

Federal
funds should be spent. During the years to come, ADP will be use mo

lished, GSA could

com-
prehensive BOB ADP management studies, about 100

Sharing alternatives
tee, the time has come for Congress to take reasonable but

ent.

IV. COMMITTEE AMENDMENTS
» LR

(a) of the bill on page 2, line 1, so as to exclude ADP equipment

3393

at lll
to meet the requirements of Government contractors and

ther

he manner in which
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Government cost-type co
n

4

nizing that a serious prow wo ud ease
provements in DOD man:-

Acrospace Industries A:
mien' contractors with AD
lation, has expressed cone
of oxtendng this Govern:
system to AIP used in the

Government, the s
in the Defense Depart
could be evaluated. Tt iso by the .

so that appropriate «

rense, On June 9, 1965,

actors acquired ADP equipment. The 1965DOB study recommended effective lease versus purchase evaluations d
of Defense approved a report recog

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

m existed in this area and recommended im-
snent of this equipnient.
nation of America, representing most Govern-
onuipment that would be affected by this legis- the

t
'ne Wo ud be to provide this management system limited to in-house

'over the possible impact on their operations
inventory and acquisition coordinatingiifiliment of space and defense contracts. For

between the manufacturer and the in the determination of require

Le made regarding contrac: . equipment acquired at the Government's ex-

to

& more appropriate course of action at this promised in any way.

V. SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS OF ILR. 4845Government ADP. As t . new management system is implemented with-

that inclusion of c

tthe Government, uncer
G tion system is processing equipment to mect the

Subsection 111(b) (1)
* * * Jn

the Administrator is
essing equipment

tablish and aperate
fur the use of two or : section
mos efficient and effe

Authorizing the Admins "tor to "require" joint utilization of equip-ment as provided above
in subsection 11iGr) whc
have no authority to inter
ther individual ADP equ:

- linate
uradictions in the sul.
5 be amended to auth:

ees of the recently announced improvements
management of contractor ADP equipment
committee's intention to follow developments
oon can be recommended should developments
"Aractor equipmient, acquired at the expense

coordinated Government inventory and
for the protection of the taxpayers' interest.
iges that--
his responsibilities under this section

nurized to transfer automatic data proc-
. Mederal agencies, to require joint utiliza-
two or more Tederal agencies, and to es- other

uulization of such

pools and data processing centers
ee such agencies when necessary for its
ve utilization.

at be interpreted to conflict with provisions ) pro-
vovide that the Administrator of GSA shall
c with the determination by the agencies of
sat requirements. To forestall any possible
sons, the comimittee recommends that ILR.
ve the Administrator to "provide for" joint

smother amendment wo.
to Congress on the ADP 3.

ticn. In add tion to an

- provide for a comprehensive annual report
igement program established by this legisla-

to nusecilancous receipts a-
tor would be required to su

"quired in subsection 111(c), the Administra-

sation, and acquisitions."
The other amendment w

term. "requirements" as use!
would add the

for and the selection o

t an annual report of "equipment inventory,

provide a more specific meaning to the
subsection 111(g) of the bill.- The amend-

including the development of specifications
types ard confirurations of the equipment

aS a Ciearer manifestation
fhe trongly recommends this additional language

the comraittee's intent that GSA not come

ILR. 4845 would add section 111 to the Federal Property an

Subsections (a) and (b) provide the basic authority

eral agencies, to provide for joint use of y oF

The Administrator is also authorized to provide for the maintena

data
a

the

meeded" to the second sent in subsection 1i1(y).
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the approprivte

Overnment wide manigerient
Ir pler Conercsscoord: itea G Subsection (d) authorizes "pPropriitions to the revolving fund in suchamotpis as may be requred It as tther providea that 59 approprinted together. h the vilte of supplies and equipment transferred tothe Adm nistritor, shall constitute the of the fund Tne 4s

1 (ec) artlo ScTv.ces received therefrom are to be fred vy the (dt tor so as to

1967, it 15 conter p'ited that pPropr -hons wil Le pro wied for certainOW NE rece tof direct oper iting cous Provistor is made 11 subseetior (a) to ravedScn ot such itunsi tle deter 1 of the retes charred user ccs

revoluirg furd 5 prov ded 12 s (c)Ore Tinally, refunds or recovcries resulting from operttio s such as netProceeds or d sposal of fina Property 15 excess surplis and cysrecurved in settlement of loss o- d-image chins, are to te to theAfter the close of crea fecal your net income not ta offsetPrior yerr losses is to be transferred to the Ircasury as re-ceipts
Subsection (ce) provides for the pheab lity of other [rovisiors oflaw heh otherwise v ould limit the at thority of the Aad underthis provosed ame. rent to the Icder ] Property and Ac auristrat seServ ces Act of 1919, and specific uly, the proviso follown (4),

Scicr tifte anc technolog cal Services relnting to ADP to t' egen-

to the estab! sament of unnorm Federal ADP stanc-rds Tous sibscet onalso deunestes the autnority of the Seeretiry of Commerce to undericnein the sciences and tech olozies of auto natic data process: 1g Sys-tems It as not intenued that cariied out under this authoritydup! cate or preclude research being done by other Government agerc.esOF private industryS wdsection (g) provides that the authority conferred upon both the Ad-

ane) Or com@mctor ut z or

A Wee cried ict the anor,,

) sera ecenta

be mel ided
d

cr perme he busty qo

Ofs c

Cuc inc o hers

3
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fseal and policy con the Berean of the BudecteS specaf cally precy

201 the p-oposed determimition, the issue shallbe subycet to review - Jeers or by the Bu of the Budget, or as the »

VI AG CY ON HR 4815

MP OTLLR GINT RAL or rur Unie D Sratrs,
Thon Day
Coc amen Comm €

of he,

Governn ent te

vuent Operatiuns,

e fcul tuat the mechanism proposcd in
3893

w
e
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sath the determina.tons by the ager
IYM S171 for carrying out the detalled

thar ADP requirements
of

tne user would dey! tho Office of the President
»

tie selected equi ie tho authonty con*crred upon the Adimini,trato
to direction

and to fiscal and policy control exercised by the Bu

a

cies or to and operate equipment pnols and «atwp
ters for the use of two or more agencies if those agencies

rato in such°2
The bill provides a report of receipts

bo Congress) 'The tyne of report exlied for 1s
ould recommend thit the bill ae

the use of equ p

Liectronic
«\dmiustrator fil to > san the

Pres vent may others 'rect 63

(le agency reports cor-merts received on HR 4815 follow mont org with approyriito vuthorits
processing fa

oO? 1965 litres and relited co ts ineu red by 0

iment \.de
reports wo hive istued Gf resorts to the

Loar
mipi,cment of automrtic data processirg

4510

bs, or tt to the poles and procedures set forth in the bill,
we offer the conments for consideration

tion 111(g) prges
5 and , be deletcd 'Phe Ac

noof whe +

or components thereof by agcnev or ure
tea dian effort inistritor of

tive ceonomicil procirenent and use of autor

anted the Adm nistrator

In com uenting on If agen-
vheh vc feel reflects a V ss on thi, motteIn our report to t

fers to
coc and

rt Accordingly, we
"EP S attt pree «3 tion be deleted and tho folloy substituted a,

2a hae CCuusve b ly estabushed requirements of the Bureau
39 Te wrt date determined

A upon Lased on recommendrtion of the Ad
WR O171, he rations of

the agercies concerned other than



ment of the tyres by tie or for obtaining similar
7 du. proces by contract

1 Woro thea tor on pire 4 lines 5 and 6ofthe } tb f by coe te mat te inter ded to authorize the Admin-
j itor ton Habl> for or otherwise supply services to
2 te o Id corstitute an exception to section

Revicl St. te C G26 the of op-
stions so'c: to for whe? mace ind no other, in the

of
py

ouvue befoe ties 0 rizit obviite inv doubt in the
1 tor

Wei suo tps ton be wddcd to the bill to prosiee
TO CNCCTEINO 1 Cr, e exempt from tie provisions of the bHtu te

re ar'? to Nat) of th Icgislation to Coxernment
Cor e ex on of the bill, 'or the
ex 8G of, 1 ver a Ud to authority of the Ad-

over come wrt iter 1o,0tivtedVe hie oenoh that to the mantmaum cvtent pract eible
sin wads by coitr cto.s in the per-

fo of 1 uc. vt the Teduitl agencies the
or rt ge ceo of uch equ pment or sys.euis

y t ue it ecatrict prices be furn shed
1 Cove iu in the Gov-

sub ect s ts o the me liws and re ,ulitions wpplica-
b's to

Weiobe oes the tie b 1 weuld be in the interest of the
a econo: 1c1l procurement

oF & equipnent Therefore and
to tac echt ros do abe we favor of the pro-

Wee Hobe "ify t e@ proposed herrings and we will
Ne pe iced to ct UD y respect with regard to this
4 r

Siacere'y yours
CAMEBILL, Comptroller General

cuTnec Orricr o1 Tur Prrsiprnt,Ltr avor Buvert,
Washington, D C, Varew 11, 1965

Tien Wairnrase Tl, Dawso
C Cornet ceo ient O; cations,

180of Rep
We ha gion DC

Meo Cifariyes "hs will achnowledge jour Ietter of Tebruary
1% 1905 tlhe of the Ludget to comment on IIR 4845,
- b11 to pre ide for ecromie and efficent purchese lease main-
teaince ope 71 1 cliz*tion of autoriitic data processing equip-
rent by the ud sents tnd

Pres dent t itted to the Congress on March 2, 1965, a
reoor on tera po w in the acquisition and utilization
of chetronie co Covernine it lhe report, prepired by the

of the Puce the results of a your Jong study It
OS a brorwd yre to achive inereised effectiveness coupled

oo) greater cconomy Ye Use of data processing
ce Ina lett the zaeport to the Congrc.> the Pres.-

that and u ,estions for 1mprovement outlined
fit dala

the Tete ,olby the Pre tlent apency hoad are held

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCTSSING
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econom and manrsement of thar ADP act vities
in that framework of the President expects the centra
agencies--tho Bure of the B rdget the Services Administration
and the Civil Servier Com Cevclop pohe es guitel ncs
the fiprove nt of APP to exer 1 uek

ship in promotiie ane wsenesy coore won coordin ition Ss} uring
ments und other mewures to thit the ADv re-

of Commerce or tio deprrtrient aid genacs We beh ve

ment of Camneree lle repo t concludes thrt tr Liew af sp teat
nov Peis to the most cflecaus

ment of ADP
Accorc an gls the report the enietment of gener bare

ind 1 @ of ADP nent and (2) i speeific } to the

to 2 ure the econoruc and effecave use of ALP Lie
port recemme ds exsplet Ics be pro weld (1)
lor th of a re fuad to freritate the e tay

appro it tion wf T ede rol for ADP or ent ond
tec niques Jets 1 stardud dtu eler1ents codes wad (3) to
provide speciiac rd di ect on to the Srerecir of Coum "es

techme problems
It is the view of the Bureau of the Buaget that enrietment of IIR 4845

woula wsist im eorry ng out the pol cics and sucg > iors for
tue and utiiraition of clectronic comp ters hich

have been approved by the President Accordingly the Bureau of tho

Budget recommenss that your give favorable consideration to
HR 4813

Sincerely jours

>

To Curly

to the of the

within both the c agen
ews aid the Ine mens In crietment of

speeifierlly wdc

tion (1) providin an of egy, palrey on the reat sition

the

of scrvice carters equip nent poo's ind time shor s rents (2)
ipaka prov an for

mY d tech-
ind to p.oside ady omy ane coisult itis? to Go

S Tttcirrs
Assustant Ducctor for Iegislutive he,crence

GUNERAL SI ADMINISPR ATION,
Washington, D C, Wurch 15, 1965

Tion L DAWSON,
Chairman, Committee on Government Operations,
Louse of Representatives, Washington D
Dian Mr Your letter of Tebruary 19, 1965, requested

tho views of the General Services Administration on HR 4845, 89th
Congress 2 bill to provide for the economic and efficient purchise,
Jere mountcnance operation, and ut of automitic dati proc-
e ing cguipment by Vederildeputm ats and i
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fon, D

made to your request for the finanHR 4815, 89th Congress, 2 bill
- ton te processing by

core the of setting
of ol ey the Congress on the

by agencies
would be of to

the } tion intor lout the Gove nr crt
tl Dud and the

init: eetio: which should
A vile

1 Vivoin tue Test his been
ont of Under

the sharing evel ges
> mice, and these

D of Defense teeer t-
2 ct whieh is de, gncd to

re ties of all in this
t to con-
Luc et Re, ort to the President on the

in the Tederal Government which
t d to the Congress on March 2,

"re Tureau of the
tho mater of procure
I

et Report expressed certian conclusion on
of dati processing equip-

t cneles their present

office cred with authority to make these

with respect to Pre 1 over the
of the exccutive branch It woud vaso interfere with

tho requ ond utile Con of ADP? the Bureau of t o repeat
as by the its on t e
of 1 fund to tho the hme at of sor fea

world be 3 fer to nee ON

to finance the Or t til ition of
There IR ecrt Un whieh be con-

st ued torequre on tery bac > s ant thelr con

to the car dis tr} throu h the

or tr from otner 1 der s tue equip? to tue °

ment tho bill Te interpreted to require the of the
revolving fund provide Jil(e) in

Use of such a or brits would re ult dn

another step the nent of Moreover vould

of the equip nent they be prying lo Coomera'

equipment oxi ting y for the ition of

ev to Ti dt is Cove
be for tr tay

ard ch the
with be

the it at a di a the mes

che we world
tho to ue older p out is lost lie

then fad liv in the
position of itor, of ef in wo

or to even thou, mere
equ pment is at equal or lov er cost Tor the above
the of Co not consider the rent

tho of this Dep wich respect to in the
of ment contr been mies to the of the
Dudeet the 1 Of ice and to v mous corr
of Co yess) Lhe Ge Otfice
on ths Govern ent hip for ADPE 11 Covern
merit plait. to the Comptroller General
on this area were supplied to on Mav 21,
1964, copy of which is attached

of Defense procurenient policy is to place maximum re-
sponsibility on cont ctors for contract includ ig the re-

for facilities acquisition to perform those contracts This
would include 'the Departments of contractor respon-

go hand hand with increascd on the use of fixed-
price contracts and contracts with wide ranging incentives which are

a trvtor of C ener Service the Adtoam (riter

Ary

to reimbur e the Cor
tho fuird In at covld oy Yount morn

equip rent erce 5 to one another apeney ther
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ventory of {dle ADDI 'S) adnmunisation and of such

- cquipn cit and if the funds ue at1,91 the nue
r

of sued equiprient
of ti} recor nittee on Coveirnment Activities in his

e ipo

too of ADPL fo int hor hi hiv elas Wie purpo In-

w
e

t eartrict mand enent by Covern-dent conti ictor formration to tho sclectIon and aequicttion of this
ADIL to contri o:
eub tintial penal be
trol ind interventioy

zs of ADP cquipment and the urg
sonsitivo elassif.ed niture of the date

" eq upment in ento c

hit determinations Ww tbe applied It fs considered sentir t
of the types descr bed above involving the national

bill commencing on prge 2 16
'This section shall not be construed to apply to

automnatic dati processing equ pment for scientific or ersvpto

In conelusion the of Defense supports

tho ADPL field priaiirily with respect to our

in the of Gomiacrce by subscction 111(f) Is not
curtail or Deputucnt of Defense research and dcvc op.

mittee miv request Turther the Department welcomes the opportunity

The Bureau of the Budget advises that from the standpoint
admuinisrition s progrim there is no objection to the submission 0
report to the committee

tha trot +

It has been stated % prince ads intige of centralized procure-rreit of ADP? ; ti e/purchi o decisions could be made on the
the

soful r the:
1. or 7itton th

Oo Cue for tie
2 Ci to re thit vi egency cin mahe such determina-toi the Covein security

Wholly We are full support of theoes of pure
e over It concurs in those provisions of IVR 45435 pertaumning to re

cordipoa Dy there "for to be vestcd in the Sceretiry o. Comn creer The Department

in alk cise the eeoromic advant is proven, based
ment wide bisis for the type of services which the

eat bus proce lure i acted purel ase of equipment where economy activities in this field
scot] lurdup cto may or may not have furtl er

Tn the form at
to testify at ne irings to be held on R 4845

Oeb 1 Qe words
pige 2 the words and

the word require' be chingedt provide for tes lo Tf ani 15, prge 3 the words 'for Sinc

Deputy Scerctary of Defenseit coo yh V
Carus R Vaxer

O1> tror ition of such equipment byail "or the Tede al be deleted nd substitute in lieu thereofwords toet bu do cau pricnt pools and data processli, ee ters bs or fe vse of ty o or more Leder agencies or to
Orricr or Tur PosTvastTrn

Wushington, D C, March 29, 1965.
Hon L Dawson,
Chairman, Conunitice on Government Oper alrors,
House of Represcntatirces, Washington, D C
Dran Mr Cuam tan This is in reply to your request for a report

on HR 4845 to provide for the economic and efficient purchase
operation, and utilization of automatic data processing

equipment by Tederal departments and 1gencies
The Post Offico Depirtment is wlreidy accomplishing many of

purposes of this leg s ] ution During the pst ycar, ADD
our 15 regional officcs have been consoiudited into 6 data process
conters resulted in an increased of equip uent an
an cstimated cost reduction of over $3 mullion a year
W6 lavo actively pirticipated In th? Bureau of the Budgets experi-

mental ADP sharing in Philadclphia Where a member of the
Deprrtments office stiff served as chrirman of the

pro 1.1) S neo the compk tio of this cvpe™imcnt wo have t1tho1
fuowuge blo of eqr i, ment shang, opportunitics

at the request Tede il 4, enev the requisition and utilization

ete ey at on the ftoo . @ Howe of Representatives on Fevoruvy 11(p 2086 Corre
ale stited that tle cortaincd exce tions necessary for reisonsa eurity ceien « * thit it not 1itended that the legislation

sc Or specially military APD system

ened ADL developed for military purposes

2 ora coutro Cor rtions aperateans are procu ed as7 2 parts of o shy, Cit svstcms It slould be furtherro od that comr cl eqdupment is selected for these
Trent Towever Litst be to the total system and ats futer-face revuire icnts 4 of alto makes cvtcnoive

ANINA
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> hensive cata, thering nety ork, we anticpite
1 vill in thne be provieed for ure

. ung more prec trensportition and
surfico trinsportation schemes are in the

da tomrtically with a view to optim 7Ing trans-
is of tire anl cost We hvwe an experimental

. ty Virieh the practictbility of dcvclop-
ea areis as production schedul-

wath p yroll dita bens obtained as a by-
Itocess Our and development efforts

-ya relafean equifment as control co uponents for
* equipment
in, wd testing a viriety of new

opcritions on workroom floors Until
der ued developed tested ana proved,

cdeu the of installations and the loca-
et be deter ined Here as in the otner areas

of postal is required for efficient
mainte rinee of ADP equipment.

ns we hrov it today is it a rapid
thet coripater equipment becomes obsolcte in 1

ith this in rund and with the Gener Services
on our reyuesis for ADP, it ern 7easonably be

s result In the rcgiisition and cause
tle dame Such delay can be lengthy and result

icat beng tequired ment
«8 sith the general design of tho legislition to
'roater economy and inecrersed effectiveness in

The proposed sharing arrangements in the
as reeommended by the Pre ident,

ae in mecting Government wide ADP
2 "1d telp to estrblish com.nendoble guide-

emcent activities We aro mindful,
Offtes D>, . tment must operite within a frame-

ying 1 to day method of opcrition, which
from cther isencics and requrcs different

ae ga watfore, Una hil bd

this report to the committee
Sincerely yours,

he standpoint of
he submission of

Gronovuskt
Postmaster General

DFPAPTMINT OF ACRICULTURF,
Washington, DC, March 15, 1965

Vit LIAM . Dawson,
Commultee on Gover yonent Operations,

Dran Mr Th's is In reply to your
19 195 for a report on HR 4845 a bill to

and efficient purchase lease, maintenince operdtion uments and
of automatic data proces ing equipment py Icderal dere

111(2) of the p oposcd rotates peelfic

offico eripowered with authority and respontibility to
the

on the procurcment and utilization of ADP equipment wou as3

of the executive and that it would interfere with direct Gove

ment agenc) contractor unnecessarily
We feel that this affi.mative stitement of policy clarifies the Intent

tho Budget Generw Services Administration Depirtment of Com rats
Civil Service Commission and to the heads of eaccutive agencies

proce

rece Ing

toh

t
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specific assipnr cit of recponsibilities to executive agencies should facili-
tito the efficient economicil of ADP activities
Wo beheve t' R 845 will fraeiitate our efforts to acneve further

eco1onies rt rly by the seryiees to be available from theLures of tha 1 t the Adminictrition and the De
puiment of Coi
ing furd for tl
Accordingly the
mittee give fava

Tho «

of

Sinccrely

ocurement of automutic processing equipment.
ent of Agriculture recommends that your com-

cor 'ideration toll R 4845
190 Budget advices thit there is no objection to the
report from tho stindpoint of the admunistration's

TF Inrrvan,
Seerctary

Tut Grvi rau Counsrt or TUL Trrasuny,
Washington, D C, March 12, 1965

Vion WirtrawT
Chauman Comn on Corernment Onerations,
TTouse of P'epres res, Washington, D C

Dean Mr C AN Reference is made to your request for the
views of this tment on ITR 4845, to provide for the economic
and y e leate pmoumteranee operition and utilization of

ratio ita, nh, quipuentb departments and agencies
Lhe prop oe would authorize the Admunistritor of the

Generil S. vic 1 to coordinate and provide for purchase,
1. d of automatic data processing equip

ment tore rit on of such equipment, to estibiisn and
Operwua CO lly o05 and "ata processing centers, and to delegate
such attre ty Ter Tede 1 It would also provide for
evia ctr tie d processing funds vuthorize the Sceretirv
of Commerce > secrafie wind technologie advice on and to
reco) nera ott for daty proces and plaice certun
huts on tie wy of tle Admiustrator and Setretuy in
Out pro ric

Pho dre osu

Proposed 2 ots
ard «fi edurt t

tment supports the underlying objectives of the
While etn be acconmiphshed in the economic

proce sing equipment and techniques
within thie fri nx Of existing tion re,uirtions, and
tative thcre bo certun advarteces to be giuined tn
the sisi tion de ling with this sigmilicant, and relatively

ovree
Sono yportio proposed Icgislation, however, miv necd clue

fication Wh » would idd to the Pederal Property and Admunistra-
tive vices 194.9 2 new section 111 of which su see
ton (b) ) « yurt tiit A d processing equipment
Sultuble fur * * use by Leueril be provided by the

(rior i * * * trinsfcr of equipment from other Ted-
cril * Tlie Deprirtment mtciprets this provision to

equi .o would have first been eclired excess
bs the ne rd there. preclude possible interference with the

of tic it agcnev to rry 146 prog) um responsibilitics
Si section 'J) * o.'d also provide that the is

Put?or } to 7 76 Jeint of such equipment by two or
reore Te ort Thi, provi ion is in corfhlct with the

of tion of section 111 wich would provide that
0 thot upon the Administ) hull not be oO con-

rce ind the p ovisions for the automatic ditt process-

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
ment

other users of their individu automatic data processing equip

tation to intcrference With an agency

and repur of such cquipment lv contract or

the evpin ion of the y efforts of the Depirtr

zation to give
e Admuints-

ato processing
cen-

(e),

re with or watt rope
x

delezite to one or mo
or aun

sof
Ls

Te leral

dita processing fund shall tle ,To-
rent main-

for the eflicrw t ition
and for 1 1cies

use

a 'dition wUly

desten ard
uate toe

1 to 2 or intorle with the by and
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proposing standi> in the automitic data processing field. The Depart- dato processing activities The specific responsibilities of the Department
ment believes th in e\pansion of efforts is necded and fully sup- of Commerce under the circultr ure as follows
ports this 'Tho Department of Commerce is responsible for aiding in the
Tho Departmer 3 the selection acbeen advised bv the Bureau of the Budget that achievement of increased cost m
ono S 10 object "rom tne standpoint of the administration s program ipmcnt,

to the « qu reition and utilizition of automrtic ditt proces ing
1s report to your committee end in this connection will perform the f fune'ions

Sur cerely "(a) Provide advisory and consultative services to executl e agen-
Trro B Ssurrn, information systems prised on

eles on the methods for developing
Acting General Counsel the use of computers ond the programing and ecs thereof

*(b) research on computer sciences and techiniqucs

including system aecign oricn ted priuanly towird Govern rent ap-

plicationsGrvrnaz CounsFL or TUE guidance and monitorship of an executive
o1 Cowwcrce, "(c) Provide dw to dry 6

branch pro >tram for supporting the Covelopment me ment and
Washington, D C, March 22,.1965Fion Jack Brooxe testing of volun' uy commerciil st mndards vitoinatic dita process

Chaumen Goren? a ynd computer 1 ling lit CsActiuties Sibcommitice Committee on Government {ing equipment tvchmiques
Opriatiors if "(d) Inpro o y In automatic ditty proces toea* Representatives, Washington D C

Dian Mr Cir ment procured by the 1 Lever Covernment by recomne ne Ving
q n techsThis letter is 'n reply to vour request for the Tederml tird yrds for autoim dita proecs Ingviews of this De t on HR 4845, a bill to provide for the eco-nonic and err C niques and computer langues7se Ic se, maintenance, operntion, and utiliza

tior of nutom itic processing equipment by Pederal departments and We believe the 1 C of gubsection 111(f) of tho bill provides ulo-
avencies 3 quato reco nitten for the « responsibilities

Wo are in aveec ith the objectives of the bill and believe most of Subscetian 111(b) of the bill places centr 1 funetiona with re-
its Woprov sioner 1 helpful n advineing the devclopment effec- spect to ADP equipment in th< Adwint tritor of i u Ser fect
tive apy) cition L oo ue ucof wtomite dita processing throuzh- ministration In the report President oln on reecnily tran mitted to
out the 1 Inport cular we beheve that subsection 111(c)of the bal Yl os the Congress the followlig conclu Jon wis stite d

: le iment of arevolying fund for equippingard e Coty prosessing cer ters to scrve Mederal agencies "We have concluded that the of 2 separ te office em-
shovld enable so powered with authority and respon Ibility to make decisions on the pro-ac cies more readily and economically toexnloit enriputer t therm operations ecurement and util zation of ADL equipment would dilute the re ity

sulsect or 1ii montmw itl tHat
OS responsibilities in the De- of agency heuds for the of th 'Mr it would

1 Ar UU cmentsP {oient OL Con Under sorve to divorce ADP maniyzement from the cst heetiit sibscetion, tle Seeretiry of Com-moe oO Yd le rized to provide Leceral sgencier with scientiiic for sures all over the overall of the exceutive
and teel O1s br nch and thit it would interfero wath direct Governinentserviecs ru.ted to auto i tic data yrocess-
ing ard r 1 1 to t reconimenditions to the Piesident 7

contractor relationships un recess wily
or itamatic 1 weta p.ocessing standards and to un- Construing subsection 111(b) to.ether with subsectior 111f)

in corr vat? the hove neeess*'y reseuch in the -vfences st belicve it ele. .r thit the central role of GSA + ould be subject to
and technoloci $ yuter an lrelited ststen s the direction and pollev guidiree of the President ind the Pureau of

Tne 2 tho Budget in raccordince vith the report the Pre {lert recertiv trans-iS in the development of
a ty : 1

4
& tech nolesy ana sj tems aad unde existing mitted to the Conrrc and tnit the 3 determine their own

has 1 Po lmportint part of the Federal research and need, fom ADP equipnent. Su>sections 111(b) ana 111(e) cculd be
dcvclopn ent t Wu's the Department's existing authority considered om hov ever with respect to who sail male tle final
is x 1 éery it is in any lesislation on central determination concerning the hinds of spccifiertionrs of equipmert

awn ALE? ert of fre data needed to mect stated agercy requiremencs effectively ard eronom.ceilsprocessing equipment, for specific func-
tious to be ta the Sreretorv of Commerce Such an assign Agency heiwds are chirged with the resror sibility for the proper and
ment 35 4 it cleir the relationship between the efficient conduct of their programs and need to have authority commen-

Welw cs ned with this verv amportant subject. We do surite with this responsibility This 1s porticularly important when it
not cons, ve 111(f) a> in iny way this Departments relates to decicions ahout the Jinds of ADP equip.ncrt necded to raat
oro d authori fc whic rese ch In rany agencies ADP equipn ent his Lecome aagcney requaremer ts
The r gels reeent report on the management of mijor reso.ree on hich progrim operitions and the sirtc-

at
}

It fs not prectie bleng in the 1 Government, the Presi- tures of thote agcneics are deperdent
a af trin rytted t Corsress on March 2, 1965, recommended, among to evpect the Administritor of the General Services Adminictriton to

er miko or review deemsiors vbout arency ADP equipment needs + pot neces
4n OFder to 2 siriiv involve agoacy program and Judgment. Cois t'ne sthte of the art and to provide a source of

<
< ale tutionto t cles We recomnicnd les slation to pro- wath this understawai we construe sussection

v1 ce "Cc O+ ney the1 eee or to the Seerctir, of Com.erca to on tro *utlority of the Admiritritor wid 78 to
te we rch nter on tech- final detcr ninition respect to tho tions+ of ADP
003 i doO ultrti e to Government equipment needed for 1iecting the a, ency requirements cffectively and

f

to

n vad te wal pre economle Hy
No A t wd Wai Subs et to the o und the would fivor
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Wo hase ad

do no to The Dcpattments view of the proposed
tao trations

the Bureau of the Budget that there wouldof this report from the standpoint of of Ato
W115

General Counsel
President

Charm Comm fore
3 r

Jon «

INT oF Wrrt ARP,
March 25, 1905
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Ti ig response to jour request of
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ef Services to
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operation and utilt
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ot le

vith the of this bill Wo
P OVE one tha of the executive

h their own cnts The
tion of Operating s must

Tf) of t
mC idm strut on of agenes Vath

Joo ad that there Is 19 ob ect toeo ter
to the ex cay & vad the right to determine their

t of deta find jola nee of proces sing

reat coon tio longiun swings wouldte} ft rot "le
aw dirte purchase if oll otler

ece 1 to do so
cf the so lor. 18 the bill clearly reserves

ho Deputy Assistant Scerctary af theLoft e Di that there is no objection

Pwo ror
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Washington DC, arch 92,1965
Co

nn ities on Government Oper

tions program

a yie
of re

Sincerely curs Port oN

ort the of the

ut Scoretary
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Washington, D C, 12, 1965 r t for our views
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Ihe Department of State the op-
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Washington Was 7,
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ston of ADP rellvities
dtesemibes the responsi
Services
1s ration and oper*tion

af apperrs at Cire
TSao and aecorea
gir at this tir oe Ilo

the Congress 21
Vureau of tle 4

Bubmussfon of this rep s

Sincerely,

don by the Government It clearlyof the Burenu of the Budget, the General
1 other agencies with regaid to ADP admin-
No A-71 accomphshes the objectives of HRmet of this mc. ure seems to bo unneces- Innes for studving the fe vitallyVe would hive no objection to its enact-
t odvises that there is no obfoction to the"tom the standpoint of the administration g

a

Seerclary of Labor

Orricez o7

Hon Jacn Roos,
Cie pan Corernme rt

Ope ations Hote af
Dosw Mr Cran can of 2 possible 1488 hours (%7 percent) in Janutry

tio Veterans
for the eceeid)

or and ut
oal depirtimen, an! the ederal

AER 48aS vould
veces Act of 1949 1

S omy ces Adio traitor atic
ant purenase } € data processing in the Ldcral Covern nent ore basieall, sound

ADMINISTRATION,~ ADMINISTRATOR oF Vearpans' Al PAIPs,
Washington, D C, March 23, 1965 The Veterans Administrivon has coripiied with all of

andDuring the past few *cirs the Executive Office of

for an annual inventory of ADP equipment use costs, personnel,

agencies to asscss then ADP pro rams
Ce) Bu.cau of tle Budget Circular A-27, June 1964, creates ADP

position of equip nent Wluch 2,ceeds a user s needs

so of Ely processing equipmen

leise

plic .tions

sharing evchinges in the jor cities of

ery Sweommitioe, Committee on Corernment
Vashinglon,

3 refers to your request for a report byon ITR 4845 89th Congress a bill "Tocff ee at purchase lease, mintenance, ton and throu,hott the country (Vor further frets see enclosure
rtutom. tie dota processing equipment by

agement of aia processing in
+

Ont oy voted
bx to
Ter , tion mended which would (1) provide ian expression of con TeSSIOPD
e ac t,ools ine?

si artenirtie at op

en tn
mua form 7,
1 anu use of data wsp c
a tS s,

f, bi) soall vo
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Vo in the Veterans
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tie Dede.al Property and Administrative
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mw, ur f ADP equipanent Provision 18
ture ond for the ereciting of ineee
be ons and funds of other

ner ctOle the equipmentIr the Secretary of Commereo to proside
t 1 ad isory services reliting to

2 7 .)° recounmen iations to the Picsicent
of ry Lstendirds and to conotis nex fo 11 of science or tec nology

tne authom + coiferred upon the Adminis
Ad t shall not be constiued as

by igencies concerning their
te artcrfere with or attempt to

1 it by
are very much of the

processing equipment end related
1 § cficctiveuess and improving produeWe nave mide a most determined

of dita proe with the services we are
ur er the 1 an part of our

A~ resut aecisions concerning the pro-
and tl: annoc in which It is to

fo the 3 or fulure of such programs
& ti dec ions wre olutely neces

oon of tae protec involved

+

We are of coarse of the report to the on

on the aequisifion ind use of City processtig ments ane
(2) give a specific uirec ne to the cin of tne vid u
eral Sorvices Admin strit on within the areas of their pre cntiy
responsibilities to tise necessary actions to the most fconoms

vide spee fic aut] ouity ame ction to the Sceretary of

note that of these recommenditions have been incorporr
WR 4845
Although this bill would sive broid authority to the Adm

of the Generil Services Adnini.tratior to coordinite the rome

agencies Morcover we note thit the President wp.oved t 1g reer

In
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We ire advised by

tion from the siendpo
tion of t! s report to 3°

Sincerely,

Cc -

"T D bs RY
tin its report of March 11, 1965 to your com-
proposed will assist in carrying them out
sct forth above we would have no objection
on of WR i845 by vour committee
Bureia of the Budget that there is no objec-tie administration s program to the presenta-

purcnase of ADP cquipment, calculations based on
January 1205 use
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1 rectly
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Ton Wirrras I, Dawso

Tlowecf Representatic
D weMr Dav so.

tie Atomic Co
ecynor c and e'f.cter

on of auto int
pro. its andl ave

Ou are WoC
2, 1965 7 re, 6

t o
J sz, Comision
t > Lureav of tuo PP?

vineh re wilt da
we Of TER

re the pire' ase price by the annual vinescrrti rp sifthe equipmert were nut purcl wed and

Arovtic TNEIGy Coxwnrssron,
Washington, D C, March 16, 1965

nment Operations,
shu gton DC
is in reply to your request for the views of
sion on JI R 4845, a bill to provide for the
reise, leise maintenance operation, and
'a processing equipment by the Tederal de-

cat John on transnutted to the Congress on
Teleral polfey .nd practices in the acquisi-

comm iters in Government The Atomic
cyte entel on the Advisory Commitee to
nd on tle proj «t staff with respect to tle
report to the Corwress We ree with tho

ve that ue een f tent vith the

the administration and management of vutom itic prorces n&

coordinate and p.o ide for the econoniic and efficicat purchise e1se,
and maintenance of automatic dita processing equipment This

could be interpreted so broidly as to include the selection ana

for use by the dervrtments rid agencies and thit the pre
ently, recognized of individ dil departments and

belicves that the C&L Adriuilstrators rcspo es sho id be ec'et'y
defined and 1mited in the minner ve Tue Another sourco
of concern to us is the wbsence In the bil of o clear seuterie dt

of whether CSA or individuil ipencics would hive re yon for
budgeting and the of ADP equipment

We have been advised by the Bureiu of the Didget thrt is no
objection from the stundpoint of the administrations program to the
transmittal of this letter

Sincerely yours

tor to

d

em

Jiro $10 600

HAL

Te or? 1985 7 000Jire COO

4

Joun V Vincraurr rma

(Tor General Manager)

NATIONAL AEPONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,
O.. ter or THP ADMINISTRATOR
Washington, D C, March 29, 1963

Yon Tack Brooxs,
Chairman, Gover) ment Subcommilice, Committee on Government

Operations Ilouse of Representaties Wash ngton DC
Dran Mr Cuanwaw 'This refers to vour rcequvest for a report by the

National Aeronwutic3 and Space on HR 4815 4 BHL to
provide for the economic and efficient lease, milinteniance
operation and of automnriic daa proces ing by

department, agenrcics
As we understand the leg it is designed to provide the neces-

sary evecutive authority and responsibility for the economicrl and effi-
eient acquisition and of automnitic dita equipment

such as p violls ainventorms and personnel records It would accom-
plish this by certun gener powcis to the Admin strator of the

has studicd tt ose provisions and feels th t they are well
designed to out the purposes of the bill the pro isi0nS
which would estiblish t re olving furd for the acquisition vid shur'ng
of equipment In the of use we feel that the pro-
posed legislation presents noy to this agency
The Acron* itics and Spree is a

user ot Ticzhiv techn cil automate dita yrocessing rent
Tho nev and 11010 coriplic*ted are mide inte,ral ports of
spice experiments The main nent of reseirch autom itic Atty proeess~
ing equipmnent, prrdcularly os it applies to spice exploration 1s

soph stuicited and mt t exclusively in the experi enting ac oncy
We foc] that the bill adeqt ately the re a,ener in that

ft provid that the ti te 4 POW are mn t to

Ours 1961 13 500
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General Services on
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>notic data processing equipment requirements,
e Ad ninistrator to delegite to Pederal agencies

duty processing systeans whenrt ceca > + ad effiereney of opermtion, the
voor for Oc ort Ty unptementiuon of overall

uch c urpment
who appro that the bill aithorizes the See-
*e eelor tifie and technological advisory services
y oer inv matters and to recommend to the

in field
the \cronauties and Space Adiain-
bill .fR be favorably considc red

aut las vised that from the vier pont of
ent, there is no objection to the submission of

JT, Carracian
Ass stant tdministratorfor Legislative Affats

AVIATIOW Acracy,
O1iic or THE ADMINIS! ATOR,
Weshington, D C, March 15, 1965

ernment Operations,
Un gton, a

1,8 18 in respon e to 30ur letter of Tebruary
Ch irritn Brooks letter of Lebruary 26,
WIR i845 a bill to provide for the eco-

> lease, murttenance operation, and utiliza-
rig by depirtments and

{1 the ceieril objectives of the proposed
rrovide f - tie cconomte and cffieient requi-
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wing t.e ob celives without undermining
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report to your committee
Sincerely,

erpury o1 Civrrs
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Assembly Bill No. 1381

CHAPTER 1473

An act to amend Sections 3020, 7017, and 19432 of the Busi-
ness and Professions Code, to amend Sections 15490 and
16480.1 of the Government Code, to amend Section 11770.5 of
the Insurance Code, to add Section 10207 to, and Chap-
ter 3.5 (commencing with Section 6250) to Division 7 of
Title 1 of the Government Code, and to repeal Sections
1208, and 20473 of the Agricultural Code, Sections 2122,
2713.5, 2852.5, 4018, 4809.1, 5014, 6307.5, 7207.5, 7611, 8010,
8919.2, 9009.5, 9536, 9936, 10060, 18626.7, and 19035.10 of
the Business and Professions Code, Article 1 (commencing

~

Sections 1892, 1893, and 1894 of the Code of Civil Pro-
cedure, Sections 113, 13867, 23607, 24156, 26008 and 31008
of the Education Code, Sections 105, 732, 1326, and 14107
of the Fish and Game Code, Sections 1227, 8013, 8340.8,
8440.8, 10207, 13913, 15487, 20137, and 65020.10 of the
Government Code, Sections 1153.2, 1262, 1356, 1711, and
3805 of the Harbors and Navigation Code, Sections
103.2, 431.4, 1110.2, 13141.2, 17940, and 18917 of the Health

of the Public Resources Code, Section 21209 of the Public
Utilities Code, Sections 2605 and 3009 of the Vehicle Code,
Sections 13008 and 20034 of the Water Code, and Chapter
842 of the Statutes of 1959, relating to public records.

with Section 1887) of Chapter 3 of Title 2 of Part 4 of, and

and Safet: Code, Sections 71.2, 137, 147, and 3092 of the
Labor Code, Sections 538, 638, 666, 4567, 9065.2, anad 9072

(Approved by Governor August 29, 1968. Filed with
Secretary of State August 30, 1968.]

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

Section 1. Section 1208 of the Agricultural Code is re-
pealed.

is repealed.
Sec. 5. Section 2713.5 of the Business and Professions

Code is repealed.
Src. 6. Section 2852.5 of the Business and Professions

is amended to read:
3020. The board shall keep an accurate inventory of all

property of the board and of the state in the possession of

Sec. 3. Section 20473 of the Agricultural Code is repealed
Src.. 4. Section 2122 of the Business and Professions Code

Code is repealed.
Sec. 7. Section 3020 of the Business and Professions Code

L-4357 614 Reprinted 9-13-68 250
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the board and it shall obtain a receipt therefor from its suc-
cessor.

is repealed.

is repealed.

Sec. 8. Section 4018 of the Business and Professions Codé

Sec. 9. Section 4809.1 of the Business and Professions Code

Szc. 10. Section 5014 of the Business and Professions Code
is repealed

Src. 11. Section 6307.5 of the Business and Professions
Code is repealed.
Sec. 12. Section 7017 of the Business and Professions Code

is amended to read

shall within 30 days prior to the meeting of the general ses-
sion of the Legislature submit to the Governor a full and
true report of its transactions during the preceding biennium
including a complete statement of the receipts and expendi-
tures of the board during the period.
A copy of the report shall be filed with the Secretary of

7017. The board, in addition to the usual periodic reports,

Src. 18. Section 7207.5 of the Business and ProfessionsState.

Code is repealed
Src. 14. Section 7611 of the Business and Professions Code

Sec. 15: Section 8010 of the Business and Professions Codeis repealed

is repealed.
Src. 16. Section 8919.2 of the Business and Professions

Code is repealed.
'gnc. 17. Section 9009.5 of the Business and Professions

is repealed.
Src, 20. Section 10060 of the Business and Professions

Code is repealed.
Sec. 21. Section 18626.7 of the Business and Professions

Code is repealed.
Suc. 22. Section 19035.10 of the Business and Professions

Src. 23. Section 19432 of the Business and Professions

all proceedings of the board, preserve at the board's general
office all books, documents, and papers of the board, prepare
for service such notices and other papers as may be required
of him by the board, and perform such other duties as the

board may prescribe.

Code is repealed.
SEc Section 9536 of the Business and Professions Code

Sec. 19. Section 9936 of the Business and Professions Codeepealed

Code is repealed.

Code is amended to read:
19432. The secretary shall keep a full and true record of
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Sec. 24, Article 1 (commencing with Section 1887) of
Chapter 3 of Title 2 of Part 4 of the Code of Civil Procedure
is repealed,
Sec. 25. Section 1892 of the Code of Civil Procedure is

Sec. 26. Section 1893 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
Src. 27. Section 1894 of the Code of Civil Procedure is

repealed.
Sxc. 28. Section 113 of the Education Code is repealed.
Src. 29. Section 18867 of the Education Code is repealed.

repealed.

Src. 30. Section 26008 of the Education Code is repealed.
Sec. 31. Section 23607 of the Education Code is repealed.
Src, 32. Section 24156 of the Education Code is repealed.
Src, 33. Section 31008 of the Education Code is repealed.
Src: 34. Section 105 of the Fish and Game Code is re-

pealed.
Szc. 35. Section 732 of the Fish and Game Code is re-

pealed.~ Sec. 36. Section 1826 of the Fish and Game Code is re-

Szc, 37. Section 14107 of the Fish and Game Code is re-
pealed.

Src. 39. Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 6250) is
added to Division 7 of Title 1 of the Government Code, to
read:

CHAPTER 8.5. Inspection or Pusiic Recorps

the right of individuals to privacy, finds and declares that
access to information concerning the conduct of the people's
business is a fundamental and necessary right of every citizen

6251. This chapter shall be known and may be cited as
the California Public Records Act.

(a) "State agency''.means every state office, officer, depart-
ment, division, bureau, board, and commission or other state

agency, except those agencies provided for. in Article IV (ex-
cept Section 20 thereof) or Article VI of thé California Consti-
tution.

(b) ''Local agency'' includes a county; city, whether gen-
eral law or chartered; city and county; school district; mu-
nicipal corporation; district; political subdivision; or any
board, commission or agency thereof; or other local public
agency.

pealed.

Sec. 38. Section 1227 of the Government Code is repealed.

6250. In enacting. this chapter, the Legislature, mindful of

of this state.

6252. As used in this chapter:
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.() '*Person'' includes any natural person, corporation,

partnership, firm, or association.
(d) ''Public records'' includes all papers, maps, magnetic

or paper tapes, photographic films and prints, magnetic or
punched cards, discs, drums, and other documents containing
information relating to the conduct of the public's business
prepared, owned, used, or retained by any state or local agency
regardless of physical form or characteristics.

6253. Public records are open to inspection at all times
during the office hours of the state or local agency and every
citizen has a right to inspect any public record, except as
hereafter provided. Every agency may adopt regulations
stating the procedures to be followed when making its records
available in accordance with this section.

6254,. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to require
disclosure of records that are:
(a) Preliminary drafts, notes, or interagency or intra-agency

memoranda which are not retained by the publie agency in the
ordinary course of business, provided that the public interest
in withholding such records clearly outweighs the public in-
terest in disclosure;
(b) Records pertaining to pending litigation to which the

public agency is a party, or to claims made pursuant to Division
3.6 (commencing with Section 810) of Title 1 of the Govern-
ment Code, until such litigation or claim has been finally ad-
judicated or otherwise settled ;
(c) Personnel, medical, or similar files, the disclosure of

which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal
privacy;
(d) Trade secrets;
(e) Geological and geophysical data, plant production data

and similar information relating to utility systems develop-
ment, or market or crop reports, which are obtained in confi-
dence from any person;
(f) Records of complaints to or investigations conducted by,

or records of intelligence information or security procedures
of, the office of the Attorney General and the Department of
Justice, and any state or local police agency, or any such in-
vestigatory or security files compiled by any other state or local
agency for correctional, law enforcement or licensing purposes;
(g) Test questions, scoring keys, and other examination data

used to administer a licensing examination, examination for
employment, or academic examination ;
(h) The contents of real estate appraisals, engineering or

feasibility estimates and evaluations made for or by the state
or local agency relative to the aequisition of property, or to

prospective public supply and construction contracts, until
such time as all of the property has been acquired or all of

4
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the contract agreement obtained, provided, however, the lawof eminent domain shall not be affected by this provision;(i) Information required from any taxpayer in connectionwith the collection of local taxes which is received in con-fidence and the disclosure of the information to other personswould result in unfair competitive disadvantage to the personsupplying such information;(j) Library and museum materials made or acquired andpresented solely for reference or exhibition purposes; and(k) Records the disclosure of which is exempted or prohib-ited pursuant to provisions of federal or state law, including,
privilege.

(1) In the custody of or maintained by the Governor oremployees :
of the Governor's office employed directly in his

:

but not limited to, provisions of the Evidence Code relating to

office, provided that public records shall not be transferred tothe custody of the Governor's office to evade the disclosureprovisions of this chapter.(m) In the custody of or maintained by the LegislativeCounsel.
Nothing in this section is to be construed as preventingany agency from opening its records concerning the adminis-tration of the agency to public inspection, unless disclosure isotherwise prohibited by law.6255. The agency shall justify withholding any record bydemonstrating that the record in question is exempt under ex-press provisions of this chapter or that on the facts of theparticular case the public interest served by not making therecord public clearly outweighs the public interest served bydisclosure of 'the record.
6256. Any person may receive a copy of any identifiablepublic record or shall be provided with a copy of all informa-tion contained therein. Computer data shall be provided in aform determined by the agency.6257, A request for a copy of an identifiable public recordor information produced therefrom, or a certified copy of suchrecord, shall be accompanied by payment. of a reasonable feeor deposit established by the state or local agency, or the pre-scribed statutory fee, where applicable.6258. Any person may institute proceedings in any courtof competent jurisdiction to enforce his right to inspect or toreceive a copy of any public record under this chapter. Thetimes for responsive pleadings and for hearings in such pro-ceedings shall be set by the judge of the court with the object

1

7

of securing a decision as to such matters at the earliest possible time.
6259. Whenever it is made to appear by verified petitionto the superior court of the county where the records or some
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part thereof are situated that certain public records are beingimproperly withheld from a member of the public, the courtshall order the officer or person charged with withholding therecords to disclose the public record or show cause why heshould not do so. The court shall decide the case after examin-ing the record in camera, if permitted by subdivision (b) ofSection 915 of the Evidence Code, papers filed by the partiesand such oral argument and additional evidence as the court
If the court finds that the public offcial's decision to refusedisclosure is not justified under the provisions of Section 6254or 6255, he shall order the public official to make the recordpublic. If the judge determines that the public official wasjustified in refusing to make the record public, he shall returnthe item to the public official without disclosing its contentwith an order supporting the decision refusing disclosure. Anyperson who fails to obey the order of the court shall be citedto show cause why he is not in contempt of court.6260. The provisions of this chapter shall not be deemedin any manner to affect the status of judicial records as itexisted immediately prior to the effective date of this section,nor to affect the rights of litigants, including parties to admin-istrative proceedings, under the laws of discovery of this state.

Sec. 42, Section 8440.8 of the Government Code is re-pealed.
Src. 42.3. Seetion 10207 of the Government Code is re-pealed.

respect to communications between the member and the Legis-lative Counsel except as otherwise provided by the rules ofthe Legislature. All:materials arising out of this relationship,including but not limited to proposed bills and amendments,analyses, opinions and memoranda prepared by the Legislative
Counsel, are not public records, except as otherwise providedby the rules of the Legislature or when released by the memberfor whom the material was prepared. When he determinesthat the public interest so requires, the Legislative Counsel
may release any material arising out of the attorney-client
relationship with a former Member of the Legislature whois not available to execute a release.
Szo. 43. Section 13913 of the Government Code is re-

may allow.

Sec. 40. Section 8013 of the Government Code is repealed
pealed.
Sec.41. Section 8340.8 of the Government Code is Te-

Sec. 42.5, Section 10207 is added to the Government Code,to read :
10207. The Legislative Counsel shall maintain the attorneyclient elationship with each Member of the Legislature with

pealed.
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Sec. 44. Section 15487 of the Government Code is repealed.

15490. (a) There is in the state government the State Allo-cation Board, consisting of the Director of Finance, the Di-rector of General Services, and the Superintendent of PublieInstruction. Two Members of the Senate appointed by theSenate Committee on Rules, and two Members of the Assemblyappointed by the Speaker, shall meet and, except as otherwiseprovided by the Constitution, advise with the board to theextent that such advisory participation is not incompatiblewith their respective positions as Members of the Legislature.(b) The members of the board and the Members of the Leg-islature meeting with the board shall receive no compensationfor their services but shall be reimbursed for their actual andnecessary expenses incurred in connection with the perform-ance of their duties.
(c) The Director of General Services shall provide suchassistance to the board as it may require.Sec. 46. Section 164801 of the Government Code isamended to read:
16480.1. There is hereby created a Pooled Money Invest-ment Board, which shall consist of the Controller, Treasurerand Director of Finance. The Pooled Money Investment Boardshall meet at least once in every three months and shall desig-nate at least once a month the amount of money availabletnder this article for investment in securities authorized byArticle 1 of this chapter, or in bank accounts, or in loans tothe General Fund and the type of investment or deposit.For the purpose of this article, a written determinationsigned by a majority of the members of the Pooled MoneyInvestment Board shall be deemed to be the determination ofthe board. Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 7.5 and7.6 of this code, the members of the board shall personally.make the determinations under this article, and may not au-thorize a deputy to act for them.

Src. 48. Section 65020.10 of the Government Code is re-

SEc, 45. Section 15490 of the Government Code is amendedto read :

Sec, 47. Section 20137 of the Government Code is repealed
pealed.
Src. 49, Section 1153.2 of the Harbors and NavigationCode is repealed.Sec. 50. Section 1262 of the Harbors and Navigation Codeis repealedSrc 51. Section 1356 of the Harbors and Navigation Codeis repealed.
Sec. 52. Section 1711 of the Harbors and Navigation Codeis repealed.
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Sec. 53. Section 3805 of the Harbors and Navigation Code

is repealed.
Sec. 54. Section 103.2 of the Health and Safety Code is

repealed.
Sec. 55. Section 431.4 of the Health and Safety Code is

repealed.
Sec. 56. Section 1110.2 of the Health and Safety Code is

repealed.
Src. 57. Section 13141.2 of the Health and Safety Code

isrepealed,
Sec. 58. Section 17940 of the Health and Safety Code is

repealed.
Ste. 59. Section18917 of the Health and Safety Code is

repealed.
Sec, 59.5. Section 11770.5 of the Insurance Code is

amended to read:
11770.5. The provisions of Article 9 (commencing with

Section 11120) of Chapter 1 of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title
2 or Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 6250) of Divi-
sion 7 of Title 1 of the Government Code shall not apply to
the Board of Directors of the State Compensation Insurance
Fund.
Sec. 60. Section 71.2 of the Labor Code is repealed.
Sec. 6]. Section 137 of the Labor Code is repealed.
Src. 62. Section 147 of the Labor Code is repealed.
Sec. 63. Section 3092 of the Labor Code is repealed.
Sec. 64. Section 538 of the Public Resources Code is re-

:

:

:

:

pealed.
Sto. 65. Section 638 of the Public Resourees Code is re-

pealed,
Src. 66. Section 666 of the Public Resources Code is re-
ealed.p
Sec. 67. Section 4567 of the Public Resources Code is re-

pealed.
Sec. 68. Section 9065.2 of the Public Resources Code is

Sec. 69. Section 9072 of the Public Resources Code is re-
ealed.P
Src. 70. Section 21209 of the Public Utilities Code is re-

pealed.

4

repealed.

Sec. 71. Section 2605 of the Vebicle Code is repealed.
Sec. 72. Section 3009 of the Vehicle Code is repealed.
Src. 73. Section 13008 of the Water Code is repealed.
Szc. 74, Section 20034 of the Water Code is repealed.
Src. 75. Chapter 842 of the Statutes of 1959 is repealed.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA- HEALTH AND WELFARE AGENCY RONALD REAGAN, Governor

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH
2151 BERKELEY WAY
BERKELEY 94704

April 8, 1969

Warren C. House, Executive Secretary
Computer Science & Engineering Board
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20418

Dear Mr. House:

Last August, you were in correspondence with Mr. Lance J.
Hoffman of Stanford University regarding the activities in California
in the privacy field. The Bill he sent you at that time was subse-
quently amended and I am enclosing the statute as it now stands. I
am also enclosing some guidelines on File Security Procedures that
are being considered by the Board. One of our problems is that the
legislation which established the California Intergovernmental Board
on Electronic Data Processing was not specific with respect to the
powers of the Board. It is not clear at this time whether the Board
has the authority to impose such guidelines on government in California
or whether legislative action would be necessary for this. Our Legis-
lature will be studying the problem of computers and privacy this year
in hopes of developing legislation which would be presented in 1970.

If you become aware of any other activities on the develop-
ment of legislation in this area, I would be most appreciative of
learning of these.

Sincerely yours,

#
Steplfen F. Gifbens, Chairman
Subcommittee on Privacy & Confidentiality
Intergovernmental Board on Electronic
Data Processing

SFG: rt
Encls.



INTERGOVERNMENTAL BOARD ON ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING
COMMITTEE ON PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY

APR 10 Reep

Discussion Draft on File Security Procedures

Q. What records are under consideration?
A. All records in California government, e.g., city, county, State, school

districts, boards, commissions, etc.

.Q. Which records must be protected from intrusion?
A. Some classes of records at particular risk of intrusion are shown below.

"Public Records" according to
California Public Records Act of 1968

(Bagley Bill)

Open to
inspectionA

Not required to be
open to inspection

Not manditorily
disclosable

Confidential The varying length of the
columns is simply intended

by statute as a reminder that a large
majority of Public Records

Probably no probably fall in Category D.

intrusion
threat

At risk of
intrusion

Not
"Classified" classified

Note: Records in various columns as defined in Chapter 3.5, California
Public Records Act of 1968 as follows:
A. Subdivision 6254, paragraph k.
B. Subdivision 6254, paragraph a-j; 1 and m.

C. Subdivision 6254, paragraph c. Not disclosable if it would "con-

stitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy".
D. Subdivision 6252, paragraph d.unless otherwise defined in

subdivision 6254.

Column C, legally should be included within B. However since it may pose a

special problem in computer systems, it is shown separately.

3405032869
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY Draft for IntergovernmentalINTERGOVERNMENTAL BOARD ON ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING Board Consideration, 10/18/6&

FILE SECURITY PROCEDURES

Virtually all records in the custody of government entitiesin California are designated as "public records."' Most "public records"are available to the public, on request, through normal administrativechannels. The general statute governing the disclosure of public recordsis contained in the Government Code--Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section6250), Division 7, Title 1. According to this Chapter, the following are
examples of types of records which are usually not disclosable, and infact, may be considered confidential or "classified" in the discussionthat follows:

Records pertaining to pending litigation
Personnel, medical, or similar files
Trade secrets

Geological or geophysical data obtained in
confidence

Police or correctional law enforcement files
Test questions, scoring keys or other examination
data

Real estate appraisals
Records designated as confidential under state
or federal law

Records in the custody of the Governor's Office or records
maintained by the Legislative Counsel.

For convenience, in the discussion that follows, all records
that are designated as confidential by statute or by regulation and all
records that are usually not disclosable according to the Government
Code reference cited above, will be called "classified."

While classified records deserve special and particular safe-
guards, all records in the custody of data processing facilities should
be afforded reasonable protection from unwarranted intrusions.

1569
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The specific safeguards to be applied to various types offiles are best determined by the government entity having custody of
the files in joint deliberation with an informed and independent advisory
body* since the entity is most probably aware of threats to the files and
hence, might establish stronger safeguards than would normally be con-
sidered reasonable and prudent. For all entities that establish proce-dural safeguards, it is recommended that independent advisory groups be
established to review the safeguards applied to confidential files and
to advise on improved methods for file protection.

The use of expert consultants is also recommended.

The safeguards recommended below pertain to punched cardfiles and to electronic computer "batch processing" systems. No safe-
guards are included for "on-line" systems where files may be accessed
from remote terminals.

Administrative Safeguards

"Data Security Officer"

The Director, Executive Officer, Manager or Chairman of each
government entity, Department, Agency or Board is, under law, personally
responsible for protecting the confidentiality of the files in the custody
of that Department, Agency or Board. Within each governmental entity,
in addition to the Director, one additional person should be designated
as "Data Security Officer" and given authority and responsibility for
insuring that all policies, procedures and rules regarding the safeguarding
of confidential files are precisely followed by all administrative units
of the organization and by all personnel. This designated individual
should be known to all individuals in the entity who have any responsibi-
lity for file processing management or custody.

The Data Security Officer should not be an official having line-
responsibility for confidential files. He should be independent and have
no personal responsibility for the programs of the entity which rely on
the classified files.

The Data Security Officer should not be an employee of the
data processing facility.

*For example, the Intergovernmental Board on Electronic Data Processing could
establish a committee to act as an advisory body on system safeguards for all
governmental entities in California. The Board could also suggest consultants.
An alternative to this approach would be for the League of California Cities,
the County Supervisors Association of California and the State EDP Policy
Committee to establish advisory bodies to serve their member entities.
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Identification of Classified Files
It should be the duty of the Data Security Officer to identifyeach classified file in the custody of the entity and to make known toall personnel having responsibility for utilization of these files that

they contain classified data and are to be accorded the specific protec-tions determined by the Officer.

Designation of Authorized Users

The Data Security Officer shall identify staff of specificorganizational units of the entity authorized to utilize each classi-fied file. Such designated staff are called "Authorized Users."
Employees who do not have an official requirement to use a classifiedfile, should be prohibited from having contact with that file.

Maintenance of Records on Use of Classified Files
The Data Security Officer shall maintain records of all usesof classified files apart from the normal uses made by "authorized users."All requests for the use of data from classified files by non-authorized

users will be reviewed by the Data Security Officer prior to the satis-faction of the request.

The Data Security Officer shall record the identification of
the requestor, the justification of the request, the date and the dispo-sition of the request, and if the request is acted upon, a descriptive of
the information provided and the media of transmittal.

Records will be maintained on forms provided by the Intergovern-
mental Board on Electronic Data Processing.

Data from classified files need not carry a "classified" designa-tion when presented in a statistical format--so that an individual record
cannot be identified.

Report of Activity on Classified Files

Annually on the first day of December, each government entity
shall report all requests for use of classified files by non-authorized
users to the Board. This report will include copies of all completed
report foms and shall also describe any new, and/or, unusual uses of
Classified files.
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Statement of Intent on Confidentiality
The Data Security Officer shall secure annually from each

employee of the entity authorized to utilize a classified file, and
from each employee of the data processing facility, a Statement ofIntent on Confidentiality. (See Appendix A for Statement of Intent
on Confidentiality).

Identification of Classified Files
All classified files should bear a physical label identifyingthe file as classified.
It is recommended that this physical label identification take

the form of three diagonal slashes (45°) across the external label on
card files, magnetic tape reels or removable discs.

Use of colored labels or prominent printing of "CLASSIFIED,"
may be acceptable if colored labels do not have other specialized uses
in the facility.

Security Provisions

Each government entity is encouraged to define appropriate
security provisions for the protection of each classified file. The
stringency of these security measures will depend on the contents of
the file and the nature of the threats of unwarranted intrusions into
the file by unauthorized persons.

Examples of some graduated security provisions are given
below.

Personnel Security Provisions

1. None.
2. Access to facility limited to employees of the entity.
3. Access to facility limited to employees who have signed

"Statement of Intent on Confidentiality."
4. Access to facility limited to "authorized users," i.e.,

employees who have been so designated by the Data Security
Officer since their duties require contact with file or
information contained in file.
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Examples of some graduated security provisions are givenbelow. (Continued)

Physical (Facility)
1. None
2. Limited access to area where files are located.

(See Personnel Security Provisions)
3. Storage on non-readable* media.

Storage in key-locked cabinets (keys controlled).4. Storage on non-readable* media and in key-lockedcabinets.
5. Ingress and egress controlled by guard personnel.6. Ingress and egress controlled by guard personnel and

subject to search.

Physical (Media)

1. Hard copy, e.g., source documents or interpreted
punched cards.

2. Non-interpreted punched cards.
3. Magnetic tape or small portable non-readable storagedevices.
4. Disc, disc-pack, or large non-readable storage devices.
5. Non-readable media--data scrambled by algorithm, programfor which is in security storage.

Physical (Hardware)

To be developed.

Physical (Software)

To be developed.

*Non-readable to humans
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Identification of Areas Sensitive to Intrusion
The principle factor to consider in the establishment ofreasonable safeguards for classified files is the nature of the threatfor which protection must be developed. This will vary according tothe contents of the file and whether the entity is a city, county orstate government.

Consider a classification of types of threats or levels ofintrusions as follows:

1) Accidental observance of data by an employee.

Example: A keypunch operator notices the name
of an acquaintance on a confidential
document from which she is keypunching.

2) The accidental dumping of a volume of confidential data
to general view.

Example: Department of Public Health is asked
for a data file on air pollution --

inadvertently delivers a file of all
persons whose deaths were attributed
to alcoholism.

3) Snooping to acquire confidential information on
individuals.

r

Example: Cranks who seek out data on acquaintances.Private investigators. Blackmailers.

4) Theft of files by individuals or private organizationsfor profit.
Example: Files stolen to sell to private businesses

for addresses, etc

5) Tampering with or theft of files by organized crime.

Example: The Mafia intruding into the Department of
Justice's system.

Intrusion threats may differ for data at the point of capture,
at the point of reduction, while in storage or in display.

101868SFG
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APPENDIX A

INTERGOVERNMENTAL BOARD ON
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING

Statement of Intent on Confidentiality

As a government data processing professional, I will have proper
regard for the privacy and confidentiality of the information
which may be available to me in the performance of my duties.
I intend to abide by the laws and regulations pertaining to
public records and the privacy thereof, whether these records are
of individuals, organizations, facilities, corporations or any
other entity. In addition, I intend to abide by the spirit of
this Statement by refraining from any mention of my association
with such confidential or private information to friends, asso-
ciates or any other person not similarly involved with the same
information, nor will I take any action that would embarrass the
persons on whom information might be available to me, or that
would embarrass the persons who provided the information.

I am aware of the identity of the Data Security Officer in this
governmental unit who has been officially assigned the responsi-
bility for maintaining the security of information within this
unit and I am aware that any transgressions of privacy and confi-
dentiality of which I learn of are to be reported personally and
immediately to this individual.

Signature Date
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export originated to the Washington Customs
District, and 113 million board feet (41 per-
cent) to National Fo ts fron which export
originated to the egon Customs District,
Provision was made to assign some of the
exemption quota al: ocated the Olympic Na-
tional Forest to the Shelton Federal Coopera-tive Sustained YieldGnit
Exempt volume af ocations were discussed

by Forest Supervisgrs at timber purchaser
meetings held in February 1969. Allocation
to National Forests, to individual sales and
procedures for adjninistering the require-
ments of Part IV $f the Foreign Assistance
Act of 1968 wereffully discussed at these
meetings. The poihit was made that assign-
ment of exempt volume to a particular sale
does not require jsuch volume be exported.
Rather, the decison to export rests with the
purchaser. Reactfon of timber purchasers at
the February mfetings indicated satisfaction
with the allocgtions and procedures estab-
lished to admifiister Part IV of the Act.

x

HELLO COMPUTERS, GOODBYE
PRIVACY

HON. CORNELIUS E. GALLAGHER
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 27, 1969

Mr. GALLAGHER. Mr. Speaker, since
the 1966 hearings of our special Subcom-
mittee on Invasion of Privacy, the Nation
has become aware that the efficient whir
of the computer may, in reality, be the
sound of man's dignity and privacy being
shredded. While most Americans ac-
quiesce to the request not to fold, muti-
late, or spindle computer cards received
from impersonal organizations, they do
not receive a corresponding reassurance
that they themselves will not be folded,
mutilated, and spindled.
This potential danger caused by the

recognized and essential benefit of com-
puter applications is the subject of nu-
merous scholarly reviews. Virtually every
college and university in the country
now has semiinars and courses on the im-
pact of technology on the individual.

. Harvard University's program on tech-
nology and society, the American Acad-
emy of Arts and Sciences working party
en the social implications of the com-
puter, and the National Academy of Sci-
ences' computer science and engineering
board privacy group are but three of the
major efforts now underway to plow a
parallel row to that first laid out by our
special subcommittee. Two brilliant
books, "Privacy and Freedom," by Dr.
Alan Westin, and the soon-to-appear
"The Death of Privacy," by Dr. Jerry
Rosenberg, soberly amplify the concerns
our privacy investigations have un-
covered.
Perhaps the most compelling evidence

that we are disclosing a deeply personal
issue has been the attention given to
computer privacy by mazazines not
normally associated with discussing the
impact of congressional investigations.
The May 1968 Playboy contained a su-
perb description of the controversy sur-
rounding the suggested national data
bank by Dr. Westin. Now Cosmopolitan
has published what is undoubtedty the
best written account of computer privacy
to appear since the preface of the Com-
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mittee on Government Operations Au-
gust 1968 report, "Privacy and the Na-
tional Data Bank Concept."
"Hello Computer, Goodby Privacy,"

in the June 1969 Cosmopolitan presents
an entertaining view of the ramifications
of computer technology and docs so in
terms which everyone can understand
and enjoy. The author, Mr. Richard
Boeth, has created a sprightly and stim-
ulating picce of journalism,
Mr. Speaker, Mr. Boeth is obviously a

very talented and very funny writer.
There are those who would reject the
importance of his work because they be~
lieve that only the ponderous can be
meaningful, that only the boring can be
significant. E would like to publish the
statement made in response to that pom-
pous opinion by the man who heads my
privacy investigation staff, Charles
Witter:
Let's reach an understanding: You don't

regard me as stupid because I am witty andI won't regard you as intelligent becsuse
you arc dull.
Ignoring the arrogance of that remark,I believe Mr, Witter makes a valid point

and one that should be kept in mind par-
ticularly by those who must wade through
the insipid goo of much govermentally
generated prose.
Mr. Speaker, Mr. Boeth writes so

clearly, so well, and so amusingly about
the issue of computer privacy that I am
delighted to enter his article in the Rec-
ord at this point:
HELLO Computers, Privacy-Or,

1984 Is Just AROUND THE CORNER

(By Richard Boeth)
Back in the comparatively rustic and un-

cluttered world of the early 1960s, officials of
the huge, California-based Bank of America
woke up one morning to discover a problem
looming. Statisticlans had figured that by
1970, in order to service the banking needs
of all the people of California, the Bank of
America would have to employ all the people
of California as clerks. The paperwork was
piling up that fast, and there was no way to
stop it. Since this all-inclusive hiring pro-
gram heid no appeal for anyone, the bank
called in General Electric, one of the builders
of large electronic computers, and in due
course most of the bank's routine operations
were "computerized." That is, large and in-
credibly fast electronic machines took over
the clerkly Jobs of recording, stcriag, and
giving back on request all the mountains of
data pertaining to the bank's billions of
transactions with its depositors, creditors,
and the rest of the American banking system,
It is difficult to rant and rave too much

about the Importance of those electronic ma-
chines. Without them the Bank of America-
and in short order most of the other banks
in America-would have choked to death on
paper. One cannot imagine the banks of the
nation going out of business, of course, but
they would have been so impeded and finaily
so shackled by the blizzard of paper that the
whole nature of the American economy, and
hence American life, would have changed
drastically, and presumably for the worae.
Exactly the same thing is true for scores of
other major industries as different as insur-
ance and the airlines, the latter of which
could net handle anywhere near their present
miunber of bookings without computers to
tell them which seats were available on which

The Federal Government would col-
lapse without computers; the credit-card em-
pire Would mot have existed at all. Wall Street
got aleng nicely without computers for two
cen*iries, and thought it could continue to
get along without them. In the past two
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years it has been so inundated with paperthat it had first to close one day a week and
finally shorten its trading time by an hour
a day.
The lesson, then, is that these electronic

machines, which can pull out stored infor-
mation at the rate of 100,000 numbers or
characters per second, are not a mechanical
convenience at all but a flat necessity, and
their impact is being felt In every sector of
American life. In the words of Dr. Robert M.
Fano, an M.I.Y. professor, computer scientist,
and one of the few persons around who looks
at men and machines with equal knowledge-
ableness: "The effects of the computer on
society will be more important than those
of the printing press."
All this startles those of us who have al-

ways thought of computers as endearing little
metal things that whirred, clanked, beeped,
and, finally tapockataqueep-projected the
(wrong) Presidential winner om the basis of
partial returns from three districts in Nutley,NJ, True, true, if pressed we could probably
have indentified those unfolded, unspinaled,
and unmutilated punch cards that come in
every month from Con Edison, the Diner's
Club, and Texaco as having been upchucked
from a computer, but even so they are surely
only bockkeepers' helpers,
Not so, Those punch cards, in fact, may

well have cozied us into a false sense of com-
placency, a deadly unawareness of what com-
puters are capable of. For example, the
menthly bill comes in from Esso, right, andits been sent to you by way of Formosa,
and you are damned if you are going to pay
the 47-cent penalty for "lateness" when it
-was their fault. So you enclose a brief, witty
note with your check, explaining that they
sent the bill via Formosa and that you're
not going to pay the 47-cent lateness penalty.
And then the next bill comes in-maybe via
Formosa, maybe not-and there is no reply
to your letter, no acknowledgement of it,
either, only the 47-cent lateness penalty
noted in the usual box. And so you write
more letters, longer and angrier, the last
going by registered mail to the president of
Standard Oil, and you don't care about the
47 cents but you just want to know if there
is anyone in the whole company who can
read and answer a letter. And, of course, all
you get back is another punch card, which
you rip up along with your Esso credit card
(I went through this ordeal a few years ago
with Esso, obviously, but everybody's been
through it with one company or other), and
you vow never to have anything to do with
that idiot company again. So far, fine. You're
just reacting as any red-blooded American
would, But then we all make our basic mis-
take: We assume the computers must be
stupid. We also assume that the neople whe
install and use them must be stupid, and
we may be right or wrong about that, but we
are fatally wrong and extremely foolish to
think that the machines are dumb. Because
the next step is to think that because ma-
chines are diumb they are not to be taken
seriously by bright, sophisticated folk such
as ourselves, And the next step after that is
that the machines throw us ali in prison and
dissolve the key with a laser beam.
The truth is that these machines are in-

credibly bright, capable, and powerful, and
we cross them at our peril, even when they
send us scmcone else's department-store bill.
The best aide-mémcire in dealing with com-
puters is REMEMBER THE ASTRONAUTS.
Whether you are inspired or appalled by the
effort and cost of the moon venture, it is all a
scientific and engineering marvel ranking
right up there with the first atmoic bomb
and Joe Namath's right knee. Billions and
trillions of calculations went into the :

of the spacecraft, its engines, and tts flight
plan (including an unprecedented bit of ce-
lestial navigation), and this work could not
have been duplicated without computers
even if you had armed the entire population
of Japan with abacuses and sct them to work
for one hundred years.
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So the people who know a little something

about computers don't make jokes about
compftttr mistakes. One reason is that the
"machines themselves don't make mistakes
more than about once in every two or three
billion calculations. The odds are astrononi-
ical (in favor of the computer) that any
computer error is really a programming er-
ror; ie., that the machine has been given the
wrong information in the first place or in-
structed to do the wrong things by the en-
tirely human being who use it. (These mis-
takes can be expensive; a single programming
error wiped out Mariner I, a moon-shot
rocket, at a cost of $18,000,000.) A second
and just as important reason why people
don't make jokes about computers is that
jarge batches of knowledgeable people, from
computer builders to members of Congress,
are getting to be frightened of computers and
the uses that are already being made of them.
It is not easy to be succinct and direct about
these fears, because they derive from what
Dr. Alan Westin of Columbia University, in
his landmark book entitled Privacy and
Freedom, calls the "accidental by-product of
electronic at processsing." This problem-
the terrible fear-was summed up as best
it can be by former Representative James C.
Oliver of Maine: "It's my impression," he
said, "that these machines may know too

That's the only real worry, then-just that
machines may know too much, and that
they can spill it ali too fast. What people
who know anything about computers are
not worried about is the kind of computer-
ized apocalypse that grips the popular sci-fi
imagination, in which the machines go
berserk, say, and bring down nuclear war
on our unwilling heads. The leader of &

nuclear nation must still order the atomic
strike himself. (Of course, the computers can
feed him misinformation horrendous enough
to lead him astray. In october of 1959 our
newest computerized Early Warning System
in the Arctic flashed an increasingly bale-
ful sequence of warnings all the way up
to Emergency, the last step. It turned out
that the computers had not been pro-
grammed to discount the effect of the moon's
reflection on high ocean waves, and one
bright night they reacted to this reflection
exactly as if they were "seeing" an all-out
Russian air strike. President Eisenhower,
fortunately, had other information that con-
tradicted the computer's moonshine, or we
should all be algae.)
But why should knowledgeable computer

people worry about the computers' knowing
too much? Isn't that what they're there for,
after all? And the answer is a vibrant yes-
put! The danger is that the computers, in
tadem, will collect so much information
about all of us that they will have accom-
plished what amounts to a monstrous inva-
sion of a whole nations privacy. The process
is alrendy well under way. As Bernard Ben-
son, a California computer manufacturer, has
pointed out, the machines have already stor-
ed away an enormous amount of informa-
tion about us "your FBI record, childhood
diseases, and the attitudes of your parents;
school records, employment and tax records,
contributions to charity, and even the records
of your charge accounts and credit cards."
So far, at least, most of these records are

stored in different places-in files belonging
to the schools, employers, Census Bureau,
Anterrial Revenue Service, etc. But what
would happen If all these records were pulled
together and filed in one place with your
name on them? Just from the collation of ex-
isting data, the file would show all the perti-
nent and impertinent information about
who you are, how much you make, where you
go, how much you pay in taxes, which bills
you're slow in paying, how much you spend
at the liquor store, and which peopie you
check into what motel with. As we move
closer and closer to the day when we use
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no cash at all and do everything on credit,
we move closer and closer to the day when
our every move will leave its telltale bit of
data behind. Collect ail the data in one elec-
tronic machine and you've given the ccl-
lector the key to your private life! "Where
information rests is where power lics, and
the concentration of power is catastrophicaliy
dangerous," computer manufacturer Bernard
Benson has said. So it isn't the coinputer it-
selj that will be dangerous-no, it is not
mischievous or venal or able to have ''mo-
tives." "We will all be at the mercy of the
man who pushes the button to make the
machine remember," says Mr. Benson.
There is no chance, of course, that this sort

of power would ever be allowed to lie around
without a great many pcople trying to latch
onto it. And sure enough, the U.S. Census
Bureau, with the enthusiastic approval of
the Commerce Department, Internal Reve-
nue, and half a dozen other Government
agencies, has been pushing with enormous
eagerness for a National Data Bank that
would file in one place everything that's
known about everybody--taxes and medical
histories, farm loans and Army discharges,
fishing licenses and jail sentences, Now this
data would be of vast legitimateuse to sociol-
ogists, demographers, statisticians, and Gov-
ernment and industrial planners of all kinds.
But, there could also be a computer-wise
bureaucrat somewhere back in the bowels of
the building who could push a button and
find out (from the spoor of computerized
creditcard data) that you spent the weekend
of February 1-2 skiing at King Ridge, in New
London, New Hampshire, and that you charg-
ed your stay at the New London Inn on the
same night as Porfirio Schussboom, the play-
boy diplomat who is being deported for mo-
ral turpitude with ski bunnies, Even if this
information were true---and there is no guar-
antee that it would be it is hardly any
of that bureacrat's business.
The prospect of the Data Bank has alarmed

a lot of people, in and out of Government,
in and out of the computer industry. The
most potent force against the Bank so far
has been a Special Subcommittee on Invasion
of Privacy in the U.S. House of Representa-
tives, headed by New Jersey Democrat
Cornelius FE. Gallagher. In a series of hearings
over the past couple of years, the Gallagher
committee has turned up disturbingly large
mounds of evidence that these machines
already "know too damn much," and also
that their unique data-gathering, -storing,
and -disseminating abilities are already
sometimes being used for unsavory purposes.
Among Mr. Gallagher's piquant exhibits:
A large New York firm was brought on

the carpet by the Fair Employment Practices
Commission for discriminating against blacks
in its hirlng policies. The company repled
that this was impossible, since it used com-
puters to screen and select employccs. After
a great deal of trouble, it was discovered that
the man who programmed the computers was
a bigot and did indeed fix the machines
to weed out all blacks.
All the names of people who wrote into an

early, computerized dating system were sold
to a pornography peddler. The names could
have been sold anyway in a manual system,
but only the computers' speed could make
the name-selling economical.

A large insurance company upped the rates
for burglary insurance the minute a com-
munity acquired a certain percentage of
blacks or Puerto Ricans. Once again, only
computers have the speed and memory to
keep track of neighborhood patterns quickly
and cheaply enough to make this kind of
discrimination possible.
It is known that the dangers of unre-

stricted enmputerization came to the White
House's attention during Lyndon Johnson's
tenancy. Johnson appointed a distinguished
Midwestern professor to @ Presidential com-
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mission-a crime commission, in fact. Rou-
tinely, the professor's name was sent off to
the appropriate Government agencies for
security clearance, and, routinely, the agen-
cies' computers swallowed the name, blinked,
and tapped out a message: "Associates with
known criminals." Apalled, the Federal gum-
shoes ran the crime commissioner's name
through the computer again, but the ma-
chine stuck by its guns: "Associates with
known criminals."
When this information was passed along

to Johnson, he crupted with several rangy,
wide-open oaths, the gist of which was that
tne professor in question was a longtime
goodbuddy and the blinketyblank computer
people had just better find out what the hell
they thought they were talking about.
Laboriously, by hand, in the old-fashioned,

:

time-consuming way, the computer analysts.
checked back to see what their baby had been
talking about. And sure enough, there was
the evidence: Every Saturday during the
football season, the professor phoned his local
candy store and got down a $10 bet on his
alma mater's football team. The candy-store
owner was tied into the gambling syndicate
in his minuscule fashion, the cops had a tap
,on his phone, and the next thing anybody
knew, the security computers in Washington
were disgcrging the raw information that
the distinguished professor was "associat-
ing with known criminals."
Fortunately for, the dist. prof., he had

earlier spent several years associating with
known Presidents, and the ludicrous accusa-
tion was run to ground. But the incident is
bemusing-not because it was rare but be-
cause it is s0 common, not because it hap-
pened to a highly placed friend of the White
Heuse but because such incidents may soon
be happening every day to all of us. The Na-
tional Data Bank is not a reality yet, but
several states, including California, have
pretty good junior models of it.
The most insidious snooping now being

done is conducted by the country's 2500
credit bureaus, with thelr embarrassingly
detailed files on you and 160,000,000 other
Americans. Many of the larger local credit
bureaus, with tens of millions of names on
file, are already computerized; by 1973 the
whole system will be Hnked into one huge
ecmputer network, so that a department store
in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, at which you
might like to open a charge account will be
able to find out immediately that you re-
fused, eight years ago, to pay for a bathing
suit you'd bought in Akron, Ohio. Maybe the
bathing suit disintegrated om the beach the
first time you wore it and you were right not
to pay-the credit bureau's report will take
no nctice of this, but will simply mark you
down as a troublemaker and a deadbeat.
The credit bureaus are apparently so far

out of line that two Senate subcommittees
are vying with Gallaghers House subcommit-
tee in trying to expese them and get some
legislation written to control them. In the
course of a clutch of hearings over the past
two years, the Senate committees turned up
some lulus in the abuse pattern. In Baton
Rouge, a Raymond Maurer, successful com-
mercial photographer, was unable to open
a charge account at a hardware store last
year because the credit bureau "remembered"
some financial difficulties he had suffered
when starting his business twelve years be-
fore. In Norfolk, Virginia, an insurance ad~
juster ccllected $1000 for slander after his
company erroneously told a credit bureau he
had been fired for taking kickbacks; the
credit bureau, naturally on the side of its in-
former, got its revenge by marking the ad-
juster down as dangerous because he was
"ittigious," meaning that he'd take you to
court for slander.
The credit bureaus keep very diverse in-

formation about the 160,000,000 individuals
in their files not only bank references, bill-
paying habits, and incomes but such data

;
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much."
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as job progress, divorces, debts, bank bal-
ances, and any and all legal actions (without
recording whether you were in the right),And every bit of this information is open to
any creditor who pays the $10 to $50 yearly
fee, as well as to any Government agency."Credit bureaus," says credit executive
Edward Kennedy, "have regarded cooperationwith police, FBI, and other Government
agencies (read Internal Revenue Service) as
routine business and an obligation of good
citizenship." To prove how easy it is for any
snoop to dip into credit bureau data, Profes-
sor Westin had a staff atde at Columbia write
the Greater New York Credit Bureau askingfor ali the dope on a girl in the office, saying
only that they were thinking about promot-
ing her, The credit bureau complied immedi-
ately, both on the telephone and in writing.When Westin told Congress how easily he
obtained the information, the bureau's ex-
ecutive manager yelped at the "shockingabuse of the namc of Columbia University'-
thereby missing the point entirely. In the
first place, what's so noble about Columbia
University that its name should inspire an
immediate opening of private files? In the
second, what if the credit bureau in its wis-
dom was similarly inspired to invade privacyin the name of some less scrupulous organi-zation?
The only person who has any major trou-

ble getting at the data-including the hear-
say and downright errors-in the credit bu-
reau files is the victim himself. The burcaus
will not allow citizens to look for possiblyfalse charges in their files, anc even if some-
one knows that his file contains misinforma-
tion, the credit bureaus are feisty about mak-
ing changes. A woman in Mississippi learnedthat a local credit bureau had inserted into
her file, without comment, the raw gossip
of her neighbors that she was "peculiar,"
"scatter-brained," and "neurotic, or psy-chotic." The woman had a fierce struggle,
costing her a good deal of time lost from
work, just to get the undocumented pejora-tives "neurotic or psychotic" removed from
the file.
The credit bureaus offer at once the most

blatant and the most illuminating example
of what can happen in a computerized societyrun amok. Personal information, obviously,has always been avallable to anyone who
wished it, provided he was willing to put out
enough money, time, and effort to get it.
With the use of day-and-night surveillance
and liberal bribes, plus a patient study (and
possible purloining) of business, financial,
tax, and travel documents gathered from a
hundred different sources-using all of these
sources and spending enough time-the Gov-
ernment or any interested private party could
pull together a comprehensive dossier on
just about any citizen this side of Howard
Hughes, (Most European governments, on
both sides of the Iron Curtain, do go to the
trouble and expense.) But unless national
security were on the line, or a major corpo-
rate coup in the offing, or a rich spouse about
to be spayed in divorce court, it just wasn't
worth the trouble for the Government or
anybody else to gather private records about
private citizens in such detail.
The computer has changed all that. When

we say this, we don't blame the computer
any more than we blame the Wright brothers
for the London blitz. And when we say this,
we don't overlook the fact that one has a
bona fide scientific miracle on one's hands,
just as the science writers have been telling
us, With the technology already at hand,
computers can do the work of all the world's
libraries, all the world's schoolteachers, all
the world's automobile drivers (as well as
train, bus, and airplane drivers), and all the
world's accountants, and they can cause
cash money to disappear from the face of
the earth. They can run all the assembly
lines in all the factories of the nation, and
then judge how well the work has been done
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and make the necessary corrections. Theycan get oub the nation's bills, meet the naa
tion's payrolls, and very nearly run the na-
tion's homes. Stupendous, The trouble isthat they can also make Big Brother tyrannyof Orwell's 1984 arrive right on schedule,which is to say fifieen years from now, un-
less we take measures to insure that we don't
turn over our freedom to the computers. As
Lee Loevinger, a former member of the Fed-
eral Communications Commission, put it,"If it were not for the privacy issue, there
would probably be no need to regulate the
computer industry."
So what is an electronic computer anywaythat it causes so many technological gaspsand so much humanistic nailbiting? Well, it

is a very large, very complex, very accurate,
and very fast adding machine, with three
basic new wrinkles. One wrinkle is that it
is able to follow a set of instructions fed into
it by punch cards or magnetic tape; the sec-
ond is that it is able to storge huge numbers
of earlier calculations for use when needed,
and the third is it 18 able to electroni-
cally call forth the proper bits of informa-
tion from its memory and do its new cal-
culations in the proper sequence to lead to 3
solution instead of a meaningless conglom-
eration of figures. Everything else flows from
these gifts. All the other mathematical func-
tions, for example, are simply different kinds
of addition, subtraction being upside-down
addition, multiplication repeated addition,
etc, Furthermore, all data and all concrete
ideas can be expressed as numerical symbols,All your employment records in your current
job can be encoded and stored in the com-
puter as a series of numbers (a very long -

series of numbers, to be sure, but because of
the computer's speed this is no problem).
The machine can then be fed instructions
which prompt it to search its memory for
your file (your serics of numbers), compute
how long you have been with the company,
for instance, refer to your salary level, and,
finally, do a last computation according to a
formula already given to determine how
much vacation you get this year and, by
matching your seniority against everyone
else's, when you get it.
What makes all this storage of data pos-

sible is a revolution In electronics that began
with the invention of the vacuum tube in
the 1920s. vsA vacuum tube can be "fired" or
serve its part in an electronic relay-in a
Microsecond or one one-millionth of a sec-
ond, making possible computations a thou-
sand times faster than those of the most
advanced mechanical computers. Strangely
enough, it was not until fifteen or so years
after the invention of the vacuum tube that
anyone needed that sort of superfast com-
putation. Then, in the middle of World WarI, the Army found itself "desperate" for ac-
curately computed artillery tables, which it
wanted by the millions, Thus prodded, an
engineer named Dr. J. Presper Eckert and a
physicist, Dr. John Mauchley, took the fami-
liar vacuum tube thousands of them--and
built ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integra-
tor and Calculator), the world's first wholly
electronic computer, which went into service
for.theUS. Army in 1946.
After that the deluge. As Jeremy Bernstein

has written in The Analytical Engine: "If
there is one world that characterizes the his-
tory of computers since 1950, the word is
probably 'proliferation.' Remington Rand
delivered the first commercial computer, the
famous UNIVAC I, to the Census Bureau in
1951 (it was honorably retired to the Smith-
sonian in 1963). Another UNIVAC, the first
designed for ordinary business data process-
ing, was delivered to General Electric in 1954.
Today there are 51,000 digital computers in
operation in the US. (more than twice as
many as in all the other countries of the
world combined); their total worth: about
$22,000,000,000.
Today's computers dre faster, more sophis-
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ticated, and a great deal more compactthan the relatively lumbering ENIACs and
UNIVACs. The "basic machine time" for one
operation is now a nanosecond-a billionthof a second instead of a microsecond. The
new machines can do 100,000 additions a sec-
ond, can read data from magnetic tapes and
store it at the rate of about 100,000 characters
a second, The bulky vacuum tube has been
replaced, first by transistors and now by tinySilicon "chips" and tiny magnetic memorycores. Perhaps more important, the comput-ers are becoming more accessible to their
users, Until the new, third-generation com-
puters came along, man could "talk" to the
machines give them instructions-only by
translating his wishes into one of several
artificial "languages," known by such names
as FORTRAN or ALGOL. The computers, in
turn, came ready-programmed to he able to
translate FORTRAN into the billions of elec-
trical impulses, all in proper sequence, whichwould lead to the solution of a mathematical
problem or the name of a scofflaw or the
firing of Apclios retrorockets. Now the third-
generation machhes permit users to speakto them directly, using something very close
to straight English and eliminating the necd
to use specialists-computer programmers
as translators.
The machines have gotten so fast that

here and there they have had to be slowed
down intentionally to keep within the per-
spective of their users. The telephone com-
pany in New York, for instance, now uses
computers for "intercepts'-the process
whereby the operator, when you dial a num-
ber that has been changed, cuts into the
line, looks up the new number, and gives it
to you. Now the operator (a live girl)
punches the old number into a computer,
which searches for it in its "memory," finds
it, plus the new nuniber, and flashes the new
number to the operator-all in one-tenth of
a second. The trouble is that the operator's
consciousness needs scven-tenths of a second
to take in the fact that she has punched
the last digit of the old number; so as far
as she is concerned, the computer has given
the new number before it knew the old num-
ber, and the computer must therefore have
made a mistake! At the phone companys
request, the machine was slowed down.
It is interesting that the two most widely

predicted and feared-results of computer
technology have not come to pass at all. The
first was that man would lose control over
the "intelligence" of his creaticn and end up
with a Frankenstein monster on his hands,
an, independent, powerful, indeed super-
human, electronic intellect that would cackle
fiendishly and foreclose on the human mort-
gage. Not so. Of course, the argument is
semantic in many respects, and some com-
puter champions argue that the machines
are getting so much better in so many in-
tellectual functions that they can be said to
be approaching human intelligence. But the
commonly accepted ultimate measure is the
Turing test, in which a computer, in con-
versation with a skilled human interrogator,
must successfully pass itself off as another
human being and by this measure the com-
puters aren't making progress,
The second worry-'nightmare" is more

like it-was that the proliferation of com-
puters would eliminate so many jobs that we
would have the worst depression-and most
abject unemployment-in history on our
hands. This frightening prognosis was a
favorite of the late Norbert Wicner, other-
wise known as "the father of automation,"
and about a decade ago the press was full
of what seemed like justified scare stories.
As with every other major technological ad-
vance, however, the computer has created
more jobs than it has destroyed, though not
necessarily more of the old kinds of jobs.
Right now there is a howling need for tens
of thousands of people to service and pro-
gram the computers themselves!
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For this and other reasons, the computer

industry is in a pretty disheveled, not to say
chaotic, state as it faces its glorious future.
One niajor trouble is that while everyone
knows pretty well what computers can do,
no one is really sure what they should be
asked to do, ''All the sci-fi marvels are already
within the state of the art, except that we
can't go faster than the speed of Nght," says
Dick Brandon, president of Brandon Applied
Systems and one of the more out-spoken
young swashbucklers in a swashbuckling in-
dustry. "But if the way we've used computers
in business is any harbinger, boy are we in
trouble! Not more than 50 percent of the
computer installations are successful eco-
nomically, for three reasons, One: People are
buying them who shouldn't be-for prestige,
whether or not they need them. Two: People
are buying computers who don't know how to
use them, Three: People underestimate their
cost and overspend,"
Brandon himself is eminently successful

economically, having grabbed a modest but
measurable capital chunk of an industry
(computers) that did $18,009,000,000 worth
of business last year, the fifteenth year that
it could be called an industry at all. Dutch-
born, Columbia educated, and only thirty-
four, Brandon founded his own coinpany
four years ago and now says that he is
"worth five or six million on paper and have
$300 in the bank." Like all of his compeers,
he thinks that the computer avalanche, with
all its waste and abuses, is thundering along
too fast to worry about such niceties as the
destruction of the population's right to pri-
vacy. "We could build safeguards into the
systems, but it wouldn't be profitable," he
says.
Up at M.1.T. in Cambridge, Professor Fano

agrees, with mingled enthusiasm and an-
guish, that there is no stopping the ava-
lanche. "You can never stop these things,"
he says. "It is like trying to prevent a river
flowing to the sea. What you have to do Is
to build dams, built waterworks, to control
the flow." Dr, Fano is building his own dams
in several directions. He's just finished con-
ducting M.I,T.'s first seminar on the impli-
cation of computers to society, to see if he
cannot instill in his students an awareness
of all those privacy problems that Congress
and the Federal Communications Commis-
sion are now disturbed about, "I'm coming
essentially to the conclusion that it can't be
dealt with by different disciplines," Dr, Fano
says. "There is a terrible gulf of knowledge
between society at large and the scientific
elite, and this is enforced by the system it-
self. How is the individual even to know that
the system is operating as it's supposed to?
How can you generate a new breed of people
who will be equally responsive to the needs of
technology and humanity? We know that
knowledge is power, but this means not only
having the data at hand but having the
ability to extract the'relevant data. If this
is limited to a few technological high priests
in the Government and the large corpora
tions, then the gap with the public will be
{mmense and we are heading straight to
1984."

CIVIL DEFENSE GFFICER LAUDED

HON. JOHN HY. WYDLER
OF NW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, Nay 27, 1969

Mr. WYDLER. N i r. Speaker, many of
our citizens work Iang and hard for their
community and trbir country. Some of
them receive plautits and become fa-
mous. Others wor} quietly and receive
little recognition, Ithough their con-

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- Extensions of Remarks

tributions are often very great. Such a
man is Lt. Lawrenfe Potry of 177 Walton
Avenue, Uniondalé.
Lieutenant Petty served for 20 years

in the unheraldedjjob of Auxiliary Police
ofiicer with the Uniondale Civil Defense
Unit 122. He rec retired, following
long years of dec ated, loyal service as
the unit treasure and training cfficer.
I wish to comipend Lieutenant Petry

for his honorabl and faithful service,
which is an example to all of us who en-
joy the benefits

7
a free society.

MRS. MARION L STUART HONORED
AT TESTIMDNIAL DINNER

HON. JOSUA EILRERG
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OH REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 27, 1969

Mr. EILBERG. My. Speaker, the world
does not know of Marion L. Stuart, but
the Olney community, which takes in a
substantial part ofjmy Fourth Congres-
sional District, knows her very well. She
is a schoolteacherf+-a remarkable lady
in every sense of thaword.
It was my pleasure on Thursday, May

22, 1969, to attend testimonial dinner
in her honor given Hy the Olney commu-
nity. Supporting organizations included,
but were not limite to, the following:
American Legion, Olney Post No. 388.
AMVETS, Olney Host No. 77, 512 West

Ruscomb Street.
Barton Home andj School Association.
Big Four Fathers' Association.
Catholic War Velprans, St. Helena's,

Post No. 424.
Cook Junior High

Association.
Creighton Home

ciation.
Feltonville Civic Association.
Feltonville Home and School Associa-

tion.
Finletter Home and School Association.
Golden Age Club Olney.
Greater Oiney Community Council.
Kiwanis Club of Olney.

Home and School

and School Asso-

Morrision Home ahd School Associa-
tion.
Olney Business Me
Olney Elementary

Association.
Olney High School Alumni Association.
Olney High Schoo

Association.
Olney neighbors.
Olney Symphony Orchestra.
Veterans of Foreig2 Wars, Raymond T.

Osmond Post No. 1699.
The faculty of Olney High School.
Financial institutions.
Community Federdl Savings & Loan

Association.
Fidelity Bank.
Founders Federal Savings & Loan

sociation.
Girard Bank.
Olney Federal Savir gs & Loan Associ-

ation.

's Association.
Home and School

Home and School

May 27, 1969
Olney High School has had many

problems, but urtder Marion LL. Stuart's
capable leadership, there was no prob-
Jem that has net been intelligently and
effectively handJbd. Her plaudits are best
summed up in jhe program book which
accompanied the testimonial dinner, as
follows:

TRIBUTE

vital and dedicated serv-
1. Stuart has given the Ol-
since its opening in Feb-
nt a teacher, later depart-
Principal and since 1953,
is the first woman Prin-

bo-educational comprehen-
sive high school.}She has capably directed
the school of ovct1 4000 pupils with its fac-
ulty of several hundred teachers and an all

atly

With appreciat: on, the Olney Community
acknowledges the
ices Miss Marion
ney High School
ruary, 1931, first
ment head, Vice
as Principal. She
cipal to direct a

male administrati e staff of five vice-princi-
pals and eight ddpartment heads. Though
slight of body, shejis a bulwark of strength
and energy. A pr ligious end indefaticable
worker she has give unstintingly of her time,
her very life, especiplly to foster good human
relationship and understanding among pu-
pils, teachers and parents. She is magnami-
mous of heart and anind, and is the embodi-
ment of graciousr ess and refinement and
culture, With restzaint, she carries all con-
fidences, disappointments and heartaches,
Hysterical reactionf are. foreign to her na-
ture. She is a creative and positive thinker,
hopeful that rightjwill prevail. She has in-
deed been a noble bervant and leader of OI-
ney High, an educator of first rank.
Thankfully the Olney Community pays

tribute to Miss Mapion L. Stuart for her de-
voted service of 5D years with the School
District of Philadelphia, her interest in all
community activities and for her exemplary
life,

We feel confident that all who know her
outside of our community join us in this

will be richly blessed in the years of her re-
tirement.

tribute.
The entire Oln ommunity hopes she

MEN

HON. GEORGE E. SHIPLEY
OF] ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday May 27, 1969

Mr. SHIPLEY Mr. Speaker, on Sun-
day, May 25, I Rad the privilege of at-
tending a cerempny in Hutsonville, Il,
to honor the wayt dead of that commu-
nity. This was ttuly a community en-
deavor, and I wasereatly impressed with
the public spirit and participation which
resulted in this 'memorable dedication
program. Under leave to extend my re-
marks, I would like to include in the
ReEcorp a poem which was recited at the

Lindley-Olney Lio:4. Club.
Lowell Home
Lower Olney Civic

ool Association
ssociation

ceremony, The poce
was written by Garyhn

Cox a Hutsonvill High School student:
MEN

(By Cay Cox)
We live in a land that is mighty and free.
Our land is more povierful than any could be.
Everything we havd is in abundance, and

more,
Our land has everything we car «sk for.

But without our mcn, just where would we
be

We would not be a Jand that ts mighty and
free.

From the old Revolution, to the modern day
war,

They have fought side by side, both the rich
and the poor,
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House of Representatives
GOVERNMENT ACTIVITIES SUBCOMMITTEE

OF THE
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS
RayBurn House OFFice BUILDING, Room B350-B

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515

February 17, 1969

The Honorable Melvin R. Laird
Secretary of Defense
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Secretary:

This Subcommittee has devoted considerable effort over the years to
advancements in the management and utilization of computers in Government.
Under Public Law 89-306, the Executive Branch is structuring a Government-
wide business-like management system for computers under the policy direc-
tion of the Bureau of the Budget, but with operational responsibilities
lodged in the General Services Administration and the National Bureau of
Standards.

On a number of occasions, the Subcommittee has intervened, either
directly or through the Bureau of the Budget or GSA, when it became apparent
that the course of some particular computer selection was ill-advised. On
May 24, 1968, I wrote then Secretary of Defense Clark Clifford about plans
of the Department to update the so-called "World-Wide Command and Control
Computer System." At that time, we recommended that this large computer
procurement might be segmented to allow for the purchase of computers of
various manufacturers. Our interest in this goal is as strong as ever.
However, over the past several months, as the Subcommittee has sought to
obtain additional information concerning this proposed procurement, a number
of other questions have arisen. For purposes of economy and efficiency,
these questions merit consideration prior to finalization of this procurement,
rather than after firm commitments have been made.

These questions and areas of concern are as follows:

1. Despite the magnitude of the proposed expenditure, there
is no one office or individual in the entire department, to the
Subcommittee's knowledge, having overall jurisdiction over the
processing of this proposed procurement. Over a period of several
months, every official in the Department the Subcommittee has con-
tacted responded to some important aspect of this proposed procure-
ment by saying that the matter was beyond his jurisdiction. Surely,
when a sum in the magnitude of between $100 million and $500 million
is involved, there should be overall coordination of the entire project
at some level within the department with firm responsibility to
evaluate the need and to maintain control over all aspects of the
project.
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2. The Subcommittee has not been able to obtain or to determinethe existence of any feasibility study or any other substantiveevaluation of the equipment now in use that supported the immediate
need for the acquisition of new hardware. It is not suggested that
such a requirement does not exist, but to the extent the Subcom-
mittee has been able to determine, the requirement is of an abstract
type based upon a letter or memorandum simply directing that the new
procurement be made, rather than supporting in factual and logicalterms the need for a new procurement.

3. During several years of investigating computer procurementin the Government, most experts coming before the Subcommittee have
urged that acquisition of computer hardware come after completion of
the basic design of the system in which it is to be used. The "World-
Wide System" is probably the largest of its kind and has more built-in
problems and demanding requirements than any other system ever developed.
Yet, it is apparently the decision of the Department to select and
acquire hardware in anticipation of system development under this pro-
curement. Only the most definitive and persuasive reasons should allow
this procurement to be an exception to what otherwise has become a
generally-accepted rule in efficient computer system procurement.

4. From information obtained from the Department, it would
appear that the principal increase in computer compatibility expected
from this procurement would correspond to a higher level of hardware
performance. There is no indication that the procurement proposes a
new computer system significantly better in capability or versatility
as compared to its present output.

A telling factor is that the so-called "data management
package" or that part of the software the Subcommittee understands
allows for the updating and extraction of data from the system, that
would be used with the new hardware, is at best in a nebulous state
of development. One system (developed by System Development Corporation
with Federal funds and committed to use on IBM equipment) is under a
year's test with the results of this test uncertain at this time. Other
data management packages are being "evaluated" on a far lower and less
extensive scale, which again suggests that the department does not know
of a data management package that can be implemented into the system
with reasonable certainty that it will perform with sufficient capability
to provide a system significantly better than the present command and
control output.

Although it might be possible to add or structure an advanced
and workable data management package at a later date, it is our under-
standing that the data management packages now being tested and
evaluated are dependent upon and interwoven with the software manage-
ment or so-called "executive systems" that are unique to the computers
of the various manufacturers. Thus, hardware selection at this time
might limit future options affecting overall system capability.

é
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This raises a question whether this procurement is not premature
and more logically should await breakthroughs in the state of the art
that would give a significant increase in overall system capability
above that obtained from the present equipment.

? The department plans to introduce this new equipment into the
various command levels of the military over a period of five years.
Yet, there are many manifestations that it is only an interim approach
to updating command and control computer capability -- a "brute force"
method to achieve compatibility and to avoid further sole sourcing
of IBM equipment needed to augment »vresent capacity. If this be
correct, is this interim step really necessary?

Under these circumstances, it is questionable whether the
gradual introduction of this new equipment would have any significant
impact on overall system capacity and capability. Also, equipment
acquired during the latter portions of the procurement would be
relatively obsolete as compared to equipment then available.

Accordingly, if such a procurement is to be made, it would
seem desirable that the new hardware be phased into use as rapidly
as possible rather than stretched out over a period of five years.

6. There would appear to be some misunderstanding as to the
fundamental description of this procurement. Although the procurement
is routinely described in terms of updating the "World-Wide Command
and Control System, it would seem more accurate to say that the pro-
curement is to replace computers now in use for all purposes (otherIt wouldthan administrative) at the high levels of the military.
appear that the application of the term "system" to the computers
subject to replacement under this procurement constitutes too loose a
definition and is misleading.

These are some of the questions the Subcommittee has concerning this par-
ticular procurement. They are questions of laymen and not those of computer
experts. On the other hand, they are questions which the Subcommittee con-
siders pertinent and material, and to which we have been unable to obtain ap~
propriate answers from the Department. These questions do not reflect any
predetermination on the part of the Subcommittee concerning the overall merits
of this computer procurement. However, they constitute areas of uncertainty
which should be clarified before further procurement procedures take place.

Sincerely,

/s/ Jack Brooks

Jack Brooks
Chairman



C DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING
Washington, D. C. 20301

Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman, Government Activities Subcommittee
Committee on Government Operations
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Secretary Laird has asked me to reply to your letter of February 17, 1969,concerning computer selection plans for the World-Wide Military Command
and Control System.

At present, we are completing our analysis of this area and I assure you
we are not proceeding on the basis of an abstract requirement. Our
analysis is weighing many factors: advantages of standardization, needfor processing capacity beyond that now available, promise of hardware
technology beyond that now on the market, and costs of software con-
version. It is based on a number of excellent studies conducted by theAir Force, JCS, and Defense Agencies. It is considering many alternatives
with respect to the pace and scope of a potential procurement.
Your letter raises a number of excellent points that we have been or will
consider. For example, we agree that the specifications for a standard
data management system are indeed in a very preliminary state; we have a
number of efforts underway to evaluate potential specifications, their cost
and lead time.

Within the Secretary's office, Dr. Gardiner L. Tucker of my office is the
focal point for this potential procurement. When we have completed our
analyses, we will be glad to present them to you. In the meantime,
Dr. Tucker is prepared to arrange additional briefings for you or yourstaff.

Sincerely,

/s/ G. L. Tucker for

John S. Foster, Jr.

P
y
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STANFORD UNIVERSITY

STANFORD, CALIFORNIA 94305

COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT Telephone:
415-321-2300

27 June 1968

Mr. Warren C. House
Executive Secretary
Computer Science and Engineering Board
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue
Washington,D.C. 20418

Dear Mr. House,

Professor Villiam F. Miller has mentioned your interest in
computer privacy; to me and has asked me to send you the enclosed
working paper o1 that topic. I am also enclosing for your informa-
tion a bill cur-entLy before the California sssembly and informal
comments by the Deputy Attorney General of C: lifornia on this bill.

It is not 2xpected that the bill will be: passed during this
session of the legislature. Rather, in ordei to strengthen thebill in hopes o° getting it considered and p: .ssed during the next
session, commen;s from interested members of the scientific and
legal communitizs are being solicited. If you have any comments
or suggestions on the bill I am sure that Mr. Stephen Gibbens,
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Computers an. Privacy of the
California Inte: -governmental Advisory Board «mn Electronic Data
Processing woull be interested in them. His address is:'

+

Stephen Gi»bens, Chief
Data Proce ;sing Center, Research Divisicn
Dept. of Piblic Health, State of Califonia
2151 Berke ley Way
Berkeley, Jalifornia 94704

I hope thi. information is of some use to you. If I can be
of more help don't hesitate to get in touch with me.

Sincerely,

Lance J. Hoffm
Research Assistant

: : :

Professor WF. Miller :

Mr. Stephen Gibbens
Encl.

: : :
:
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ASS "TT BILL
CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE-1993 REGULAR SESSION

Na. 138% .
+4 :

Introduced by Assemblymen Bagley and Tiarvey Johnson
(Coauthor: Senator Marks)a

April3,1968 -

REPEKRE)D TO COMMIT :EE ON JUDICIARY

An act to amend Scetions 3020, 7017, and 19432 of the Busi-
ness and Professions Cod2, to amend Sections 15490 and
16480.1 of, to add Chaptcr 3.5 (commencing with Section
6250) to Division 7 of Ttle 1 of the Government Code, andto repeal Sections 1208, an} 20478 of the Agricultural Code,Sections 2122, 2732.5, 8813.8, 4018, 4809.1, 5014, 6307.5,
7207.5, 7611, 8010, 8916.2, 9009.5, 9586, 9986, 10060,
18626.7, ond 19035.10 of the Business and Professions Code,Article 1 (commencing with Section 1887) of Chapter 3 ofTitle 2 of Part 4 of, and Jcctions 1892, 1893, and 1894 of
the Code of Civil Procedure, Sections 113, 13867, 23607,
24156, 26008 and 31008 ef ihe Hducation Code, Sections 105,
732, 1326, end 14107 of tha Fish and Gane Code, Sections
1227, 8018, 8310.8, 8440.8, 33913, 15187, 20137, ard 65020.10
of the Government Code, Sections 1153.2, 1262, 1556, 1711,
and 2805 ef the Harbors and Navigation Code, Sections
108.2, 484.4, 1110.2, 134 , 179410, and 18917 of the Health
and Safety Code, Scetions 71.2, 137, 147, and 8092 of the
Labor Code, Sections 538, 133, 696, 567, 9065.2, and 9072
of the Public Resources Ccde, Section 21209 of the Public

Sections 13003 and 20084 cf the Watcr Code, and Chapter
842 of the Statutes of 1959, relating to public records.

:Utilities Code, Sections aur and 8009 of the Vehicle Code,9

:

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST
AB 138], as introduced, Bagley (Jud.). Public records.

Defines public records and requires public records to be open to in-
-spection during office hours and allows any citizen to acquire a copy
of a public record at a reasonable cost.

Adds, amends, and repeals variou:Sse'S. Various cones

Vote-Majority; Appropriation--Nc; Fiseal Committee Yes.

29388-614 Repriuted 4-29-63 500
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AB 1381

Lhe people of the State of California do enact as follows:
1 Section 1. Section 1208 of the Agricultural Code is re-

4 speciion bs the public regular efGee hours:

8 Sec. 4. Section 212:: of the Business and Professions Code9 is repealed.

Jl the beara shall be ope to inspection by the public dusine
13 Sre. 5. Section 2713.5 of the Business and Professions14 Code is repealed.
15 2442-8. ACh xeeords af the beard shol be open to16 #en by the puble diving regular effee hours; except as

presided be lev

2

4

2 pealed.13 1203, reeerds of the eomnussion shall be epen to ia
.5 Sec. 3. Section 20473 of the Agricultural Code is re6 17 oc reeerds cf ine board chell be open ta

Sno. 6. Section 285: 1.6 of the Business and Professions19 Code is repealed,
ssecpt es @ herwise provided by las, all veeords21 ef tho beard chall be ef; CH to Paspeetion by the public ageing

effiee
Sec. 7. Section 3020 of the Business and Professions Codeis cmended to read:
8020. The board shill keep an accurate inventory of all

26 property of the board wud of the state in the possession of
27 the board and it shall cbtain a receipt therefor from its suc-
28 ecssor. Adi the vecords ef the beaxd shall be padl and shell be
29 kept in the of the l

Sec. & Scction 4013 of the Business and Professions Code
31 is repealed.

4013: Exeept as otherwise provided by law; alt records of
33 the boavd shall be to inspection the pr

Src. 9. Section 4809. of the Business and Professions Code
36 is repealed.

4800.1, Execps as ef iewise provided by lass; allthe shell be Op te inspection L the pablie during
399 efGee hours

Sec. 10. Section 501 of the Business and Professions Code
is repealed.
5014. eceards ef the beard shall be open te inspection

43 the prblie eer ele eres hours, exeept as4 provided be: lau
Src. 1). Seetion 6307.5 of the Business and Professions

46 Code is repealed.
&3073, An veeerds ef the board shall be epan to dnspee-48 Hon by the dering regular @ hours
Src. 12. Section 7017 of the Business and Professions Code

50 is amended to read:

by the pebHe during vez alar efflee hoses :

10 2722. FExeopt as eth provided by law; all records of
320 ro

pec

18

20

22
23
Qe
25

:

80

32

:offiee hours.

:

37 :

88

40
41
42

43

47

49
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1
2
3
4
5
6

to
a8

10

12
18
14
15
16
17
18
19 Hee lowes
20
21
22
23
24, 2

25
26
27
2&
29
30
31
82
33
34. efive hours:

36
37
38

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

. 50
51

_ 3- AB. 1881

shall within 30 days prior to the meeting of the general ses-
sion of the Legislature submit to the Governor a full and
true report of its transactions during the preceding bienniwn

+

4

7017. The board, in addition to the usual periodic reports,

including a complete statement of the receipts and expendi.
tures of the board during the period.
A copy of the report shall be filed with the Sceretary of

re State.
records shall be publ xe cords

Src. 138. Scetion 72 5 o. the Business and Professions
Code is repealed.

-\U records of the beard shot} be epen
Hew by the pubke during Frege tae 6ffee hours
aise provided } law
Sco. 14. Section 7611 of tle Business and Professions Code

is repealed.
dexeept es otherwise provided by low, all voeerds ef

the beard shell be te i mpection be the pable

Sec. 15. Section 8019 of the Business and Professions Code
is repealed.
$036; Heeept as ethervise peoxvided bvlaw; all reeords ef

the beard shalt bs epen te i zspeetion the poble duving
Veau effce hours

Src. 16. Section $919.2 : the Business and Professions
Code is gepeated.

Scie?mB seept es ethente prvided bz law; ell records
ef ips eons ton sual pe even tp inupeerion by ine padhe
dane rest tor ofiie ho 2 7

See. 17.
Code is repealed.

as provided by law, all records
ef thebeard shall be epen to hispeetion the puble daring

Seo, 18. Section 9536 of tl e Business and Professions Code
is repealed.
9326. Except as etherstice provided bby lass, all records of

the beard shall be epen to daspeetion by the puble chivine

Sec. 19. Section 9936 of tle Business and Professions Code
Code is repealed.
$936: Exeept as otherwise provided by law; ell reeords of

the beard shall be open to the pabhe ducing
offes hours

t

:

:

te inspee-
exeopt as ether

:

:

A
:

7

:

:

:

Src. 20. Section 10060 of the Business and Professions
Code is repealed.
39059. UW} xeconds the commission shall be opon.te in

epection by the publie efice hours; except as
ethersvise prowl lens

Sec. 21, Scction 18626.7 of the Business and Professions
Cods is repealed.

Section 9009.5 o the Business and Professions

009-5-

1

35
4

4 :

Sa
:

:

:
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4, Src. 22. Section 19033.10 of the Business and Professions
5 .Code is repealed.

9 Src. 23. Section 19432 of the Business and Professiors
10 Code is amended to reid:
1k 19432. The secretery shall keep a full end true record of

15 of him by the board, and perform such other duties as th)
1G board may prescribe.

91 is repealed.
Sec. 23. Section 1392 of the of Civil Procedure is

93 repealed.

27 iC. 26. 1393 of the Code of Civil Procedure ic

31 give on eortified of ef the
32 tegal ecs therefor, 2 3 having eusteds ef public

38 fox the preparat jon gud a nenphetegraplhic
H 40 Sec. 27. Seetion 1f 94 of the Code of Civil Procedure is

43

50 law
-51 Sre. 29, Section 13367 of the Education Code is repealed.

18867, records ef the beard shall be epezt to

« 14

» 17 AHL reesrds of the] shal be epen to inspection by th:

290 Chapter 3 of Title 2 cf Part 4 of Code of Civil Proeedure

95 any

t€

y
er diligent search, he shalt upen de

37 ay

42

44 2. Judicicl veeords+
45
46 Pubke kept in this State; of privete
47 Sec. 28. Section 113 of the Edueriicn Code is repealed.
48 113;
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1 bs the pebble €2
2

dtc.80 Section so 8 OL the Education Code is repealed8
Oz we shod be open to

.5 tionbe the pab
: ic

4 :

Ste. 81. Section 22607 of the Edueation Code is repeeled,
of ibe iriistees be open fa inspec

8 dies be dhe public rcgelar eles hears; exeept as other
9 svise provided bes

Sec. 82. Section 241! 6 of the Education Corle is repealed.
DATS pen te

BAGOS: Ge eomunirs'on chalkbe epea to
1o spection by the 9347

Sec. 84. sSection 105 of the Fish and Game Code is re-

19 Hor be the ue: ie
20 cyprise provi 4 od for ist rast

6
2 2

10
the be me+ rth be

12 bythe peblie reas lav :

13 Sec, go Scction 810f of 43tn a ducation Code is
14 14

a
mnieo hou

16
17 pealed

105,18 Hel Co Sikeail be open to 23 ca

hours except

Src. 85. Section 732 of the Fish and Game Code is re-21
peated.
752, poessds ef CALVES shell ba te

24. Hon by the dy7 rezithoy oftee
Section 1323 of the Fish Game Code is re-

26 pealed

4 VW pee-

25

4526 ceords € t the board shalt be epes to27
28 by tha p m du appre

1 the Tish and Game Code is29 Sec re-

30 pealed AM pace pel: + 6

34 1227, Lhe public seeores and ether in the effee ef
ems effleer, except an siheimvise provide mee ws all

86 during effee hex: oper 9 isspeeticn ef tots cituen the a

37 states
38 . Sec. 89. Chapter 3.2 (eonmencing with Section 6259) is

39 added to Division 7 of Title 1 of the Government Code, to

40 read:

31 COMETSATOR be epen to in1

32 spectios tha & +

Ste. 88. Section 1227 of the Goxaa Code is repealed
:

Or

Cuaprer 3.5. oF PusLic Recorps °

41

6250. In enacting this chapter, the Legislature, mindful of
the right of indiv a1 > to privacy, finds end declares that

45 access to information meerming the condnet of the people's
business is a fundamental and necessary right of every cilizen
of this state.

6251. This chepter shall be known and may be cited as

49 the California Publie Re cords Act.
6252. As used iv this. chapter:
(a) ''State agency'? every state office, offccr, depart-

42
43
44

46
47
4S

50
-51
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ment, division, bureau, board, and commission or other state
agency.

eral Jaw or chartered; city an county; school district ; mu-

agency. i

(d) '*Public reeards"' includ 33 all papers, maps, magnetic
or paper ta{pes, photogslaphie {lms and prints, magnetic or
punched cards, ciscs, drains, and other documents prepared,
owned, used, ov rotained by any state or local agency regard-

18 herealter provided. Every may adopt reeulations 5

99 disclosure of records that are:
93 (a) Public records pertaintig to pending litigation to

296 the rights of Hticants uncer the ] ws of discovery;
OT (b). Personne , medical, ov s milar files, the disclosure of
98 which wonld constitute a clealy unwarranted invasion of

nicipal corporation; district; pelitical subdivision

less of physical form or characte istics.
j

*

19 stating the to be followed when making Its records

21 6254. Nothing in this chapte* shall be construed to require

95 chapter shall not be construed to limit or otherwise avert

29 personal privacy;
30 (c) Trade

é 99 from any person; cr
33 (e) Records under provisions of fedcral or state

ess to:
t

41 (b) Test questions, scoring "<es, and other examination. ~
+

+

6% any agency from opening its records concerning the adminis-
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tration of the agency to public inspection, unless such action
would conflict with spezifie exceptions provided in this ehap-
ter.

6256. Any person nay receive a eopy of any identifiable
publie reeord ov shall b provided with a copy of all informa-
tion coutained therein. Computer data shall be provided in a
form Cctermined by the agency.

6257. A request for a eopy of an identifiable public record
or information produced therefrom shall be accompanied by

10 payuicnt of a reasonabe fee established by the state or local
il agency, or the prescribed statutory fee, where applicable.

6258. Any person nay institute proceedings in any court
13 of competent jurisdicticn to enforee his right to Inspect or to
14 reecive a copy of any oublie record under this chapter. The
15 times for responsive pl adings and for hearings in such pro-
16 eecdings shall be set by the Judve of the court with the object
17 of securing a decision es to such matters at the earliest possi-
18 ble time.

6259. Jn any action commenced pursuant to Section 6258,
20 the agency shall denion trate the record in question 1s exemnt
21 under express provisions of this chapter or that on the facts
22 of the particular case the public interest servel by not waking
23 the record publie clear; oulweighs the public interest served
24 by disclosure of the reecrd.

nc. 40. Seetion &0 ofva the Government Code is repealed.
S013 "AN reosrds @: ihe een aresion be

29 pealed.

Src. 42. Seation $440.8g of the Government Code is re-
33 peated.

4

35 speetion by the public during vecalar

us

12

19

epen Ec) in-

Sec. 48. Section 15912 of the Government Code is re-

12. Wil records of the boord be epen te iaspee-
39 tienby the e dusk vegules efaes Leas:

Sec. 44. Section 15 37 of the Government Code is repealed.
45187, AM vooerds 4 uf the beaxd shall be epen te inspeetion

42 by the public daring es. offize hewes
Sec. 45. Section 15190 of the Government Code is amended

44 to read:
15490. (a) There is in the state government the State Allo-

46 cation Boerd, consistir.e of the Director of Minance, the Di-
47 rector of Generel Serviees, and the Superintendent of Public
4s Instruction. Two Mewbers of the Sou te appointed by the
49 Senate Committee on Fules, and two Members of the Assembly
590 appointed Ly the Speaker, shall meet and, except as otherwise
51 . provided by the Constitution, advise with the board to thc

kar

25
26

spectien tha publie 72 hoays
98 Sro. 41. Section 540.8 of the Government Code is re-

reverds ef 4}

8 by the puble 1 mace
epen to

7

32

84 be open to in-
7

36
37 pealed
38 :

:

3 40

t

43

45
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*1' extent that such idvisor participation is not incompatible9 with their respective po itions as Members of the Legisletuye.

(bd) The wembors of the board and the Members of the Leg-
4 islature mecting with the board shall receive no compenssation
5 for their serviees but shall be reimbursed for their actual and
6 necessary expenses incu 'red in connection with the perform-

q ance of their dutics.
(c) The Director of General Services shall provide such

9 assistance to the board as it may require.
=A sill vecords ef tle board chall be epen te inspection

Sve. 46. Section 16: 80.1 of the Government Code is
13 emended to read:

16480.1, There is hereby created a Pooled Moncey Invest-
15 ment Board, which shal' consist of the Controller, Treasurer
16 and Director of inanee, Lhe Pooled Money Investont Board
17 shall meet at least onae in every three months and shall desig-
18 nate at least once a anenth the amonnt of moncy available
19 under this article for iz vestment in securities authorized by
20 Article 1 of this chapter, or iu bank accounts, or in Joans to
21 the General Fund aud the type of investinent or deposit.

-For the purpose of this ariicle, a written determination
23 Sipued by a majority of the members of the Pooled 3foncy
24 Investment Board shall 'e ceemed to be the determination of
2a the Loard. Notwithstanding the provisions of Sectious 7.5 and
26 7.6 of this eode, the membors of the board shall personally
27 make the determinations under this article, and raay not au-
28 thorize a deputy to act fo° them.

All yecoxds of the Dea '& shall be epen to dnspeetien by the
380 pubke ducing regutaroffre heura

Src. 47. Scetion 20137 of the Government Code is repealed.

34 the public during repuse Citce houes; except ag ebhemvse

Src. 48. Section 650..0.10 of the Government Code is re-
pealed. AL raeoras of the eommittce; with the exeopt on

Sno. 49. Scetion 1158.2 of the Harbors and Navigation
Code is repealed.

dien by the publie regalas eMee hevxs
Sno. 50. Section 126% of ihe Harbors and Navigation Code

is repealed.
«cececs ef he band shall be open to inspeetion

4 :

83

10
11 by the able vee: 6f8ee hones.
12

14

22

7

29

31
wn reeszds of the Board ef Publis82

33 Be € D Ste} be

provided bs dos;35
36 :

37 64938
89 ef these pert to » ne} matters; skall be epen te in-
40 gspectie by he puple ate ithe Oisee

41
41522, records the board shalt be epen te mspce-42

43
44
45
46

48 by the publie during regi Taras ehtes47

Sec. 51. 8ection 135€ of the Harbors and Navigation Code49

3356- Adl veesrds of the board shell be open to inspection
50 is repealed

52 by the public daring rega o: emiee hows:51
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6 is repealed,

10 repealed.
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Section 171] of the Harbors and Navigation Code1

e 108 Ct ne at 7 ity shell be epen io inspee-3

See, 53.

Section 103.2 of the Health and Safety

Section 3865 of the Tarbors and Navigation Code
4 fic the pu!: Hee
5

3503. An seconds of the board shell be epen te inssectien
8

.

by the publie eflea heures
Src. Bd.

18 repealed.
19 the shallbe epen te Ay

-92 is repealed.

25 Szc. 58. Sce-ion 17940 of the Health and Safety Code is
26 repealed.

98 bs the Pppublic [Tce hears;
99 Sue. 59. Section 18917 of the Health and Safety Code is
30 repeaicd.
31 59MM ef the eermnission shal be epen te

35h speevon bs j pable vegulae efdce hoves
3g Sec. Section 137 of the labor Code is repealed.

38 including the a hninisteative € and the appeals board;
c 4Q

45 2602, «bl reeerds ef the council J be e epen te ins peetion

48 pealed.
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Yode is9

+ 11 afvw CONS ope te ius
12 by the puble during re
12 Sno. 55. Seetion 431.4 of t 1 Health and Safety Code is
14 repealed. .

15 $344, ix cords of the eeuneid hell be epen te inspee-4 lt
16 the pub 7 tr

Code 1S17 Src. 56. 4110.2 of the Health and Safety

20 41 bite
21 Sec. 57. Secion J3141.2 of the and Safet>- Code

AV W LT 7 ef the TL he23 7

94 tion by the pap a
3

7

27 ef ba9.10. 7
uu 1 b sial be epen to24

OP

8, 1
77

t :
3 69. Section 71.2 of the Labor Code is repealed

y 24. sli records € the een? be epen te in
4

37 437 the ef idents.

gg shalt ba epen to ins cation by the during recak r offee
hows:

41 Src. 62. Section 147 of the Lebor Code is repeale
42, a+ FROGS OF beard shalt be epen te insecetion7

s

4 Sze, 68. Section 3092 of the Labor Code is repealed.
43 by the pubis

1

46 28 1

47. Sue. GL. Section 535 of the Public Resources Cad is Te-

49 538. B neecads of the come shat! be epen ie inspee-
hours50 OF the pu 7
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"pealed.

f

Suc. 63. Section 638 of the Public Resourees Code is re-
pelea.

6pen to

.66. Section 666 of the Publie Resourees Code is re-

tre pedue & iv effve Lowes; execpt as otherwise
a ded fox be APA
Suc. G7. Section 4307 of the Public Resourecs Code is re-

tiie boar shall be epen to inspection

pealed.

public end all persens shall

records of the shall be epen te, tnspeetion by

Section of the Public Code is

of the shell be epen to in-Go
veesay 2 eface hours:

on 9972 of the Publie Resources Code is re-
pealed.

Oh

Sec. 70. Section 21209 of the Pubhe Utilities Code is ve-

pealed.
MBO9, Is ef the divis on shall he epen to insp2e-1

Hen the

2605, of the esnumicsien shall be epen te ins) ce

Sec. 72.
provided be lass; ali vecazds ef

of the Water Code is repealed.

62 8
tof the Water Code is repealed.
the skal be epex te
fae peculiar ethce hows

2 of the of 1959 is repealed.

7

Sco. 74. Section
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6000 State Building
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2151 Berkeley Way
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Clayton P. Roche, Deputy Attorney General
Subject! Assembly Bill No. 1381

fo 1 Stephen F, Gibbens, Chief Date 1 May 14, 1968Data Processing Center

OCESSIA

Of958
A

From 3 Offico of the Affernay Gororal STAT DEPT
OF PUBLIC
HEALTt

I have quickly looked over Assembly Bill 1381 which
you forwarded to me by memorandum of May 9, 1968 and in which
you requested my views as to whether this bill has any significance
regarding our inquiry into "privacy." This is not an "in depth"
analysis, but I want to get a few thoughts. on paper to you, whi.ch,of course, are my own personal thoughts.

i believe this pill is highly significant as to our.
concern with privacy. : : :

:

1. This bill, by repealing section 1227 of 'the
Government Code (§ 38) and sections 1892, 1893 and 1894-of the
Code of Civil Procedure (§§ 25-27), and by adding section 6252<d)
of the Governnent Code defining "Public Records" (§ 39) appears

Under the present law, there are "public writings"
(or "public records," really) and "other matters" in.the custocy
of public agencies. Under our present law, as I understand it,
"other matters'' do not include everything that are not
"public writings," but are restricted to records in which -

the whole sta: e (the public) might have a legitimate interest
and have to be determined on a case by case basis. Under
section 6252(1) as added by this bill, everything retained by
a public agency appears to be a "public record." Thus, this
bill seems to contemplate a much greater exposure of the public
business than presently permitted (with, of course, the enumerated
exceptions, and those contained in the Evidence Code relating to

to ex and trelendously the definition of public records in
California.

""sovernmental privilege.").

business appa: 'ently contemplated by this bill, this bill, in
my opinion, has the interesting twist of containing the first
direct general statutory recognition of the individual's right
of privacy. (See, e.g., Gov. Code §§ 6250, 6254(b) ag added by

2. Despite the greater exposure of the public



Stephen F. Gibbens, Chief e May 14, 1968

this bill.) My feeling is that material which under existing law
is considered confidéntial and privileged in the hands of public
officers is generally so considered primarily for the benefit
of the government, with the individual being the "accidental
beneficiary" of the confidentiality previsions. This bill
appears, for the first. time, to generally recognize the
individual's direct right to privacy in government documents
in. his own right.

3. In conjunction with the recognition of the
individual's right of privacy in this till, certain problems
occur to me regarding the wording of the bill itself. Section
6254 appears to be an enumeration of which should
mandatorily be kept confidential. For example, subdivision (e)
obviously intends to incorporate all the special provisions
of law relating to non-disclosure as sct. forth in the compilations
we have supplied you. Yet, the introductory language of the
section "Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to require

state that such records cannot be disc: .osed. As to the s ecial
confidentiality provisions contemplated by subdivision
it could at least be argued that such special provisions are
still mandatory. But what about subdivision (b) as to matters
not covered by a special provision, and whose disclosure would
constitute an invasion of personal privacy? In short,..whether
section 6254 is mandatory or discretionary as to non-disclosure

It speaks in terms of an agency "may" deny access to certain'
matters. Yet it appears that at least some of these should be

mandatorily ccnfidential ~- e.g. -- records of complaints and

disclosure of records that are... " certainly does not

is of vital significance... The same general problem inheres
Rgwesin of the Government Code as added by this bill

investigations at least in many insZ<ances.

4. Assuming sections 6254 aid 6255 are mandatory
regarding non-disclosure, in many instances a great burden
will be place upon public officers in determining such matters

he have some discretion in making such determination?

as. @. Bes what records if disclosed constitute
clearly unwarrante invasion of personal privacy" Must a

public office make suc decision at his own peril Ox "does

5. If you will recall from the discussion in the

compilations we supplied you, it was pointed out that there
individuai differences in many stetutes from agency to

agency regarding the right to inspect public records of the

agency. reter pecifically to those which make all records

open to public inspection except as otherwise provided by law

vis-a-vis those whic have no suc qualification (See, e.

§L and4 o f the bill.) At least as to some gencies where
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?

there is now an apparent requirement of complete disclosure,
such agencies are on the spot since they have sensitive, personal
data on individuals, and also information secured from third
parties which they should legitimately maintain in confidence.
This bill apparently would remove such dilemma as to such

agencies, and put them at least on a par with all other public
agencies.

6. I note that the definition of public records in
this bill included computer materials such as magnetic tapes,
punched cards, etc. (The "etc." being euphemistic for my own

lack of knowledge as to the tools of your trade.) (See Gov.

Code § 6252(d) as added by this bill. I note also the addition
of section 6256 and its requirement that: "computer data shall
be provided in a form determined by the agency." Thus, under

this bill, it is clear that a "public record" need not be in
writing -- and access to and control over computerized data
as well as the basic documents is requi: red.

:

In stort, this bill is, in my personal opinion,
very relevant to our concern over "privacy. Tt appears to
be an attempt et a complete new framewo-k within which to work

in California regarding disclosure and 1on-disclosure of public
records. Whether such new "framework" would bring about a

reat many substantive changes would require a greater analysis
in depth." However, on the surface th2 bill's recognition _

Tunderstand from talking tto"Charles Barrett that hearings
on this bill will be held this week. If this bill, or a

similar bill is passed, there is no dovbt in my mind that it
is of concern zo your subcommittee, if only as the base of
planning -- siace it purports to be an attempt at a new

approach to puslic records in California -- and will, of
course, if passed, be the general law guiding public bodies
as to public records in conjunction with the other specific
laws found throughout our codes.

of both an d a 1 1
Ss right right

and : the bill's. recognition computerized data as public
records appears to me to Of substantiv significance.

:

:

I hope the foregoing is not too disjointed as to be

unintelligible. As I said, it's a quick look at the bill.

CLAYTON

CPR: ch

OCHE

cc: Charles A. Barrett
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ABSTRACT!

The computer privacy problem is stated in terms of existing systems

and current proposals. A review of suggested legal and administrative

safepuards is given. The bulk of the paper discusses the current technology,
its imitations, and some additions] safeguards which hove heen proposed

but not implemensed. Finally, a few promising computer science research

problems in the *ield are outlined. A partially annotated bibliography
of literature in the ficld is given.
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I. Introduction

This paper deals with the problem of privacy in large, computerized
data banks. Section II states the problem in terms of existing systems
and current proposals. A review of suggested legal and administrative

safeguards is given in Section III. The major section, Section Iv, is
given over to a discussion of the current technology, its limitations, ard

some additione1 safeguards which have been .roposed but not implemented.

Finally, a few promising computer science research problems in the field
are outlined in Section V.



II. The Privacy Problem

In the last several years, computer systems used as public utilities
have moved from dream to reality. There are now a large number of multi-
terminal, on-line, time-sharing systems in both commercial and academic
environments .1s253,4,5 Many people fully expect a public "data bank grid"
to come into existence in the very near future; they point out that "it is
as inevitable as the rail, telephone, telegraph, and electrical power grids
that have preceded it, and for the same reasons. It is much less expensive
and more efficient to share information than to reproduce it, "6

Unfortunately, current information networks do not have adequate safe-
guards for protection of sensitive information. However, since the benefits
derivable from computerization of large data tanks are so great, pressure
some circles?289,10 is building up to "compuierize now!". Computerization
offers benefits in both economy and performane over many current systems.

Social scieatists and statisticians, for example, have suggested the
creation and maixtenance of a National Data Benk.? Its use would remedy
many defects of files and procedures which result in information
unresponsive to She needs of vital policy decisions. Some of these-defects,
as pointed out Dunn, are:

"1) Important historical records are sonetimes lost because of
the absence of a consistent policy and procedure for establishing
and maintaining archives.

2) The absence of appropriate standards and procedures for file
mainte: iance and documentation lead to low quality files that
contaii many technical limitations in statistical usage.

3) Many useful records are produced as a by-product of administrative
or regulatory procedures by agencies that are not equipped to
perfor a general purpose statistical service function.

2



4) No adequate reference exists that would allow users to determine
easily whether or not records have the characteristics of
quality and compatibility that are appropriate to their analytical
requirements.

5) Procedures for collecting, coding and tabulating data that were
appropriate when developed now leaf to some incompatibilities
in record association and usage reyuired by current policy
problems and made possible by compiter techniques.

6) There are serious gaps in existing data records that stand in
the way of bringing together recoris of greatest relevance
for today's problems.

7) 'The reed to by-pass problems of rezord incompatibility in
developing statistics appropriate for policy analysis, places
severe strains upon regulations restricting the disclosure of
information about individuals. Technical possibilities for
using the computer to satisfy thes>: statistical requirements
withcut in any way violating persoi1l privacy have not generally
been developed and made available 'sy the agencies, ttLL

To take acvantage of the economies and capabilities of the computer,
governmental agencies and private organizations such as credit bureaus are

making use of computerized personal dossier systems. The New York State
Identification and Intelligence System (NYSIIS) provides rapid access to
criminal histories, stolen property files, iatelligence information, etc.,
for use by "que lified agencies".1° Santa Clara (California) County's LOGIC

system includes. a person's name, alias, soc:.al security number, address,
birth record, river and vehicle data, and other data if the person has bren

involved with the Wefare or health departments, the district attorney,
adult or juvenile probation, sheriff, court, etc.° Other municipalities
have ereated similar systems.

These lar; ;e data banks will make it easy for the citizen in a new.

environment to establish who he is and, thereby, to acquire quickly those

econvenioness wich follow from a reliable credit rating and on acceptable
social character. At the same time, commercial or governmental interests
will know much more about the person they are dealing with. We can expec;
a great deal of information about the social, personal, and economic

characteristic; to be supplied voluntarily --often eagerly-- in order to

acquire the beiefits of the economy and the government .+3

On the otier hand, systems designed with jnsufficient consideration

given to acces; control could be illicitly search for derogatory information.

3



systems with insufficient input checking might be given false and slanderous
data about a person which, when printed out on computer output sheets as
the result of an inquiry, looks quite "official" and hence is taken as true.
"On the horizon in technology is a laser scanning process that would enable
a twenty-page dossier to be compiled on each of the United States' 200
million citizens.' Such information could be stored on a single plastic tape
reel. Under sucl. conditions it might be cheaper to retain data than to
discard it. Clearly, we must decide what in"ormation to keep and when to
keep it. As Paul Baran points outld, we face a balance problem. How do we

obtain the greatest benefit from computerized data banks with the least

14

danger?



III. legal and Administrative Safeguards

The problem of controlling access to computerized files --how to safe-
guard the processes of inputting to and retrieving from computerized data

banks-- has recently gained more and more attention from concerned citizens.
We will examine some of this new interest in this section, deferring mention

of the technical solutions to Section IV.

Bauer has given a brief but sound discussion of policy decisions

facing the designers of a computerized data bank, and has pointed out that
we now have the ' 'special but fleeting oppor/unity ... to explore the issu2

of privacy with objectivity and in some leisure. ... the public's fears of

dossier-type police information systems have been thoroughly aroused; left
unchecked they may become so strong as to in fact prevent the creation of

any publicly cupported information systems. The reactions to proposals for a

Federal data center are a case in point. Were such blanket prohibitions
to be imposed the development of socially useful information sharing would be

enormously impeded. Furthermore, without piblic trust, information systems

could well be fed so mich false, misleading or incomplete information as to

make them useless. Thus it becomes imperdtive not only to devise proper

safeguards to data privacy, but also to comvince the public and agencies

which might contribute to a system that these safeguards.are indeed being,

planned, and that they will work,
Fortunately, the federal government is aware of the computer privacy

problem and hi.s quite effectively shot down proposals which did not adeq ately
consider the effect of a centralized data bank on privacy.27,18 Most of ihe

states, however, lag seriously in awareness of contemporary data process.ng

capabilities and techniques. Some of the more highly computerized areas are,

however, to appronch the idea of regional data banks in a rationai.

manner. At least one state (California) has an intergovernmental board on

automatic dati processing which has solicited and received comments on

16

confidentiality and the invasion of privacy from concerned members of th:
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technical community.
As Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr. has pointed out, 19 the threat to privacy

comes from men, not machines; it comes fram the motives of political executives,
the ingenuity of managers, and the carelessness of technicians. Too often,
he says, an organization may seize upon a device or technique with the best
intentions in the world of achieving some landible goal, but in the process

may deny the dignity of the individual, the sense of fair play, or the rigat
of the citizen in a free society to privacy of his thoughts and activities.

"The computér industry, the data processing experts, the programmers,

the executives-all need to set their collective minds to work to deal with

the impact of their electronic systems on the rights and dignity of individuals.

"While there is still time to cope with the problems, they must give

thought to the contents of professional ethial codes for the computer industry

and for those vho arrange and operate the computer's processes.
"Tf self-regulation and self-restraint xre not exercised by all concerned

where strict legislative controls will be enieted, government appropriaticns

for research ard development will be denied. And the computer will become

the villain of our society. It is potentially one of the greatest resources

of our civilizetion, and the tragedy of slowing its development is un-

Though Senator Ervin gave that speech cn 1 May 1967, so far only

Chariman Watso1 of IBM, of all the computer manufacturers, has commented

publicly on th» subject. The Washington, D.C. chapter of the Association

for Computing echinery (ACM) has gone on record as opposing the creation

of a national lata bank until the proposers can show that "such a system

is still econonically attractive under the egal and technical constraints

necessary to protect individual liberties in the American society". (It
has been alleg2d, however, that this vote roflects the views of a minority

of that chapter's members and cannot necessirily be taken to represent the

view of the chapter.)
We often forget that no "right to privicy", similar to the "Freedom

of speech" or the "right to vote", exists the Constitution. Thus, the

with automatic data processing, public concern will soon reach the stage

+

thinkable "19

20

amount of privacy an individual is entitled to and when that privacy is
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violated varies according to the whim of a particular court or legislative
body.19,22,23 Prosser, of the University of California School of Law at
Berkeley, has compiled an excellent review of this subject

Recently, significant cfforts have been made to create a more satisfactory
situation. In 1966, John McCarthy suggested a "computer bill of rights".
Some of the rights he proposed were these:

"No organization, governmental or private, is allowed to maintain
files that cover large numbers of people outside of the general system.

"The rules governing access to the files are definite and well
publicized, and the programs that will enforce these rules are open to
any interested party, including, for example, the American Civil Liberties
Union.

"An individual has the right to read his ow file, to challenge certain
kinds of entries in his file and to impose certain restrictions on access
to his file. A

"Every tim? someone consults an individial's file this evens is re-
corded, togethec with the authorization for the access.

"Tf an organization or an individual obiains access to certain infor-
mation in a fils by deceit, this is a crime end a civil wrong. The injure?
individual may sue for invasion of privacy ard be awarded damages. tt25

a

Additional sugg2ctions have been made concerr.ing legislativemethods of

safeguarding privacy. In 1967, the United States government proposed a

Rights to Privacy Act banning wiretapping and electronic eavsdropping « (In

1968, however, the pendulum swung the other way and the Senate passed a

"safe streets" and crime-control bill which pranted broad authority for

wiretapping and eavesdropping, even without & court order for a limited

period of time.)
Even if a statute controlling access to sensitive information in files

of the federal government were passed, the computer privacy problem will «till
be a long way from solved. A threat which is possibly even more serious

is the misuse cf data in the files of private organizations or in the files
of state or local governments. Medical records in the files of hospitals,

schools, and industrial organizations contain privileged information.

When these records are kept in a computerized system, there must be control

t



over access to them. Some disconcerting examples of what has has happened
when controls are lax are mentioned in a paper by Baran!?,

The California Assembly has before it currently (June 1968) a bill
(AB 1381 - 1968 Regular Session) which if passed would (1) recognize an

individual's right of privacy, and (2) recognize computerized data in state
files as "public records". This bill, if passed, would be a landmark in
the fight to establish a "right to privacy" «nd would seem to guarantee the

right of an individual to read his own file.
The licensing or "professionalization" of (at least some) computer

scientists, programmers, and operators seems to be the most frequent
suggestion in the papers on computer privacy which are not written solely
for computer scientists. In addition to Ervin (see above), advocates of this
measure include Michae1@6, Brictson!", and Ramey. Parker has been the

main supporter of the ACM guidelines for Conduct in Information

Processing"1, wut Brictson makes the best arjmment the author has seen for
these to datelt With such current and poteitial outside interest in pro-
fessional condvct of computer people, there 1as been very little published
discussion abovt these matters. In view of 3enator Ervin's unsettling pre-
dictions above, perhaps the computer community should give these problems

more attention than it has to date.

This conc?udes the discussion of legal ind administrative safeguards

for the protection of sensitive information. We can now turn our attention

to the technice1 solutions that have been proposed.
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TV. Technical Methods Propsed to Date

A. Access Control in Conventional Time-Sharirg Systems

Various technical methods for controlling, access to the contents of

computer memories have been suggested. In this discussion, these methods

will be broken uo into two categories -- those which are necessary for proper

operation of a time-sharing system, and those which enhance the privacy of
data in a shared system.

1. Methods Necessary for a Properly Operating; Time-Sharing System

First let us consider the controls required in any time-sharing system.

A means must be provided to lock out each use: * from the program and data of all
other (wauthorized) users. In addition, a user mst not be allowed to

interfere with the time-sharing monitor by im>roper use of input/output

commands, halt commands, etc. The latter capibility is generally obtained

by denying to tre user of certain "privileged' instructions, which may be

executed only be "privileged" programs such a3 the operating system.

The former is generally provided by memory protection schemes such as

relocation and bounds registers®8, segmentation®9,30, paging31, memory keys

which allow lim'ted (e.g., read-only) access3*, etc.
These access control methods all protect contiguous portions of (real

or virtual) computer memory from alteration by an errant program. They do

not, however, provide protection of a user file from unauthorized access.

Towards this end, software schemes have augmented the hardware schemes described

above.

2, Methods Which Enhonee Data Privacy

With respect to the methods which enhance the privacy of data ina
shared system, Paul Baran observed in 1966 that "It is a very poorly studied

problem ... There is practically nothing to te found in the computer

literature on the subject. "23 Since then, avareness has grown, largely as

a result of congressional interest 27.18 An entire session of the 1967

9



Spring Joint Computer Conference was devoted to this issue. But only
very recently kas there been developed a working system with more than

password protection at the file level. 38
In nearly all systems to date, a user's password will get him into

his file directory and into any file referenced in that directory. The most

elaborate scheme so far is that of Daley and Neumann3# which features direc-
tories nested to any level used in conjunction with passwords. Each directory
has access control information associated with itself. So, unless one has
the "key" to each directory which appears on the chain to the desired file,
one esnnot get at the information in that file. Password schemes permit a

small finite number of specific types of acczss to files, although Daley and

Neumann3+ effectively provide more flexible tontrol via a type which allows
a user-written program to decide whether eaca requested access to a file is
allowed.

3. Limitations of These Models

The methocs of Section IV.A.l perform tieir task acceptably -- they
guarantee the system integrity. However, th2 password methods of Section
IV.A.2 fall short of providing adequate software protection for sensitive
files. Password schemes can be compromised oy wiretapping or electromagnetic
pickup, to say nothing of examining a consol: typewriter ribbon. Moreover,
in some system: the work factor, or cost, associated with trying different

passwords until. the right one is found is sc small that it is worth it to
the "enemy" to do just that. Centralized systems tend to have relatively
low work factors, since breaking a code ina centralized system generally
allows access 40 more information than in a system. Some

methods used to raise the work factor back to at least the level of a

decentralized system are given later in this paper.
There is un even more serious problem vith password systems. In all

current systems, information is protected at the file level only -- it has

been tacitly assumed that all data within a file was of the same sensitivity.
The real world does not conform to these ascumptions. Information from

various source; is constantly coming into ccmmon data pools, where it can

be used by all persons with access to that pool. The problem of what to

10



do when certain information in a file should be available to some but not

aj] legal users of tha file is not well-studied. At Project MAC for examplet,

it is currently the case that if a user has a file which in part contains

sensitive data, he just cannot merge all his data with that of his colleagues.

He must separate the sensitive data and save that in a separate file; the

common pool of data does not contain this sensitive and possibly highly
valuable data. Moreover, be and those he permits access to this sensitive

data must, if they also want to make use of the nonsensitive data, create

a distinct merged file, thus duplicating information kept in the system;

if some of this duplicated data must be changed, it must be changed in all
files, instead of only one. If there were a method to place data with

varying degrees of sensitivity into common files and be guaranteed suitable

access control over each piece of data, all the data could be aggregated and

processed much more easily. Indeed, many social scientists are in favor of

a National Data 3ank for this very reason.(.32 On the other hand, precisely

because the problem has not been solved satisfactorily, lawyers3s55, compuvcer

scientists33» 37 » 96 and the general public have become concerned about such 3

system.
38In a recent thesis, Hsiao has suggeste. and implemented files which

contain "authority items"; these authority items control access to records

in files. This is the first working system which controls access at a lower

level than the file level. The implementation depends on a multi~list3?

file structure, but the idea of an authority item associated with each user

is independent cf the structure of the file. The accessability of a record

depends on whetler the file owner has allowed access to the requestor. This

information is carried in the authority item. Capabilities!0 (such as reaé

only, read and \rite, write only, etc.) appeac to reside with the file ratler

than with each record.
A problem with Hsiao's scheme is the duplication in each authority item

ot entries for orotected fields of one file. If there nre J users of the

system and each has K private fields in each of L files, then (J-1) xkxL

entries must be made in each authority item for-vser protection. 'Since there

are J users, T = Jxu(\J-1)xKxL entries must be maintained in the authority



items by the system. For the not unlikely case J = 200, K = 3, L=2,
we calculate T = 238,000, This price in storage and maintenance may well prove
too much to pay in many instances.

Some other methods for access control have been proposed. Graham

has suggested a technique involving concentric "rings" of protection which

may prove a reasonalbe way to provide flexible but controlled access by a

number of different users to shared data and >rocedures. Dennis and van Hern!t

have proposed that higher-level programs gran' access privileges to lower-level
programs by passing them "capability lists".

Graham's scheme has several disadvantages. It assumes a computer with
hardware paging and/or segmentation; since no large ccmputer systems (of the

type that would be necessary for a public utility) with these hardware

facilities are <s yet serving a large user conmunity in an acceptable manner,

this assumption may be premature, particularly in light of the alternatives.
such as extended core storage bulk memories.42257 The Graham scheme rules
out the use of one-Jevel memories such ns ascociative memories , 5) Lesser

memories, ? etc. the duta bank has mny different dota Lields with many

different levels of access, the swap times necessary to access each datum

in its own (two-word or so) segment will rapidly become prohibitive. In

addition, the Geaham scheme imposes a hierarchy on all information in the

data base; this brings on quite a few problens in the passing of control
from one procedure to another, as Graham poirts out in his paper.

The scheme of Dennis and van Horn suffers from all the drawbacks of

the Graham scheme except the last. Compensating for this relative simplicity
in the control structure however, a very large number of their meta-instruztions

hy

be executed for ench nttempt to access cata which is not in a file
open to every W5eLr.

B. Some Proposd Safeguards to the Privacy of Information in Files

In this seztion, we discuss countermeasi-res that have been proposed

to more adequately insure against unauthorized access to information in

files. Petersei and Turn have published an excellent paper! on the threats

to information privacy, and much of the material of this section has been

drawn from that paper.



The most important threats to information privacy are shown in Figure l.

Accidental
User error
System error

Deliberate, passive
Electromagnetic pick-up
Wiretapping

Deliberate, active
Browsing
Masquerading as another user
'Retween lines" entry while user is inactive but on channe]
"piggy back" entry by interception and transmitting an "error"

message to the user
Core dumping to get residual information

Figure . Some Threats to Informaticn Privacy (extracted from gan )

We can encounter these threats by a number of techniques and procedures.
Petersen and Turn have organized the various countermeasures into several classes:
access managemen;, privacy transformations, threat monitoring, and processilg
restrictions.
1. Access Management

These techniques attempt to prevent unauthorized users from gaining
access to files. Tlistorically, passwords have almost been synonymous with

access management. Passwords alone, however, are not enough, as shown in

Section IV.A.3 . The real issue in access maragement is authentication of a

user's identificition. Peters! has suggester. using one-time passwords:

lists of randomly selected passwords would be stored in the computer and

maintained at th terminal or kept by the user'. "After signing in, the

user takes the n2xt work (sic) on the list, tansmits it to the processor

and then crosses it off. The processor compares the received password with

the next word in its own list and permits access only when the two agree.

Such password lists could be stored in the te minal on punched paper tape,

generated internally by special circuits, or -yrinted on a strip of paper.
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The latter could be kept in a secure housing with only a single password
visible. A special key lock would be used to advance the list." Anoth2r
method based on randem-number generation has been suggested by Baran, 46

A novel idea based on the same principle -- the high work factor
associated with breaking encoded messages appearing as pseudo-random or random

number strings 7 _ has been suggested by Les Earnest, 18 He proposes that
the user login and identify himself, whereupon the computer supplies a

pseudo-random number to the user. The user performs some (simple) mental

transformation T on the number and sends the result of that transformation
to the computer. The computer then performs the (presumably) same transformation,
using an algorithm previously stored in (effective) execute-only memory at
file creation time. In this way, while the user has performed T on x to

yield. y = T(x), any "enemy" tapping a line, even if the information is seit
in the clear, sees only x and y. Even simple T's

impossible to figure out, and the "cost per unit airt 49 is, hopefully,
much too high for the enemy. Petersen and 'urn point out that one-time

passwords are not adequate against more sophisticated "between lines" entries

by infiltrators who attach a terminal to th: legitimate user's line. "Here

the infiltratcr can use his terminn] to enter the system between communications

from the legitimate user, 14 Ag a solution, they suggest one-time passwords

applied to messages (as opposed to sessions), implementéd by hardware' in the

terminal and yossibly in the central processor. I conjecture that this
solution will be too costly for most applicitions. I further conjecture that

placing acces: control at the datum level, cather than at the file level, would

eliminate man: (though not all) problems associated with this type of ini iltration.
Babcock" mentions a "dial-up and call-back" system for very sensit: .ve

files. When sensitive file is opened by the program of a user who is
connected to the computer via telephone lin? A, a message is sent to the user

asking him to telephone the password of that file to the operator on a

» i of x(e.g., T(x) i odd digit i + thour of the day) ) are well-nich

different telephone line B. The legal user can alter the password at

uy



by informing the data center.

2. Privacy Transformations

Privacy transformations are reversible ercodings of data used to
conceal information. They are useful for protecting against wiretapping,
electromagnetic radiation from terminals, "piggyback" infiltration (See

rig. 1), and unvuthorized necess to data in removable files. Substitution (of
one character string for another), transposition (rearrangement of the

ordering of characters ina message), and addition (algebraically combining

message characters with "key" characters to form encoded messages) are

three major types of privacy transformations, which can be (and are) combined

to increase the work factor necessary to break a code. This work factor

depends (among cthers) on the following crite:ria:

Tength of the key Keys require storige space, must be protected,
have tc be communicated to remote and entered into the

system, and may even require memorizition. Though generally a

short key length seems desirable, better protection can be obtained

tt

by usirg a key as long as the messag> itself.
- Size of the key space The number of different privacy transformations

available should be as large as possible to discourage trial-and-
error zpproaches, and to permit assignment of unique keys to large
number: ; of users and changing of keys at frequent intervals.

_ Complexity Affects the cost of implementation of the privacy
system by requiring, more heer ox processing, time, but alco

tt

improv: the work factor.

Error sensitivity The effect of trensmission errors or processortt

malfunztioning may make decoding impossible.

Other criteria are, of course, the cost of implementation and processing

time requirements which depend, in part, on whether the communication channel

or the files of the system are involved. 47

More detailed information on uses of privacy transformations is given

Db



in Petersen and Tamm A good unclassified discussion of encrypting and

cryptanalysis methods, with particular attention paid to "distributed"
communication networks (many terminals, many message switching centers,
etc.) has been written by Baran , }#6 He also kas suggestea'9 that we should

always make use of minimal privacy transforms tions in the storage and

transmission of censitive dita.
Privacy transformations can be performec. by appropriate software in

terminals and central processors. When desirable, hardware can be used

instead. One current system, for example, uses basically a transposition
method and is handled with preset plastic scrambler wheels; changes of these

wheels sare acconplished by time coordination. 7+

3. Threat Monitoring

Petersen and Turn give a good description of threat monitoring:
"Threat montioring, concerns detection of attempted or actual penentrations
of the system cr files either to provide a r2al-time response (e.g., invoking

job cancellaticn, or starting tracing procedires) or to permit post facto

analysis. Threat monitoring may include recording of all rejected attempts

to enter the system or specific files, use of illegal access procedures,

unusual activity involving a certain file, attempts to write into protected

files, attempts to perform restricted operations such as copying files,
execessively long periods of use, etc. Periodic reports to users on file
activity may reveal possible misuse or tampering, and prompt stepped-up

auditing along with s possible real-time response.
Threat monitoring also will help improve the efficiency of the systen,

by reporting widespread use of particular sistem facilities. These syste
facilities can be "tuned", or, if need be, the facilities can be altered

to eliminate bottlenecks. If some security restriction is unduly interfe sing

with system op2ration, threat monitoring should help pinpoint the offendiig

Lh

restriction,

h, Processing Restrictions

Tn additcn to normal memory protection features mentioned in Section
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IV.A.1, some processing restrictions may be desirable. Suggestions have

included the mounting of removable files of drives with disabled circuits
which mast be authenticated before access, erasure of core memories after
swapping a program and its data out to an auxiliary storage device, and

built-in hardware codes which peripheral devices would transmit to other

system components when necessary.>-
There is a real question as to what price: one wishes to pay for how

much privacy.?? In some instances, one might desire a whole processor to
implement the entire file control and privacy system, 44 Most users, however,

will probably settle for less privacy at less cost. This has been the

experience so far of Allen-Babcock Corp. -- they have not implemented their

"dial-up - call-back" privacy technique since none of their customers have

demanded it.
Petersen ard Turn have summarized their zountermeasures to threats

against information integrity, and the major oart of the table they present.

is reproduced here:
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Figure 2. Summary

Countermeasure

Threat
authentication,
authorization)

Aecess Control
(passwords,

Processing Restrictions
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vileged operations)

Privacy
Transformations

Threat Monitoring
(audits, logs)

Accidental:

System error

Good protection,
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proauces
password

Gcod protectic:
unless bypasses
jue to error
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depend on pass-
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Figure 2. Sumary of Countermeasures to Threat to Information Privacy (continuea,

Countermeasure Access Control Processing Restrictions Privacy Threat Monitoring
(passwords, ( storage protected pri- Transformations
authentication, vileged operations)

Threat authorization)

Deliberate, Good protection ease to obtain Good protection Identifies unsucces

(may make mas- Tul attempts; may
active: desired information

provide vost facto
: :

sary)
or

"Me squerading"

"Between lines"
entry

"Digey-back" entry

Intry by system
personnel

but

May

Must know au-
thenticating
passwords (work
factor to obtain
the se)

No protection
unless used for
every message

No protection
reverse

(processor-to-
user) authenti-
cation may help

have to
masquerade

Reduces ease to obtain
desired information

Timits the infiltrator to
the same potential as the
user whose line he shares

Limits the infiltrator to
the same potential as the
user whose Line he shares

Reduces case of obtaining
desired information

No protection if
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word; otherwise,
sufficient

Good protection
if privacy trans-
formations
chanced tn less
time than require
by work factor
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formations
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Figure 2. Summary of Commtermeasures to Threat to Infomation Privacy continued)

Countermeasure

Threat

Access Control Processing Restrictions
(storage, protected pri-
vilesed operations)

Privacy
Transformations

Threat Monitoring
(audits, logs)(password

Deliberate,
active, cont'd:
Entry via
doors"

Core dumping to
get residual
information

Physical
acquisition of
removable files

No protection

No vrotection,

Not applicable

Probably no protection

Erase private core areas

Not applicable

Work factor,
unless access to post facto analysis
keys obtained

Possitie alarms

No protection
unless encoded
processing
Teasible

Work factor,
unless access to form
keys obtained

Possible
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ments
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V. Promising Research Problems

In this section, we discuss some technica". problems which offer
promising avenues for research in the future. We shall raise some relevant

questions, but no answers are suggested in thi > paper.

1. Incation in File Structure of Access Control Mechanism

For reasons mentioned in Section IV.A.3, the methods of protection
which effectively pace privileges from one pro,ram to another are fairly
unmtisfactory. We also saw there that protecting data by associating
controls with the data at the file level only is not sufficient. What is
really needed is some means of controlling acc2ss to each individual datum.

Such a means shoi.ld (1) be efficient, and (2) not unduly penalize the user vho

only wants a sma part of his file protected. The mechanism may reside
in program, data indexes into an inverted fils, authority items? , or

elsewhere. Parker?' claims that this kind of protection can be expensive.
I agree, but I have the feeling that it can also be inexpensive, and see in

this subject a interesting area for reseerch.

2. Dependency O Access Control Efficiency or File Structure

The structure of a file is not independert of the method used to

control access to it-- they may affect each other very strongly. For

example, one mignt consider physically separat.ing sensitive data in a

hierarchical fil? (e.n., A tree-structured fire). The more sensitive data sould

be stored in a mamory which was logically at : low level. and physically
removed from brigher-level data. This solut: .on would not be feasible in

certain types of associative memories, since che control would require

all data to be at the same level. As another example, the existence of

indexes into a tree-structured file (i.e., using an inverted file) might

strongly alter the operating characteristics of the access control mechanism

by allowing control information to reside in the indexes rather than (say)
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with the data itself. Further investigation of this relationship is
warranted,

3. Costs of Various Proposed Methods

Several types of countermeasures have been proposed to insure privacy:
various types of threat monitoring, privacy transformations, access management,

etc. Some hardvare countermeasures, such as physical keys which record

on a file or protocol the key number have alro.been suggested. Unfortunately,

no systems hardware or software, simulated or actual, have been built
which ensble us to cvaluate the various costs of processing time, storage

space, etc., of these methods. Why haven't these systems been built? Is

it just that no one has gotten around to it vet? Is it only that no one

needs a certain countermeasure (yet)? Is it that we don't really know how

to implement what we theorize about in the l:terature? It is true that

the literature on this is sparse. Even worse, there is almost a complete

absence of implementrtion of nearly all of tie proposed techniques.

Consider just one of these techniques, orivacy transformations. Petersen

and Turn discuss the further work that is ne:ded:

"Special cttention must be devoted to establishing the economic

and operationa: . practicality of privacy transformations: determining

applicable classes of transformations.and establishing their work factors:
designing economical devices for encoding ani decoding; considering the

effects of query language structure on work factors of privacy transformation;
and determinin; their effects on processing time and storage requirements ny

The implenentation of a (real or simulated) system using many counter'-

measure techniques, in order to evaluate them in practice, would be a very

desirable undectaking.

VI. Summary

It is hop2d that this paper may help increase awareness of the computer

privacy problen and the need to investigate it further. Paul Baran puts
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it well,
"What a wonderful opportunity awaits the computer engineer to

exercise a new form of social responsibility. The advent of the new
computer~communications technology need not be feared with trepidation as
we approach 198), Rather, we have in our powcr a force which, if properly
tamed, can aid, not hinder, raising our personal right of privacy.

If we fail to exercise this unsought power that we computer engineers
alone hold, the word 'peoplc' may become less a description of individual
human beings living in an open society and more a mere collective noun.

It may seem a paradox, but an open sociewy dictates a right-to-privacy
among its members, and we will have thrust upon us much of the responsibility
of preserving this right. "49
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WASHINGTON (UPI)-A House subcommittee
reported Tuesday U. S. spies were collecting in-
formation so fast their hosce: don't we isread it.

The backlog, it said, may have contributed torecent intelligence failures such as capture of theUSS Pueblo.
The Defense Appropriations Subcommittee said

unprocessed reports on Southeast Asia alone re-
cently filled 517 linear feet of file drawer space atthe headquarters of the Defense IntelligenceAgency (DIA), created in 1961 five months afterthe disastrous Cuban invasion attempt at theBay of Pigs
COMMITTEE MEMBERS, in published testi-

mony on DIA eperations, said the undigested in-formation may have contributed to the Puebloseizure, the Israeli attack on the USS Liberty, andthe lack of advance information about the Com-munist Tet offensive in Vietnam.

Wisconsin State Journal - Wednesday, July 10, 1968 - Madison, Wisconsin

"Within DIA it takes an average of eightworkdays from the time of receipt 'for a docu
iv ieacn tne afialysts,' the subcommittee

reported.
"One could only conclude that the managementof your intelligence assets is in a state of com-

plete disarray," Rep. Jamie L. Whitten (D-Miss.)told DIA officials.
THE REPORT said testimony showed that a

warning message intended to divert the spy shipLiberty from its position in the Mediterraneanlast June was misrouted to the Philippines. It was
finally sent back to the Pentagon and relayed to
the Liberty after the ship had been fired on and
34 members of its crew killed.

As for the Pueblo, captured by North Korea
while on an off-shore intelligence mission, Whit-
ten said, "there are a number of areas whereit looks as if somebody has fallen down."

Ses
vided forewarning that an attack was likelymaking nossible a resnonse by South air +

force planes which he said were only 15 or 20
minutes away.
"It has been evident from witnesses that it

did not dawn on our top leaders that the Tet
offensive was going to happen when it did.' Whit-
ten said, referring to the surprise Viet Cong at-
tack on Saigon and other South Vietnam cities.

"It is inconceivable to me, with this country
having gone through Pearl Harbor, where every
child is taught about Washington crossing the
Delaware on Christmas Eve because the opposi-
tion was having a big party, that grown and ex-
perienced men come before this committee and

hit on a holiday."
Lt. Gen. Joseph F. Carroll, DIA director. con-

ceded the need for improvement, but insisted no
on Had veen (uss,

f

De OS
a :

it did not cross their minds that we would be

He said nraner
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The pres nt study presents the preliminary conclusion: which

resulted so far ;rom the research carried ont within the subjec -matter

tneluded in the plan of the Centre of Economic Computatiin and

Economie Cybernetics,

4

4

1. BRIGE INTRODUCTION TO 'TILE PROBLEM

targets and the methodological basis of economic recording and computation

-are unique, with the activities of all the econamie units strongly inter-

correlated. Tt results hat the economic information system is also of inte-

grated type, which necessarily involves the setting up of interdependent

reached the stage at which integrated information systems can be created.

The operational achicvements known so far (sce the examples in the Annex)

refer, however, only tc large capitalist enterprises, and consequently cannot

be adopted as such, stice:
a) - the prograrames are written for different economic conditions

and, implicitly, the nezessary processing capacity will not b> the same;

b) - they have : character of information sub-syst: m (they do not

refer to the activity cn a national scale but to the level o! large enterprises

operate in conditions of competition).

{as for instance the project of the network of electronic computers of the

ULS.S.R. and that of Czechoslovakia). It results from thes: projects that the

'line adopted is that of setting up hierarchized networks of slectronic comput-

'ers, observing in the main the administrative structure end envisaging the

1.1. Our country's economy is of an integrated type, meanin that the plan

no t of diverse autonomous information sub

and
syslLems

Tho technique of the transmission and processing of information has

:

Some data on the projects worked out in socialist cointries are known
:

:
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setting of the computation centres on the: princip] of the service to aterritory. This situation does not guarantes, at least evidently, the maximumeconomic level andthe capacity of the necessary expansion, being also linked
The average cost of the equipment needed to the processing of infor-mation veries approximately proportionally to the logarithm of the compu-tation speed which, in its turn, expresses in a first approximation, the pro-cessing i.pacity.

1.3. The requirements of a national network of electronic computersare in the main the following:
- economical character (important investments being involved) ;- reliability in operation (the system being of national importance, adefective running could have serious repercussions) ;modularity (the system can be set up only on successive stages, in

stcp with the analysis of the application;).

te drzantzing features

2. PREMISES CONSIDERED IN PROPOSING THE SOLUTION

In prc posing the solution, one has to proceed from the following premises :
2.1, The technical solution must be based 01 a functional scheme.
2.2. n economical character should be obtained with a minimum num-ber of eqiipments of corresponding capacity, the two other requirementsbeing at -he same time observed:
- high reliability in operation ;
- modularity.
2.3. The economic units to be served are d'vided in the following cate-

2.3.1. - units with a big volume of own information and critical dynamicconditions which will require consequently theis own endowment with elec-tronic equ. pment (as for instance iron and steel aggregate works) ;

gories :

2.3.2. - units with a big volume of own information but lacking criticaldynamic conditions, which could be served by t:rritorial computation units,at periodical rates (as for instance the building s: tes) ;2.3.3. - units with small volume of informction, to which the ensuringof periodic il access to computation units or to equipments of informationtransmissi(n would be sufficient (as for instance the State farms).
2.4. Tie major information processings ar2 divided in the following

categories :

2.4.1. the prospective (superior) direction the drawing of long-range
programme plans (over 5 years, for instance) ;

2.4.2. planning - the drawing of short-range plans (as for instance up
to 5 years and phased per years) ;

2.4.3. sperative direction - the management of the economic processes

2.4.4. the estimation of the stage and performances - the collecting
of data and their presentation in a form available immediately ;

:

:

:

in keeping with the short-range plans :
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2.4.5, technical and scientific computation - processing of varied infor-
mation, the data heing received in an aleatory rhythm, as the computation ts
not urgently required.

v :

2.5. There must be a single circulation of information between the
diverse sub-systems, of a minimum volume (management by way of exception).

2.6. It is necessary to specify, at least generally, a unitary conception
and; hence, a final solution, involving the study of the must suitable plan for

:

:

the realization of the integrated system proposed Jinally, procceding from
-the initially given situation.

:

2.7. The erdowment of the economic units with conventional equipment
is continued; the proposed system of information processing supposes
the ensuring of a collection of accurate data. 11 the description that
follows and in the computation this aspect has not been taken into consider-
ation, since this involves a necessary action, irrespective of the solution
adopted for th: network of electronic computers.

From the 'echnical point of view, adequate seems to be the orientation
towards the co iventional equipment which secures the production of punched
tape (in cases when the needs of eventual remote transmission are preva-
lent), or of s.ylized symbols, adapted to the aitomatic optic symbol
reading (in the rest of cases). In the present study. the conventional equip-
ment appears s an initial component of the whole system of data processing
and transmission, the conclusions referring to the organization of the network
of electronic computers being relatively dependent o a lesser degree on the

type of the cl osen conventional equipment,
2.8. With regard to the endowment with equipment for the processing

of information the question entails the securing of the needed computation
services with minimum of expenses on the economy as a whole, and not in

securing the o vn equipment with minimum of expenses for each considered
economic unit.

3. SHORT 1 RESENTATION OF THE PROPOSED SOLUTION OF PRINCIPLE

3.1. The principle of programming the processing of information,
The processing of information is proposed to ve organized on a major

cycle, accordir g to Fig. 1. The management by way of an exception, is pro-

posed to be ac iieved in compliance with the algorithm in Fig. 2.
The main information processings are considere: as being formed of open

- higher nanagement: simulation programmes mathematical program-

- diverse methods of mathematica. programming, RAMPS,
the division of products per materials and cycles, etc. ;

- operative management: division of products per materials and sub-

assemblies, alyrorhitms of optimization, algorithms specific to the economic

unit, statistical surveying, etc. ;

programme > (type OPS), in the main :

ming, PERT, provisional programming, etc
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+

Sequences of information

Processing of i.formation

4. Expected economic indicators
2. Corrected exceptions
3. Exceptions
4. Probable economic indicators
5. General plan for the use of resources
6. General plar for finding resources
7. Achievements
8. Existing resources
9. Detailed mathematical models of the economic system
40. Detailed plan for the use of resources

:

41 . Detailed plan for finding resources
42. Achievements of the economic unit
43 . Mathematice! model of the economic unit
44. Resources 0° the economic unit
45. Plan of the economic unit
46. Report on the achievements of resources
47. Report on ihe use of resources
48. Report on the mathematical model
49. Diverse internal statistical data
20. Diverse external statistical data
21 . Existing resources of the economic system
22 . Existing methematical models of the economic .ystem
23 . Existing eccnomic indicators of the economic sy..tem

24 . Economic agreements
25. Foreign ord rs

4 - managenient policy
2 C - planning
3 C - operative: management
4 C-estimaticn of performance of economic syster1

Special symbols

A-higher management of the economic system
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leorhit m 8 (filterings, correlations, regres-
estimate: diverse statistical a

sions, simulations, statistical tables
43.20 Equipment

The project. of the endowment with infarmation processing equipmentis proposed.according lo Fig. 3, the transfer of information between the main

planning, operative management and estimate respectively, having access to abig capacity external memory (the main external store) through the instru-mentality of a computer controlling the transfer of info-mation. As a rule,all the data of the economic system are introduced by moans of the transfercontrol computer in the main external store and next trarsferred to the com-puter caleulating the performances of the economic system (estimate). Theresults yielded by tlis computer are transferred to the main external store in,4 zone of access to the other two computers, a.s.o. The results needing a trans-Jer to the economic system are also transferred toa di.ta teletransmission

vely, released by the transfer computer is kept ;
) a sub-system cf operative managemement of the big ce itral units withtical dynamic condil ons (as for instance the railways, foreign (rade) which is'coupled to the transfer control computer in the first sul-system, with the

.torial computation and units for collecting data and reccivi ig the local results'(destined to units ex remely little critical from the dynamic point of view,'such as the agricul iral production co-operatives) ;
) @ sub-system of inquiry and remote processing linked! to the first sub-system by transfer ecmputers, for performing technical and scientific com-putation or rapid integration of some information from reserved zone ofthe main external store;

compu ers in eom pl nee with th
1 he proposed dowmen

ata i deg,

a) a of information Processing formed f three electronic
:

compulers of farge capacity, destined to the f of higher management

system, with the help of the transfer computer;b) a SHO

the microfilm technique) where a 1 information introdiced and, respecti

ystem of filtng archives ( y 1 simg, for instance

cri

aim of the
a

d) a
'apid e:xehi

the economie unis which justify such an endowment
ystem of operative management f own electronic computers of

ange of information needec

centres of terri

{) a sub-system of teletransinission of data needed to en: ure the transmis-sion speed of the information,
3.3. Technical advantagesIt has been appreciated that the solution proposed enables the followingadvantages :
- Minimum endcwment (a unique scheme, to ensure a ninimum numberof equipments for the processing of information) ;
- & minimum flew of transmitted information (specialized sub-systems'transferring the processing, respectively reduced information) ;indexes and reliability he scheme is based on fewCOs
capacity computers whose number is however to secure relin-

:

n operation and which can eliminate themselves
ifon witching case of breakdown);

reciprocally, by
:

:
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cerrected exceptions
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foreign agreements
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:
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- reserve of expansion (new units can be added, the capacity of the
existing units can be increased without affecting the running of the systems) ;-an as best as possible functional organization (directed towards the
meeting of requirements). .

Obviously, the proposed system requires, as a condition to high economic
efficiency, a correct collecting of information and the correct use of results:

:

4

1
:

3.4. Relation to the administrative system
The system proposed docs not impose particular conditions to the adini-

nistrative system, as it is a technical means at its disposal. It is expected to
see the administrative system affected only to the degree in which the access
to the system store, in other words the processing capacity, proceeds w th
new teclinical means and inconditiorsof increased performances, the premises
of an administrative activity based on study heing thus created. It stards
to reason that the integration of the y roposed system would proceed gradually,
starting with quite simple problerns which would however present a relativ2ly
high efficiency (as for instance PENT).

4

3

:

:

3.5. The problem of other stucies
Study work is now under way cn the endowment of industrial units end

departments. The adoption of a uni ary conception from the very beginn ng
is imperative, with the risk that by adopting an "autonomous" endowment,
the investment would not be profiteble as a whole.

3.6. The problem of assimilation of computation means
The problem of unattainable performances in this country is not raised

at a relatively large number of central units. It is however necessary to define
from the start the technical conditicns of the equipment that should ens re
the compatibility of the network as a whole. This asks for a supplement
study stage.

4. SHORT INFORMATIVE TECHN CAL AND ECONOMIC APPRECIATIONS

4.1. Informative dimension elements
From the analysis based on the parameters of the statistical informat ry

system, the IPA (the Institute of Automation) projects. the techn cal

conditions referring to the Ministry of Mail telecommunication system .ind

from data of technical literature, it results: *

- the volume of information that would have to Le transmitted betwen
the economic units and the central y rocessing sub-system, etc. of below 201M

car/day. This volume represents th: capacity of about 10 musical chanr.els.

:

4

It results that the transmission of the information flow could not raise, a

sion by punched tape - might be idopted.
- the priority breaking period of the transfer computer: some 1 m3.

transr 1S-
rule, major problems and conventio solutions-as for instance the

- the main store of the system ranging to the magnitude of 10,000

M car.

* Only synthetical results are given so as not to enlarge the volume of the study.
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-- the necessary speeds of the system's central units would be as follows:
-- the central sub-system: over 100,000 operations per second ;
- the transfer computer: over 100.000 operations per second ;
- the sub-system of operative management of the big central units:

some 100.000 operations per second ;
the sub-system of operative management (own equipment): 25,000...

idem (territorial centres): 50,090... {60,0000 operations per second,
the sub-system inquiry and remote processing: some 10,000 operations

per second.

50,000 operations per second ;

4.2, Main economic indicators of th> proposed system:--the number of central units: sorie 80 (about 4 units to one million
inh bitants, as against some {0 oa the average in the industrially-developed
countries) ;
- average investment per unit: abot 20 million lei, as against the world

ave: age of some 6 million lei (it involve: a quile small number of relatively
strong equipment) ;
- the value of total investment: sorie 2.500 million lei;

the ratio electronic equipment/toal investment: some 50 per cent
(the rest of 50 per cent is represented by conventional means necessary to
the proposed system. other investment) ;
- annual expenses: some 400 millicn lei yearly.
The data referring to expenses have been computed taking into account

the known average prices of the electrone equipment, the schemes of usual
org inization, as well as the indexes used currently in the technical and eco-
nomic studies.
- annual economic effects: minimim 1.000 million lei per annum.
The sources of economic effect cons: dered in the computation are:

the growth of the production capacity by some 5 per cent (over the
45 ver cent reserve appreciated in the literature, which agrees with the results
of the analyses carried out within the Mnistry of the Machine-Building In-
dustry), as a result of a better use of the equipment following planning and its
moe efficient checking up;

the increase of benefits by some 5 per cent (given in the literature as a
restIt of the possibility of cutting down cost price)

jects, as a result of a more efficient ope ative planning (as for instance the
use of the PERT and RAMPS methods) ;

No other sources have been taken ii to account, as for instance:
- the elimination of the badly used means of production ;
- the optimization of plans;
- the optimization of stocks;
- the increase of the export comp litiveness ;
- the more efficient use of the means of payment;
It has been appreciated that the annual economic effect taken inlo

consideration thus assumes a protective character:
- investment pay off time: some 2.5 years;
- necessary specialists: some 4,00(.

the shortening of the commistoniag terms of { he new ndu trial pro- :
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4.3. The placing of the proposed system in comparison with the territo-
rial hierarchical sub-systems

Provided that the situation involving the setting up of a territorial net-
work for each branch of the economy is accepted, a project of the following
type will be obtained:

at least one central, lage capacity, computer for co-ordination ;
- an own sub-system for each economic branch (involving medium-size

or small-size capacity computers) ;
~~ the number of central units: some 150;
- average investment per unit: approximately 15 million lei;
- the value of total investment : some 3,500 million lei;-the relation electronic equipment/total investment: some 65 per

cent;
- annual expenses: 500 million lei yearly.
It must be stated that these average data result from the rep ies given

by departments concerning tie immediate and prospective stock of elec-
tronic computers needed, within the Institute of Automation inqui-y for the
technical and economic stud, on the assimilation for production of elec-
tronic computers ;

annual economic effects: some 1,000 million lei/yearly (the question
is at issue, since the flow of ir formation is high, while the integration degree
more reduced) ;

-the investment pay of! time: some 7 years (beyond the accepted
allowable value of 5 years) ;

- necessary specialized staff: some 7,000.
It results most conspicuously that the solution proposed is mo-e advan-

tageous.

a

:

:

:

§. - CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of the two i1ain variants: an integrated system of inform-
ation processing and a system of information processing made up hy hierar-
chica1 sub-systems, clearly shows that the first variant is more profitable and
more efficient. :

Annex :

4

SOME ACHIEVEMENTS OF INTEGRATED INFORMATION SUB-S STEMS
KNOWN SO FAR

1. Olivetti - Italy (The San 'ernardo d'Ivrea works).
2. Lockheed - U.S.A. (The g oup of works)
3. Westinghouse - U.S.A, (Phe group of works and commercial branches).
4. Richard Thomas & Baldwin - Great Britain (The iron-and-steel works).
5. Honeywell - U.S.A. (The (Greefort micro-contact works)

1
:

6. General Electric - U.S.A. (Own programmes and the chain of computat on services).

8 Sage - U.S.A. (The semiautomatic antiaircraft defence of the territory).7. Massachusetts Institute of echnology (The MAC project)
:

:
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